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Abstract
The concept of self-renunciation is central to D.Z. Phillips' Wittgensteinian account of
the proper content of morality and religion. This thesis defends this feature of Phillips'
account against criticisms made in the context of debates in the philosophy of religion
about the philosophical legitimacy of the Wittgensteinian approach, but argues that some
serious moral criticisms arise if Phillips' account is an accurate assessment of the true
nature of Christian faith.
The thesis is organised in three parts. Part I situates Wittgensteinian ethics in the context
of twentieth-century British moral philosophy and outlines its key features, in particular
its focus on the centrality of culture and language in shaping moral responses and its
insistence that self-interest has no place in moral reflection; it goes on to consider
feminist criticisms of similar approaches in both ethics and theology. Part II shows the
centrality of self-renunciation to Phillips' account of religion, and uses historical sources
to argue that the emphasis Phillips places on 'dying to the self' is more justifiable than
many philosophers of religion are willing to recognise. However, a consideration of the
way in which self-renunciation, sexuality and theology interact in the lives and writings of
many Christian mystics, and of one of Phillips' key sources, Simone Weil, suggests that
privileging Christian self-renunciation is morally problematic in ways which Phillips does
not address. Part III traces the methodological roots of this lack of concern, and
discusses some ways in which Phillips' implicit endorsement of a saintly striving for
moral perfection might be challenged without abandoning the insights of the
Wittgensteinian approach.
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Introduction
The concept of 'superstition' is important throughout the philosophy of religion of D.Z.
Phillips as a limiting category which can be used to describe ostensibly religious beliefs
and practices which are in fact, on his analysis, no such thing. We can assess whether a
practice is superstitious by looking at the role it plays

ill

the wider context of its

practitioner's life; as Phillips says in The Concept of Prayer, 'A prayer which involves an
overt action, such as lighting a candle, might be a genuine act of devotion, or it might be
superstitious in so far as one thinks that something would go wrong if one did not light
it'.l

RJ Ray provides a summary which brings out the way the religion/superstition

distinction works in Phillips' thought:
Religious belief accords with what we already know about our larger
surroundings, is absolutely unshakeable, plays a role of spiritual relationship,
holds the believer, is the criterion for assessing one's life, and is an end in itself.
Superstition is fantastic, contingent, tenuous, demarcated from other areas of
one's life, puts faith in the practice itself, is one option among many, and is a
means to an end. Superstition is, as such, a way of getting things done.s

Phillips' use of this concept has provoked a great deal of discussion in philosophical
journals over the last decade or

SO.3

One of the most important accusations made about

this aspect of Phillips' work is Brian Clack's claim that he 'is best seen as making
propaganda for what he sees as "true religion", and employing the religion/superstition
distinction to do

SO,.4

This accusation, which Phillips vehemently denies," arises because,

for Phillips, the concept of superstition helps him to demarcate a boundary between
those manifestations of ostensibly religious belief and practice which effectively make
claims about the way the world works and are therefore open to scientific and
philosophical criticism (such as, for example, lighting a candle in order to cause God to
look more favourably upon us and to act on our behalf in the world) and those which are

D.Z. Phillips, The ConceptofPrqyer~ondon: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1965), p. 118.
2 RJ Ray, 'Crossed Fingers and Praying Hands: Remarks on Religious Belief and Superstition', Religious Studies 26
(1990)" p. 476.
3 See Ruv, 'Crossed Fingers and Praying Hands', pp. 471-482; Lance Ashdown, 'D.Z. Phillips and his Audiences', Sophia
32/3 (1993), pp. 1-31; Brian R. Clack, 'D.Z. Phillips, Wittgenstein and Religion', Religious Studies 31 (1995), pp. 111-120,
and Phillips, 'On Giving Practice its Due - ,\ Reply', Religious Studies 31 (1995), pp. 121-1n; Terrence \\', Tilley, 'The
Philosophy of Religion and the Concept of Religion: D.Z. Phillips on Religion and Superstition', journal of the American
Aradwry o] Religion 68 (2000), pp. 345-356, Phillips, 'Practices, Practice and Superstition: .\ Response to Terrence \\'.
Tilley', journal ~r the American A'ildt'!!~)' of Religion 68 (2000), pp. 357-362, and Tilley, "'Superstition" as a Philosopher's
Gloss on Practice: .\ Rejoinder to D.Z. Phillips', journalof the American Acadenry of Religion 68 (2000), pp. 363-365; Brian
Cl.ick, '\\'ittgenstein and ~Iahric', in Robert L. Arrington and Mark Addis (eds.), Ir'ittgenstein and Philosopry of Religion
(London: Routledge, 2001), pp. 12-28, Phillips, '\\ 'ittgenstein, \\ 'ittgensteinial11sm, and :\Iahric: a Philosop hical
TLlgnh;", ReligioNS Studies 39 (2003), pp. 185-201, and Brian Clack, 'Response to Phillips', Religious Studies 39 (2003), pp
203-2()l)
I 11I-1.In Clack, 'D.Z. Phillips, \\ittgenstein and Religion', p. 114.
~ ~l'l' Phillips. 'On (~i\ing Pr.icticc its Due', p 12.)
I
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not (such as, for example, lighting a candle in order to express our devotion to and
dependence on God).

It is the latter manifestations which interest Phillips, much of

whose work is concerned with describing what he sees as the meaning of religious belief
and practice for religious believers, and with accusing mainstream philosophers of
religion, whether they see themselves as theists, atheists or agnostics, of being engaged in
an enterprise which has no connection with the real concerns of real religious believers.
This might be seen as a point of departure for this thesis, which investigates Phillips'
understanding of the 'religion' side of the 'religion/superstition' boundary. Although it
touches on the debate over the legitimacy of the categories 'religion' and 'superstition',
and on various other debates between Phillips and his many philosophical opponents, its
focus is on the implications of taking seriously Phillips' account of what (in Brian Clack's
terms) 'true religion' consists of.

If religious believers really do believe what Phillips

thinks they believe, what implications should this have for our assessment of religious
belief? In particular, I am interested in Phillips' understanding of self-renunciation as
being at the heart of what authentic religion, and indeed morality, consist of.

6

I consider

evidence which might support his view against his critics, and call into question Phillips'
apparent lack of interest in, and indeed his methodological forswearing of the possibility
of, offering any kind of critique of the effects a self-renouncing religious faith might have
on religious believers.
Phillips is perhaps the most promment of a group of philosophers, active

ill

particular in English-speaking philosophy of religion over the last thirty years, who have
been influenced by the work of Ludwig Wittgenstein and are sometimes referred to as
Wittgensteinians.

Other Wittgensteinians have been Phillips' teachers, colleagues and

associates, notably Peter Winch, Rush Rhees, R.W. Beardsmore, H.O. Mounce, Norman
Malcolm and ilham Dilman.

Wittgensteinian philosophy of religion is widely

characterised as making what R. Douglas Geivett and Brendan Sweetman describe as the
claim that
religion, like science and all other central human activities, is a form of life which
establishes its own internal criteria of meaning and rationality. In this view, the
task of the philosopher is not to engage in the profoundly misguided endeavor
of seeking 'evidence' or 'justification' for the rationality of belief in God; it is,
rather, to describe and make explicit the various practices which make up the
religious form of life and which gives this form of life its particular meamng.7
(, For another study of the \Vittgensteinian usc of the concept of self-renunciation, whose aims arc very different from
mine here but which also identifies self-renunciation as being at the centre of the \'('mgensteinian account of religious
belief. Sl'l' 1':n1\'r Vaughan Thomas, IFittgensteinian T"alues: Pbilosop!D', religiollJ be/i~f and desaiptirist melhodoloXJ (Aldcrshor:
\shL',.lte: 2Lllll).
; It 'Douglas (; ctvctt and Hrcnd.i n ~\\n·tm.lI1. 'Introduction', in G civcrt and ~Wl'etman (cds.). Contemporary Perspedit'fJ on
IZI'/igiolls Epi,rtelllologl' (( rxford: Oxford L1I11YllSlt\ Press, 1992), pp. 8-9.

The Wittgensteinians do place a greater emphasis than many philosophers of religion on
the role religious beliefs and practices play in the wider context of social and individual
life, and tend to distance themselves from conventional theistic and atheistic positions in
various debates which are widely seen by non-Wittgensteinians as central to the
philosophy of religion, such as the existence of God, the effectiveness of petitionary
prayer, the possibility of miracle, life after death and the problem of evil. The focus on
internal criteria also leads (my main interest in this thesis) to a characterisation of the
proper nature of religious belief as involving the acknowledgement of the believer's
complete dependence on God and therefore the renunciation of self-concern. Despite
their rejection of much of what is more commonly understood as the stock-in-trade of
philosophy of religion, Wittgensteinians such as Phillips do occasionally get drawn into
discussions of such questions, in which they and their opponents accuse each other of
misrepresenting the character of religious belief.'' for any philosopher of religion
committed to a more explicitly realist account of religious language, the idea that religious
believers do not believe in the literal truth of the existence of God as a real independent
being, in the possibility of eternal reward or punishment after death, or in the possibility
that God will grant them what they ask for in prayer, is plainly false, and would seem to
undermine the very way in which philosophy of religion has traditionally been construed
and conducted.

Phillips tends to remain at a disdainful distance from such debates,

maintaining it even when purportedly participating in them.
The most sustained critical engagement with the Wittgensteinians in philosophy
of religion has focused on a number of disputed issues. Perhaps the most influential, so
far as its influence on the philosophical reception of the Wittgensteinians is concerned, is
the 'fideism' debate, concerned with charges most famously articulated by Kai Nielsen,
who identified a 'cluster of dark sayings" which he claimed that 'Wittgensteinian Fideists'
accepted, and which he claimed meant that they could argue that religion 'can only be
understood or criticised, and then only in a piecemeal way, from within this mode by
someone who has a participant's understanding of this mode of discourse'." This would
mean that 'Philosophy cannot criticise religion; it can only display for us the workings,

H

Sec for example the discussion of the problem of evil between Richard Swinburne, Phillips and John (lick
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Stuart

C Hn »vu \cd.), Reason and Religion (Ithaca: Cornell University Press. 1977). pp, 81-139,
N iclscn, '\\ittgmsteinian lideism', Philosopl!J .+2 (1967), P: 192 :\ iclscn docs not include Phillips in his list of
'\\ 'it t<'l'nsteinian I ;idl'\sts' here (p. 191), but he docs in his .r1f1 Introduction to the Philosop~)' ~r Religion (London: \lacmillan,
19S:~)~ P: 65, chapter .+ of which is cftccrivclv a revised version of his 1967 article.
III \Jicben, '\\Ittgenstcinian lidcism'. P 193,

') K.I\

the style of functioning, of religious discourse' .11
chapter of his 1986 book Belief, Change and Forms

Phillips himself devotes the first

of Life to

a detailed rebuttal of what he

described as 'five theses' attributed to philosophers influenced by Wittgenstein. I do not
intend here to present a detailed discussion of Phillips' rebuttal, which does not bear
directly on my central concerns in this thesis; suffice it to say that Phillips explicitly
rejects the suggestion that his position entails any commitment to the theses that 'Religious

beliefs are logicallY cut off from all other aspects

of human

life', that 'Religious beliefs

call

onlY be

understood fry religious belieters', that 'Whatever is called religious language determines what is and what
is not meaningful in religion', that 'Religious beliefs cannot be criticised, and that 'Religious belie]:
cannot be affected fry personal, social or cultural event!;12 indeed, he has 'argued against the ,Tery
theses attributed to myself and others who have been influenced by Wittgenstein in the
philosophy of religion'."

Phillips would presumably agree with the claim made by

Beverley Clack and Brian Clack that 'Many of the criticisms of the Wittgensteinian
position are really criticisms of a parody of that position'." Yet he describes the 'fideism'
label as 'a term which, unfortunately, seems here to stav'," and indeed Nielsen's
characterisation of the Wittgensteinians has been highly influential, to the extent that the
Wittgensteinians are still routinely characterised by many philosophers of religion as
'Wittgensteinian fideists', apparently without any recognition that this label is rejected by
the Wittgensteinians themselves."
Whatever the rights and wrongs of the 'fideism' charge, the fact that it has tended
to focus critical attention on epistemological questions about the justification of religious
belief has perhaps deflected attention from the extensive work of Phillips and the
Wittgensteinians in ethics, work which is closely linked to their philosophy of religion.
Indeed, with a few exceptions, it is fair to say that much of what little discussion there
has been of their work in ethics has been by philosophers of religion rather than by
ethicists. The title of Phillips' 1992 collection of essays, Interoentions in Ethics, is perhaps a
testament to the way in which the Wittgensteinians' contribution to contemporary ethics
Nielsen, 'Wittgensteinian Fidcism', p. 193.
Phillips, Belief, Change andForms of Life (London: Macmillan, 1986), pp. 5-15.
I, Phillips, Belief, Change andForms ofLife, p. 16.
1-1 Hcvcrlcv Clack and Brian R. Clack, The Philosopl!J of Religion: A Critical Introduction (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1998), p.
119.
15 Phillips, Beli~f, Change andForms ofLife, p. -1-.
.
.
16 SCL' for example (;eivett and Sweetman (cds.), Contemporary Perspectives in Religious Epistemology, which includes a
section on '\\'ittgensteinian l-idcisrn' (part II, pp. 79-130) incorporating sympathetic articles by Phillips, :\!:llcolm and
Paul I Iolmcr, and ~l critical article by Nielsen, without noting that the term '\Vittgensteinian Fidcisrn' IS Nielsen'«. and
not one which Phillips, Malcolm or I Iolmcr apply to their own position. See also :\lark .vddis, 'DZ. Phillips' fid.i-rn
in \\'ittgmstl'ln\ mirror', in Arrington and Addis (cds.), Ir,ttgeflJtein and Philosopl!J ofReligjon, pp SS-100, in which .vddis
writes, "Fol the purposes of this discussion, fideism will be deemed to be exemplified by the writings of D./. Phillips'
(p. 85\ and adds in ,I footnote, The discussion of whether Phillips' critics have been fair to him will not be covered
II

12

here' (p. lJ8, n. S).

has tended to involve making comments from outside the mainstream of ethical
discussion; the book itself contains criticisms of such major figures in the field as
Alasdair MacIntyre, Bernard Williams and Thomas Nagel. Phillips warns them against
'our deep-rooted tendency to theorise in ethics',17 arguing that it is impossible 'to giye a
general, theoretical account of something called Morality'18 - a claim which goes against
the grain of much contemporary ethics. Yet detailed discussions of ethics are among the
Wittgensteinians' earliest published philosophical works and, as I argue, the concerns
they show in their moral philosophy are important not only in their own right but
because they overlap significantly with their concerns in their better-known philosophy
of religion.

I therefore devote part I of this thesis to a detailed exposition of

Wittgensteinian ethics, as displayed in particular in Beardsmore's Moral Reasoning,

ill

Phillips' and Mounce's jointly-written book Moral Practices, and in Winch's Ethics and

.Action"

In chapter 1 I set it in the context of twentieth-century British moral

philosophy,

and in

particular in

relation

to

those

ethicists with whom the

Wittgensteinians choose to engage in detail, namely R.M. Hare and Philippa Foot. Some
of the charges which have more frequently arisen in discussions of Wittgensteinian
philosophy of religion, notably those of conservatism and relativism, are discussed here
in a consideration of Onora O'Neill's criticisms of Wittgensteinian ethics. The feature of
both Wittgensteinian ethics and Wittgensteinian philosophy of religion on which this
thesis focuses in detail is the their rejection of self-interest, and chapter 2 discusses this,
contrasting the Wittgensteinian position with various influential ethical theories in which
self-interest is considered an important factor in assessing properly moral behaviour.
The thoroughgoing rejection by the Wittgensteinians of prudential considerations,
together with their acceptance of the limits culture and language set around what can
count as possible moral responses, raises the concern, familiar from feminist criticism,
that culture and language may be structured in such a way as to legitimise the
subordination of particular groups within a culture. I discuss this possibility in relation to
MacIntyre's After Virtue, and in chapter 3 go into more detail on the way in which a
feminist critique of Wittgensteinian ethics might take shape, citing evidence from
Phillips' work of a lack of awareness of the way his conception of the nature of morality
can work against the interests of subordinated groups.

There are parallels here with

Phillips, lnterrentions ill Ethics (London: Macmillan, 1992), p. viii.
Phillips. In/m't'II/loIIJ ill Ethics, P: viii.
I'l It\\
lku·dsmofe, Moral R,'asollillg (London: Routledge & Kq.zan Paul, 1969); Phillips and 11.0. \!ounce, .\fortl/
Practices (London: Routledge & Kq..;.ln Paul, 19-0) ~ Peter \X'inch, Ethics and Artion (London: Routledge & Kcgan Paul.
I ()~2)
17
lH
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theological discussions of what some feminists have identified as problematic elements
within the conventional Christian understanding of sin and love, and a consideration of
these discussions lead me into a more detailed examination of Wittgensteinian
philosophy of religion in part II.
Most critical discussion of Wittgensteinian philosophy of religion has focused on
the legitimacy of perceived Wittgensteinian claims about the role religious beliefs and
practices play in the life of the religious believer, and their relation to other beliefs and
practices.

While these are important questions, many of which are discussed in the

course of this thesis, my focus is on what the Wittgensteinians, and Phillips in particular,
understand to be characteristic of authentic religious beliefs and practices, and part II of
the thesis takes the argument of part I, stressing the importance of the avoidance of selfinterest in Wittgensteinian ethics, and applies it to Wittgensteinian philosophy of religion.
I argue in chapter 4 that Phillips' position on this is that the internal logic of Christianity
commits Christians to a thorougWy self-renunciatory faith.

Those critics who have

challenged this aspect of Phillips' account have tended to argue against it on the basis
that it simply fails to do justice to the nature of what Christians and other religious
believers actually believe. I consider these criticisms in chapter 5, along with Phillips'
response, which effectively denies the importance of what religious believers say that
they believe, in contrast with what their faith logically commits them to, whether they are
aware of this or not. The terms in which this debate is conducted suggest a surprising
lack of interest from both sides in justifying their account of the content of religious
belief, with Phillips' critics appealing to relatively little evidence in support of their claim
that self-renunciation has not been central to the lives of most Christians, and Phillips
himself explicitly eschewing any appeal to evidence at all.

I examine some of the

evidence from the history of Christianity, arguing that there are good historical reasons to
see religiously-motivated self-renunciation as central to much Christian belief and
practice, even if Phillips himself does not recognise this fact.

The shift from a

philosophical to a historical discussion does, however, raise questions which Phillips'
method (combined with his critics' scepticism) allows him to avoid, and chapter 6
discusses some of these.

Again, the insights of feminist criticism are crucial, with an

examination of the way in which many Christians, particularly female mystics, have
described the dynamics of a self-renunciatory relationship with God, and the links in
their \\Titings between theology and some problematic manifestations of sexuality. \\'hile
Phillips and the \Vittgensteinians show little interest in these Christians, some of the

6

same issues arise in the life and writings of Simone Weil, on whom Phillips in particular
relies heavily in his account of the nature and implications of authentic religious belief. I
consider some critical responses to Weil's work by feminist writers, for whom she
exemplifies the potential results of some of the worst aspects of the Christian tradition,
and argue that Phillips' lack of concern for these issues is a serious weakness in his
philosophy of religion and, given the connections in his work between philosophy of
religion and ethics, in his ethics as well.
Part III of the thesis considers

ill

more detail the ways in which Phillips'

approach enables him to show little concern for the issues I have raised. I argue that my
focus on Christian saints in the previous two chapters is justified by the way Phillips
understands the demands of morality and religion as absolute and thoroughgoing, and
discuss some approaches which might help to demonstrate moral problems at the heart
of his account: Susan Wolf's questioning of the assumption that it is good to be saintly;
utilitarian concerns about the negative impact self-denying behaviour might have on
those surrounding the self-denying agent as well as on the agent herself; Friedrich
Nietzsche's attack on 'slave morality' in his critique of Christianity, which I argue has
some parallels with Phillips' account of properly moral and religious behaviour. I suggest
that the other-directedness implicit in the 'postmodern ethics' of Zygmunt Bauman
presents a potential philosophical alternative to Phillips' assumption that selfrenunciation is the necessary response to the rejection of self-interest as an acceptable
moral and religious motive. Bauman's ethics might be described as intuitionist, and the
same might be said for the ethics of Iris Murdoch, with whom the Wittgensteinians have
some significant similarities, both in their rejection of 'false consolation' and in their
attitude to the relationship between academic philosophy and the real lives of ordinary
people.

Given these similarities, attention to the culturally and linguistically-based

sources of our moral and religious intuitions is an important part of our assessment of
those intuitions. In the light of this focus on intuitionism, it makes sense to begin my
account of the emergence of Wittgensteinian ethics with a discussion of an earlier
manifestation of intuitionism: that of G.E. Moore.

7

I
ETHICS

1
The Wittgensteinians and Moral Philosophy
Intuitionism
At the beginning of the last century G.E. Moore wrote Principia Ethica, a book whose
consciously portentous title was entirely in keeping with its purpose, namely 'to discover
what are the fundamental principles of ethical reasoning'.'

Moore argued that the

knowledge of what is right and good comes before any explanation of why it is right and
good. Indeed, he denied that such an explanation is either useful or possible, claiming, 'if
I am asked "What is good?" my answer is that good is good, and that is the end of the
matter. Or if I am asked "How is good to be defined?" my answer is that it cannot be
defined, and that is all I have to say about it'.2 This is because "'good" is a simple notion,
just as "yellow" is a simple notion; that, just as you cannot, by any manner of means,
explain to anyone who does not already know it, what yellow is, so you cannot explain
what good is,.3 But in any case, we do not need to explain what good is:
Whenever [anyone] thinks of 'intrinsic value,' or 'intrinsic worth,' or says that a
thing 'ought to exist,' he has before his mind the unique object - the unique
property of things - which I mean by 'good.' Everybody is constantly aware of
this notion, although he may never become aware at all that it is different from
other notions of which he is also aware. 4

Moore introduced the concept of the 'naturalistic fallacy', the error of defining 'good' in
terms of the properties belonging to good things, and then of thinking that these
properties are 'absolutely and entirely the same with goodness'. 5 The desire of ethicists
to make it clear what it is that they are talking about is what leads to confusion. Moore
sought to distance himself from intuitionism, on the grounds that while he saw the
fundamental principles of ethics as 'Intuitions', incapable of proof or disproof, the
question of whether certain actions were 'right' or 'a duty' could be settled by examining
their results ,6 but he has nevertheless been seen as the most influential member of an
'intuitionist' school of moral philosophy.i

I

C.I':. ,\Ioorc. Principia Etbica (Cambridge: Cambridge l.'ruvcrsitv Press, 1903). p. LX.

Pruuipia Etbira. P: 6.
Pn1ll7pia Et!Jica. p. 7.
~ :\{oorc, Pm/,i!,i" Et!Jica, p. 17.
'i Moore, Prinapia Etbi.». p. 10.
(, :\I()(ire, Pn'lt1p,,, Btbi«; p. x.
2 I\{OOfC,

, l\{oorc.

7

Sn' for example G..J. \\·,lf11Ock. Contflllporaf)' .'lom/ Phi/osopl!>, (London \lacmillan. 1967), P: of

9

Moore's intuitionist successors did not follow his distinction between 'good' on
the one hand and 'right' and 'duty' on the other. In his article 'Does Moral Philosophy
Rest on a Mistake?' H.A. Prichard argued that previous philosophers had answered the
question of why we ought to act in certain ways by saying either that the action
advocated will in some way be to our advantage, for example by bringing our happiness,
or else that something involved in the action itself is good. 8 So far as Prichard was
concerned, neither of these explanations is adequate. The first breaks down because it
does not correspond to what we really think morality is about:
Suppose we ask ourselves whether our sense that we ought to pay our debts or
to tell the truth arises from our recognition that in doing so we should be
originating something good, e.g. material comfort in A or true belief in B, i.e.,
suppose we ask ourselves if it is this aspect of the action which leads to our
recognition that we ought to do it. We, at once, and without hesitation answer
'NO'.9

Although moral action may sometimes lead to our advantage, this is not why we think it
is morally good.

Indeed, some moral actions may disadvantage us and yet still be

recognised as the right thing to do.

In fact, said Prichard, there is no need for such

complicated and convoluted explanations of why certain actions are right.

He argued

that, 'The sense of obligation to do, or of the rightness of, an action of a particular kind
is absolutely underivative or immediate'. 10

Other leading intuitionists agreed that

knowledge of what is right or good comes before any explanation of why it is right or
good, and even deny that such explanations are useful or possible. As W.D. Ross put it,
we can only have moral principles because we already know that certain acts are right: the
'rightness [of certain acts] was not deduced from any general principle; rather the general
principle was later recognized by intuitive induction as being implied in the judgements
already passed on particular acts'.ll We can immediately apprehend what we ought to do
(albeit in some cases only after we have examined in some detail what the action
involves) in the same way that we can (once we know the relevant facts) immediately
apprehend mathematical truths, such as that a three-sided figure must have three angles.

12

The plausibility of the view that moral obligations are not self-evident is a result of the
fact that moral acts are frequently incompletely stated - in which case the question' II 'j.J)'
should I do that?' is a perfectly sensible one, but not one which should trick us into
thinking that it is the nature of obligation which needs explaining. This means 'that
I L\. Prichard, 'Docs Moral Philosophy Rest on a :\listake:J'. Mind 21 (1912). p. 22.
Prnhnrd, 'I )OL'S Moral Philosoph" Rest on a Misr.ikc?'. p. 25.
III l'nch.lld. 'Docs J\loral Philosoph" Rest on a Mistake?', P: T.
11 \\ '.1). R( )~~. foundations qlEthics (( h ford: Ox f( lId Univcrsirv Press. 1939). P 170.
12 Prichard, 'Docs :\!OLU Philosophy Rest on a :\listakc?', p. 28.
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do not come to appreciate an obligation by an argument, i.e. by a process of non-moral
thinking' and 'that our sense of the rightness of an act is not a conclusion from our
appreciation of the goodness either of it or of anything else'." Prichard responded to the
possible objection that, since some people regard as obligations actions which are not so
regarded by others, obligations cannot be self-evident, by saying that 'the appreciation of
an obligation is, of course, only possible for a developed moral being, and that different
degrees of development are possible'." To the possible objection that we cannot solve
the problem of how to act in the presence of conflicting, self-evident, obligations, he
replied that in such cases 'the decision of what we ought to do turns ... on the question
"Which is the greater obligation?"?" - something, presumably, which is itself self-evident.
Moral philosophy, then, is trying to satisfy an illegitimate demand, namely 'to have it

proved to us that we ought to do [certain things], i.e., to be convinced of this by a process
which, as an argument, is different in kind from our original and unreflective
appreciation of it'.16 In other words, moral philosophy, far from helping us work out
what we ought and ought not to do, actually confuses the issue, undermining the clear
appreciation of our obligations which 'arises in our unreflective consciousness' with an
attitude 'of unquestioning confidence'i'"

Emotivism
Intuitionism has been criticised convincingly and at great length for, amongst
other failings, situating moral goodness in a free-floating realm independent of any other
facts, offering no account of how moral facts are to be established, showing no
relationship between moral judgements and conduct, mistaking intuition for knowledge
and being unable to evaluate between competing intuitions." Some of the earliest critics
of intuitionism used their critique as the starting-point for a new approach to ethics,
often called emotivism. A.J. Ayer criticised intuitionism in Language, Truth and Logic on
the grounds that 'it makes statements of value unverifiable,.19 The assertion that I 'know
by intuition' that a particular action is right 'is of purely psychological interest, and has

1\

Prichard, 'Docs Moral Philosophy Rest on a :,\[istake?', P: 29.

I~ Prichard. 'Docs ;\[oral Philosophy Rest on a Mistake?', P: 30n.
I~ Prich.ird. 'Does !\[oral Philosophy Rest on a Mistake?', p. 30n.

Prichard. 'Docs l\loral Philosophy Rest on a Mistake?', p. 36.
Prir h.rrd, 'Does !\[oral Philosophy Rest on a Mistake?', P: 36.
I, ~n' tlll example \\,lt1lock. Contemporar» Mom! Phi!osopl!J, pp .+-17; \\'.1) Hudson • •'slodem .\fora! Philosopl!J, Stcond
EditlOll (London: Macmillan, 1983). pp. 65-105; .\lasdair Iaclnryrc, /1 Short History of Ethics (London Routledge &
16
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not the slightest tendency to prove the validity of any moral judgement'?' Ayer's point is
that statements cannot be said to be true or false - significant - unless they can be
proved:
that in so far as statements of value are significant, they are ordinary 'scientific'
statements; and that in so far as they are not scientific, they are not in the literal
sense significant, but are simply expressions of emotion which can be neither
true or false."
This strict delineation between, on the one hand, the analytic truths of logic and
mathematics and the factual- in the sense that they are in principle empirically verifiable
- truths of science, and on the other hand the unverifiable claims made by ethics,
aesthetics and theology, is the basis of the emotivist theory of ethics. This claims that,
since it is impossible to prove whether something is good, the proposition 'X is good' is
not a factual proposition, even if the person who makes it thinks that it is. But the fact
that the person who uses the word 'good' intends to mean something by it implies that
the word is not simply extraneous. It is doing something, but it is not necessarily doing
what the speaker thinks it is doing (at least, not if the speaker is, say, an intuitionist).
Ayer explained what he thinks ethical words are actuallY doing:
The presence of an ethical symbol in a proposition adds nothing to its factual
content. Thus if I say to someone, 'You acted wrongly in stealing that money,' I
am not stating anything more than if I had simply said, 'You stole that money.'
In adding that this action is wrong I am not making any further statement about
it. I am simply evincing my moral disapproval of it. It is as if I had said, 'You
stole that money,' in a peculiar tone of horror, or written it with the addition of
some special exclamation marks.F
Passages like this one may appear rather disparaging about the use of any moral language
at all, but this has more to do with Ayer's tone than with emotivism in general.
Emotivism does not suggest that moral terms should not be used (this would, of course,
be a moral claim in itself), but that they are, we might say, tactically deployed.

C.L.

Stevenson discussed the 'dynamic' use of moral terms - their ability to influence their
hearers or readers to act in a particular way. He agreed with Ayer that 'Roughly ... the
sentence "X is good" means We like )(',23 but his focus is on the subtly coercive power
that is contained in the word 'we', a power noted by Nicholas Lash in his comment,
'whenever the word "we" is ... being waved around, three questions are in order: whom
do those waving it have in mind? Whom do they suppose themselves to have in mind?

vcr, Lmgllagr. T 'rutl: and LJgic,
I -,,/I!~III!~", Truth and LJg/t".
22 ,\ vcr. Lmgll({~r. Truth .uu!Logic,
2., C:L. ~tC\'L'tlson. 'The Emotive
20 \

P: 1-l1.

21 ,\ vcr,

p. 136.
p. 1-l2.
\kaning of Ethical Terms' in .v.]. ,\yer (cd.), LJgical Positirism :~L"\\" 'York \ lacmill.m ,

1()-·l), p. 2H.
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Whom should they have in mind?

(This triple test is worth applying to the opening

phrases of the American Declaration of Independencej'<'

The listener is, in effect,

confronted with the choice of agreeing that X is good, or being excluded from the 'we',
the community which believes that X is good. This means that 'Ethical statements are
social instruments'f which enable us to influence others. 'X is good', although in one
sense it means 'Do X', is more likely than the simple 'Do X' actually to persuade
someone to do X, because 'an ethical sentence differs from an imperative in that it
enables one to make changes in a much more subtle, less fully conscious way'.26
Both intuitionism and emotivism tried to account for the fact that people find it
difficult to argue for any moral judgement without examining the particular facts of the
case in question. Where Prichard took this as evidence that morality itself does not need
to be argued for, that the right thing to do in any given situation will be obvious once we
know exactly what the situation is, assuming that we are at a sufficiently advanced level
of moral development, the emotivists used it to support the view that 'argument fails us
when we come to deal with pure questions of value, as distinct from questions of fact,.27
In many cases:
disagreement in interest may be rooted in disagreement in belief. That is to say,
people who disagree in interest would often cease to do so if they knew the
precise nature and consequences of the object of their interest-"

This is not because morality is self-evident; on the contrary, 'the "self-evident"
deliverances of reason, which so many philosophers have claimed, seem, on examination,
to be deliverances of their respective reasons only (if of anyone's) and not of mine.'z'J
Agreement in moral judgements - or in 'interest' - comes about because 'the people with
whom we argue have generally received the same moral education as ourselves, and live
in the same social order'r'" But where this is not the case, there is nowhere else for the
argument to go. We are left with irresolvable disagreement, perhaps accompanied by
abuse.'!

And even this abuse would be intended to produce a change in the moral

attitude of the one being abused.

Nicholas Lash, Tbe Beginning and End of 'Religion' (Cambridge: Cambridge l 'nivcrsir,: Press, 1996), P: 213 .
.:'s Stcvcnson , 'The Emotive Meaning of Ethical Terms', P: 281.
26 Stevcnson, The Emotivc :\k.lOing of lrhical Terms', p. T6.
27 ,\\'l'1, Language, Truth and Logic, P: 147.
2H Stevenson. 'The Emotive \ leaning of Ethical Terms', P: T8.
29 Stl'\'cmon, 'The Fnlllti\'l' \kaning of Ethical Terms', P: 280.
.'0 Aver, Lmgllage, Truth and Logic, P: 147,
.'1 ,her, I"'111gllage, Tmlh ,11/'/ Log/I', p. 1-l7.
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Universal Prescriptivism
There is little to argue with in emotivism's claim that part of the purpose of
moral discourse is to persuade others. But it is one thing to claim, with Stephenson, that
'if we define emotively laden terms in a way that neglects their emotive meaning, we are
likely to be confusing. We lead people to think that the terms defined are used 4JnamicaIIJ' less often

than tbe» are' .32 It is quite another to suggest that, when we use moral terms, the attempt
to persuade others is the onlY thing going on. This is where R.M. Hare began his critique
of emotivism, which he too used as the starting-point for a new approach, described as
'prescriptivism' or sometimes 'universal prescriptivism'.

Emotivism, Hare claimed,

restricts the nature and scope of moral discourse to nothing more than expressions of
approval and disapproval, and to attempts to persuade people by the use of coercive
language and by the exposition of (entirely non-moral) facts. The emotivists based these
conclusions on the mistaken idea that 'the only questions one can reason about are
factual ones'r" Hare argued that in fact moral reasoning is possible; indeed, that it is
something we do all the time.

He drew an analogy between moral reasoning and

scientific reasoning, as understood by K.arl Popper." a moral principle is like a scientific
hypothesis, and is tested by being used in real or hypothetical cases. Just as the results of
an experiment can falsify a scientific hypothesis, so a particular case can force us to
modify or abandon a moral principle. 'What we are doing in moral reasoning is to look
for moral judgements and moral principles which, when we have considered their logical
consequences and the facts of the case, we can still accept'.35 For Hare, moral principles
have to be universalisable: it does not make sense (in other words, it is logically
inconsistent) for me to make one judgement about one situation and another judgement
about another situation which is relevantly similar. This may mean that some of our
moral principles are highly complex -

'universality must not be confused with

generality'36 - and that certain moral principles which many have sought to defend at the
cost of their plausibility may instead be modified, sacrificing simplicity but preserving
those elements which are worth upholding:
To use an example which gave trouble to Kant: my moral principles do not
have to be as general as 'Nerer tell lies'; they can be more specific, like 'Never tell
lies except when it is necessary in order to save an innocent life, and except
when ... and except when ... '37
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The fact that morality is something we can reason about, and that we reason about it by
testing hypothetical principles

against particular situations, means

that we

are

independent moral agents. We decide what our principles are, and we modify them in
the light of experience; we do not keep our principles the same throughout our lives and
act against them when they tell us to do things we think are wrong.

Hare cited 'this

conviction, which every adult has, that he is free to form his own opinions about moral
questionsf" and describes it as 'one of the most important constituents of our freedom,
as moral agents,.39 The fact that, on Hare's understanding, we have the ability to form
principles which can cover every eventuality, appears to imply that really serious,
insoluble moral problems do not arise. In his lecture Existentialism and Humanism JeanPaul Sartre described the case of a student in Nazi-occupied France faced with the
dilemma of whether to stay at home and look after his mother, who would be deeply
unhappy if he left her, or to attempt, with no guarantee of success, to go to England to
join the Free French Forces and fight for his country." After considering the situation
and the failure of various moral codes to resolve it, Sartre says that 'nothing remains but
to trust in our instincts'."

Part of the force of Sartre's example is that whatever the

student decides to do, he is likely to feel guilty about either abandoning his mother or
failing to join the struggle to liberate his country. Yet according to Hare:
[Sartre's] student did not have to find for himself any very simple, general
principle. Perhaps he was the only person who had ever been in that particular
complex situation. But he ought to have been able to form for himself a
principle (a highly specific one) which he could accept for situations just like
his.42
This principle would presumably be along the lines of 'Care for your mother except
where this will prevent you from fighting for your country', or vice-versa. It might not
be agreed to by anyone else, and the situation it covers may never be faced by anyone
else, but this does not prevent it being useful for this particular agent now, and it does
not prevent it being universalisable in principle.

The Wittgensteinian Approach
Just as the emotivists began by criticising the intuitionists, and as Hare began by
criticising the ernotivists. so the emerging Wittgensteinian school in ethics identifies itself
l l.irc, Pm'dom and Reason, P: 2.
.W I 1.\ rc, Freedot» and RI'IlJol/, P: 2.
-Ill [can-Paul ~,lrtrc, E ....-islmtiilli.rtH and Humanist», tr. Philip \lairct (London \Icuthcn. 1980). pp 35-r
11~;lrtrc, Exi.rll'1llt,;//.t1ll and H/(/!/(/1J1.r/!/, p. 36.
I~ l l.rrc, 'Universal Prcscriptivisrn. P: -t5.iH
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and makes itself distinctive by drawing attention to its differences from the dominant
figure in 1960s British moral philosophy, namely Hare. 43 That we are free to choose our
own moral principles and to make our own moral decisions is as central to Hare's
account of morality as the tide of his book Freedom and Reason would suggest. That we
are actually not free to take certain physically and logically possible courses of action that our language, upbringing and culture set limits on our moral options - is equally
central to the approach taken to moral philosophy by the Wittgensteinians.

The

Wittgensteinians take issue with Hare's construal of moral deliberation on the model of a
syllogism in which 'The major premiss is a principle of conduct; the minor premiss is a
statement, more or less full, of what we should in fact be doing if we did one or other of
the alternatives open to

US,.44

R.W. Beardsmore points out that on this account anything;

however irrelevant to moral conduct it might seem, can be regarded as a moral reason;
for example:
the argument, 'All people with certain physical characteristics ought to be illtreated; this man has those characteristics; therefore, this man ought to be illtreated', is valid."
While Hare's account is therefore not committed to any particular moral standpoint, it
seems to contain nothing to stop us choosing the major premises that suit us, or simply
choosing them at random, nor to stop us counting anything at all as a moral reason."
And this does not appear to be how most people act - or at any rate, people who do act
in this way are not usually regarded as morally exemplary.

To be fair, Hare did not

suggest that people simply cynically choose the moral principles which will best serve
their interests in a given situation.

But he did think that they choose them.

1\S

Beardsmore says, 'we are given the impression that just as it is I who decide the content
of the statements that I make, so I might also decide the content of the standards which I
accept'." This just does not seem to be the case:

while it makes perfectly good sense to talk of someone having decided to watch
television or go to the pub, or of his having been forced to decide between
doing his duty or taking the easy way out, I think we should be less willing to
talk of someone having decided that murder is an evil, for example, or of his
having adopted this as his standard. \\'e should not know what to make of
someone who talked as if the content of moral laws were dependent on the
individual will in this sort of way. 41l
'J\\'() of the most important early works in \\'ittgel1steinian ethics open with extended critiques of I Iarc ~lT chapter
1 of Heardsmore, Mora/ Reasoning; Pl': 3-10, and chapters 1 ,1I1d 2 of Phillips and \ louncc. Mora! Pr<1d;CfJ. 1'11 3-18.
II I l.uc, The L"'(~lIi~~i' q(.\fora/s (Oxford: Oxford Univcrsirv Press. 1952), P :,()
4." Ik.lfl!smore, Xloral Rtmollillg, P: :,
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In fact, the individual does not decide upon general principles at all. The fact that some
things are right and wrong is independent of any. decision made by. any. member of a
given society or moral practice. D.Z. Phillips and H.O. Mounce begin their book Xlora.

Practices with an extended discussion of lying in which they challenge Hare's assumption
that we have to explain why certain things are wrong. They point out that in normal
conversation the description of someone as a liar carries with it moral import: we do not
say that someone has lied, claim that lying is wrong, justify that claim, and condemn the
liar on that basis; saying that someone has lied acts as a condemnation in itself. \\'e
simply assume that lying is wrong. 'People do not normally assert that lying is bad; they
assert that a particular act is bad because it involves lying'.49 Indeed, 'Lying is the kind of
thing we apply the word "wrong" to.

This remark about the word "wrong" is a

grammatical remark, it marks out the limits of the word's use,.50 So 'Lying is wrong' tells
us more about the meaning of the word 'wrong' than about the meaning of the word
'lying'. But 'Lying is wrong', like 'Honesty is good' and 'Generosity is right' is the kind of
phrase which is 'rarely found in actual discourse';" the only people who regularly utter
such phrases are philosophers.

Nobody else feels they have to say such things; they

simply take them as given, and get on with the day-to-day business of condemning liars
or, more to the point, not lying. Lying, at least in our society, is not a matter of moral
disagreement - unlike, say, capital punishment or pacifism, it is not something about
which we have to advance arguments in support of our positionf - and therefore it is

' ,53
not some thin g we can ' come out agarnst.

Moral philosophers who think that

explaining why lying is bad is as much a part of their job as explaining why capital
punishment is bad (or good) therefore go wrong at an early stage of their discussion:
The result of running the two cases ~ying and capital punishment] together is to
give the impression that there is nothing in morality to which we can appeal for
justification, that everything is open to choice and decision. But this position is
absurd, for choice is meaningless where there are no considerations upon which
it can be based.>'

I\loral choices are based on assumptions which are not themselves questioned or
justified; that lying is wrong is one of these assumptions. So far as we are concerned, it is
a fact that lying is wrong, that honesty is good, that generosity is right. These, and others
like them, are facts which are of direct relevance in any moral evaluation of behaviour.

~') Phillips and Mounce. .\fora/ Practices, P: 8.
so Phillips .ind r'I louncc, Xlora! Practices, P: 9.
'>\ Phillips .ind xlouncc. .\fora/ Praitias, P: 7.
'>2 Phillip:, .ind :\Iouncc, .\lor,,1fl'd,I''''J, p. 7.
:;.1 Phillips and :\lounce, .\lora/ Prod/d'S, P: 8.
:;~ Phillips and :\louncc, .\lora/ Pr,Jd;.-rJ, P: 9.
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This POl1lts to a similarity between the Wittgensteinian approach and the ernonvists
description of moral discourse as having a 'dynamic', persuasive function.

\~1llle

the

Wittgensteinians would agree with Ayer that 'if I say to someone, "You acted wronglv in
stealing that money," I am not saying anything more than if I had simply said, "You stole
that money"',55 they would argue that nothing more needs to be said.
money' is sufficient to condemn the thief.
stealing involves that it is wrong.

'You stole that

It is part of our understanding of what

The emotivists' mistake is in concentrating on the

meaning of words like 'bad', 'good', 'wrong', 'right' and so on, rather than on the actions
and qualities to which they are routinely applied. For Phillips and Mounce, this exposes a
major flaw in most discussions of the relationship between fact and value:
Part of the reason, at least, why we find it difficult to understand the transition
from fact to value, is that we tacitly define a fact as something that does not
possess moral import. Given this assumption, it follows by definition that from
such facts we cannot infer any value conclusions. If it be remembered,
however, that we understand something as a fact only in terms of the concepts
we have learnt, and that these are sometimes value concepts, the transition
from fact to value may no longer baffle US. 56
Some words, then, convey an implicit moral evaluation. 'Murder' and 'lying' are two of
the most obvious, and usually least problematic, of these, but the implicit moral content
of some ostensibly neutral terms can prejudice moral discussion of them.

A good

example of this can be found in medical ethics, in arguments about euthanasia and
assisted suicide where, as Stanley Hauerwas argues:
the reason we have difficulty deciding the meaning of suicide is that the term
has an emotive meaning of disapproval that we prefer not to apply to certain
kinds of ambiguous cases. The very logic of the term therefore tends to
prejudice any pending moral analysis of the rightness or wrongness of suicide.57
It is important to note two things which stem from this. The first is that this disapproval
is culturally based.

While a Catholic, for example, might well condemn someone for

committing suicide, a Japanese Samurai might see suicide, or ham-kin', as evidence of
honour and virtue. 58 The second is that although 'suicide' is a factual term which means
'deliberately killing oneself, its factual meaning cannot be disentangled from its moral
import, 'X committed suicide' is not a purely factual statement which entails no moral
conclusion until we accept the further statement - in Hare's terms, it would be the major

~~ .\yL'f. L11lgHoge. Truth and Logic, P: 14.2
)(, Phillips and :\Iouncl', Xloral Pr,Ii/I/O. p. 10.
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preffilss of a syllogism - 'Suicide is wrong'.

Beardsmore discusses Graham Greene's

novel The Heart of the Matter, in which the character Scobie, a Catholic, commits suicide:
\V'hen Father Rank, the Catholic priest, admits that Scobie has taken his own
life, he is not just describing Scobie's action. He is passing judgement upon it.
It would be quite superfluous for him to add that this action is wrong. Suicide
is one of the ways in which a Catholic can do wrong ... \X'e can, if we wish, call
'Scobie committed suicide' a moral judgement, so long as we realise that there
can be no moral disagreement over its application, or we can say that it is a
factual statement, if we recognise that within the context of a Catholic morality
it carries moral import. \V'hat we cannot do is draw a rigid distinction between
the twO. 59
Phillips and Mounce describe the complex interrelationships between ways of life and the
moral values they entail as 'moral practices' - hence the tide of their book. They do not
go so far as to give a definition of what a 'moral practice' actually is, but the disapproval
of lying shared by most societies, the Catholic condemnation of suicide and even (at least
as a useful illustration of a context-dependent rule) the offside law in association

football." are all examples. The last of these is of course not a moral rule, but it provides
a good, uncontroversial, example of a rule which it does not make sense to question in
the context of the activity of which it is a part, but which has its sense only in the context
of that activity. The Catholic does not decide whether suicide is wrong; the footballer
does not decide whether it is right to stay onside; a commitment to disapprove of suicide
or to avoid being offside are basic conditions of participation in Catholicism or football.
In fact, the individual does not decide upon general principles at all. The fact that some
things are right and wrong is independent of any decision made by any member of a
given society or moral practice.

Philippa Foot
At this point it is worth considering another influential voice in postwar British
moral philosophy from whom the Wittgensteinians make much of distancing themselves,
Philippa Foot. Like the Wittgensteinians, Foot disagreed with Hare's view that we can
choose our moral principles, which she claimed rests on two assumptions:

"\ssumption (1) is that some individual may, without logical error, base his
beliefs about matters of value entirely on premises which no one else would
recognise as giving evidence at all. ;\ssumption (2) is that, giv.en the kind of
statement which other people regard as evidence for an evaluative conclusion,
he may refuse to draw the conclusion because this does not count as evidence
for him. 61
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foot argued that assumption (1) is flawed because we cannot base moral beliefs on just
anything; 'such things as pride, fear, dismay, and the thought that something is dangerous
have an internal relation to their object' .62 Assumption (2) fails too, because there are
some things which it does not make sense to reject as evidence for an evaluative
conclusion. For example, we can say that injury is something to be avoided, because 'the
proper use of his limbs is something a man has reason to want if he wants anything'."
Foot said, 'I do not know just what someone who denies this proposition could have in
mind'. 64 If injury is a relatively uncontroversial, and non-moral, example of something it
makes sense to seek to avoid - and, importandy for Foot, an example of fact and value
being closely related - Foot believed that her analysis could be equally well applied to the
cardinal virtues. We will be better off if we are temperate, prudent, courageous and just.
Of these, the most controversial, or at least the one most often discussed, is justice,
which has often, notably by Thrasymachus in Plato's Republic, been argued to be less
profitable than injustice. Yet Foot argued that:
Those who think that he can get on perfectly well without being just should be
asked to say exactly how such a man is supposed to live. \X'e know that he is to
practise injustice whenever the unjust act would bring him advantage; but what
is he to say? Does he admit that he does not recognise the rights of other
people, or does he pretend? In the first case even those who combine with him
will know that on a change of fortune, or a shift of affection, he may turn to
plunder them, and he must be as wary of their treachery as they are of his.
Presumably the happy unjust man is supposed, as in Book II of the Republic, to
be a very cunning liar and actor, combining complete injustice with the
appearance of justice ... If a man only needed other men as he needs
household objects, and if men could be manipulated like household objects, or
beaten into submission like donkeys, the case would be different. As things are,
the supposition that injustice is more profitable than justice is very dubious,
although like cowardice and intemperance it might turn out incidentally to be
profitable.v"

So Foot claimed that moral principles could be justified on the grounds that it pays to
observe them. It is important to note that Foot's position is distinct from utilitarianism:
rather than examining the results of certain kinds of behaviour to fmd out which ones are
morally justified, Foot tried to show that certain kinds of behaviour, ex bypothes! widely
recognised as moral, have advantageous results.

Morality is not determined by good

results; morality (defined independently of results) produces good results. Yet if there is
one set of moral facts which can and ought to be adopted by cvery moral agent, then the
problem arises of how e\'Cf}' moral agent can be shown what the moral facts arc. Phillips
Foot, r ',,1I1t'J and r 'ices, p. 118.
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and Mounce point out that although it may sometimes be profitable to behave justly, it will
often pay to be unjust - at least if profitability is measured in terms of wealth, ease,
comfort, gratification of desires.

Morality does not make such calculations; indeed, it

scorns them. The very possibility of asking 'whether it profits a man to gain the whole
world by committing despicable decds'" implies that 'a judgement is being passed on
these profits which calls them unprofitable. This judgement is a moral judgement. Its
possibility shows conclusively that the relevance of morality does not depend on whether
it pays or not'.67 In other words, just as we do not draw conclusions about someone's
moral goodness from their worldly success (or where we do, they may well not be
positive conclusions), so we do not draw conclusions about the justice of a particular
course of action by looking at the benefit it will bring us (although we may of course
draw conclusions from this about whether we want to take a particular course of action).
Phillips and Mounce argue that Foot's account cannot make sense of the actions of
someone who dies for the sake of justice, because 'profit is always understood in terms
of results in relation to the individual,.68 Morality can only be shown to be advantageous
to the individual if advantage is defined in terms of the direct results of moral behaviour
- integrity, honesty, self-sacrifice, martyrdom - results which are often not advantageous
in the usual sense of the word, but which are nevertheless admired. Phillips and Mounce
describe with approval Socrates' view that 'the facts are assessed in terms of the measure
of goodness ... denying that one can give an account of morality in non-moral terms'i'"
They claim that someone who appears to behave morally for the reasons Foot gave for
behaving morally is in fact not behaving morally at all.

While moral behaviour is

sometimes to the advantage of the individual agent, it cannot always be, because 'it must
always be possible to specify what would constitute a clash between one's moral beliefs
and one's desires't" if not, then there can be no distinction 'between moral beliefs and
the expedient use of moral beliefs,.71

The problem with justifying morality on the

grounds that it is the best way of getting the results one wants is that the link between
morality and advantage seems to be contingent, not necessary, so that 'If injustice were
profitable, [one] would have to advocate pursuing it'.-2 The reason justice can be said to
be profitable is that the profit derived from it is not measured in worldly success, but
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simply in the fact of being and remaining just - 'the payment is internally related to the
exercise of goodness'.73 If this were not the case, then all we could say about a man who
acted unjustly throughout his life and profited from his behaviour is that his success has
come against the odds 74

-

we might even admire him for gambling successfully. Quite

apart from the fact that the odds do not seem to be so bad, because injustice does seem
to lead to profit for a lot of people, many would still want to condemn such a man.
Phillips and Mounce argue that 'the attempt to justify or advocate moral action in nonmoral terms distort[s] the kind of importance moral considerations often have, and
blur[s] the distinction between morality and prudence'."

Fact and Value
The fact that I do not decide for myself what is right and what is wrong does not
entail that the same things are right and wrong everywhere, for everyone. In different
moral practices, the same facts may entail different conclusions. Phillips and Mounce
describe two imaginary societies, one in which promise keeping is considered to be
paramount, and another in which people are admired for deceiving others. Here, 'The
facts which have a moral significance for the members of the first society will clearly not
have the same significance for members of the second'i" so that members of the second
society will literally be unable to understand why having made a promise to do something is
a reason why he ought to do it:
Since the concept of a promise does not have the place within the second
society that it has within the first, one would expect a member of the second
society to consider it an arbitrary matter that the breaking of a promise is
condemned. It will appear arbitrary to him because hZJ moral judgements do
not depend for their sense upon the use of this concept, but upon other
apparently unrelated concepts. Thus, while he may understand what in a
factual sense is involved in making a promise, the evaluative element in it will
appear to him irrelevant, or, at best, a fact about the mental life, the attitudes, of
those who employ the concept. 77

The fact that we hold that certain things are right and others wrong may mean that we
find it impossible to make sense of the moral beliefs of others, but this does not mean
that they are unjustified or arbitrary. Someone who cannot understand why we hold that,
say, a liar ought to be condemned is not immoral, but evidently does not 'share our moral
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practice'i " So, contra Hare, there is a connection between fact and value because 'there is
a necessary relation for any moral agent between some set of facts and certain things
being right or wrong'," and yet, contra Foot, there is not one set of moral facts which can
and ought to be adopted by every moral agent because 'the question of which set of facts
is related to certain things being right or wrong will be settled for the agent by the moral
practices to which he belongs'.8o
The reason that both fact and value are inextricably interlinked in many words 'lying', 'suicide', 'greed', 'murder' and so on - is that we do not 'learn what suicide,
murder or lying are, without learning the moral significance which these concepts have in
. ,81 Th ey are not taugh t to us as mora11y neutral, purely descriptive factual
our socIety.
words, because those who teach them to us 'themselves possess certain values'i'"
Beardsmore gives an example of how this happens:
Within our society greed, particularly in the somewhat limited sense in which it
is equated with gluttony, is fairly uniformly condemned. \\'e punish greedy
children, express disapproval of those in whom this trait has persisted into adult
life, and so on. Consequently, when a child learns to use this term, though he
learns it as a descriptive term, he also learns that his parents and teachers will
react to greed in certain ways. And he learns to react in these ways himself.83
This helps to show a problem with Hare's account of moral decision-making.

If we

decide to avoid greed, for example, by applying principles like 'Greed is wrong', we must
of course already know what greed is. But the wrongness of greed is, because of the way
we learned the word, not something we decide about it after we understand its factual
meaning.

It is an integral part of our understanding of the word 'greed' that greed is

wrong. Beardsmore points out that 'On Hare's account ... the ability to make moral
judgements presupposes the ability to make purely factual judgements'.84 But this is an
artificial distinction; there are many questions on which we cannot make a factual
judgement without making a moral judgement.

In other words, we might say, the

Wittgensteinians see the acquisition of morality as both analogous to and concurrent with
the acquisition of language. Within any language there are rules, ways in which it is or is
not possible to proceed, but these rules are not usually explicit or considered in day-today language use.

These rules can be codified, but native speakers do not learn the

language by learning the rules, and may well be unable to say what the rules are despite
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being fluent users of the language. The Wittgensteinian critique of Hare's claim that we
can

choose

our

moral

principles

becomes

easter

to

understand

using

this

morality/language analogy. Just as we cannot simply choose grammatical rules and the

definitions of words arbitrarily - if we tried to do so, we would become unintelligible to
those around us and be unable to participate in any community activity which required
the use of a shared language - so we cannot simply choose our moral principles: our
moral options are circumscribed by our language and by the moral practices of the
community we inhabit and in which we were brought up. The analogy is also instructive
when it comes to the consideration of moral practices different from our own. \\'hen I
listen to somebody who speaks a different language from my own she may be
unintelligible to me, but this does not mean that I think she is talking nonsense.

I

recognise that she is using words and rules which my language does not share; her
language makes sense to those who speak it, but not to me. In the same way, someone
who belongs to a different moral practice may behave in ways which seem immoral to
me, but this does not mean that her behaviour has no moral justification.

Its moral

justification makes sense to her, but not to me. This means that if her behaviour looks
immoral to me, I will be unable to use the criteria by which I judge the rightness and
wrongness of actions to convince her that she is wrong; and she will be unable to
persuade me that she is right by appealing to the standards employed in her moral
practice.
This points to some important similarities between the Wittgensteinian position
and intuitionism, in that both believe that moral decisions and opinions are reached
unreflectively.

From a Wittgensteinian point of view, although the intuitionists are

profoundly wrong, they are wrong because of their understanding of the nature of moral
intuitions, not because, as most of the intuitionists' critics would have it, the ,rery idea
that we can base our behaviour on unexamined intuitions is fundamentally mistaken.
l\lost of the time we do indeed act, unreflectivelv,
, on intuitions about what we ought to
do: where the intuitionists go wrong is in their assumption that our moral intuitions
correspond to some 'real', objective good, and that observable differences in moral
intuitions can be put down to the fact that some moral beings are more developed than
othcrs." Rather, moral goods and obligations arc self-evident to us because they follow
naturally from other beliefs and practices which

\\T

hold, with which we have been

brought up, and which it does not make sense fur us to question. The same moral goods
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and obligations may not be recognised as such by others, particularly by others from
different cultural backgrounds, because they do not follow from or fit in with the other
beliefs and practices in which they participate - not because others are at a lower level of
moral development. One might, indeed, characterise Wittgensteinian ethics as a species
of intuitionism which claims not that our moral intuitions are true but that they are

authoritative. This is very different from the intuitionism of Moore, Prichard and Ross: it
attempts to give an account of wJ:y we come to have the moral intuitions we do, and is
prepared to allow for and account for cultural and other differences. This means that it
cannot show that the moral beliefs and practices of those who do not share our cultural
background are wrong, or right, except by reference to the standards which justify such
beliefs and practices within the cultures in which they exist. So goodness is not the same
for all people, at all times and in all places.

Moral Relativism
But if there is no single set of universally applicable moral principles, and if
people may act morally in ways which appear immoral to us - and if our moral actions
appear immoral to them - then how can we possibly distinguish between moral, immoral
and non-moral principles, let alone evaluate competing moral principles? The answer
Phillips and Mounce give is that moral principles have a background of concepts, such as
sincerity, honesty, courage, loyalty and respect, which give them sense." These concepts
are not themselves justified - they do not have to be, because they are not questioned.
They provide the justification for moral rules, and enable us to understand what is going
on when allegedly moral rules are advocated and kept.

Where there is no such

background, we cannot understand how an allegedly moral rule can be so described: it
simply looks arbitrary and pointless. Certain moral rules look arbitrary and pointless in
certain contexts, but can be given sense in others:
Given the background of a religious community, one can begin to see how the
rule, 'Never walk on the lines of a pavement', could have moral significance.
Think of, 'Take off thy shoes for thou art on holy ground'. and its connections
with the notions of reverence and disrespect"

Since the sense of 'Never walk on the lines of a pavement' depends on the background

it

is set against, it would be misleading either to see it as a universally appltcable mor.il rule
or as an inescapably arbitrary one. This leaves open 'the possibility of permanent radical
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moral disagreement'," because the background concepts on which moral rules depend
are neither justified nor shared.

And people who approach morality from different

backgrounds may not necessarily agree about why they should behave in certain ways:
Moral concepts are not functional. One can see what is to count as a good
knife by asking what a knife is for, but can one see the point of generosity in the
same way? To ask what generosity is for is simply to vulgarise the concept; it is
like thinking that 'It is more blessed to give than to receive' is some kind of
policy.s?

If the meaning of 'good' is not something which everybody can agree upon - one might
say that everyone agrees that they should be good, because that is part of what the word
'good' means, but that 'goodness' is not itself a background concept, but depends for its
sense upon background concepts which are not themselves, as we have seen, universally
shared - then moral disagreements are likely to end in deadlock. They cannot be settled
'in terms of some supposed common evidence called human good and harm, since what
they differ over is precisely the question of what constitutes human good and harm'i'"
But moral deadlock does not enable us to say whatever we like, because 'arguments arc
rooted in different moral traditions within which there are rules for what can and what
cannot be said,.91 People argue from within their own moral traditions and have different
moral goals, so that 'The view that there are ways of demonstrating goodness by appeal
to evidence which operates independentlY of the various moral opinions people hold is
radically mistaken,.92 This, Phillips and Mounce stress, is not relativism, or at least, not
relativism as it is usually understood. Rather than saying, with Protagoras, that 'whether
a particular statement is true is determined by whether the majority say it is true',93 they
follow Wittgenstein in saying that 'we judge the truth of a statement by the criteria for
verifying that staternerit'v'" We can be confident that our judgements will agree with
those of others because:
no one makes a judgement in the void but in the course of a social life where
judgements are already being made by people with whose ways of thinking one
is familiar. Because of this, one can know, without consulting them, what
people are likely to think, just as a husband may know, without consulting his
wife, what she is likely to think about a particular issue, even though precisely
this issue has never arisen before. This is the kind of agreement \\'ittgenstein is
referring to when he speaks of the agreement which is necessary for there to be
communication.95
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That our moral judgements have to be in agreement with widelY applied criteria is one
claim; that they have to be in agreement with universallY applied criteria would be another.
And while there appear to be no universally applied criteria in morality, this does not
mean that our moral judgements do not conform with, and gain their sense from, criteria
which are widely shared. But the fact that criteria are widely shared does not imply that
they are chosen or questioned by those who share them - they may not even be discussed:
The error of relativism, as it is traditionally conceived, may be stated in general
terms by saying that relativists treat moral judgements as if they were statements
about certain of the conditions on which they depend for their sense.
Protagoras ... assumes that to call something morally right is merely to say that
this is what the majority agree to call right, whereas, in fact, an agreement in
judgement, though a necessary condition for making a particular moral
judgement, is not what the particular judgement itself refers to. 96

One might say that Phillips and Mounce put forward a form of relativism which avoids
what the opponents of relativism most fear, namely the conclusion that there is no way
of evaluating competing moral judgements, and that therefore we can do whatever we
like and justify it by reference to whatever set of criteria we choose. However, the antirelativists are unlikely to be entirely satisfied: I can evaluate competing moral judgements
to my own satisfaction by comparing them to my own background beliefs, which I did
not choose myself; I can persuade others who share my background beliefs that certain
moral judgements are preferable to others; what I cannot do is persuade people who do
not share my background beliefs that my evaluation is correct, and nor can I persuade
them to drop their background beliefs, because they are not themselves held as a result
of reasoned arguments. So particular moral judgements can apply only within a moral
practice. To say that this moral practice cannot and does not command those outside it
to share these judgements, however, is to make an empirical, not a moral claim. It is nr it
that those within the moral practice in question do not think that their judgemenh
should apply to and be shared by e\Terybody - they do. It is simply that those who are
outside that particular moral practice do not themselves feel bound by them; if they did,
then they would not be outside that moral practice in any case.

Conversion and Rebellion
This means that the \\'lttgenstelman approach to moral philosophy finds

It

difficult to account for the possibility of moral conversion - it could perhaps say th.ir it is
possible, but only as part of a wholesale integration into a different way of living - but it
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has more to say about another question which might be seen as problematic. namely
rebellion or revolution within a particular moral tradition.

Beardsmore notes that his

analysis might appear to entail:

(a) that the views of a rebel like Nietzsche, Kierkegaard, Marx, Tolstoi, or
Christ are literally unintelligible, despite our strong feelings that what they say is
new and important, or (b) that, although intelligible, their views belong to some
sphere other than morality."?
He maintains, however, that although such rebels may reject many or even all of the
moral beliefs of the traditions from which they emerge, they 'cannot be understood in
complete independence of all accepted moral beliefs'.98 Nietzsche may appear, in Bqolld

Good and Evil, to reject traditional morality, but 'it is possible for him to criticise many of
the traditional moral values as he does, only because there are others which he does not
question'r'" The 'slave morality' which Nietzsche criticises is a 'perversion of morality ...

pseudo-moral beliefs,lOo - it is neither something which has no connection with morality
at all, nor the only possible morality, which must be exposed as revolting and replaced
with something completely new. Insofar as he is attacking the hypocrisy he perceives in
traditional morality, 'Nietzsche's criticisms of slave-morality can be understood as moral
criticisms because of the appeal to considerations like 'sincerity' and 'integrity' which they

.
I
' 101
mvo
ve.

We can only understand him because he appeals to linguistic common

ground; he supports his arguments with 'reasons which have some sort of connection
with accepted moral considerations' .102 Revolution and rebellion stem from a perception
that the tradition being rebelled against is not being true to what it claims arc its own
values, that its values actually justify the behaviour advocated by the rebeL

Another

'rebel' cited by Beardsmore, Jesus Christ, challenges many of the practices of the
contemporary religious establishment, but does so largely by appeal to its own sacred
texts - not by inventing an entirely new set of beliefs and practices. This means that
many moral disagreements can be resolved, or at least that many moral rebels can be
understood as intelligible by their opponents, by reference to texts, traditions and
principles which are shared by all participants in the argument.
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Moral Disagreement
Even so, in many cases moral disagreement seems permanent and unresolvable,
with each side absolutely unwilling, or unable, to accept the other's arguments. In his
book Contemporary Moral Pbilosopb» G.J. Warnock notes this problem, and suggests:
That moral argument is not more effective than we find it to be is probably
attributable to the cross that all arguments have to bear: an argument offe;s
reasons to people, and people are not always reasonable.I'?
Here, the assumption seems to be that moral agreement is possible, and would be
attained if only so many people were not so stupid. In any moral disagreement, at least
one party must be wrong, and there must be a right answer on which all ought in
principle to agree.

Beardsmore challenges the assumption that all parties are arguing

about the same thing:
Often [ethical disputes] are not decidable, even in principle, simply because the
disputants cannot even agree over what criteria to apply. They each have
reasons for the judgements that they make, but neither admits the relevance of
the other's reasons. The argument here has reached deadlock.l'"
The move Beardsmore makes here, which is characteristic of the Wittgensteinian
approach to ethics, is to suggest that this deadlock is not necessarily proof of the
irrationality of at least one of the disputants. Not only does each have reasons for the
judgements she makes, but each may very well have good reasons, which make sense in
the context of her beliefs and way of living, but which are nevertheless incompatible with
the other's reasons. The question of who is right fades out of the picture: in one sense,
both are right, in that both can justify their positions to their own satisfaction; in another
sense, neither is, because the idea of any independently, 'objectively' recognisable right,
or wrong, is misleading and betrays a fundamental misunderstanding of what is going on
in ethical discussion. Rather than assuming that we could reach moral agreement if only
we had more evidence, or if only other people (or if only we) were not so obtuse as to
fail to see the rightness of certain arguments, the Wittgensteinians claim that moral
disagreement occurs, and is serious, because some disagreements cannot be settled.
Phillips and Mounce argue that we cannot appeal to empirical evidence, because 'moral
practices are not theories'IllS and there is nothing independent against which their v.ilidirv
can be tested.

Nor can we appeal to a disinterested observer, because there does not

seem to be any such person:
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Has the answer of the disinterested observer any relation whatever to the kinds
of issues raised by abortion? In other words, is his answer a moral answer at
all? If not, it is difficult to see how a non-moral answer can settle a moral issue.
On the other hand, if the observer's answer is a moral answer, it has to do
battle with all the other moral attitudes concerned. It enjoys no privileged
metaphysical status.t'"
The evaluation of competing values cannot be left, as John Stuart Mill proposed, to
'competent judges', 107 because such people can only exist 'where it also makes sense to
talk of a standard of competence or expertise'<" Indeed, Mill's judges will be able to
agree in the judgements they make 'only if they share the same values. And the whole
point of Mill's utilitarian doctrine is to secure agreement between different sets of
va Iues ' .111') Disinterestedness, so important in deciding factual questions, seems to be
incompatible with participation in moral discussion. 'The fact that one has a moral point
of view is not a limitation or a sign of prejudice, but a minimal condition of seriousness
concerning moral questions'v" The point here is that the values to which we appeal in
putting forward our moral position are our last resort, the point beyond which we cannot
go in justifying our moral beliefs: we argue not for them, but from them. Other people
may appeal to different values, which will lead them to different moral conclusions.
Their conclusions may well follow from their values, but since we do not share their
values, we disagree with them. Phillips and Mounce do not think that this means that
discussion between people who hold different moral views is impossible, nor that people
cannot be persuaded to change their moral positions, although they give no detailed
account of how moral conversion occurs. They acknowledge that they have presented a
deliberately oversimplified view of morality, and that 'very many people have no such
thing as a complete moral code, a systematic morality' .111

More important for their

purposes is the insistence that 'we should not be afraid to say that we fail to get the feel
of a moral problem because it is part of a moral viewpoint so disparate from our own
that we fail to find a conceptual foothold which would enable us to understand it'.112
Actions in one culture which look similar to actions in another may in fact be utterly
different: it tTIay be misleading to describe, say, child-sacrifice in pre-.\brahamic HcbIT\\
society as murder, or the infliction of wounds on a prisoner, done in order that he can
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demonstrate his bravery, as torture: the cultures being examined may simply have no
concept of murder or torture. We should not impose our own conceptual framework on
them; 'our judgements of these practices must wait on an understanding of rhem'i!':'

Onora O'Neill's Critique
It is because of the importance of cultural context in the Wittgensteinian account
of moral philosophy that Onora O'Neill is able, in an important critical article.i'" to
accuse Wittgensteinian ethics of both moral conservatism and moral relativism characteristics which might initially seem unlikely bedfellows within one ethical school.
Both result from the fact that moral discussion can only take place in the context of a
shared tradition.

With such broad preliminary agreement it is unlikely that the moral

conclusions reached will surprise or dismay any of the participants in the discussion;
moral discussion is unlikely to be challenging or to lead to anything new. At the same
time, contact with those from other traditions 'will lead to no shared conclusions, but to
a realization that moral communication has broken down at some points'i!"

O'Neill

argues that this claim that we cannot communicate with those with whom we disagree is
overstated:
we sense that we can communicate many of our disagreements to those of
different traditions: we cannot easily believe that those with whom we
persistently disagree over, say, the eating of animals, the nature of property or
the limits of favouring our own families and friends are beyond the pale of
moral communication on these topiCS. 116
Yet the Wittgensteinian perspective is also a comforting one, says O'Neill, because where
moral disagreement persists we are not to conclude that our reasoning process is
inadequate, but that agreement was never possible in the first place. The only way such
agreelnent could be reached is by a wholesale re-education or conversion of those with
whom we disagree, after which communication would be possible, but only because the

. h we want to commurucate
.
moral practices about whic
are now common1y sh are d .117
O'Neill notes that for Wittgensteinian accounts of moral 'conversions', which 'tend to
sec such conversions as an "education of the heart" towards enlarged and deepened
moral sympathies',118 there is no escaping the fact that any claim that changed moral
sympathies have been enlarged and deepened, as opposed to twisted and impoverished,
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is culture-dependent. What O'Neill misses is that the Wittgensteinians, like everyone
else, are inhabitants of particular cultural settings, in which it is appropriate to claim that
some moral responses and actions are better than others. She is right to say that 'there is
no neutral standpoint from which to discern who is the missionary and who is seducing
missionaries into "going native"',119 but there are two corollaries to this on a
Wittgensteinian account.

First, the neutral standpoint is not a desirable position

unattainable to us (inhabited perhaps, as some religious accounts of ethics have
suggested, by God or by some other transcendent, omniscient being), but absolutely nonexistent and absurd in principle.

Second, Wittgensteinian moral philosophers have as

much right as anyone else to judge changes in moral outlook and behaviour, according to
the standards which prevail in the cultures they inhabit, and indeed a duty as moral
thinkers to do so: if disinterestedness is impossible, then it cannot be recommended; as
we saw above, it is not numbered among the Wittgensteinians' cardinal virtues. This
means that a Wittgensteinian who claims that someone has been converted to a better
way of living does not do so because she claims to have access to a neutral standpoint,
but because according to her own - necessarily partisan - moral standpoint, this new way
of living is better.
While moral re-education and conversion is therefore both possible and desirable
for Wittgensteinians, there is of course a danger that it could take a coercive, exploitative,
imperialistic

form,

of which the Wittgensteinians would not approve:

O'Neill

interestingly accuses them of a new, postcolonial form of ethnocentrism in which, while
we do not attempt to impose our morality on those from different backgrounds, neither
do we attempt to learn from them; the only people with whom we can communicate on
ethics are those who already share our ethical beliefs:
Traditional ethnocentrism was prepared to override the practices of those
beyond its pale; it preached and practised a colonialist ethic, offering to 'natives'
at most the opportunity for 'them' to assimilate to 'us'. \\'ittgensteinian
ethnocentrism, it appears, has nothing to say to those who live beyond 'our'
local pale; in the face of a world in which the adherents of distinct practices
meet increasingly it proposes a retreat to the cosiness of 'our' shared world and
tradition. Perhaps it is not surprising that such a conception of ethics should
flourish mainly in the academies of a formerly imperial power, and that it
should focus predominantly on judging what has been done.'>'
This charge of '\\littgensteinian ethnocentrism' has been scathingly rejected by Phillips,
who claims that 'I,:tnbarrassingly for this piece of pseudo-sociology, the \\'ittgenstemi:1n
tradition in ethics has never been the dominant one in the context which, allegedly,
119
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should have made it so.

On the contrary, it has combated the dominant tradition in

which, sometimes, a kind of "conceptual imperialism" seemed to flourish' .1~1 Yet Phillips
seems to have mistaken the nature of O'Neill's point, which never suggests that the
Wittgensteinians are dominant (not, in any case, a common anti-imperialist characteristic)
but merely that they are British.

More to the point, this area of O'Neill's criticism

appears to have plenty of support from the Wittgensteinians themselves, even from
Phillips in his attempted rebuttal of O'Neill:
After all, one of the main thrusts of [peter Winch's] 'Understanding a Primitive
Society' was against the assumption that we possess, in our culture, all we need
to understand cultures other than our own; an assumption which, on \\'inch's
view, led to a condescending understanding of Zande witchcraft.l-?
Actually, this seems to be precisely the point O'Neill is trying to make: Wittgensteinian
ethnocentrism results from an (admirably well-intentioned but, in her view, no less
flawed for that) unwillingness to judge any culture other than our own or, if we do so, to
judge it using any criteria other than those used within that culture. Winch attacks the
idea that 'moral concerns can be examined quite apart from any consideration of what it
is about these concerns which makes them important to US,.123 This means that moral
beliefs, along with all other beliefs, have to be considered in the context of their
surroundings, including in many cases their cultural surroundings; 'Culture sets limits to
what an individual can intelligibly be said to be doing'.124 As Wittgenstein puts it, 'What
stands fast does so, not because it is intrinsically obvious or convincing; it is rather held
fast by what stands around it'.125

This does not necessarily require 'a retreat to the

cosiness of "our" shared world and tradition', but it does mean that we have to be careful
about judging the beliefs and practices of other cultures.

Examples and Passing Judgement
This fastidiousness regarding where it is and where it is not appropriate to judge
other people's beliefs and practices is reflected in the Wittgensteinians' method, and
126
O'Neill
particularly in their treatment of examples, the main topic of O'Neill's article.
observes that a distinctive feature of Wittgensteinian writings in ethics is its preference
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for literary examples, drawn largely from novels,127 which 'focus ". on examples of
completed action in a context which invites moral consideration or assessment, rather
than on less complete examples of a situation which raises moral problems or
dilemrnas'c" This preference implies that the Wittgensteinians think that 'the primary
exercise of moral judgment [is] to reflect or pass judgment on what has been done rather
than to decide among possible actions'i" O'Neill's own view, understandably common
among ethicists, that moral philosophy is supposed to help us work out what to do, is
very different.

Moral philosophy gives us theories about how to act in morallv

problematic situations; literary and other sources can provide useful examples of such
situations, to which we can apply our moral theories in order to work out what we ought
to do if we were there. Yet for the Wittgensteinians, 'each [example] is suigeneriJ and in
itself a complete example of moral thinking which can provide no basis for prescribing
for others', which means 'that moral theories are redundant, since no task remains to be
done once examples have been fully articulated'v" That 'literary examples impose a
spectator perspective' which means that 'we do not have to do anything, beyond
"deciding what we do want to say" about the example and making sense of it'D! is an
astute description of the effect of the Wittgensteinians' method, so long as it is made
clear that for the Wittgensteinians the spectator of someone else's moral problem has (as
a matter of fact) no responsibility to decide what to do, and consequently has no nght to do
so. The position of spectator is not a comfortable one. The reason why 'we do not have
to decide ... whether to find Billy Budd guilty'!32 is that we, the reader, unlike the
character Vere in Melville's story, literally do not have to decide whether to find BillY Buddguilty.
Vere has to do so, and we do not; the decision is none of our business. Winch says:
I believe that I could not have acted as did Vere; and by the 'could not', I do
not mean 'should not have had the nerve to', but that I should have found it
morally impossible to condemn a man 'innocent before God' in such
circumstances ... According to Sidgwick .', this must mean that I think Vere
acted wrongly, made the wrong decision. However, I do not think this, The
story seems to me to show that Vere did what was, for him, the right thing to
dO,133
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Phillips says something very similar about the dilemma faced by Sue in Thomas Hardy's

Jude the Obscure, who has to decide whether to stay with Jude or return to her husband,
whom she does not love. 'We might have chosen differently, but then it would have
been our problem and not Sue's.'134 Complaints that the Wittgensteinians treat moral
thought as 'a spectator sport'l" fail to recognise just how seriously they take it. Indeed,
both sides in this dispute have very different conceptions of what moral philosophy is
for. While O'Neill complains that the Wittgensteinians are more interested in reflecting
than in deciding what to do, they see the use of predetermined moral theories to solve
problems as failing to take such problems seriously enough:
the presumption of theory distorts and obscures the nuances and complexities
involved in moral considerations. Had O'Neill seen this, she would not have
wanted to go beyond Winch's examples. Instead, she would have been content
to wait on them.P»
O'Neill accuses the Wittgensteinians of failing to do the most important job of moral
philosophy, namely solving problems.

Phillips responds by accusing O'Neill of

understating the complexity of such problems in order to impose theory-determined
solutions which fail to do justice to them or to those who face them.

Moral Dilemmas
The Wittgensteinians' emphasis on the seriousness of moral problems is brought
out clearly in Mora! Practices in Phillips' and Mounce's discussion of moral dilemmas,
which notes that the very reason such dilemmas arise at all is that people do not want to
go against their deeply-held moral principles. A moral dilemma arises when two or more
principles come into conflict with each other, so that we cannot follow one without
going against another. In many such cases, there is no preset way of working out what to
do, because 'the different moral practices do not tell us which takes precedence over the
other. This is something we have to decide and learn as we go along'.137 Even when we
find it relatively easy to make a decision about which principle to follow and which to
sacrifice, 'it is not surprising to find the person involved still caring about the unsatisfied
right and the unfulfilled obligation.

Philosophers have thought such care irrational

because they have confused moral dilemmas with technical problcms'v'" Phillips and
f\lounce criticise .\.1. Melden's analysis of moral dilemmas on the grounds that he
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mistakenly sees as 'essential to the determination of the rightness of the gi,-en course of
action ... the maintenance of the moral structure of the relations between all of the
parties concerned' ,139 They argue that moral practices aim at no single goal and cannot
be harmonised so that they do so, and that values conflict because they are valued in
themselves, independently of each other, rather than 'because they serve to perpetuate a
so-called total moral community'i" However, the fact that they can come into conflict,
and that although they are valued independently they are often relevant in the same
situations, means that any description of moral practices or areas of social life as 'games'
or 'language games', while it may be useful in reminding us that moral practices and
social activities can arise, have sense and be valued independently of each other, can also
be misleading:
The procedures of one game do not interfere with the procedures of another.
If a man is playing rugby, he does not have to occupy himself with the
procedures of cricket ... The various activities of a man's life have a relation to
one another which does not hold between games. It is because considerations
which belong to different activities in a man's life can affect one another in
various ways that one may find oneself confronted by the kind of problem
which is described as a moral dilemma.l'"
The existence of independent moral practices means that we can be faced with a moral
dilemma and be forced to choose one course of action over another, thus unavoidably
going against a moral principle which we think is important. It is possible to make such
choices, but what philosophical accounts of how this can be done can miss is that we
often feel guilty about making them, however unavoidable, and however justified, they
tnay be:
When as a result of his action ... harm comes about, [an individual] will not be
able to console himself with the thought that moral wisdom has triumphed, or
that the perpetuation of a total moral community has been served. He will be
faced with the fact that he had to do what he did. 142
One of the reasons for this guilt seems to be that we know that we could have acted
differently, and that if we had done so we could have followed the sincerely held moral
principle which we have in fact broken - even though we could only have done this by
going against another principle.

The importance of the principles means that 'the

principles themselves can provide no solution to the dilemma; nor is there any a
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reason why there should be any other principle which will provide such a solution'<"
And because 'There is no general method by which principles are \\'eighed',l-H two
different people who share the same principles may on occasion come, after sincere
reflection, to different conclusions about the same dilemma.
This brings us back to Hare's treatment of Sartre's student's dilemma, which I
discussed above.

We saw that Hare believed that the student ought to be able to

construct a moral principle which would guide him through his dilemma, allowing him
either to stay with his mother or to join the Free French, and to feel comfortable with his
decision either way.

But the idea that we can simply modify our moral principles,

whenever we fmd ourselves confronted with situations in which they appear to come
into conflict, suggests to the Wittgensteinians an unacceptably frivolous approach to
morality. If I can construct a moral principle to get me through any possible dilemma,
why should I ever feel guilty? Yet people often do feel guilty, even about actions which
appear to be the best available in the circumstances, and which could perfectly well be
justified by a modified moral principle along the lines Hare suggested.

In Sartre's

example, it is precisely because both principles, 'Care for your mother' and 'Fight for your
country', seem to the student to be absolute that the problem arises in the first place.
Whatever the student decides to do, he is likely to feel guilty about either abandoning his
mother or failing to join the struggle to liberate his country. No carefully constructed
principle, universalisable but designed for this particular situation (perhaps 'Care for your
mother unless this will prevent you fighting for your country'; perhaps vice-versa) can
prevent these guilt feelings; as Phillips observes, 'it is extremely odd to regard devotion to
his mother or to the Free French as theorv-deterrnined'v'Y It is because people faced
with moral dilemmas have to live with the consequences of their actions that Peter
Winch denies the need for moral judgements to be universalisable.

This need was

insisted upon by Hare:
One cannot with logical consistency, where a and b are two individuals, say that
a ought, in a certain situation specified in universal terms without reference to
individuals, to act in a certain way, also specified in universal terms, but that b
ought not to act in a similarly specified situation. This is because in any 'ought'statement there is implicit a principle which says that the statement applies to
all precisely similar situations. J4(,
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But Winch argues that there is a 'radical distinction in significance for a man of his own
acts as distinct from those of others'i"

It is one thing, he says, to make moral

judgements and apply them consistently to relevantly similar situations. But to claim that
other people must make the same judgements 'is to make a much more sweeping claim
and one which seems to me highly questionable'{" The reason for this is that in difficult
cases, where deeply-held principles conflict, where we have to come to a decision but can
only do this at the cost of suppressing or making an exception to a principle we still
believe to be important, we can see that there may well be good reasons for acting
differently from the way in which we have decided to act, and that someone else may be
perfectly justified in so acting:
I am interested in the position of a man who, ex bypotbesi, is completely morally
serious, who fully intends to do what he ought to do but is perplexed about
what he ought to do. He feels the force of conflicting moral demands on him.
'On the one hand I ought to do this, on the other hand I ought to do that. So
what ought I really to do?' I am interested here in the force of the word 'ought'
in the last question and in the answer given to it. And I shall argue that when,
in answer to such a question, a man says, 'This is what I ought to do', there is
nothing in the meaning or use of the word 'ought' which logically commits him
to accepting as a corollary: 'And anyone else in a situation like this ought to do
the same.'149

Winch considers the film Violent 5aturday, in which a gang of bank robbers hides on a
farm belonging to a strict religious community for which non-violence is a strict guiding
principle. 'At the climax of the film one of the gangsters is about to shoot a young girl
member of the community in the presence of the community's elder. With horror and
doubt in his face, the elder seizes a pitchfork and hurls it into the gangster's back'.150 To
Winch, a rationalisation along Hare's lines which explained that 'the elder has had to
make a "decision of principle", which consists in either qualifying, or perhaps even
abandoning, the principle of non-violence according to which he has hitherto tried to
live'151 would be not merely inadequate, but a fundamental misrepresentation of what the
elder is thinking. An alternative explanation, in which 'having killed the gangster, the
elder knew he had done something wrong ... [yet] if he had not killed the gangster, he
152
would not have been able to forgive himself may look messier, even self-contradictory,
but it accounts for three crucial facts: the elder feels guilty about what he has just done;
he has no desire to renounce his principle of non-violence: if he were put in the same
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circumstances again he would do the same thing again.

He does not construct a new

moral principle, 'Never use violence except to prevent someone being shot'.

He

continues to attempt to adhere to 'Never use violence', and lives with the consequences
of his failure to do so on this occasion.
In difficult cases, where deeply-held principles conflict, where we have to come
to a decision but can only do this at the cost of suppressing or making an exception to a
principle we still believe to be important, where we can see that there may well be good
reasons for acting differently from the way in which we have decided to act, and that
someone else may be perfectly justified in so acting, moral theory can seem not just
inadequate but impertinent. Wittgensteinian ethics' apparent remoteness from moral life,
from the practical resolution of moral problems, may be a consequence of their view of
the extreme seriousness of many moral dilemmas and disagreements.

Where most

ethicists have stressed the seriousness of moral problems as a way of showing the need
for solutions to them, and for theories which can help us to reach such solutions, the
Wittgensteinians do so in order to show the artificiality of trying to impose any theorydetermined solution at all. When a problem is serious, when no course of action is
entirely satisfactory but something must be done, we have no right to condemn someone
for acting in a particular way in a situation we did not have to face.

l s3

This reluctance to

make moral judgements implies that it is wrong to make prescriptive judgements for
others. This is, of course, itself a prescriptive judgement - a prescriptive judgement that
I can apply only to myself. Yet the actions of others who are faced with serious moral
dilemmas may affect me, and even do me harm. We have seen Wittgensteinian ethics
accused of moral conservatism, because according to its account moral deliberation can
only succeed within communities which already agree, and of moral relativism, because
of its claims that moral deliberation between different moral traditions will lead to a
breakdown in communication. But perhaps a more important feature is its more or less
implicit advocacy of passivity and submission, as a result of its suspicion both of making
prescriptive judgements about the actions of other people, and of giying self-interest any
kind of role in ethics.
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2
Self-Interest and Reasons to be Virtuous
Ethical Egoism
Before we even get to the question of whether self-interest can be an adequate
guide to morality, we have to work out what we mean by self-interest. This might seem
obvious - surely my self-interest is whatever is best for me - but it is more complicated
than that. Is my self-interest whatever I think is best for me - which could in principle
be anything at all - or whatever is reallY best for me, a category whose contents are not
necessarily accessible to me or to human reason in general, and may well conflict with
what I want to do? The latter position, which contains the implicit corollary that doing
what is really best for me might involve certain sacrifices or unpleasantnesses, and might
only be revealed as beneficial in the long run, is reflected in utilitarianism and
Kantianism, among other important ethical theories, and will be considered below: there
is an important distinction between 'doing what you see as being in your best interests is
good' and 'doing good is in your best interests', even though both of these positions are
distinct from that of the Wittgensteinians. The belief that I ought to do whatever I think
is in my own self-interest is often referred to as 'ethical egoism'. The initial objection to
ethical egoism is an obvious one. If an action is in my interests, it is at least possible that
it is not in yours, or not in someone else's, and that you or they may therefore be
disadvantaged as a result of what I do. This objection is not likely to be decisive for me
if I think that my interests are the only important moral consideration. However, if I
have no consideration whatsoever for the interests of others, except insofar as they serve
my own interests, then it is not clear why I would be listening to objections which
referred to anything other than my own interests in the first place:
The ethical egoist acknowledges no general obligation to help people in need.
Benevolence is never justified unconditionally or 'categorically.' The egoist has
an obligation to promote the welfare only of those whom he likes, loves, needs,
or can use. The source of this obligation is his interest in them. No interest, no
obligation. ;\nd when his interest conflicts or is irreconcilable with theirs, he
will reasonably pursue his own well-being at their expense, even when this other
person is his wife, child, mother or friend, as well as when it is a stranger or
enCI11\',1
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We have to accept that for those who justify their behaviour in this way, objections to
any particular action have to be made in terms of their effect on the agent rather than of
their effects on anyone else who may come into the agent's line of fire. In many cases
such objections may exist, but they are, and can only be, prudential and not principled
objections; the underlying attitude of basic disregard for others is not questioned, and the
initial objection, that others may suffer if I pursue my own interests, is not addressed.
This is a problem, but it is problematic largely in terms of the practical effects on others
of disregarding the objection - and therefore, by definition, not problematic at all to the
ethical egoist - not because the objection itself is badly thought-out.

It seems fairlv

pointless to write ethical theory for people who are entirely uninterested in it, and so any
useful theoretical criticisms of self-interest are likely to rely on their hearers having some
sort of basic understanding of and sympathy for the needs of others. Having said that,
the very fact that this form of ethical egoism assumes that the agent has no
understanding of or sympathy for the needs of others is likely to act as a compelling
criticism of it so far as everybody else is concerned. And this may explain whv, although
the rationally self-interested individual is the paradigmatic economic agent in neoclassical
economics, nevertheless those who construct and employ economic models are often
reluctant to accept this when assessing their own motives. The economic historian Philip
Mirowski found that 'While the economists about whom he writes have been happy to
model others as motivated by self-interest, "when summoned to reflect on their personal
successes, they regularly cite such lofty goals as the alleviation of pain, the augmentation
of general welfare, the abolition of injustice and the advancement of human
understanding'"."

The fact that ethical egoism is so distasteful even to many of its

proponents - or rather, that even many of those who use it as a model are not prepared
to admit to using it for their own moral guidance or motivation - should raise our
suspicions about its usefulness.I
Ethical egoism is not ruled out by an awareness of, and consideration for, the
interests of others, although it is necessarily transformed into something which looks
vcrv

different. The simple step of recognising that other people (and potentially other

animals or other beings) have interests which they may legitimately take into account the commonly-made ethical step of uni\rersalisation - has instant and far-reaching effects
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on what even an ethical egoist can regard as acceptable behaviour.

Universal ethical

egoism assumes that if it is right for me to pursue my own self-interest - and it is - then
it is right for everyone else to pursue their self-interest too. This may only go so far as
recognising that somebody else's self-interested behaviour, which disadvantages me,

IS

justified:
A universal ethical egoist may, like a player in a game, judge that others ought to
do what is in their overall self-interest while simultaneously attempting to
prevent such actions, or at least refraining from encouraging them."
There is an important distinction between recognising that the self-interests of others
may be legitimate while being inimical to my own, and toning down my own selfinterested behaviour. The only effect of this universalisation seems to be to force an
acceptance that my own self-interest cannot be uniquely protected by universally
applicable legislation.

I will still seek to stop others disadvantaging me, by whatever

means seem most appropriate, and they will do the same to me.

This is a weak

universalisation which argues for the placing of no limits on my behaviour and the
behaviour of others; we can presume that the strongest person will be able to act with
the fewest checks on the pursuit of her self-interest. The problem with ethical egoism
noted above, that some people may well be disadvantaged as a result of the selfinterested behaviour of others, still exists.

Social Darwinism and Justifying Altruism
This kind of ethical egoism received a boost from some interpretations of
Charles Darwin's theory of evolution, which used the idea of struggle, and of the
'survival of the fittest', to explain the evolutionary success and failure of different
organisms, and the adaptation of organisms to their environment. Some of Darwin's
supporters (not Darwin himself) tried to shift this insight wholesale from the realm of
biological explanation to the realm of morality. Generally speaking, they took it to mean
that a laiJJe::;:/aire approach to public policy should be pursued, allowing the fittest to
survive and assuming that those who did not succeed were, by definition, those who
ought not to survive - 'Just as in nature one has competition, struggle, success and
failure, so also in society one has competition, struggle, success and failure,.5
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Let it be understood that we cannot go outside of this alternative: libertv,
inequality, survival of the fittest; not-liberty, equality, survival of the unfitte;t.
The former carries society forward and favors all its best members; the latter
carries society downwards and favors all its worst members.v
The chief problem with this approach, from the point of view of its proponents, was that
it failed utterly to achieve what they hoped it would. This is due in part to a confusion
over the meaning of the word 'fittest' which, in strict Darwinian terms means 'best
equipped to reproduce successfully' and not necessarily 'cleverest', 'strongest', 'richest' or
possessed of any other qualities which certain human beings may choose, for whatever
reason, to value. Laisserfaire led, as a matter of fact, to the proliferation of precisely
those people whom the social Darwinists wished to eliminate, since 'it is in the poorest
localities that children most abound and prudence has no control over the multiplying of
the lowest species of humanity' The resulting enthusiasm of many social Darwinists for
eugenic programmes involved a wholesale inversion of Darwinism, quite apart from the
obvious moral question marks over the legitimacy of attempting to control or deny other
people's fertility without their consent.
From a philosophical point of view, the main problem with social Darwinism is
that it 'crashes through the is/ought barrier'i'' The biologist Thomas Huxley, one of the
earliest champions and popularizers of evolution (and, incidentally, the father of Julian
Huxley, later an advocate of eugenic sterilisation)," pointed out the disjunction between
(evolutionarily) good strategy and (morally) good behaviour, arguing in 1893 that
the practice of that which is ethically best - what we call goodness or virtue involves a course of conduct which, in all respects, is opposed to that which
leads to success in the cosmic struggle for existence. In place of ruthless selfassertion it demands self-restraint; in place of thrusting aside, or treading down,
all competitors, it requires that the individual shall not merely respect, but shall
help his fellows; its influence is directed, not so much to the survival of the
fittest, as to the fitting of as many as possible to survive. It repudiates the
gladiatorial theory of existence.to
And Stephen Jay Gould, one of the best-known modem expositors and defenders of
evolutionary theory, agrees:
Those who recruit Darwin to support a particular moral or political line should
remember that, at best, evolutionary biology might give us some insights into
the anthropology of morals - why some (or mos9 people practise ~ertain
values, perhaps for their Darwinian advantage. But SCIence can never decide the
6
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morality of morals. Suppose we discovered that aggressIon, xenophobia,
selective infanticide and the subjugation of women offered Darwinian
advantages to our hunter-gatherer ancestors a million years ago on the African
savannahs. Such a conclusion would not validate the moral worth of these or
any other behaviours, either then or now.'!
The same applies, in fact, to modem attempts to ground the morality of altruism in terms
of evolutionary strategy, however much more attractive these may look than the radical
individualism, or eugenicism, of earlier social Darwinists. Even if '\\'e are moral because
our genes, as fashioned by natural selection, fill us full of thoughts about being moral',"
the very way in which the word 'moral' is being used here - as a term which is applied to,
rather than determined by, the thoughts and behaviour which our genes are said to
encourage in us - implicitly denies the primacy of sociobiological categories in the
sociobiological desire to justify altruism. The most we could say is that biology plays an
analogous role to that which the Wittgensteinians ascribe to culture and language.
Nevertheless, modern sociobiologists appear to reject the idea that 'the survival of the
fittest' justifies the consciously selfish pursuit of our own personal advantage, whatever
the effect this has on those around us.

Removing Self-Interest
We have seen that the Wittgensteinians' objection to the suggestion that morality
might be defined in terms of the agent's advantage is that this simply does not look like
what we generally think of as 'morality'. I quoted Phillips and Mounce above as saying
that 'the attempt to justify or advocate moral action in non-moral terms distort[s] the
kind of importance moral considerations often have, and blur[s] the distinction between
morality and prudence'i'< This is not an uncommon view. F.H Bradley asks:
What answer can we give when the question \V'hy should I be Moral?, in the
sense of What will it advantage 11e?, is put to us? Here we shall do well, I think,
to avoid all praises of the pleasantness of virtue. \'Ve may believe that it
transcends all the possible delights of vice, but it would be well to remember
that we desert a moral point of view, that we degrade and prostitute virtue,
when to those who do not love her for herself we bring ourselves to
recommend her for the sake of her pleasures.!"

.vnd from Zygmunt Bauman, writing from an otherwise very different postmodermst
perspective, comes the similar question, 'Must morality justify itself in terms (II
something other than itself? Does it not cease to be morality once it feels the need, or is
II
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forced to, apologize for what it has promptcd-:" James Sterba attempts to make a
distinction between morality and prudence in the context of a discussion of ethical
egoism:
Obviously, the practical requirements of these two forms of egoism [individual
and universal] would conflict significantly with the practical requirements of
morality.lv

Even if we agree with Sterba, we have to be very careful with this kind of objection,
which appears to beg the question somewhat.i The claim that we should pursue our
own self-interest is, after all, a moral claim (it is not, as Sterba holds, a denial of 'the
priority of morality over self-interest'," but an equation of morality with self-interest),
whether we are sympathetic to it or not - and if we are not sympathetic to it, we have to
make and argue for a different moral claim, rather than simply bracketing our opponents
out of moral discussion before we have started. At the very least, we have to argue for a
definition of 'morality' which excludes the possibility that the unconstrained pursuit of
self-interest can be described as 'moral' (one problem in this area is that the word 'moral'
is often used interchangeably to mean 'concerned with questions of right and wrong' and
'morally right'). The Wittgensteinian framing of the objection is more sophisticated than
Sterba's precisely because it recognises that those who argue for self-interest, by blurring
the boundaries between prudence and what they want to describe as morality, are making
a moral claim, before arguing that it is not a moral claim which makes sense in the
context of what we are trying to achieve when we discuss morality. One of the main
reasons for thinking in terms of 'moral' behaviour is precisely that different people's
interests conflict and we have to choose between them; if we all had the same interests
then there would be no moral conflict and we would all do what we wanted to do, and
do the right thing, both at the same time. If, as in ethical egoism, the only criterion for
whose interests are satisfied is the relative power of the interested parties, it is difficult to
sec what role moral philosophers are supposed to play beyond keeping their heads down
or, if they are particularly strong, doing whatever they want. The Wittgensteinians do not
argue against ethical egoism on the grounds that it leaves little space for moral
philosophers to operate, however. They imply that, given that morality is intended to
guide our behaviour by reference to other criteria than pure self-interest, and giycn th.u
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consequendy 'the (morally) right thing to do' and 'what I (independendy of moral
considerations, and all other things being equal) want to do' commonly do not coincide,
or at least that when they do coincide they do so only by accident, then morality and selfinterest are entirely separate categories.

This is pardy, as we might expect from the

Wittgensteinians, a linguistic claim: the way in which the word 'morality' is used in our
culture presumes that it is set up against self-interest, not as a justification of it.

Immanuel Kant
The Wittgensteinians are not alone in viewing morality as an attempt to avoid
having to use self-interest as a guide to behaviour. In his Practical Ethics Peter Singer
identifies a number of moral philosophers from a variety of traditions, naming Immanuel
Kant, R.M. Hare, Francis Hutcheson, David Hume, Adam Smith, Jeremy Bentham,].].C.
Smart, John Rawls, Jean-Paul Sartre and Jiirgen Habermas," most of whose views of
morality differ from those of most of the others in important ways, but all of whom
agree, as does Singer,
that the justification of an ethical principle cannot be in terms of any partial or
sectional group. Ethics takes a universal point of view. This does not mean
that a particular ethical judgment must be universally applicable ... What it does
mean is that in making ethical judgments we go beyond our own likes and
dislikes. From an ethical point of view the fact that it is I who benefit from,
say, a more equal distribution of income and you, say, who lose by it, is
irrelevant. Ethics requires us to go beyond'!' and 'you' to the universal law, the
universalizable judgment, the standpoint of the impartial spectator or ideal
observer, or whatever we choose to call it.20
Impartiality, universality, disinterestedness are key words in ethics. Despite Kurt Baier's
claim that 'in many [books on ethics] the view is seriously entertained that everybody is
an egoist, and egoism is not always regarded as a bad thing'/l nevertheless the moral
philosophers mentioned above, and most influential ethical theories, see egoism as
something to be opposed or transcended.

The creation of a disinterested moral

philosophy is one of Kant's central concerns in the Groundwork

of the Metaphysics ofMorals:

For when [previous authors] thought of man merely as subject to a law
(whatever it might be), the law had to carry with it some ~terest ~ ~rder to
attract or compel, because it did not spring as a law from hIS own will: In ord~r
to conform with the law his will had to be necessitated by something else to act In
a certain way. This absolutely inevitable conclusion meant that all the labour
spent in trying to find a supreme principle of duty was lo~t beyon~ rec~; for
wha t they discovered was never duty, but only the necessity of acttng trom a
certain interest. This interest might be one's own or another's, but on such a
Singer, Practical Ethics, pp. 10-11.
20 Singer, Practical Ethics, p. 11.
. '
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view the imperative was bound to be always a conditioned one and could not
possibly serve as a rnoral law.P
The point of Kant's Categorical Imperative, 'Act onlY on that maxim through which)'ou can at

the same time will that it should become a universallaul,23 is that acting in accordance with it
explicitly removes self-interest, and instead makes logical consistency, universalisability,
the test of the rightness of an action - in contrast to non-moral 'hypothetical
imperatives' ,24 which take the form 'If you want X, do Y', for the Categorical Imperative
the question of what I want to happen is irrelevant. Certain maxims can be universalised;
others just cannot, however much we might want them to be. Kant is pointing out that
there are some things which it would be impossible for everyone to do; if we do such
things, then we are acting inconsistently, making one rule for ourselves and another
(implicitly) for others. Kant's most famous example is about promise-keeping. It might
sometimes be to our advantage to break a promise. However, the very fact that we can
break promises depends on our being able to make them in the first place, and our being
able to make them depends on their being thought to be binding, giving them a force
they would not possess if everyone felt able to break them whenever they wanted to:
For the universality of a law that every one believing himself to be in need can
make any promise he pleases with the intention not to keep it would make
promising, and the very purpose of promising, itself impossible, since no one
would believe he was being promised anything, but would laugh at utterances
of this kind as empty shams."
So there is something incoherent in a maxim like 'Break a promise when it suits you to
do so'; it contains within itself elements which make it impossible to universalise.
Universalised, it makes no sense.

Other maxims, if acted upon, would make it

impossible for others to act upon the same maxim.

An example might be 'Enslave

others when it is convenient for you to do so'. Those who are enslaved lose the ability to
take decisions for themselves and therefore cannot choose the maxims by which they act;
they are unable to enslave others for their own purposes, and cannot act on the maxim
'Enslave others when it is convenient for you to do so'. If acted upon, then, the maxim
creates people who cannot act upon it. This is fundamentally different from any kind of

claim that it is not in my interest to lie or to enslave, or even that I should be able to
recognise and extrapolate from that fact that it is in the interest of others that they
IK
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should not be lied to or enslaved.

Kant simply argues that such behaviour is

nonsensically inconsistent. According to O'Neill, this implies that 'Kant's claim is that
the underlying principles of a life (and perhaps of a tradition) are morally unworthy if
they cannot be shared' .26 My self-interest is, by definition, not shared, or at least shared
only from time to time, and is therefore not an adequate basis for making moral
decisions.

Utilitarianism and Universal Prescriptivism
Even an approach to morality like utilitarianism, which gives self-interest a major
role - it aims, after all, to work for the greater good of the greatest number, and to use
self-interest as a guide to what that greater good consists of - diverges sharply from
ethical egoism. Its aim is not the fulfilment of one particular person's self-interest, but
the self-interests of as many people as possible. These self-interests may conflict, and
where they do we need to find a way of working out whose self-interest we should
favour or, failing that, what we should do instead. We might ask whose self-interest, if
followed, would cause the least harm to the realisation of other people's self-interests, or
we might impose a compromise by which certain elements of people's self-interests are
pursued and others are abandoned. In many cases, utilitarianism may well recommend
an action which is against my own self-interest in the name of the general good, because:
it is the characteristically utilitarian conclusion that the right action is that which
maximises utility (however construed) summed impersonally across all those
affected by that action. That is the standard that we are to use, individually, in
choosing our own actions.F
The fundamental impersonality of welfare utilitarianism has been criticised because the
fact that 'everyone in a utilitarian scheme is in principle interchangeable for someone
else,2H gives it the drawback of being unable to allow for special cases in which
differential treatment might be justified or even essential. Nevertheless, it does rule out
the problem, faced by ethical egoism in particular, that 'Putting your thumb on the scale
on your own behalf, or on behalf of those of whom you are fond, is not a particularly
pretty picture, morally'." So self-interested behaviour goes into utilitarian reasoning only
along with the self-interests of everyone else, and it results from utilitarian reasoning only
contingently, when that self-interest happens to coincide with the general good: as
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Robert Goodin puts it, "'What should we do, collectively?" is much more the standard
utilitarian question than is "How should I live, personallyj'"?" The 'utilitarian insistence
that principles derive from preferences'," then, does not guarantee self-interested
behaviour. A utilitarian would contend that it rules it out.
One of the moral philosophers specifically attacked by the Wittgensteinians, R.~L
Hare, shares some of their suspicion of self-interest, and his 'universal prescriptivism' is
specifically designed to rule it out.

The key to his position is its focus on

universalisability, and the claim that a position only qualifies as moral if it can in principle
be used by anyone in a relevantly similar situation:
Offences against the thesis of universalizability are logical, not moral. If a
person says 'I ought to act in a certain way, but nobody else ought to act in that
way in relevantly similar circumstances', then, on my thesis, he is abusing the
word 'ought'; he is implicitly contradicting himself. 32
This does not commit Hare to any particular set of moral rules, but it does mean that
whatever moral rules he chooses must be consistently applied to everyone else - he is
entitled to demand nothing of anyone else which he is not prepared to demand of
himself, and everything which he believes it is right for him to do must be right for
everyone else in any relevantly similar situation to do as well.

Of course, however, it

does not follow that he can compel anyone else to act in accordance with his own moral
rules, nor that anyone else can compel him; Hare seems to be more interested in offering
useful moral advice than in giving ordersr"

But the key point here is that

universalisability is intended to ensure that behaviour is not self-interested:
to think morally is, at least, to subject one's own interests, where they conflict
with those of other people, to a principle which one can accept as governing
anyone's conduct in like circumstances.v'
Whether or not Hare's focus on universalisability succeeds in producing a moral
framework which satisfies the Wittgensteinians - and clearly, as we saw above, it docs
not - it does at least make the same distinction between self-interest and morality, and it
does at least attempt to eliminate the former.

Redirecting Self-Interest
The rejection of self-interest, then, seems central to the ethical understandings of
all of these thinkers or ethical schools. But rejection can take a variety of forms. \\'hilc
\() Goodin. 'Utilitv and the Good', P: 248,
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the Wittgensteinians seem basically distrustful of self-interest from the \~ery beginning,
the other ethicists discussed here see it as something to be transcended, yes, but
something which can only be transcended by investigating its content.

\\'e can only

universalise, after all, if we have something we can universalise in the first place. ~-\nd for
the utilitarians, and for Hare, it is precisely our self-interest, what we want to happen,
which is extended and transcended by a process of universalisation, or the substitution of
one person into the moral shoes of another. To see this clearly it is worth considering
another, related, moral principle, the Golden Rille (various formulations, the most
famous being Jesus' words in Luke 6.31, 'as you wish that men would do to you, do so to
thern"). The key here is in 'as you wish that men would do to you'. The Rule presumes
that I have preferences, and attempts to work with them. It recognises that I may well
make one judgement, favouring myself, in a case which involves me, and another
judgement in a case in which I am not involved, or in which I am involved in a different
position so that the judgement I made in the first case would injure me or place me at a
disadvantage. Of course, any given act will have different results for the different people
affected by it. With this in mind, the Golden Rule does not attempt to remote self-interest
from ethical decision-making, but aims to use my self-interest in the interests of all: it only
works if I have interests and preferences, because the criterion for the rightness of my
action is whether or not I can consent to someone else doing it - if I would prefer that
that action were not performed by someone else, then consistency demands that I should
not perform the action either.
The self-interest used by the Golden Rule need not be my own; it may belong to
others whose interests are already closely identifted with mine, and which I habitually
consider when deciding how to act. By imagining the effect of my proposed action from
the point of view of a self-interested other (whether this takes the form of imagining that
I am another, or of imagining that I have the same circumstances as another), I am made more
aware of the fact that my actions may have adverse effects on others, that others may
need to be protected from me. The Golden Rule redirects my self-interest, using the fact
that I am self-interested, and the fact that I am capable of imagining myself in the place
of others, to remind me that others are self-interested too. Just as my self-interest leads
me to desire that others will act in certain \yays and refrain from acting in certain other
ways, so (I may assume) their self-interest leads them to desire certain kinds of behaviour
from me.

Their self-interest is as legitimate as mine.
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conjunction with my imagination, which tells me what sort of behaviour others are likelv
to desire, and therefore what I should do. The attainment of knowledge of others' needs
through knowledge of my own needs is the aim of the 'original position' in John Rawls'

A Theory

ofjustice, in which all parties are under a 'veil of ignorance' so that:

First of all, no one knows his place in society, his class position or social status;
nor does he know his fortune in the distribution of natural assets and abilities,
his intelligence and strength, and the like. Nor, again, does anyone know his
conception of the good, the particulars of his rational plan of life, or even the
special features of his psychology such as his aversion to risk or liability to
optimism or pessimism. More than this, I assume that the parties do not ~ow
the particular circumstances of their own society. That is, they do not know its
economic or political situation, or the level of civilization and culture it has
been able to achieve. The persons in the original position have no information
as to which generation they belong.w
The purpose of this is to ensure that all will come up with 'principles the consequences
of which they are prepared to live with whatever generation they turn out to belong to'.37
But although Rawls aims to 'nullify the effects of specific contingencies which put men at
odds and tempt them to exploit social and natural circumstances to their own
advantage',38 the veil of ignorance does not remove self-interest; like the Golden Rule, it
depends on it. It is in everyone's interest (in a way it tends not to be in the real world) to
agree to the most just principles possible, because unjust ones might disadvantage aI!J/one.
The veil of ignorance thus gives a real incentive for those under it to imagine themselves
in the place of the least fortunate in society. Rawls uses the original position as the basis
for the creation of a social contract, with what is in effect Golden Rule thinking
identifying the legislators' concerns with those of the weakest members of society
precisely the people who are in real life least likely to be legislators.
This kind of redirection of self-interest can be seen to be going on

ill

Hare's

ethics. He imagines two people, /1 and B, in different positions in the same situation and
therefore with different interests about what they would most want to happen.
Reasoning morally about the situation does not involve ignoring self-interest completely,
but looking at what everyone's self-interest consists of:

B should disregard the fact that he plays the particular role in the situati(~ll
which he does, without disregarding the inclinations which people have ill
situations of this sort. In other words, he must be prepared to gi\T weight to
_-1's inclinations and interests as if they were his own. This is what rums selfish
prudential reasoning into moral reasoning."

Ii>
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We saw above that utilitarianism is doing the same sort of thing, both ruling out selfinterested behaviour (except where such behaviour is also in the general good) and
simultaneously deriving principles from preferences. And Kantianism can be shown to
share some of these characteristics too.

Again, certain acts are shown to be wrong

because they are inconsistent with being made universal law, an inconsistency which in
turn derives in many cases from the bad results - sometimes so bad as the total
breakdown of social institutions such as promise-keeping - which would result from
their being universally practised. I have to put aside my short-term self-interest in favour
of a wider interest in my - and in our - continuing ability to be able to act at all. All of
this shows that ethical egoism is not the same as regarding self-interest as central to
moral reasoning - the difference lies in whether I pursue my own self-interest or merely
examine my own self-interest in order to discover the self-interest of others and the
wider interests of society at large. And this distinction does not seem to be recognised
by the Wittgensteinians, as we saw in the fIrst section. A corollary of their belief that we
do not choose our moral principles, but that they are a product of our language, culture
and upbringing - as we saw in their criticisms of Hare - is that the binding nature of
moral principles has nothing to do with the results they bring us, or indeed the results
they bring to others - as we saw in their criticisms of Foot. So far as they are concerned
m!y

self-interest, not only the naked self-interest of ethical egoism, but the modified and

redirected self-interest of the various moral philosophies discussed above, has no place in
ethics.
And yet this does not seem to be the whole story. We saw above that the moral
principles which the Wittgensteinians see as being implicit in our language and culture are
associated with the deliberate refusal to pursue one's own self-interest. This does indeed
seem to follow from the observation that moral development involves a rejection of such
'bad' practices as selfishness and greed, and all the behaviour which goes with them.
Furthermore, morality is supposed to be pursued not only not because of any advantajrc
to the agent which might result, but not for reasons contingent on results at all. There
arc potential problems with both of these elements of the \\'ittgensteinian rejection of
sclf-inrcresr.

The first element's apparent wholesale acceptance of whatever langu:tge

and culture nught imply can be criticised not just on the grounds that it is mor.illv
relativistic - one of the main thrusts of O'Neill's attack on the \\'ittgensteinians which we
saw in the first section - but because the nonnative value of wh.it i~ implied by language
and culture can be called into serious question by an as~essmcnt of how

it

:d"fecb those

who live within it, a line of investigation particularly associated with feminist analvsis,
which will be discussed below. The second element's apparent denial that morality might
have a point" may be criticised both from the perspective of those ethicists discussed
above, who see our interests as a useful clue to what we ought to do, and also from the
point of view of virtue ethics, a branch of moral philosophy which has not yet been
discussed here but whose emphasis on teleology is importantly distinct from the
approach of the Wittgensteinians.

Virtue Ethics
In virtue ethics, character rather than action (or at least, given the difficulty of
making such a strict distinction, the kind of character revealed by and embodied in the
performance of certain kinds of action) is typically the most important determinant of a
person's moral goodness. According to Daniel Statman:
this basic assumption embodies two main theses: 1. at least some judgments
about the value of character traits are independent of judgments about the
rightness or wrongness of actions; and 2. the notion of virtue justifies that of
right conduct, that is ... the concept of virtue is explanatory prior to that of
right conduct.'!
One reason for virtue ethics' rejection of rules and principles as the basis for acting
morally is that in difficult situations, where principles seem to conflict, the principles
themselves contain no means of choosing between them.

This means that even for

those who want to employ rule-based moral theories, 'the virtuous person is not the
person who has excellent knowledge of some set of principles, meta-principles and metameta-principles, but the person who has right perception as to which rules should apply
here and now. And this person must be, among other things, sensitive, compassionate
and perceptivc'Y - a judgement about her character. We can expect someone who has
these qualities to act well in, and to give good advice about, difficult cases not because
she knows the relevant moral principles better than anyone else but simply because she is
a good person."
111<)lT

In other words, there is no necessary connection between knowing

about moral principles than anyone else and being a good person - and no

guarantee that academic moral philosophers, say, are good people simply by virtue of
their knowing a great deal more than most other people about theories gon>ming

111< )ul
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decision-making. Virtue ethics' emphasis on character leads to an interest in moral selfdevelopment and in the content of a proper self-concern. This giYes it the problem of
having to find a way of justifying the valuing of certain characteristics oyer others - of
describing some things as virtues and other things as vices.
One way of doing this is to appeal to the results of virtuous behaviour. \Ye saw
this in the work of Foot which the Wittgensteinians criticised, but the claim that certain
virtues need to be pursued if a person is to live well, or flourish, remains a key strand of
virtue ethics. Rosalind Hursthouse sets out what she describes as 'Plato's requirement on
the virtues':
The virtues benefit their possessor. (They enable her to flourish, to be, and live
a life that is, eudaimon.)
2. The virtues make their possessor a good human being. (Human beings need
the virtues in order to live well, to flourish as human beings, to live a
characteristically good, eudaimon, human life.)
3. The above two features of the virtues are interrelated.v'

1.

While there is no guarantee that virtuous behaviour will bring good results, there is a good
chance that it will in the long run Gust as by not smoking I cannot guarantee that I will not
get lung cancer, but it is nevertheless a better bet than smoking, if I want to avoid lung
cancer)." The important thing here is that the virtues are not to be followed beaurse they

benefit their possessor; they are to be followed because following them makes one a
good person - and they benefit their possessor too. And the way in which they benefit
their possessor is not simply by providing her with material goods (although they may),
but by making her a good person - which is (by definition) a good thing to be, a benefit.
This benefit may be perceived 'in the context of reflection on one's own character and

life'," where "'If only I could be less selfish and self-centred, more thankful for what I
have, more concerned for the good of others and the good in them, how much happier I
would be" is not an uncommon thought'.47

Hursthouse criticises Phillips', and John

McDowell's, insistence that 'the raising of questions about whether virtue or vice is a
more reliable bet'4f\ is reserved for the immoralist. Phillips, we saw, was keen to sav that
since virtue is its own reward it simply makes no sense for the virtuous to raise prudential
questions about it, and that 'for anyone concerned about justice, death for the sake of
justice is not a disaster. The disaster for him would be to be found wanting in face of

II
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death, and to seek the path of injustice and compromise'." Indeed, when Foot savs that
'the proper use of his limbs is something a man has reason to want if he wants anything.
I do not know just what someone who denies this proposition could have in mind',so
Phillips will not even accept this. He gives not one, but four instant counterexamples:
Jesus' words in Matt 18.9, 'if thine eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee; it is
better to enter into life with one eye, rather than having two eyes to be cast into hell fire';
Paul's thanks to God for 'the thorn in the flesh' which is a constant reminder that he is
not sufficient unto himself; Rush Rhees' story of blind Brentano, who denied that his
loss of sight was a bad thing, because it made him better able to concentrate on his
philosophy; and those saints who prayed to partake in the sufferings of Christ. 51

To

Hursthouse, this sort of thing 'smacks of a masculine yearning for "the short life with
glory"'.52 There is no reason why one should not regard losing one's life, or one's limbs,
or one's eyesight, as a loss - indeed, we might have reason to think there was something
wrong with someone who did not.

What makes Hursthouse's critique of Phillips

particularly interesting is that it considers a key Wittgensteinian concern - the context in
which we learn, and in which we teach our children, about virtue:
If we brought [our children] up exclusively on stories in which the virtuous lost
their lives when they risked them, and those who aimed to save their own skin
always survived, if those were the only cases in the newspapers to which we
drew their attention, I doubt that ... we would succeed in instilling virtue in
them.v

In other words, the cultural and linguistic context in which we learn about the virtues is
not the one Phillips and the other Wittgensteinians describe - it may be the case that we
do not act virtuously (if indeed we do so at all) in order to benefit from it, but
nevertheless we are taught that, 'when eudaimonia is impossible to achieve or maintain
[through virtuous behaviour], that's not "what we should have expected" but tragically
bad luck,.54
Peter Byrne makes a similar criticism of Phillips' wholesale rejection of teleology.
Byrne rightly characterises Phillips as arguing on the basis that 'if I look for something
outside morality for whose sake I recommend it, what I recommend is not morality ir~clf,
but only morality in so far as it serves this purpose'i"

Like Hursthousc, Byrne accuses
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Phillips of overstating the separation between morality and teleology, and of avoiding
confronting 'the kinds of teleology which ... see morality as a constitutive means to
attain a happy, perfected life ... in which acting well figures as an inescapable way in
which such a life is embodied'.56 According to Byrne:
To speak of acting virtuously as a constitutive means of attaining the supreme
human good is to say that the full value of so acting is only realised if it is part
of a larger whole. That larger whole consists of the union of acting well and
faring well. Acting well is not a contingent part of that whole, since the kind of
perfected, satisfied life in view is identified in part by being the life that includes
a state of virtuous thought and action. But this does not mean that the whole
which is the perfected life consists entirely of a virtuous state. More is needed
to constitute the whole and that more connects acting morally with the order in
the world.f?
Both Byrne and Hursthouse might be understood as offering a more sophisticated
version of Foot's connection between morality and its results, and thus as escaping the
full force of Phillips' criticisms of Foot's position. Phillips is still, I would argue, right to
complain that justice does not produce profitable results as consistently as Foot wants to
argue, and that this should nevertheless not be understood as a compelling reason to seek
injustice instead.

But as Byrne says, 'Where [Phillips'] arguments fall down is in the

presupposition that only one, crude way of linking morality to teleology can be in
question. The issues are just more complicated than Phillips makes out,.58 The question
still remains, though, of how to make the link between morality and teleology in a
convincing way which avoids self-serving justifications.
Virtue ethicists sometimes claim that it is actually relatively easy to identify a
virtuous person - that if we are honest we know one when we see one - and that
therefore we can identify the virtues with some confidence simply by finding a virtuous
person and seeing what she does. Susan Wolf's call for a return to 'a healthy form of
intuitionism,s9 (the context of which is discussed in more detail in chapter 7, below) and
Michael Slote's references to 'commonsense virtue ethics,6il are both examples of this
approach, and while they are convincing in their \vay (we really do think we can spot
virtuous people) it is precisely their attractiveness which should make us suspicious of
them - they fall into the same traps as the early-twentieth century intuitionism of .\Ioore,
Prichard and Ross which were so convincingly criticised by ~ \ yer, Maclnrvrc and others.
The fact that there is relatively wide agreement oyer what some virtues look like should
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not blind us to the fact that the places where wide agreement exists - as with rule-based
ethics, where the almost universal consensus on 'do not kill' turns out to be so obvious
as not to be all that useful, most of the time - are by definition not those areas where
moral philosophers are commonly called upon to give advice. There seems to be no
guarantee that someone we think of as a virtuous person will be able to help with more
complicated moral problems.

There is no wide agreement about the difficult cases

whose difficulty stems from the fact that there is no wide agreement over them, and in
which we cannot rely on our intuitions. Many of these differences are culture-dependent:
an intuitionist grounding for virtue ethics fails in particular to evaluate competing,
culture-dependent moral claims except by reference to intuitions which, being culturedependent themselves, can have priority over other such claims only on their own terms
which, if adopted, deny the need to evaluate other competing moral claims in any case.

Alasdair MacIntyre and After Virtue
Virtue ethics is perfectly capable of recognising cultural distinctions in accounts
of the virtues, however, and another of its potential justificatory strategies takes culture,
or 'practice', as the level at which virtues should be defined and justified.

Alasdair

MacIntyre, in After Virtue, perhaps the most influential twentieth-century account of
virtue ethics, defines a virtue (in the first instance, at least) as
an acquired human quality the possession and exercise of which tends to enable us to achieve
those goods which are internal to practices and the lack of which ~fledive!y prevents usfrom
achieving a'!Y such goods. 61

By 'practice' MacIntyre means
any coherent and complex form of socially established cooperative human
activity through which goods internal to that form of activity are realized in the
course of trying to achieve those standards of excellence which are appropriate
to, and partially definitive of, that form of activity, with the result that human
powers to achieve excellence, and human conceptions of the ends and goods
involved, are systematically extended.s-

The \X!ittgensteinian idea of 'moral practices' is never defined at so much length as this,
but Maclntvrc's defmition would, I think, function perfectly well as an explanation of
what Phillips and Mounce mean, in . .Horal Practices, too, although with one important
corollary. Maclnrvrc tends to focus on cultures - understood in a relatively large-scale
.."
sense; he describes ' heroi
eroic socienes,
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monolithic terms'" - as the locations where certain virtues should be followed and
certain ways of living make sense; the Wittgensteinians are more prepared to allow for
differences between members of the same culture - at least, that is a major theme of
Phillips' critique of MacIntyre in Intenentions in Ethics:
There is surely a distinction between the picture of the alienated individual who
cannot give himself to anything because he belongs to nothing, and the picture
o~ individuals giving themselves to different things because they belong to
different movements and traditions. Why should the latter be thought
problematic? Is it not an accurate picture of the way things are; indeed, of the
way things have always been? The alternative picture of an all-embracing social
morality unifying a whole culture and its participants is nothing more than a
philosophical construction.v'
Although this is persuasive, it is in fact not all that clear that there is as much distance
between Phillips and MacIntyre as Phillips wants to claim - or rather, that despite
important differences in their analyses of the history and current state of moral
philosophy

(phillips

does

not share

MacIntyre's

pessimism,

nor

therefore

his

prescription), the similarity between what for the purposes of this discussion is the most
important feature of their positions is striking. MacIntyre is identified by Theodore R.
Schatzki along with Peter Winch as one of an otherwise fairly diverse group of thinkers
(he also names Pierre Bourdieu, Anthony Giddens, Jean-Fran<;ois Lyotard, Ernesto
Laclau and Chantal Mouffe) who share Wittgenstein's 'intuition that the social, and the
social context of an individual life, is a complex of practices'i'" and it is on this key
similarity which I am focusing here.

While Phillips is clearly more prepared than

MacIntyre to allow for what we might describe as 'subcultures' (which might in principle
be tiny) which have their own internally coherent moral beliefs and which might stand in
opposition to a dominant culture, or dominant cultures, with which they interact and
from which they may derive some of their moral beliefs, nevertheless the basic claim,
that moral behaviour is contingent on one's way of life rather than being capable of
universal applicability, acceptability and justification, is shared by both of them. \\'hat I
see as the most telling critiques of Maclnryre, namely those which examine the context in
which the virtues he values make sense, and the consequences of valuing such virtues,
can therefore be applied to the Wittgensteinians as well.
Putting the focus on the internal aims of an activitv, without any discussion at
this point of whether the aims are desirable, is similar to Kant's notion ()f the
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hypothetical imperative ('If you want X, do Y') which Kant himself thought of as being
entirely without moral import.

Starman's observation that 'This view of VE [Virtue

Ethics] has been influential especially in attempts to apply VE to the domain of business

ethics'" might be seen as an indictment of the approach by those who want to call an
entire practice (such as, for example, a practice whose internal aims are enshrined in law
as the duty to maximise shareholder value) into question and see in :\1acIntyre's view no
means of doing so.

MacIntyre, indeed, is quite explicit about the incoherence of

criticising cultures from within:
there is nothing to be made of the question: for what purpose do the characters
in the Iliad observe the rules that they observe and honor the precepts which
they honor? It is rather the case that it is only within their framework of rules
and precepts that they are able to frame purposes at all; and just because of this
the analogy breaks down in another way, too. All questions of choice arise
within the framework; the framework itself therefore cannot be chosen.s?
It is equally impossible to criticise cultures from the outside, from a detached or universal
point of view, because 'In heroic society there is no "outside" except that of the
stranger'.G8

Using tradition or culture as the basis for ethics requires assuming the

necessity of certain social roles, and defming the virtues as those qualities which are
necessary for the performance of those roles.

69

The problem with this, according to

Susan Moller Okin, is its 'failure to ask: "By what ethical standard can [a society's] entire
social structure be defcndedr'I'"

It is all \'cry well to answer, as Maclntyre and the

Wittgensteinians effectively do, 'by no ethical standard but its own', but this means that
many potential critical strategies can never get off the ground. And, viewed from any
context but the culture in question itself, many such strategies look highly convincing indeed, many of them look convincing precisely because they pay attention to
circumstances within the culture in question which that culture's own value systcm
ignores or excuses.

The Homeric tradition discussed by Ivlaclnryrc is problematic

because the virtues it ascribes to women are 'different from men's, consisting primarily in
their physical attractions and their fidelity', and are 'defined in relation to men, whereas
men's virtues were not defined in relation to wornen'v' \Vomen are not the only group
to whom the heroic virtues cannot be applied:
Slaves, i\[aeIntyre admits, were not much better off than the dead, but he
defines them as 'outside the heroic community'.
Having defined the
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community so as to exclude its slaves, he claims that the Homeric virtues were
those qualities that protected and furthered the interests of the community as a
whole.F

.

Aristotle's account of the virtues is no less exclusionary:
Aristotle's answer to this question ['What is the good life for man?'] was a life
that he thought women (as well as slaves and manual workers) were necessarily
excluded from, and one that depended in large part on the performance by
these excluded people of subordinate functions.P
For MacIntyre to refer to 'Aristotle's indefensible defence of slavery" is simply not
acceptable within the context of his own account of moral philosophy: either Aristotle's
defence of slavery is defensible, in which case his account of the virtues may still make
sense, although we may, as members of a different culture from Aristotle's, choose to
reject it if slavery is something we would rather not endorse, or it is indefensible, in
which case MacIntyre cannot claim that this 'need not carry any large implications for
our attitudes to his overall theory'.75 Slavery is not just an unfortunate side issue in
Aristotle: both it and misogyny are central, even if they are unspoken. This is because
Aristotle's account of 'the good life' is one in which 'the life of moral and political virtue
exists for the sake of and must be subordinated to the life of contemplative inquiry'"
And 'Aristotle makes it clear that all those who participate in the performance of
necessary but inferior functions such as domestic management, child rearing, and the
production of daily necessities cannot live this life of excellence'" - yet if those functions
were not performed, then nobody would be able to live what Aristotle sees as 'the good
life'. It is simply not good enough to rule that this kind of critical strategy is illegitimate
on the basis that it does not accept the terms of the culture it is criticising, given that the
criticism it offers is its rejection of those terms." This is most clearly the case when the
criticism is offered, like this one, on behalf of people who inhabit the culture but are
silenced or sidelined by it, but I want to argue that it is the case anyway. And if this
criticism can be applied to MacIntyre, then it applies to those parts of MacIntyre's
Okin,justice, Gender andthe Famify, p. 50.
Okin,justice, Gender andthe Famify, p. 45.
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analysis which are closest to that of the Wittgensteinians. In the next chapter, I will
explore some ways in which feminist criticism might engage with and respond to the
Wittgensteinian approach to ethics.

61

3
The Wittgensteinian Approach and Feminism
Shared Assumptions
One striking thing about much feminist analysis of culture and language is that it
has a great deal in common with the Wittgensteinian approach, and indeed with that of
MacIntyre.

For example, Dale Spender, in her account of 'second-wave' feminism,

writes that:
human beings tend to project onto the objects and events of the world the
value-system they have learned, selecting evidence from the world which fits
into, and reinforces, the belief-system of their culture. Depending on the
society in which we live, we are 'programmed' for a particular and limited set of
meanings, and we then proceed to respond only to that which is meaningful for
us.'

Spender goes on to note, first, that 'Contradictions tend to be censored, and we continue
to see only that which is consistent with our established world-view'< and, second, that
'fortunately we are not confined by our original value-system .,. there is some room for
conflicting evidence - the contradictions - to creep in,.3 We see a similar awareness of
the possibility of coming to see the failings of the moral norms which surround us in the
work of the Wittgensteinians: Beardsmore is prepared to discuss the existence of 'moral
rebels' who challenge prevailing moral behaviour by reference to moral beliefs or texts
which are ostensibly held to be normative by all concerned," and Phillips bases his
rejection of a particular, reward-based, belief in heaven and hell as properly Christian on
an analysis of Christian beliefs with which they are held to be incompatible' It seems,
though, that so far as the Wittgensteinians are concerned it is not characteristically the
belief systems themselves which are at fault, so much as the way in which people operate
within them and use them to judge their behaviour.

The standard error, on a

Wittgensteinian understanding, is a misconstrual of the implications of a belief system by
an individual or perhaps a group attempting or professing to live according to that
system; it is not that the system itself is basically, inherently self-contradictory (an analysis
closer to that of Macl nryrc, for example).

I
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MacIntyre's bemoaning of the lack of 'an all-embracing social morality unif:-ing a whole
culture and its participants' as 'nothing more than a philosophical construction'," his
alternative 'picture of individuals giving themselves to different things because thev
belong to different movements and traditions'; still gives authority to those movements
and traditions - and consequently still allows those movements and traditions to be the
judges of those who belong to them, rather than the other way round.

\\'hile the

Wittgensteinians deny, with good reason, the attainability of 'absolute truth' independent
of particular linguistic communities, they implicitly assert, as does Maclntvre, the
existence of what might be called 'culture-dependent absolute truth' - an initiallv
paradoxical-sounding concept by which I mean that they hold that, within and onlY within

a'!Y given culture or moralpractice, it makes sense to describe certain beliefs as absolute in
that, so far as that culture or moralpractice is concerned, it makes absolutely no sense to question
them.

Another Look at Moral and Other Relativisms
In chapter 1 I looked at O'Neill's accusation that the Wittgensteinians were guilty
of moral relativism, and argued against this on the basis that it involved a
misunderstanding of the reason why the Wittgensteinians appeared to open themselves
up to such an accusation in the first place; that their refusal to pass judgement was not
what it seemed to be. I pointed out that their failure to claim to occupy an authoritative,
neutral, 'objective' moral standpoint stemmed from a rejection, which recurs throughout
their writings, of the idea that this was in principle either possible or desirable.

As

Desiree Berendsen puts it, 'The whole of Phillips' work .,. can be seen as a thorough
application of the Wittgensteinian insight that no privileged positions are possible in any
domain of life and thought'."

I noted that the Wittgensteinian position still allowed

sufficiently authoritative moral judgements to be made by inhabitants of particular
cultures, judgements which would not have universal authority, but which could in
principle be authoritative for other inhabitants of the culture in question - an interested,
not disinterested, judgement, but no less useful for all that. \'(le can see now, in the light
of feminist criticism, that there are at least two serious problems with this position.
First, although in principle anyone who understands (which on a \Vittgensteinian
reading docs not always require inhabiting) a particular form of life, language, belief
(, Phillips, lnterrentions In Ethics, P: 52
7 Phillips, lntenvntions III E/hlcs, p. 5~.
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system or culture can speak with authority about what makes sense morally within that
form of life, language, belief system or culture, nevertheless in practice the system of
rules within that culture may give the authority to speak on behalf of the whole culture to
a relatively small group, and may systematically deny the right to reason or to make
authoritative pronouncements to everyone else (or, in particular, to certain groups). So,
perhaps, those who hold political authority (whether democratically chosen or otherwise)
or those considered to possess particular wisdom (shamans or academics, for example)
may have more attention paid to their views than those who do not. And, importantly
for this objection, this effectively reduces the likelihood that any speaker who is not in
such a position of authority will be taken seriously (or, perhaps, say anything).

For

example, until their enfranchisement, women in Britain were, through being denied
democratic rights which were accorded to men, automatically excluded from deciding
who could speak and act with authority in the context of political leadership.
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extension this meant (at the very least) that they had fewer opportunities than
enfranchised men for making authoritative pronouncements, by voting, for example. It
is possible in some cases that simply giving authority to one group can reduce the ability
of another group or groups to have their voices heard, even if this is nobody's intention.
Second, although the Wittgensteinian version of relativism does not, contrary to
O'Neill's belief, make it impossible to criticise practices in other cultures which we find
unacceptable (quite the opposite, in fact), it does have an effect on the seriousness with
which such criticisms are taken within those cultures. So we are entitled to say whatever
we like (or rather, whatever the norms of the culture or form of life from which we speak
allow us to say, bearing in mind the first objection above) about another culture, but the
very fact of its being a different culture from our own means that we are likely, by
definition, to fall outside the category of people who, within that culture, are accorded the
right to speak authoritatively about it. Of course, both of these problems, which I have
characterised as problems with the Wittgensteinian position, are problems in real life: the
words of certain speakers really are thought to have more authority than those of others;
criticism from outside any given form of life really is (in many cases) ignored by people
inside it. The problem is that the Wittgensteinian approach does not give us any way of
deciding what to do about this - in effect, it enables all parties to carryon as they were
before, and allows the continuation of injustices which tnight be identified and exposed
by those less philosophically inclined to write them off as 'cultural differences".
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Feminism, Relativism, Absolutism and Criteria
This failing is why I believe that a feminist analysis can help simultaneouslv to
reinforce the framework and to expose the weaknesses of some of the particular
conclusions of the Wittgensteinian approach. Much feminist analysis is heavily indebted
to the work of Michel Foucault, recognising that
Truth isn't outside power, or lacking in power: contrary to a myth whose history
and functions would repay further study, truth isn't the reward of free spirits,
the child of protracted solitude, nor the privilege of those who have succeeded
in liberating themselves. Truth is a thing of this world: it is produced only by
virtue of multiple forms of constraint. And it induces regular effects of power.
Each society has its regime of truth, its 'general politics' of truth: that is, the
types of discourse which it accepts and makes function as true; the mechanisms
and instances which enable one to distinguish true and false statements, the
means by which each is sanctioned; the techniques and procedures accorded
value in the acquisition of truth; the status of those who are charged with saying
what counts as true.?
It is of course this kind of insight (which, again, has important points of contact with the
Wittgensteinian approach I have been discussing) that allows feminism to get off the
ground in the first place, by allowing a recognition of the non-absoluteness of truth
claims and consequently the possibility of rejecting some of them. This might be seen to
present a problem.

It is all very well to have a philosophical basis for rejecting truth

claims which appear to oppress women, but if the basis of this rejection is a radical
undercutting of the possibility of absolute truth in any case, then how can alternative
truth claims be made? How do feminists argue for some things and against others? The
key seems to be that the rejection of absoluteness is not taken to entail the rejection of
the possibility of saying anything at all - rather, it is part of a rejection of the 'all-ornothing' philosophical binary which demands absolute certainty on the grounds that the
only alternative is absolute ignorance. Such a position is accused by Grace Jantzen of
being morally highly suspect:
in the face of the massively unequal distribution of resources and privileges, so
that millions starve, are made refugees, are denied not only the pleasures of life
but even its most basic necessities, it is hideous to pretend that we do not have
adequate criteria of justice and flourishing. t O
It is also implicated in 'the moral paralysis of well-intentioned folk [which] stems from
the idea that either we must fmd a total solution for a problem, or else
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do nothing".'! It should be obvious that, whatever else we might want to say about it,
such 'moral paralysis' is strongly in the interests of those who benefit the most from the
way things are, and who have the most to lose from change.
What, then, might be feminist 'criteria of justice and flourishing'? The category
'feminist' of course covers a wide variety of philosophical and theological strategies, and
incorporates a great deal of disagreement in addition to its important shared insights."
But while some philosophical approaches attempt to generate criteria of justice and
flourishing by attempting to universalise across cultures, the feminist approach I want to
consider is somewhat different.

It identifies a serious problem with such attempts at

universalisation, namely that if 'moral reciprocity involves the capacity to take the
standpoint of the other, to put oneself imaginatively in the place of the other', then
'under conditions of the "veil of ignorance'" - i.e. conditions specifically introduced to
eliminate difference in the interests of moral empathy - 'the other as different from the self
disappears'v'" Seyla Benhabib distinguishes between such 'substitutionalist universalism'
and 'interactive universalism';" The former focuses on the 'generalized other', 'a rational
being entitled to the same rights and duties we would want to ascribe to ourselves', 15
produced by moral theories such as Kant's.

For the latter, the 'other' taken into

consideration is the 'concrete other', a being whose similarity to myself is partly
constituted by the fact that I, like her, 'as a finite, concrete, embodied individual, shape
and fashion the circumstances of my birth and family, linguistic, cultural and gender
identity into a coherent narrative that stands as my life's story"? - who shares with me, in
other words , difference.

We cannot draw confident moral conclusions about others

from abstract universalising techniques, because 'The conception of selves who can be
individuated prior to their moral ends is incoherent'." If we want to know what justice
and flourishing are for other people, we have to ask them. And the people who it is
most important to ask are the people who are least commonly asked, and whose voices
are least commonly heard.

By bringing the silenced and the marginalised into the

discussion, feminism is able to locate injustices which are simply not visible to dominant
groups. But some feminists claim more than this. Jantzen argues that those who are
Be(olIIin.~ Dilline, p. 245.
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oppressed occupy an epistemologically pn'vileged position precisely because they are able
to see through the self-justificatory discourses of power in the cultures in which they live:
The development of knowledge from a subjugated position is not automatic. It
is not simply marginalization that produces insight, but '" struggle from this
position in the face of the multiple ways in which a dominant ideology would
deny the very possibility of alternatives. Truth, we might say, is in the process,
as much as in the 'truths' thereby produced, and the same applies to a symbolic.
Although it may indeed sometimes be difficult to ascertain what counts as
justice and flourishing, far more often it will be obvious enough once we put
ourselves into an engaged position.l"
Even feminists are not immune from the charge of marginalising minority voices within
their own ranks, as witnessed by claims that, for example, 'the white segments of the
women's movement must also address, understand and fight racism inside their ranks'
and recognise that 'Black and other Third World women's relationships to the systems of
oppression in this society are, by definition, different from those of other oppressed
groups who do not experience both racial and sexual oppression at the same time,.19 The
most sympathetic reading of this might see it as a problem with some feminists, or
perhaps with what has sometimes been identified as 'whitefeminism', which would tend
to confirm this aspect of feminist theory, rather than a problem with feminism itsel(~\1

A feminist distinction between the rejection of absolute truth-claims and the
relativistic rejection of criteria can begin, therefore, along \eery similar lines to the
Wittgensteinian way of arguing the same distinction, as with Jantzen's here:
The rejection of absolute truth-claims does not degenerate into pernicious
relativism. A partial perspective can still offer useful criteria; and it is still
accountable to the scrutiny of others.F'
Jantzen immediately goes on, however, to say what glves these new criteria their
authority, and her answer is very different from that given by the Wittgensteinians. It
gives priority to those who are marginalised in the context of any particular system of
discourse, rather than to the discourse itself:
Because the symbolic generated from the margins is not automatic, but is one
forged in the struggles both to 'name the pain' and also to envision creative
alternatives, it is a symbolic which cannot dispense with criteria and a
commitment to trustworthiness. The idea that we could do the 'god-trick' and
acquire a view from nowhere is not a rejection of criteria. Rather it is the
affirmation that all imagination is perceived from a particular position, is partial,
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and is subject to critical analysis, most especially from those who are in danger
of becoming its victims.sIn other words, we might say, standpoint theory is nothing new: all theory is standpoint
theory, but some theory does not recognise the partiality of its own perspective. Better
to accept incompleteness, to make judgements in dialogue with those from other
perspectives, than to pretend that such incompleteness does not exist by wilfully ignoring
the perspectives of others who do not fit in to one's own particular standpoint.
One example of the latter approach is in Hare's use of a hypothetical 'archangel',
a being who would always be able to know what was the right thing to do, ha\Ting
'infinite knowledge and clarity of thought and no partiality to self and other
wea kn esses.,23 L ynne A rnau1t argues that the archangel's admitted counterfactual status
is undesirable as well as unattainable, and that it fails to take into account the factors
which make it unattainable:
By discounting the effects of people's social identity upon their understandings
of the world, including theory of knowledge, Hare's archangel ideal obscures
and mystifies the privileged relation that members of dominant groups occupy
with respect to the sociocultural means of discourse.>'
The problem is that in assuming that the archangel would be capable of making
judgements entirely untainted by the partialities and particularities of culture and
upbringing, and therefore 'right', Hare 'does not recognise the possibility that the
epistemological ideal embodied in "the archangel" reflects the experience and point of
view of a particular social group, specifically white male bourgeois property owners of
European descent'" - a group which Arnault implies has had little historical incentive to
call into question the universality of its epistemological ideaL

Catherine MacKinnon

describes male dominance as 'the most pervasive and tenacious system of power in
history', and as 'metaphysically nearly perfect'r"
Its point of view is the standard for point-of-viewlessness, its particularity the
meaning of universality. Its force is exercised as consent, its authority as
participation, its supremacy as the paradigm of order, its control as the
definition of legitimacy. In the face of this, feminism claims the voice of
women's silence , the sexuality
. of women's eroticized desexualization, the
fullness of 'lack,' the centrality of women's marginality and exclusion, the public
nature of privacy, the presence of women's absence.F
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The relevance of this to the Wittgensteinian account in particular becomes clear here,
because the critique of the 'ideal observer' as subordinating women and other dominated
groups uses the same understanding of the role of cultural factors in creating moral
responses as the Wittgensteinians do. The Wittgensteinians make a point of asserting the
importance of such factors as language, tradition, upbringing, the availability and
unavailability of certain sources of knowledge - what we might describe as 'social
identity' - in making up people's views of the world. There are different ways in which
such insights can be used. Post-development thinkers in the social sciences, for example,
can be accused of privileging 'cultures' as sovereign, autonomous entities (from the best
of motives: they are reacting against western, 'culturally imperialistic' attempts to impose
values upon them), advocating non-intervention and consequently taking at their word
anyone who claims to 'know' their own culture - generally people in positions of power
- at the expense of those (untouchables, child-brides, lepers) who may be victims of that
culture and who are systematically denied a voice within it.28

The Wittgensteinian

approach to culture cannot be accused of simply ignoring those whom the culture
subordinates. It contains within it the possibility of a recognition that the norms of a
society can oppress individuals within it, just as does the feminist approach discussed
here. The difference between the feminist and the Wittgensteinian analysis, though, is
that the feminist analysis functions essentially as a call to arms, intending to expose
injustices as constructed and therefore avoidable - Wendy Lee-Lampshire, for example,
suggests that adopting Wittgenstein's conception of meaning as use can help us to see
through claims to universality:
Understood as forms of life supported by sets of evolving linguistic practices,
'we' can begin to grasp slavery, sexism, racism, heterosexism, and so forth, not
merely as institutions, but as plastic social constructs whose power derives from
the epistemic authority of those whose claim to be in a position to know is
reflected in and informed by those practices.s?

And Mary Daly takes issue with forms of analysis and explanation which are content to
describe rather than to challenge cultural and linguistic institutions which are oppressive
of women and others:
It is truly racist to keep silent in the face of these atrocities, merely 'studying'
them, speaking and writing deceptively about them, applying different (malecreated) standards to them, failing to see and name the connections among
them. Beyond racism is sisterhood, naming the crimes against women without
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paying mindless respect to the 'social fabric' of the various androcentric
societies, including the one in which we find our Selves imprisoned. )11

Meanwhile, as we shall see, the Wittgensteinian analysis contains elements which allow it
to be rather sanguine about inequality and oppression. In effect, the Wittgensteinians do
not deny that certain individuals and groups are subordinated by culture; rather, they gi\"e
them the resources to submit to this subordination.

Phillips on Women's Self-Denial
The reason so many contemporary philosophers agree that the demand for
universal, univocal truth is no longer tenable is that universal truth claims fail to live up
to the standards they demand of themselves. As MacI<innon points out:
Many readers (in the Kantian tradition) say that if a discourse is not generalized,
universal, and agreed-upon, it is exclusionary. The problem is that the
generalized, universal, or agreed-upon never did solve the disagreements,
resolve the differences, cohere the specifics, and generalize the particularities.
Rather, it assimilated them to a false universal that imposed agreement,
submerged specificity, and silenced particularity. The anxiety about engaged
theory is particularly marked among those whose particularities formed the
prior universal.'!

Phillips is equally suspicious of false universalisation. But his is not 'engaged theory'. It
is explicitly and deliberately disengaged - both refusing to universalise and refusing to take
sides - and the consequences of such an approach for women are quite striking. We can
see this in his discussion in Interventions in Ethics of an argument between a 'scientific
rationalist' and a 'Roman Catholic housewife' over the issue of birth control.

The

rationalist:
stressed the harm which could result from having too many children. The
housewife, on the other hand, stressed the honour a mother has in bringing
children into the world. It seems more likely that the scientific rationalist was
blind to what the housewife meant by honour, than that she was blind to what
he meant by harm. Are we for that reason to call the honour incidental gain?32

So far as Phillips is concerned, the two inhabit different moral practices.

In the

housewife's moral practice, questions of harm are of less importance than 'submission to
the will of God, the honour of motherhood, the creation of a new life, and so on,.33
Phillips is keen to deny that there is any neutral standpoint from which we can decide
which of these understandings is better, and this is the point of his use of the example.
Bur what Phillips sees as the lack of a neutral standpoint is in fact precisely a privileging,
1)~l1\', G)'1I1 Em/o!)l: The .\!e/aflbl(s oj Radica! Feminism (London: The \Vomcn's Press, 1(rS), p, 1":'~
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an insulation from criticism, of the housewife's belief that submission to the will of God
entails bringing children into the world. In other words, he allows the housewife, and
those who agree with her, to portray their beliefs as a neutral, unarguable view - the fact
that there are other neutral, unarguable views, such as that of the scientific rationalist,
does not make the housewife's understanding any less immune from criticism, because
the whole point is that so far as Phillips and the housewife are concerned, it makes no
sense to criticise her.

Here, as elsewhere in Wittgensteinian moral philosophy, then,

despite a strong emphasis on the idea that particular moral understandings are culturedependent, there is little interest in the question of how and why different cultures come
to have their particular moral understandings. 'Having lots of children can be harmful' is
contrasted with 'Yes, but the harm is beside the point'. The ends being pursued by the
two disputants are different: that is all that can be said of the matter. We can, however,
examine the likely effects of these different understandings of having children. Someone
for whom the fact that having lots of children can be harmful is decisive, and who does
not believe in the honour of motherhood or see it as her duty to submit to the will of
God (or who does not consider submission to the will of God to involve childbearing) is
more likely than the Roman Catholic housewife in this example to take steps to ensure
that she does not have lots of children - or at the very least, to consider it morally
acceptable for her to do so. There can be no doubt that it is in the interests of those
who want women to have lots of children, or who want to restrict women to the
domestic sphere, that women should believe in the honour of motherhood and should
think that by having children they are submitting to the will of God. To observe that this
is a fact is not in itself to invalidate the beliefs of the Roman Catholic housewife. But it
is certainly to raise suspicions about it with which Phillips appears unconcerned.
Phillips says that the housewife will not be persuaded by an appeal to the fact that
she is out of step with most of the rest of society: 'She believes that what the majority
wants is a sign of moral decadence, and wants different things. But she does not believe
because she wants; she wants because she believes'i'" Phillips seems to intend here to
impute to the housewife a purity of motive which might be seen to be lacking if her
beliefs stemmed from the fact that she just wanted to have lots of children and needed to
justifv this in the face of her knowledge that this might be harmful - knowledge which

l11.ight otherwise count against her desires. In fact, says Phillips, her motivation goes in
the opposite direction.

q

She does not believe that it is right for her to have lots of
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children because she wants to have lots of children. It is not that sort of rationalisation indeed, in the absence of this belief system, it is at least possible that she would not want
any children at all. Rather, the reason she wants to have lots of children is that she
believes that it is right for her to have lots of children - whether or not, left to her own
devices, she would choose to have them, and despite her acknowledgement that having
lots of children might well be (at least physically) harmful. This shows the power over
her of her belief system, or moral practice.

It is able to override what even she

recognises as her (physical) interest in not being harmed by having too many children, by
introducing interests and desires which supersede them - and makes it impossible for a
scientific rationalist to persuade her that she is wrong by appealing to concerns which, so
far as she is concerned, are not ultimate. It is impossible to justify any moral position by
appealing to universal human goals, because there are no such universal goals. Phillips
writes, 'Sometimes, philosophers seem to suggest that despite the moral differences
which separate men, they are really pursuing the same end, namely, what all men want.
The notion of what all men want is as artificial as the common evidence which is
supposed to support it'.35 If we allow women into the discussion as well, we find that
there are even more ends being pursued. But some of these turn out, after all, to be what
all men want.
One of the most problematic areas of Wittgensteinian moral philosophy is its
apparent lack

of concern for

the ill effects which the self-renunciation the

Wittgensteinians see as being central to authentic moral behaviour and religious practice
tnay well produce. In his discussion in From Fanta!J! to faith of Edith Wharton's novella
Bunner Sisters, Phillips complains that although Virago Press is to be commended for

tnaking Wharton's work more widely available, 'some of the politicised prefaces of these
publications, if followed, would distance, and mask from, us, the depth and power in
Wharton's work,.36

His complaint is about Marilyn French's preface in which she

describes the context in which women's fiction existed at the turn of the

zo" Century as

a celebration of the 'cult of domesticity', a focus on women and women's
worlds which exalted the joys of motherhood, wifehood, and love ... "\mong
its themes was women's self-sacrifice, glorified as an immolation of the self on
the altar of the well-being of others and resulting in the triumph of nobility and
moralityY
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Phillips thinks that this forces us to see Wharton's central character, Ann Eliza Bunner,
as 'simply a victim of conditioning, self-deception, and romantic illusions about the
nobility of self-sacrifice'." According to Phillips, this is a misreading. The reason Ann
Eliza's faith in self-sacrifice is undermined is that she discovers that its fruits are not
'guaranteed transmission to their intended beneficiary', and that therefore 'love has no
power external to itself to guarantee its success'.

39

Self-sacrifice therefore does not do

what Ann Eliza thought it would do - but this discovery does not, as French thinks,
invalidate the concept, and she is wrong to claim that in Bunner Sisters 'the "virtue" of
self-sacrifice is ... desecrated, stripped of whatever moral exaltation, nobility, or grandeur
it possesses'." Ann Eliza had misunderstood self-sacrifice in the first place.
The results of Ann Eliza's self-sacrificial deeds are that she refuses a marnage
proposal from the man she loves, Herman Ramy, so that he can marry her sister,
Evelina, who then leaves and loses contact with her, only returning to blame Ann Eliza
when Ramy abandons her for another woman, and then to die of a terminal illness in
which Ann Eliza, who has devoted her life to serving her, is unable to comfort her.
According to Phillips, in the character of Ann Eliza 'a rare self-sacrificial love is found, a
love of such a kind that one reader, at least, would feel he had no right to judge Ann
Eliza - no right at all,.41 Yet nobody is judging Ann Eliza, least of all Marilyn French - a
judgement is passed instead on the assumption that a well-lived life should be lived selfsacrificially, and it is passed on the evidence of Ann Eliza's self-sacrificial life, and with a
great deal of sympathy for her as a result of what her belief in self-sacrifice has caused.
Phillips says that his purpose is 'not to extol the virtue [of self-sacrifice], but to try to
understand it'." The problem with it is that a refusal to make judgements - not just
about people, or people's actions, but about the concepts and beliefs which motivate
people's actions - effectively validates concepts and beliefs which lead to actions which
tnay be harmful and which we may very well want to condemn.

Self-Abnegation and Moral Reasoning
Feminist discussions of social expectations of women's behaviour are one source
of challenge to a \X/ittgensteinian acceptance of culture 'as it is'.
~trickling lists qualities which women have been expected to display:
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All of this is old news by now, but worth reminding ourselves of for the sake of
this argument: traditionally, women have been asked to be helpful, loving
without expectation of return, emotionally dependable, supportive, and
generally nurturing to both children and husband both physically and in the
sense of nurturing their respective senses of self, all without complaining. I am
not suggesting that women have actually managed to do all these things, but
certainly women have been expected to do these things, as well as many others.
And, taken together, these expectations comprise the expectation of selfrenunciation on an extremely large scale.f
Part of what gives the feminist critique of self-abnegation its distinctiveness (and indeed
its status as 'feminist') is its observation that these qualities have been disproportionately
required or expected of women as a class, not of men as a class, and that their display by
women both limits women's access to power as a class (by making them behave in ways
which are incompatible with exercising power) and increases men's access to power as a
class (by encouraging women to be supportive of men's exercise of power rather than
demanding power in their own right). As Jantzen points out:
Women are only too apt to take on ourselves (and to have placed upon us) far
too much moral responsibility for others, especially for children and for men;
and even for those who harm us: how many victims of rape and abuse have
been taught to blame themselves for the rape because they were 'asking for it'
by allegedly provocative dress, behaviour, or even manner of walking[?].f.f
Wittgensteinian discussion of self-abnegation does not differentiate on gender grounds,
and certainly could not be accused of deliberately advocating the subordination of
women -

part of the

feminist critique loses its

force when applied to

the

Wittgensteinians, although they may still be accused with some justice, I think, of failing
to observe the gendered nature both of much cultural exhortation to renounce the self,
and of many of the results of obeying such exhortations. But Strickling is interested, too,
in examining the coherence of the very idea of self-abnegation, and this gives her
discussion particular relevance.
Some forms of apparent self-abnegation, says Strickling, are not really selfabnegation at all. For example, the kind of co-operation required in a relationship might
involve putting aside the pursuit of one's own pleasure in favour of shared activities,
considering the feelings of the other even when angry or frustrated, and forgoing things
which the other does not like. 'All of these changes involve a certain amount of selfdenial, but most of us would be unwilling to call this true self-abnegation, simply because
so much pleasure and so many benefits accrue as a result of doing these things'.45 This is
1\ Honncllc Lrwis ~trickling, '~clf-.\bnegation', in Lorraine Code, Sheila Mullett and Christine Overall (cds.). Femmis!
Perspeaires: Pbilosopbica! E... . ,,)'J on.\fe/hods and ;\fomls (Toronto: University of Toronto Prl'~s. 1988). p 1(r
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not so much the denial of self-interest as the pursuit of different, shared interests, still
perhaps motivated by self-interest. Such co-operation is contrasted with 'entering into
sympathy with another ... denying that one's own way of seeing the world is the only
possible way'," which in turn is distinct from total self-abnegation, which would 'involve
completely entering into the views of others or putting aside one's interests altogether for
the sake of the other, but this would defeat the purpose for which, presumably, one
engages in the kind of self-abnegation described above: what one wants is a relationship
in which the interests and feelings of both are taken into consideration, and each enters
into the world-view of the other'.47 This leads Strickling to the central problem which
faces those who advocate self-abnegation: that although 'a certain amount of selfabnegation is necessary in order to have relationships', nevertheless, 'too much selfabnegation will not increase but undercut these desirable relations."

So there is a

distinction between a healthy 'attention to the desires and feelings of others that requires
us to put aside our own conflicting desires and feelings, at least temporarily',49 and a
failure to pay any attention to one's own desires and interests at all. As Strickling points
out, 'to engage in genuine self-abnegation, one must first have a self to abnegatc'" - an
observation strongly reminiscent of Germaine Greer's complaint in The Female Eunuch
that 'Women are self-sacrificing in direct proportion to their incapacity to offer anything
s1
but this sacrifice. They sacrifice what they never had: a self.
Belief in the desirability of self-abnegation is difficult to universalise, because the
very idea of renouncing one's own interests implies an awareness of, and a belief in the
legitimacy of, other people's interests.

This is certainly presumed by the social

expectation of women's focus on serving other people. In Carol Gilligan's study of the
different moral development and moral beliefs of men and women, In a Different L/oice,
her female subjects 'saw selflessness as a virtue, and any claims of their own to equal
rights as selfIsh,.s2 This necessarily presumes that other people have rights even if the
selfless individual does not:
Only if one has no self, or at least no attachment to a self, can one give oneself
to a-life of service to others who are themselves permitted to be self-concerned.
There would be no resentment only if one had no self to feel resentful on

Strickling, 'Sclf-.\bncgation', P: 193.
H Strickling, 'Self-Abnegation', P: 194.
4H Strickling, 'Sdf-,\bncgation', P: 194.
49 Strickling, 'Sclf-.\bncgation', p. 195
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'>1 Greer. Tbe /','/!/"k Ellflllcb (London: Paladin, 1971), p. 151.
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behalf of, were not an individual in the usual sense of a particular idiosyncratic
individual with an ego to nourish and a sense of self-esteem to be cultivated.53
The kind of reciprocity we saw in Golden Rule thinking, or the desire to be able to make
universal law we saw in K.ant, are absent here: the agent removes herself from the list of
people who are legitimate objects of moral concern. Quite apart from the harm to the
agent which many would want to identify as an obvious and unavoidable result of such
thinking, but which many, including the Wittgensteinians, would see as being beside the
point, there are also questions about whether moral reasoning which aims to use one's
own desires or needs as a key input into working out what one ought to do for others is
even possible in a context in which one's own needs and desires are systematically and
deliberately removed from the equation. If I want nothing for myself - if I think there
may be something morally problematic about wanting things for myself - then it is
difficult to see what would result from 'do unto others as you would have them do unto
you' in terms of the behaviour I decide is morally required of me. This is perhaps a
better formulation of 'the new standard counterexample [to the Golden Rule], the
sadomasochisr" who, because he (it is always, for some reason, a he) takes pleasure from
having severe pain inflicted on him, thinks he is obliged by the Golden Rule to inflict
severe pain on others. I have argued elsewhere that the sadomasochist counterexample
is misplaced, both because it assumes a joke-book caricature of what sadomasochism
involves, and because it fails to take into account the fact that if the 'sadomasochist' is
capable of and interested in reasoning morally at all (if he is not, then any discussion of
how he should do so is irrelevant) then he will rapidly become aware that people do not
want to have severe pain inflicted on them, and stop doing it, even if he does not
recognise this straight away (as in fact, in our culture, given the existence of joke-book
caricatures of sadomasochism, he would).55 This sort of counterexample is pertinent,
however, in a discussion of the possibility of moral reasoning for someone who is not
interested in self-gratification - someone who, rather than taking pleasure from pain,
simplv fails to take pleasure from pleasure. Such a person might think that it is her moral

duty to provide pleasure for others, and be committed to doing so - it is not clear,
~\
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however, what resources she would be able to use to find out what that pleasure consists
of.

We saw Benhabib above criticising 'substitutionalist universalism' as undesirable

because of the differences it masks; it seems in the light of the subsequent discussion that
habitually self-renouncing patterns of behaviour may also make such strategies of moral
reasoning literally impossible.

Self-Abnegation as Sin
Another set of reasons for being less than enthusiastic about treating selfabnegation as a desirable trait comes from the critique that some feminist theologians
have made of the common Christian understanding of the nature of sin.

This

understanding is characterised by Valerie Saiving as follows:
Sin is the unjustified concern of the self for its own power and prestige; it is the
imperialistic drive to close the gap between the self and others by reducing
those others to the status of mere objects which can then be treated as
appendages of the self and manipulated accordingly ... the human creature has
a marvellous capacity for blinding himself to the fact that, no matter how
altruistic his goals may be, he always inverts his own limited individual goals
into his attempts to achieve them.w

On this view sin contrasts with love, which is 'completely self-giving, taking no thought
for its own interests but seeking only the good of the other'v" The problem with all of
this is not that such a desire for power and prestige, with its consequent objectification
with the other, is not sinful, nor that self-giving love cannot be good, but 'that it is
inapplicable to the situation of all humanity, while failing to recognise that this is the
case'."

According to Saiving, the most common failings of women cannot be

characterised as products of pride and will-to-power; rather, they are 'such items as
triviality, distractibility, and diffuseness; lack of an organizing center or focus;
dependence on others for one's own self-definition; tolerance at the expense of standards
of excellence; inability to respect the boundaries of privacy; sentimentality, gossipy
sociability, and mistrust of reason - in short, underdevelopment of the self.

s9

Daphne

Hampson finds a precedent in Kierkegaard's description of 'manly' and 'womanly' ways
of sinning (man 'would try to be Caesar, whereas woman would be rid of hersclf).60 She
notes that 'Kierkegaard's (and Saiving's) analysis is an analysis of women as women arc
S6
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living under patriarchv'i'" although there is enough in Saiving's explanation of 'feminine'
sins as 'outgrowths of the basic feminine character structure" to suggest that Saiving
herself is not so alive to this possibility (admittedly in an article originally published in
1960, before feminism's 'second wave', which is early days for feminist theology) as
subsequent feminist thinkers might like her to be.

More recent feminist writing has

challenged the assumption that female difference is primarily biological - and therefore
natural. Susan Brooks Thistlethwaite, for example, writes:
I am not saying that women's biology is irrelevant to their understanding of
themselves - birth, lactation, vaginal penetration, lesbian sexual practice,
menstruation and menopause are all profound aspects of women's experience,
but none floats free of cultural definition.sIndeed, Judith Plaskow's development of Saiving's analysis employs 'a definition of
women's experience as the interrelation between cultural expectations and their
internalization" - again, as with Spender's account above, an understanding with which
we might expect the Wittgensteinians to have some sympathy - which would help to
account for the failure of some Black women, for example, to recognise Sai\'ing's
alternative list of 'female' sins as relevant to their own experience."
None of this serves to delegitimise the thrust of Saiving's case - rather, we might
say that it offers a salutary (and properly Wittgensteinian) reminder of the danger that
attempting to universalise insights which can be shown to have validity in particular
situations may be to take those insights a step too far. Insofar as it resonates with some
women,

ill

some places, at some times, Saiving's account functions as a sufficient

indictment of the tendency in theology (as in philosophy and, indeed, in the academy
generally before feminist concerns became harder to ignore) to discount women's
experience without recognising that anything was being discounted. As Jean Hampton
puts rt:
Probably because most philosophers have, up until now, been males from
relatively privileged social positions - a background that encourages people to
think well of themselves - there has been virtually no recognition of how
difficult it can be for some people to believe in their own worth.v"
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The feminist cntlque of such a partial understanding of sin is not merely that it is
incomplete (although this is of course a problem) but that it has real-world consequences
for people - notably, but not exclusively or universally, women - whose problem is not
pride but rather its opposite. Put simply, it is one thing to tell a successful, self-confident
man that a bit more humility might be desirable; it is quite another to give the same
advice to someone whose life is already characterised by service, failure or self-hatred and the temptation to universalise advice which might be helpful for the former could
have disastrous consequences for the latter. And such advice really has been given and
taken by many women in a specifically Christian theological context. Ann Loades quotes
an astonishingly patronising passage from the 1987 papal encyclical Redemptoris i'later
In the light of Mary, the church sees in the face of women the reflection of a
beauty which mirrors the loftiest sentiments of which the human heart is
capable: the self-offering totality of love; the strength that is capable of bearing
the greatest sorrows; limitless fidelity and tireless devotion to work; the ability to
combine penetrating intuition with words of support and encouragement.s?
She comments that 'Women's well-being may well depend upon their finding at least
some of these characteristics less than unambiguously praiseworthv'v" Similarly, Kerry
Ramsay argues that 'The equation of love with self-sacrifice, self-denial and selfabnegation ... is dangerous to women's psychological, spiritual, and physical health, and
it is contrary to the real aim of Christian love,.69 I will argue in more detail later that
bearing these and similar examples in mind, and paying attention to the feminist
concerns addressed in this chapter, can help us to uncover the key - ethical - problems
with the Wittgensteinian approach to ethics.

First, though, I want to look at the

assumptions the Wittgensteinians bring to their philosophy of religion - the discipline for
which they are best known - and show that there are important similarities between
Wittgensteinian philosophy of religion and the Wittgensteinian moral philosophy I have
discussed up to this point.

Indeed, given the critical strategies I want to explore, to

which I have alluded here, it would be incomplete and misleading to give an account of
one without exploring the other.
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II
SELF-RENUNCIATION

4
Self-Renunciation in Wittgensteinian Philosophy of Religion
Shared Assumptions
Much of what the Wittgensteinians, especially Phillips, say about morality can
equally well be applied to what they, especially Phillips, say about religion and religious
belief. This is important, not least because Phillips' writings on religious belief are much
more extensive than his writings on morality, and they contain clues about how to deal,
in the sphere of religion, with the same sorts of philosophical problems which
Wittgensteinian writings on morality raise but leave largely unanswered.

One way of

identifying these connections is to apply a technique Phillips sometimes uses himself,
namely to take a piece of writing and to adapt it to see if it can be used effectively for a
different purpose, or for the same purpose with certain changes made to it. For example,
at the beginning of The Concept of Prayer Phillips quotes Augustine's reflection on the
nature of time in the Confessions, then paraphrases the same passage in order to show the
unquestioned importance of prayer, and yet the elusiveness of a clear explanation of it, in
the life of the religious believer:
One could imagine a religious believer asking, 'What is prayer? Who can readily
and briefly explain this? Who can even in thought comprehend it, so as to utter
a word about it? But what do I utter in discourse more familiarly and
knowingly than prayer? And, I understand when I pray; I understand also
when I hear another praying. What then is prayer? If no one asks me I know;
if I wish to explain it to one that asketh, I know not."

Sometimes this technique is used, as above, to bring out similarities in concepts,
sometimes as a rhetorical tool for making his opponents appear ridiculous.

2

Using it on

Phillips himself can help to bring out the close connections between his views on
morality and his views on religious belief. In Belief, Change and Forms of Ltfe Phillips writes
that (no serious account can be given of religious belief which does not take note of the
way in which it is interwoven with the surrounding features of human life,.3 Substitute
(morality' for (religious belief here and we have an argument very similar to those we saw
in chapter 1. And many of the characteristics of morality identified by Phillips and other
Phillips, The Concept q[ Prayer. P: 3.
~l'l' for example Phillips' argument that the lack of room within religious discourse for such constructions .b 'I
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Wittgensteinian moral philosophers are also characteristics of religion, according to
Phillips. Neither moral nor religious beliefs are arrived at by rational arguments," which
means that the criteria for assessing the intelligibility of moral and religious beliefs can
only be found within the moral practice or religion in question.' Just as Beardsmore
argued that children learn moral terms such as 'murder', 'suicide' and 'lying' along with
the moral values attached to those terms," in the same way, says Phillips, religious
discourse 'is taught to children through stories by which they become acquainted with
the attributes of God. As a result of this teaching the child forms an idea of God'. -; In
the course of this learning process, when lying is described as 'wrong' this is 'a
grammatical remark' by which we learn the limits of moral words like \vrong',8 and the
stories we hear about God teach us 'what it makes sense to say to God and about God.
In short, theology is the grammar of religious discourse,.9 Just as within a moral practice
it makes no sense to say that lying might be right,IO so within theology it makes no sense
to say that God might not exist.11

Within these grammatical limits it is possible for

people to make comprehensible protests against what they see as illicit ways of behaving
12
morally or of expressing religious belief.
All of these connections are important and revealing, but what they have in
common is that they concern the acquisition and structure of religious and moral beliefs,
not their content. And this is consistent with the Wittgensteinian view of philosophy,
whether of language, morality, religion or whatever, as a means of clarifying what it is
that is going on within the language, morality or religion being discussed, not of
prescribing what language, morality or religion should do. Philosophy, as Wittgenstein
says, 'leaves everything as it is'." A commitment to this approach was clear in Winch's
claim that our job as moral philosophers is 'to look at particular examples and see what
we do want to say about them: there are no general rules which can determine in advance
what we »ntst say about them,.14 Phillips vigorously defends Winch against O'Neill's
attack on this position, which was outlined in chapter 1.15 But there we also came across
an important corollary to the Wittgensteinian commitment to leave everything as it is,
Phillips and Mounce, Mora!Practices, P: 7; Phillips Belief, Change andForms ofLfe, p. 91.
Phillips and Mounce. Moral Practices, p. 111; Phillips, The Concept of Prayer, P: 27.
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7 Phillips, Faitb and Philosophical Enquir», p. 5.
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namely that disinterestedness is incompatible with participation in moral discussion; we
might say the same about religious discussion, and possibly about other areas of
philosophical interest. This means that the line between description and prescription is
more blurred than Wittgenstein, Winch and Phillips tend to suggest.

Phillips quotes

Wittgenstein's remark, 'To imagine a language is to imagine a form of life',16 and goes on:
Becoming acquainted with a language is not simply mastering a vocabulary and
rules of grammar. It is to know how things bear on one another in such a way
as to make it possible to say certain things and see certain connections, but not
others. The same must be said for religion.'?
Any investigation of a series of interconnected 'grammatical' rules will be able to show
that certain constructions do not follow these rules; pointing this out might as well be
prescriptive so far as people who want to use the rules properly are concerned, even if
the investigators can claim to be non-participants who are interested only in seeing what
the rules are and how they work. And once he has started to analyse a form of life:
There will be constant temptations for the philosopher to be either a sceptic or
an apologist. It will always be difficult not to present theses or answers;
difficult to leave everything where it is. For all these reasons, when a
philosopher talks of an audience for whom he provides conceptual reminders,
there is always the likelihood that, quite often, he is talking about himse1f. 18
With this self-admonition in mind, it might be worth examining whether Phillips, in his
writings on morality and religion, really does manage to leave everything as it is, or
whether there is evidence that he succumbs to the temptation he warns himself against.

'Superstition'
Phillips describes those religious beliefs and practices which he exposes as
confused as 'superstitious', and he employs the category 'superstition' with great
frequency in his writings in the philosophy of religion. 'Superstition' is supposed to be a
neutral, descriptive term for a belief or practice which displays a number of connected
features. First, a superstition is inconsistent with the beliefs alongside which it is held:
I have argued that religious reactions to various situations cannot be assessed
according to some external criteria of adequacy. On the other hand, the
connections between religious beliefs and such situations must not be fantastic.
16 \\lrtgenstein, Philosophical Investigations L 19, P: 8e, quoted in Phillips, Belie]. Change and Forms ~r 1..J{e. p. -C)
.Vnscombc's translation. which is the one to which Phillips refers in his footnote (p. 128, n. 1), actually rc.ids ',\nd to
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17 Phillips, n'/Ili 'Change and Forms ~rLife, P: 79.
.
_. .
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Philosophy of Religion .u Claremont in February 1993 '\\'e arc temptel~ again and .1,l.:.1l11 to b~col1ll' too L1I1111l.lr with
holy things by putting them at the mercy of our methods, One way ot !ook1l1g .ir n~y work IS .I~ a ~l'ftl'~ ot Ch.lfgl:~
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This in no way contradicts the earlier arguments, since whether the connections
are fantastic is decided by criteria which are not in dispute... The religious
responses are fantastic because they ignore or distort what we already know.
\X'hat is said falls under standards of judgment with which we are already
acquainted.'?
The most important manifestation of the inconsistency of religious beliefs and practices
with their wider context is in the belief that rituals and prayers are causally efficacious.
Such a belief may well be explained by the fact that the believer has a strong vested
interest in getting what she prays for:
Superstitions are not adequately accounted for as errors or mistakes. The
connection between superstitions and our hopes and fears cannot be ignored.
The lover wishes to see his lover to such an extent that he becomes convinced
that he will see her again, even though she is dead.>'
Nevertheless, the wider context in which superstitious beliefs exist can show that they are
confused; if the claims they make are couched in the same terms as, say, scientific claims,
they should be justified in these terms.

In the case of prayer, 'if someone's talk and

conduct showed that he believed the efficacy of prayer to be causal efficacy, he would
have to justify his belief in terms of what we know about cause-effect relations'," and
this is something which he would in fact find impossible.

Since prayer cannot be

justified in these terms, it must be about something other than getting whatever it is that
the believer wants if the religion of which it is a part is to be free of philosophical
confusion.
There are a number of problems with Phillips' use of the category 'superstition'.
Lance Ashdown argues that his distinction between connections which are and are not
'fantastic' requires an appeal to 'a paradigm of rationality'22 which is specifically ruled out
by his own philosophical method. According to Ashdown:
Phillips' argument breaks down because he attempts to have his cake and eat it,
too. He wishes to allow religion immunity from reductionist attempts to assess
it by the Verification Principle or some other criterion, but he also wishes to
dictate what counts as 'true' or 'genuine' religion according to 'what we already
knoW'.23
.vshdown's explanation for what he sees as this lapse in consistencv is that Phillips is
addressing a community of philosophers and others who have accepted 'the \X'estcrn
scientific model of rationality'." From a rhetorical point of view, Phillips' usc of 'we' and

Phillips. Faitb and Philosophical En1wT)'. p. 98.
Phillips. Rdigiol1 Ir/fhollt E.,plarwtiofr (Oxford: Blackwell, 1976). P: 110.
21 Phillips. Tbe Concept q! Prayer, p. 11.
22 Ashdown. 'D.Z. Phillips and his Audiences', P 1.
2\ Ashdown, 'D.Z. Phillips and his Audiences', P: 20
2~ Ashdown. 'D.Z. Phillips and his Audiences', p. 27.
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his appeal to scientific rationality are designed to establish common ground with his
audience in order to persuade them of the legitimacy of religion in principle. Phillips'
audience is unlikely to be sympathetic to what they see as 'superstition'; by emphasising
that he shares their suspicion of such superstitious things as expecting God to give us
whatever we ask for in prayer, Phillips aims to make them more inclined to listen to the
rest of his argument. The obvious response to Ashdown's objection would be that it is
not just Phillips and the audience he addresses who buy into the Western scientific model
of rationality; many who pray in ways Phillips describes as 'superstitious' buy into it as
well. In employing this model for most of the things they do while continuing to hope
for miraculous divine interventions it is they, not Phillips, who are attempting to have
their cake and eat it too.

Nevertheless, Ashdown's criticisms demonstrate, in a

characteristically Wittgensteinian fashion, the need to proceed with caution when
evaluating the religious behaviour of those with significantly different world-views from
the one shared by Phillips and most of his readers.
A more serious criticism of Phillips' use of the category 'superstition' arises from
the fact that 'superstition' is a loaded word. Brian Clack argues that the term is alwavs
pejorative, even if Phillips does not intend it to be; to describe something as
'superstitious' is to label it worthless.f He observes that 'Roman Catholicism, primitive
religions and even Fabian socialism have at one time or other been thus labelled,.26
Phillips is undoubtedly right that 'From the fact that there are irresponsible accusations
of superstition, one cannot conclude that "superstition" "is not a genuine category'" ,27
but the force of Clack's point does not depend upon whether or not the accusations he
lists are justified. It is the fact that an accusation of superstition, irresponsible or not, is
always an accusation and never a dispassionate description, that makes the category
problematic. 'Superstition', like 'heresy', is a word which carries an agenda. Phillips is of
course aware that 'superstition' is not a neutral term, and so far as this is concerned his
use of it is consistent; indeed, his response to Clack that one might think something a
low form of religion without thinking it superstitious'f implicitly reinforces Clack's
argument that the term 'superstitious' is always pejorative - more pejorative, it seems,
than 'low'. There is never any suggestion in his writings that superstition is something
Phillips wants to encourage.

In The Concept of Prover, for example, 'superstition' is

associated with words like 'suspect', 'tenuous' and 'pseudo-prayer', and contrasted with
Hri.in (~1.tck, 'D.Z. Phillips, \X'ittgenstcin and Rclil-,r1on', P 113.
Ih1.1n Cl.ick, 'D.Z. Phillips. Wittgenstcin and Religion', P: 113.
27 Phillips. '( )n Giving Practice its Due - .\ Reply', P 123
21\ Phillips. 'On (~i\'illg Practice its Due - .\ Reply', P 123.
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'genuine', 'devotion', 'dependence' and 'Christian,.29 Clack accuses Phillips of 'making
propaganda for what he sees as "true religion", and employing the religion/superstition
distinction to do

SO'.30

Phillips' insistence that 'in pointing out superstitions a

philosopher is describing, not reforming; a clarification of grammar is involved':"

IS

somewhat disingenuous; after all, once a practice has been shown to be confused and
inconsistent, there is likely to be little left to recommend it: the strong implication is that
reform is needed, even if it is not the philosopher's job to say precisely what that reform
should look like.

As Phillips himself says with approval of Wittgenstein's similar

approach, 'Taking a pragmatic attitude to religious practices ... does not mean that
Wittgenstein lets anyone, participants included, whether they happen to be philosophers
or not, get away with confused accounts of religious practices'r"

Philosophy leaves

everything as it is, but it leaves some things more as they are than others.

Superstition and Morality
This means that it is worth exploring what Phillips describes, both in his writings
on religion and in those on morality, as not confused, not inconsistent, not superstitious
(bearing in mind that for obvious reasons the category 'superstition' is not employed in
his moral philosophy) and seeing if there are features which he has a tendency to
emphasise. We saw in the first chapter the criticisms Phillips and Mounce make in Mora]

Practices of Foot's contention that moral behaviour is to the advantage of those who
behave morally. They insist on a strict separation between morality and advantage, firstly
on the grounds that the profitability of moral behaviour is contingent, not necessary indeed, that certain ways of behaving which are commonly described as immoral, such as
ruthlessness, may be the most profitable for certain individuals." - and secondly because
dying for the sake of justice, which considered in terms of profit and loss would seem to
be a definite loser, is nevertheless by definition a just act."

Although Phillips and

Mounce are being descriptive rather than prescriptive here, aiming to expose confusions
at the heart of Foot's account of morality rather than to argue against ruthlessness and in
favour of martyrdom, the effect is to show that a morality which aims at personal gain is
not morality at all- or at least that it is not compatible with what is normally understood
as morality.

In the grammar of the moral practice in which Phillips and t\Iouncc and

~()
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most of their readers operate, 'selfishly pursuing one's own personal gain is bad' is just as
much a given, and therefore just as unnecessary in ordinary discourse, as 'lying is bad'; to
point this out can be a descriptive grammatical remark as well as a prescriptive
judgement.

Phillips carries the same argument into a religious discussion in his

monograph Death and Immortality, in which he repeats his criticisms of Foot and extends
them to criticise Peter Geach as well. Geach argues that even if moral behaviour leads to
bad results in this life, or even in a premature end to this life, for the religious believer in
immortality this does not settle the question of whether morality brings advantage.
Morality, understood as obedience to God, will have its reward in heaven; immorality, or
disobedience, will have its punishment." But Phillips complains that when morality is
pursued on the basis of the reward it will bring, whether earthly or heavenly, it ceases to
look like morality:
when we are confronted with two men, one of whom loves justice, kindness
and generosity, without thought for what they bring, while the other thinks only
of what they bring, do we not want to say different things about them? Do we
not want to say that only one of them loves justice, while the other's love is a
mere pretence, a facade? ... even if for an infinite duration success follows fast
on the heels of virtue, there will be an eternal distinction between the man who
was moved to pity, and the man who 'pitied' because he was moved by love of
success.v

So Phillips' concern to uncover confusions in explanations of how morality works leads
to conclusions about what is valid and what is invalid as the content of morality; indeed,
when morality

IS

expressed in a religious context, as in Geach's understanding of

immortality as a means of vindicating previously unrewarded moral behaviour, to
conclusions about what can and cannot be said in theology.

Concern for one's own

reward is not considered an admirable motive for moral behaviour, nor for religious
practice. Phillips quotes a remark by Rhees:
Is the reason for not worshipping the devil instead of God that God is stronger
than the devil? God will get you in the end, the devil will not be able to save
you from his fury, and then you will be for it. 'Think of your future, boy, and
don't throwaway your chances.' \Vhat a creeping and vile sort of thing religion
must beY
Note that 'creeping and vile' is a moral response to this way of thinking; such a moral
response only makes sense in a context in which 'might is right' is considered an
inadequate explanation of where our worship or allegiance should be directed. This, and
any other account of religion which presents immortality as a way of providing reward
\~ Peter Gc.ich. God and tbe 5011/ \1,( 1I1l1on: Routledge & Kcgan Paul, 1969), P: 129.
It> Phillips, 11",;//1 and I,mlloTlolity. p. :::9.
n Phillips. Prom Em/,I') 10 Failb. p. 82.
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and punishment for behaviour in this life - and there are certainly many religious groups
which do seem to see immortality in this way - is confused, because it sanctions an
appeal to self-interest which is explicitly argued against in parallel discussions of morality
by these same religious groups.

Immortality becomes like the supposedly 'free gift'

which an advertiser offers not out of pure generosity but as an incentive because the
original product is not sufficiently attractive to be bought without it. The religion in
question is not valued in its own right, but for what comes with it.
A similar analysis is offered of petitionary prayer in The Concept of Prayer, in which
Phillips claims that any prayer which is intended to influence God to do something is
superstitious. The implication of praying in this way is that there is something we can
do, a particular formula, which God will respond to. If we do not follow the formula,
God will not respond. There is a causal link between our prayer and the response, or
lack of a response, to that prayer, so that "'I didn't pray hard enough" is akin to, "The
spell was not powerful enough". Prayer seems to be conceived of as acting on God in
some way'.38 Yet there are various concepts inherent in a religious understanding of God
which are inconsistent with the idea that we can do things which could affect him in the
same way that we can do things which affect other people, that our talking to him is like
talking to any other person: 'One need only mention the ideas of God's omniscience,
omnipotence, and omnipresence, to show how differently His reality is conceived from
that of a finite individual,.39

Misunderstandings of prayer are a result of failing to

recognise the radical difference between God and people which may be disguised by
some religious language but which is nevertheless clear when we look at that language as
a whole.

For example, if God knows everything, prayers of confession cannot be

understood as filling in God's incomplete knowledge of the sins one has committed.
While we might be able to avoid letting other people finding out about something we
have done, 'it does not make sense to think that God can be the victim of such duplicity'."
The same goes for petitionary prayer: it cannot be seen as a way of giving God
information which would otherwise not have been available to him about whatever it is
that we want to happen, because it is inherent in the idea of God's omniscience that God
already knows. Nor does it make sense to suggest that in praying for something we arc
trying to persuade God to make it happen; again, God is not a participant in discourse
whose mind can be changed by arguments he had not thought of, or who can be worn

Phillips. The ('Oll,t,/,I of Pn!)'I''', P: 118.
39 Phillips. The Concrpt of Prayer. P: 43.
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down by the constant repetition of a request. Prayer must be about something else if it is
to avoid charges of confusion and superstition.

Simone Wei!
The most striking common feature of the approaches to morality, to immortality
and to prayer which Phillips criticises is that they all see benefit to the individual believer
or moral agent as the criterion of the truth of the religion or moral outlook in question.
We act morally because it will lead to the best results for us in the short or long term; we
believe in God because if we do we will go to heaven; we pray in a particular way so that
we can get what we pray for. And these understandings of morality, of immortality and
of prayer can be shown to be confused simply by analysing moral and religious language
on their own terms, irrespective of other possible ways in which they may be criticised."
One response to this discovery would be to describe all morality, all prayer and all belief
in immortality as inherently confused and, where they claim to be religious, as
superstitious, rejecting them and the religions which contain them. An alternative would
be to try to find understandings of morality, of prayer and of immortality which do not
contain the features Phillips criticises.

And fortunately such understandings do exist.

The one to which Phillips most frequently turns is that of the French philosopher
Simone Wei!, although he makes extensive use of other writers, notably Soren
Kierkegaard, as well. Phillips makes no secret of the debt he owes these writers, and
acknowledges their influence in the preface to one of his earliest published works, The

Concept

of Prayer ('lowe

more than I can say to the insights of Sorcn Kierkegaard and

Simone Weil. They are difficult, but they are genuine'),42 and in one of his most recent,

Recovering Religious Concepts: Closing Epistemic Divides ('What I am trying to elucidate I have
alu/ays found in Christianity. When I read certain writers such as Kierkegaard, Simone

Weil, Thomas Merton and Rush Rhees, they gave me perspicuous representations, in a
philosophical context, of what I had already known in a religious context')."B Phillips'
appeal to these members of what he sees as an important strand of the Christian tradition
acts in his earlv career as the basis of his account of a Christianity which is not confused
and self-interested, and in his later career as a response to those critics who have

One other wav in which the concept of immortality might be criticised, for example. is by <bklllg whether. If It I~
construed as ~ur'\'i\'al after death, it makes any sense in the first place In the first chapter of Deutl. and It!1!lIorl.;I:!V
Phillips notes th.ir the question 'Docs belief in Immortality rest on J. mistake? is considered to be 'all-impo~tant' bv
most contemporary philosophers of Il'!Igion, but so far as he i~ concerned, 'I do not think that It takes us tinallv to
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complained that this account bears little relation to Christianity as

It IS

manifested by

Christians.
Weil is a favourite of Wittgensteinian philosophers of religion: in addition to
Phillips' extensive use of her work, Winch wrote a book about her thought and Rhees'
writings about her were extensive enough to be edited by Phillips and published in book
form.

44

Her value to Phillips is that she can be held up as an example of a Christian

whose beliefs have no place for those elements of Christianity which he rejects.

She

provides evidence that, if we accept Phillips' analysis of the category 'superstition',
Christianity is not necessarily superstitious.

We saw above that Phillips sees as

superstitious those prayers which attempt to influence God in some way, to get
something done, and that the superstition in these prayers stems from their inconsistency
with belief in God's eternity, omnipotence, omniscience and so on. Prayer, then, if it is
to have any value at all, must have a different purpose. And Weil's writings are at the
heart of Phillips' alternative account of what that purpose is.

Phillips joins Norman

Malcolm in arguing that it is less important for philosophers of religion to try to establish
the truth of religious claims than for them 'to pay attention to the internal properties of
the Hebrew and Christian conceptions of God. Instead of asking, "Is there a being such
that...?" one must ask, ''What is the grammar of our idea of God: what can we say and
what cannot we say about God?",45 This means that so far as religious believers are
concerned, and irrespective of any empirical investigations of the world - because it is a
religious claim rather than the basis for any kind of scientific explanation - the world is
dependent on God. A believer's recognition of this complete dependence is linked to
prayers of thanksgiving:
When a believer thanks God for his creation, it seems to be a thanksgiving for
his life as a whole, for everything, meaning the good and the evil within his life,
since despite such evil, thanking God is still said to be possible... To be able to
give thanks to God is to be able to have a love for the world... To see the
world as God's creation is to see meaning in life, This meaningfulness remains
untouched by the evil in the world because it is not arrived at by an inference
from it,46
Phillips draws important implications from the fact that the presence of evil in the world
IS

not seen as a bar to Christians offering prayers of thanksgiving to God, This must

IT\Tal something about the nature of God and therefore of Christian belief, because
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there are obvious moral grounds to reject a God whom we are expected to thank despite
the existence of evil, if the existence of evil is thought to be contingent on God's actions.
Phillips makes use at this point of the distinction employed by Weil between a natural
and a supernatural conception of God. 47 A natural God is one whose nature can be
ascertained by reference to events in the world, because he can be said to be responsible
for them. If bad things happen, we can hold God responsible for them and infer from
this that those who suffer have done something to provoke God's anger. But prayers of
thanksgiving are impossible if we believe in a God who is responsible for suffering,
because such a God would not be worthy of praise or thanksgiving. In addition, such a
view of God places us, not God, at the centre of the universe, and this is inconsistent
with a Christian understanding of the nature of God and of creation. Divine love and
mercy, if God is conceived of as natural rather than supernatural, are contingent upon
the way things go, not necessary; and if love and mercy are contingent, then they are not
love and mercy at all. Weil contrasts an understanding of the divine mercy which could
be undermined by experiencing suffering with 'an abiding conception of the divine
mercy, a conception which does not change whatever event destiny may send upon me
and which can be communicated to no matter what human being'.48 It is impossible to
love God while continuing to think that one is owed an explanation of why one thing
happens rather than another, while continuing to assert one's independence from God:
Love of God is sacrificial; it involves a denial of the self. According to Simone
Weil, the spirit of God is the spirit of self-denial. This is why she calls such a
God supernatural. In doing this, she contrasts the supernatural with the
natural. By the latter, she means quite simply, what is natural to man, namely,
to assert oneself, to use the power of one's will, whenever one has the
opportunity to do so. Now if this is one's conception of God too, that is, if
one's conception of God is of an almighty being who commands whenever he
has the power to do so, then one believes in a naturalistic God. One ought
rightly to expect such a God to do some things rather than others. He is the
God of the cause; the God who favours one party, one course of events, rather
than another. Any atrocity can be committed (and has been committed) in the
name of such a God, for if God is for one, who has the right to be against
one?4'!
\X'eil sees such a conception of God as idolatrous; indeed, she sees God's creation as an
act not of divine self-expression, an exercise of power, but of divine self-denial for the
sake of his creation - because it involves permitting the existence of things distinct from
and of less worth than God, and therefore neccssarilv God's diminution - to which the
appropriate response, which
I'

\\T

can nevertheless refuse to make,

IS
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us to dcnv

ourselves for him'" (\X'eil describes renunciation as the 'Imitation of God's renunciation
in creation:"). Any kind of prayer which is offered on condition that things go well for
the one praying, whether this is a prayer of thanksgiving for one thing happening rather
than another, or a petitionary prayer that something will happen, assumes a natural God
placed at the service of the one who prays to him. Divine love and mercy, if God is
conceived of as natural rather than as supernatural, are contingent, not necessarv;
meanwhile, 'an abiding conception of the divine mercy... does not change whatever event
destiny may send upon me and ... can be communicated to no matter what human
being,.s2

Even suffering, when it is understood as standing in need of explanation,

affirms the worth of the sufferer:
The Christian... is tempted by suffering to stress himself. The instinct for selfpreservation makes men ask, "Why is this happening to me?" But suffering can
also be used to teach one that one is nothing just because it does tempt one to
put oneself at the centre of one's concern. Simone \'\'eil puts the point well: "If
I thought that God sent me suffering by an act of his will and for my good, I
should think that I was something, and I should miss the chief use of suffering
which is to teach me that I am nothing. It is therefore essential to avoid all
such thoughts, but it is necessary to love God through the suffering".s3

So the recognition that one is nothing, the renunciation of the self, is central to the very
possibility of being able to thank God, because it is only when one is nothing that the
fact of suffering no longer requires an explanation, and only when suffering no longer
requires an explanation in terms of God's will regarding the sufferer that one can express
one's complete dependence on God. Weil draws out what she sees as the implications of
complete dependence on God on action in the world:
We should not take one step, even in the direction of what is good, beyond that
to which we are irresistibly impelled by God, and this applies to action, word
and thought. But we should be willing to go anywhere under his impulsion,
even to the farthest limit (the cross) ... To be willing to go as far as possible is
to pray to be impelled, but without knowing whither.>'

True dependence on God seems to be understood here as incompatible with initiative, as
with \v' eil's insistence on considering e,-ely" act 'from the point of view not of its object
but of its impulsion'.ss This dependence is simultaneously an act of renunciation and of
imitation. Its importance is particularly clear in the light of the emphasis placed by both
\Vcil and Phillips on forbearance, on refusing to act even when it is possible for us to act,
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and with an understanding of creation as a divine self-renunciation which we are called
upon to imitate. There seems to be no limit in Weil's thought to the extent to which our
desires and actions are to be subordinated to God's; 'God can loye us only in this
consent to withdraw in order to make way for him, just as he himself, our creator,
withdrew in order that we might come into being'." And this withdrawal appears to
consist of a willingness to forgo our own desires in order to allow God to work through
us. Weil describes the need 'To be what the pencil is for me when, blindfold, I feel the
table by means of its point - to be that for Christ. .. If I knew how to withdraw from
my own soul it would be enough to enable this table in front of me to have the
incomparable good fortune of being seen by God,.57 Is it perhaps fair to say that \Veil
sees absolutely all independent activity (a blink, a thought, the lifting of an arm) as
impinging on the realm of God, except where it is God's will that such activity is carried
out?

Weil and Phillips on Existence and False Consolation
A good example of the strong reliance on Weil's thought in Wittgensteinian
philosophy of religion can be found in Phillips' paper 'God and Concept-Formation in
Simone W eil', collected in Recovering Religious Concepts: Closing Epistemic Divides. Phillips
makes extensive use of Weil's writings in his investigation of the way in which the
concept of God is acquired by religious believers, focusing on the characteristically
Wittgensteinian, and especially Phillipsian, claim that the question of 'whether the word
"God" refers to anything, or worse, whether it "stands for" anything' leads us to 'become
embroiled in grammatical confusions'. 58

Paying attention to the actual surroundings

instead of paying attention to the 'surface grammar' would tell us 'that belief in God is
found in a hunger for an absolute goodness and love which cannot be satisfied by any
object, by anything that exists'i'" Phillips claims that Simone Weil teaches us 'that if we
want to understand what is meant by the reality of God, we should look at what it means
to 1()Y<..~ God,.60 He quotes her as saying that 'Nothing which exists is absolutely worthy
of love. \\?e must therefore love that which does not exist'.61 For \Veil, the idea that

(;od exists would be more problematic than his non-existence, because 'This nonexistent object of love is not a fiction ... for our fictions cannot be any more worthy of
~C>
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love than we are ourselves, and we are not worthy of it'.62 Here, a religious believer's
actual use of religious terms like 'love' acts as evidence that God, despite surface
appearances, is not believed in as 'an object, an existent among existents'i'" This seems
to work perfectly well as an argument, although Phillips' opponents might be able to
wheel out examples of religious believers for whom the 'existence' of God is the same
sort of existence as the existence of other real objects in the world - believers whom
Phillips would be able to accuse of having mistaken surface- and depth-grammar.
Phillips acknowledges that Weil's work may appear to fail to do justice to the great
variety which exists within religious experiences and understandings, or at least to give
'priority to certain religious possibilities to the detriment of others,.64 I referred above to
her distinction between natural and supernatural religion - the distinction between a God
who is like an infmitely powerful human being, to whom we can pray for specific things
and from whom we can expect punishment and compensation, and a God characterised
by love, goodness, renunciation and grace. Phillips emphasises in Weil's defence that
'she thought the possibilities she emphasises are central to Christianity and to most of the
major religions of the world',65 but he also allows that for those who believe in what she
would describe as 'natural religion', 'there are active religious responses ... even if they
are not particularly admirable,.66 This enables Phillips to use Weil against one of his
standard targets, philosophers who are so preoccupied with the epistemology of religion,
with assessing belief in God, that they ignore the real content and character of religious
discourse. For Weil, there is no reason to assume that 'love of God presupposes belief in
the existence of God';67 quite the opposite: she says, 'I am quite sure that there is a God

in the sense that I am quite sure that my love is not illusory'i'" If she can be sure that her
love is real, then the question of whether that love has an object is 'purely abstract and
verbal',69 which is not necessarily to say that it is a bad question from a philosophical
point of view, but simply that it is not a question that arises in the life of the religious
believer:
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before one has eaten, it is neither needful nor particularly useful to believe in
bread. What is essential is to know that one is hungry; and this is not belief, it is
absolutely certain knowledge which can only be obscured by lies.?"
Phillips' charge against philosophers of religion is that they miss this, that they ignore 'the
grammar of the religious commitment Simone Wei! is talking about'?
Phillips is right on this, I think. But we should look again at what \\'eil is saying.
In the quotations above, she claims that her belief in the non-existence of God comes
from a belief that existence is incompatible with being worthy of love, and goes on to say
(with, it should be said, perfect consistency) that we ourselves are not worthy of love.
Phillips takes issue with Weil's argument that 'men are not really satisfied with finite
things', saying that it is not plausible to claim that 'I do not really think worth desiring
that which I desire in my actual situation'.72 This seems right, but neither here, nor in his
related denial of her apparent belief that 'a love of finite things [is] a product of selfdcccption'i " does Phillips offer a rejection of the basis of Weil's denial of God's
existence as stated above - a denial with which Phillips seems to have sympathy. .vnd
Phillips does not argue with Weil's claim that existent objects are not worthy of love.
This desire for perfection and belief in the worthlessness of anything imperfect can be
seen in Weil's own life. Weil described her attitude to herself as 'contempt, hatred and
repulsion'i" and had health problems associated with malnutrition (there is some debate
over the question of whether she suffered from anorexia nervosa, with which she was
never diagnosed in her lifetime, but some of whose symptoms she appears to have
displayed) which was not helped by the fact that for her 'eating became a chore, since she
was disgusted by any food not absolutely flawless,.75 I will go on in chapter 6 to discuss
some of the problematic issues raised by Weil's life.
Phillips goes on to distinguish between two ways in which religious believers may
react to and account for what he calls 'the limits of human existence: birth, death, the
presence of unavoidable suffering, the arbitrariness of fate, the contingencies of time and
place'.76 One response is to create fantastic accounts of God as 'a policeman in the sky'77
who can see every injustice and will resolve them all in the future, and to whom
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obedience is due, but only because it functions as 'justified prudence'{ - 'Pascal's wager',
for example, seems to understand religious belief in this \vay.79 Phillips protests that this
meeting of 'one set of contingencies ... by the promise of another set of contingencies' is
'an attempt to meet the finite in terms of the finite',80 and quotes Weil as saying: '\'\'e
have to be careful about the level on which we place the infinite. If we put it on the level
which is only suitable for the finite it does not much matter what name we gi\'e it,.sl He
mentions Weil's (somewhat tendentious) association of this sort of conception of God
with early Hebrew and Roman religion, and her assertion that the promise of
compensation it offers is a lie. Putting aside such false consolation involves, in \Veil's
understanding, detachment: 'Attachment is a manufacturer of illusions and whoever
wants reality ought to be detached'i'" Detachment consists of accepting life's limitations,
accepting necessities, and it contains within itself the possibility of seeing everything as a
gift and of coming to a love of the beauty of the world - a love which 'involves trials and
tribulations as much as blessings', because the will of God to which she submits herself
'is expressed in unavoidable sufferings'r'"
God sends affliction without distinction to the wicked and the good, just as he
sends the rain and the sunlight. He did not reserve the cross for Christ ... No
event is a favour on the part of God - only grace is that."
Phillips includes a striking quotation from Weil which helps to show what he means
when he talks about the relationship between suffering, detachment, grace and the love
of God:
If I thought that God sent me suffering by an act of his will and for my good, I
should think that I was something, and I should miss the chief use of suffering
which is to teach me that I am nothing. It is therefore essential to avoid all such
thoughts, but it is necessary to love God through the suffering.
I must love being nothing. How horrible it would be if I were
something! I must love my nothingness, love being a nothingness. I must love
with that part of the soul which is on the other side of the curtain, for the part
of the soul which is perceptible to consciousness cannot love nothingness. It
has a horror of it. Though it may think it loves nothingness, what it really loves
is something other than nothingness."

Phillips observes that 'Some have seen in remarks such as these a denial of human
dignity', but is adamant that 'Nothing could be further from her intention,S(J - a claim
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which helps to bring out just how much, for Weil as read approvingly by Phillips, can be
counted as 'false consolation'. Only by dying to the self can one 'see all human beings as
children of God';87 only in this context 'can someone help the sufferer without thinking
that he is something, and the sufferer can receive charity without feeling bought'." ~-\
tough-minded distinction is made between joy and pleasure: 'A test of what is real is hard
and rough. Joys are found in it, not pleasure. What is pleasant belongs to dreams'i'"
This apparent distrust of pleasure, associating it with illusion, and the characterisation of
joy - in the face of the common understanding of the word - not as something which is
pleasurable but as the acceptance of life as it is, is reminiscent of the suspicion of
pleasure and reward as a motivation for moral behaviour in Phillips' moral philosophy.
It is difficult to see how Phillips' criticism of the 'unattractive austerity' of remarks like 'I
feel so clearly that even the affection which human beings evince for me can only be a
mistake on their part'90 as doing 'violence to the character of particular relationships and
particular 10ves,91 can sit with his apparent approval of Weil's understanding of existent
beings as unworthy of being loved.

Self-Renunciation and Immortality
The temptation to place oneself at the centre of one's concerns lies behind what
Phillips sees as the most important confusion in accounts of what prayer involves and in
accounts of God's existence which link his existence to his power, and therefore to his
power to act for us. It is also key to a common misunderstanding of what a religious
belief in immortality is about. Phillips takes further his criticisms of Geach's contention
that belief in immortality functions as an eschatological extension of Foot's account of
morality, as a guarantee that obedience to God will bring its reward after death,
disobedience its punishment.

It is not only that this does not look like a moral

motivation for obeying God, although the fact that 'this life's lowest motives and desires
seem to determine the conception of immortality involved',n is one aspect of the
condemnation of such an understanding of immortality as self-interested. The criticism
is not merely of a desire to be compensated after death for one's earthly sufferings (which,
however at odds it may be with acceptable motives for moral behaviour, seems perfectly
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understandable), but of a belief that one ought to be compensated - that punishing the
wicked and rewarding the good is a matter of justice. And this is something which it is
easier for the religious believer to portray as a disinterested expression of what they
believe God's will to be. Yet even this, according to Phillips, again making use of \\reir~
writings, betrays a confusion:
The effort of suffering from some offence causes us to expect the punishment
or apologies of the offender, the effort of doing good makes us expect the
gratitude of the person we have helped, but there are only particular cases of a
universal law of the soul. Every time we give anything out we have an absolute
need that at least the equivalent should come into us, and because we need this
we think we have a right to it. Our debtors comprise all beings and all things;
they are the entire universe. We think we have claims everywhere. In every
claim which we think we possess there is always the idea of an imaginary claim
of the past on the future. This is the claim which we have to renounce."
When sin is analysed as debt, then we have an absolute right to be compensated for
offences against us, and God has an absolute right to be compensated for offences
against him.
suffering.

And any failure to receive such compensation is a form of undeserved

But the idea that we have a right to be compensated for the evil we have

suffered and the good we have done is inconsistent with the role played in Christianity by
forgiveness. If we are asked to forgive others - that is, to forgo any claim we may have
on those who have offended against us - and this forgiveness lasts only until death, at
which point our claim will be remembered and compensation will be forthcoming, then
forgiveness becomes both easy and provisional. Furthermore, this understanding reveals
an assumption that pleasure, not suffering, is our just and natural state - and even implies
that doing good is an onerous task for which we ought to be compensated. Forgi\'cness,
like love and mercy, is not forgiveness at all if it is contingent.
Phillips and Weil do not reject the analysis of sin and goodness in terms of dcbt
and credit, but they do consider its implications in the light of the Christian emphasis on
forgivcness:
To renounce these claims is to renounce one's personality. Time and again one
finds the same language of renunciation in the writings of the mystics.
Forgiving the debts of others is to strip oneself of one's ego, it means, as
Simone \\'eil points out, realizing "that in the ego there is nothing whatever,no
psychological element, which external circumstances could not do away with.
It means accepting that truth. It means being happy that things should be
SO".')4
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oneself at the centre of the universe, of failing to depend on God. \\'eil e~"presses how
this lack of dependence interferes with a correct understanding of immortality:
The principal claim which we think we have on the universe is that our
personality should continue. This claim implies all the others. The instinct of
self-preservation makes us feel this continuation to be a necessity. , and we
believe that a necessity is a right. We are like the beggar who said to Talleyrand:
'Sir, I must live,' and to whom Talleyrand replied, 'I do not see the necessity for
that.' Our personality is entirely dependent on external circumstances \~hich
have unlimited power to crush it. But we would rather die than admit this.
From our point of view the equilibrium of the world is a combination of
circumstances so ordered that our personality remains intact and seems to
belong to us. All the circumstances of the past which have wounded our
personality appear to us to be disturbances of balance which should infallibly be
made up for one day or another by phenomena having a contrary effect. \\'e
live on the expectation of these compensations. The near approach of death is
horrible chiefly because it forces the knowledge upon us that these
compensations will never come.PWe can square the unavoidability of death with our demand for compensatlon by
redescribing death not as the end, but as the admittedly unpleasant prelude to a new
beginning in which we can enjoy a blissful and eternal payback for the sufferings and
injustices of this life - and in which those who have caused or profited from our
suffering will be paid back too. Yet, Phillips argues, this entirely changes the significance
of death:
By reducing the status of death to the status of sleep, we hope to wake again to
a new and better life. But then the lesson religious believers see in death is lost,
since death no longer reveals the fact that there is to be no compensation, but is
seen as an additional fact for which compensation must be sought."
Or as Weil puts it:
Belief in immortality is harmful because it is not in our power to conceive of
the soul as really incorporeal. So this belief is in fact a belief in the
prolongation of life, and it robs death of its purpose."?
The Christianity described by Phillips and Weil is a hard-edged, austere, highly serious
religion which contains many hardships and few benefits save the dubious one of living
without any illusions either that one deserves better or that things will improve -

111

effect, it poses a stark theological choice between being happy and being right.
Phillips uses Weirs insistence that immortality should not be understood as a
form of compensation to show the inadequacy of the accounts of immortality gl\'cn by
Gcach and by .Yntonv Flew. But he does not use them to show that belief in immortality
.

.

is fundamentally misplaced - just as he did not use \\'eil's insights into the confusions
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involved in believing that God will answer prayer while accepting the presence of evil in
the world to show that prayer itself was an inherently nonsensical activitv for the
religious believer.

Once again, Weil's writings provide the basis for an alternative

account of what is going on when Christians say that they believe in the immortality of
the soul:
We can agree with Simone Wei! that 'The thought of death calls for a
counterweight, and this counterweight - apart from grace - cannot be anything
but a lie', but nevertheless show how an account of immortality can be given in
terms of grace. Such an account can be arrived at by displaying the contrast
between the desire for compensation and the religious conception of dying to
the self. This is the contrast between the temporal (that is, the concern with the
self) and the eternal (that is, the concern with self-renunciation)."
This is a clever move by Phillips.

Suddenly, the desire for eternal life - normally

described as involving the possibility of compensation for earthly suffering and of living
in a state of heavenly bliss, whatever that might mean - is characterised as a concern with
the temporal; a lack of concern for whatever might happen at death, in which therefore
the prospect of death changes absolutely nothing in the relationship between the believer
and God, is placed at the heart of what it means to have eternal life. To believe that one
has eternal life, then, is not to live in the expectation of immortality, of living for ever in
a manner for which critics like Geach and Flew want (not unreasonably) to find empirical
evidence before they can take it seriously, but to lead a life in which temporal
considerations are unimportant - a switch, in effect, from a positive to a negative
definition of eternal life. So, 'The immortality of the soul refers to the state an individual
is in in relation to the unchanging reality of God';99 immortality is defined in terms of the
relationship between the believer and God rather than of that between the believer and
tune:

For the believer, his death, like his life, is to be in God. For him, this is the life
eternal which death cannot touch; the immortality which finally places the soul
beyond the reach of the snares and temptations of this mortal life.100
Death is not avoided, but accepted in its finality; and it is by accepting death that the
believer transcends it.

Self-Renunciation and Moral Self-Interest
Self-renunciation is at the heart of Phillips' account of what authentic religious
belief and practice, participation in the reality of God, must consist of. The followmg
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statement, which seems to me to be reasonable to treat as a convenient summary of
Phillips' position on the nature of religion, suggests that the latter necessarily involves the
former:
In learning by contemplation, attention, renunciation, what forgiving, thanking,
loving, etc. mean in these contexts, the believer is participating in the reality of
God; this is what we mean b God's realiry.101
The renunciation of the self seems to be, to Phillips, a corollary of 'the religious belief
that nothing belongs to us by right and that everything is a gift of grace'.1Ii2 Grace, the
pointlessness of evil and self-renunciation are all inextricably bound together.

Evil's

pointlessness teaches us that we have no rights. The fact that we have no rights entails a
denial of the self:
It is precisely because evil has no explanation, that one can fmd nothing in
oneself to explain or justify what is happening to one, that the suffering can be
used to show that one is nothing.l'"
Through accepting that she is nothing, however, the believer can come to see life as a gift
from God in a way which would not be possible if she thought that she was owed it in
any case, and can come to a love of the beauty of the world which would not be possible
if such beauty were thought of as a natural state marred by suffering - as a right - rather
than, again, as a gift from God. 104 We saw in our discussion above of Wittgensteinian
moral philosophy evidence for a serious mistrust not only of moral strategies designed to
work to the advantage of the agent, but even of moral decision-making per se. Now it is
possible to trace connections between this and Phillips' philosophy of religion - indeed,
many of the characteristics displayed in the moral philosophy are easier to see in the
philosophy of religion.

There are passages in which Phillips appears to run the two

together, as in this application of Weil's writings to a discussion of Father Paneloux in
Camus' The Plague:
'[Weil], like Paneloux, puts aside all compensatory notions of religion.
Suffering is not the means to a higher good. Christianity offers a use for
suffering, not a remedy for it. \\'e come to see that there is no reason in
ourselves why we are visited with ills and misfortunes. \Ve cease to think of
providence as owing us anything. Faced with this phenomenon, existentialists
have spoken of 'absurdity' and placed great emphasis on the self and its
choices. Faced by the same phenomenon, the Christian speaks of all things
being in the hands of God, the gifts of grace. Paneloux mentions, but does not
develop, the notion of active fatalism. The Christian is called on to see other
human beings and natural objects as gifts of grace, not to be appropriated or
dominated bv others. He has to die to the self, cease to see himself as the
10\ Phillip~,
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centre of the world. There is no compensation for the death of a child. Yet in
the very absence of such compensation, we come to see how God's will can be
found in it as it was in the death ofJesus on the Cross.1115
It is easy to see how a recognition of the apparent pointlessness of evil can precipitate an
existentialist concentration on the self to the exclusion of other possible concerns; since
such a recognition seems to be closely bound up with the failure of theodicv, the
alternative approach of Phillips and Weil, which insists that if a failure to solve the
problem of evil results in a loss of faith then there was nothing much to that faith in the
first place ('One has to be ready in face of one's cry, ''Why is this happening to me?" to
reply ''Why shouldn't it?,,106), can be fairly characterised, as Brian Clack says of Phillips'
account, as 'exceptionally high-minded'<" The same might be said of his understanding
of morality. There are clear similarities between his account of what it does and does not
make sense to say in morality, both as moral statements and as strategies of justification
for such statements, and his account of what is appropriate and what inappropriate in
religious belief and practice. In both cases, the desire for personal advantage, material
gain, the exercise of power or even release from pain and hardship are seen as illicit
motives for moral and religious behaviour which result from philosophically confused
accounts of what morality and religion are for. Phillips has as little time for those whose
religious belief is motivated by such things as he does for those who see it as a
justification for moral behaviour.

Critics of Phillips
It should be clear from the examples discussed here that Phillips assumes that
prayer is not necessarily superstitious, that belief in immortality can make sense - that
Christianity is not ultimately confused. Other philosophers assume that since no obvious
explanation of prayer or immortality exists, and since many religious believers give such
manifestly bad explanations, there is no good explanation. It is easy to see why Phillips'
strategy would be highly irritating to those who disagree with him. His whole enterprise
in The Concept if Prayer and Death and Immortality looks to them like an attempt to move the
goalposts: a response to philosophers who say, 'Look, Christian beliefs about pra\cr and
immortality

are

fundamentally confused' with, '\Vhat you

describe arc

indeed

fundamentallv confused, but they aren't Christian beliefs about prayer and immortality'.
O.R. Jones notes Phillips' selectiveness in the texts and authorities he draws upon
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Concept

of Prayer

and argues that while this is perfectly acceptable in 'an exercise

ill

persuasive definition', nevertheless 'many religious believers will justifiably grudge him
the definite article in the title of his book'.108 And one perfectly fair response to Phillips'
work would be to ask whether in fact the Christianity he describes bears any resemblance
to Christianity as it is widely practised.

Phillips himself concedes that his account of

prayer is not exhaustive:
In face of prayers which do not fit readily into my exposition, all I can do is
note them and leave it at that. I do not say that they are not prayers (who is a
philosopher to say that?), but simply that I do not understand what is involved
in them.l"?
Nevertheless, he immediately follows this concession with a statement which implies that
those prayers which do not fit into his exposition are not really worth spending much

time on:
Religious believers can make mistakes and be confused, just like philosophers,
scientists, or anyone else one cares to mention. What is important is to notice
that whether a mistake or confusion has occurred, is to be recognized by
criteria found within religion. I IO
It should not go unnoticed, therefore, that the set of supposedly Christian prayers which
do not fit readily into Phillips' exposition is considerably larger than the set of those
which do. Flew does indeed notice this, complaining that 'the philosopher who fails to
insist that the practice of prayer does presuppose an affirmative answer [to the question
of God's existence] is simply not in touch with prayer as conceived by the Saints and the
Fathers'.lll This line of criticism (which, after all, is part of a general enterprise aimed at
preventing the removal of religion from philosophy's line of fire, something Phillips
claims to have no interest in opposingl1 2) is to my mind, however, considerably less
interesting than one which accepts rather more of Phillips' account.

In other words,

rather than asking 'Do Christians really believe this?' I want to ask 'What if Christians do
believe this?' Perhaps too many of Phillips' critics have attacked his account of religious
belief on the grounds of what it does not include rather than of what it does include, with
the result that his account of self-renunciation as an essential characteristic of authentic
religious belief and practice has been undeservedly neglected.
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5
Self-Renunciation as a Theme in Christian Theology and
History
Critics of Phillips and Winch
Phillips supports his claim that authentic Christianity

IS

characterised bv self-

renouncing behaviour with reference to a very small, select group of texts and writers.
Weil is clearly the most important of these, but some biblical passages are cited too,
along with I<ierkegaard and Tolstoy.

Phillips also makes occasional non-specific

references to 'the writings of the mystics' and to the prayers of 'the saints'.' The work of
various other modern poets, novelists, playwrights and filmmakers is employed to help
Phillips' religious and moral arguments, with varying degrees of success - and however
useful they might be as illustrations, the use of such writers is not the same as the tracing
of tendencies or patterns through Christian history. Many of them simply do not claim
to be representative of the Christian tradition at all. Of course, Phillips never claims
otherwise, but nevertheless on the evidence he produces himself, his placing of selfrenunciation at the heart of authentic Christian belief and practice is on rather shaky
ground. This has not gone unnoticed by some of Phillips' critics. Indeed, appeal to the
majority is a standard tactic used against him.

Keith Ward, for example, says that

Phillips' account of immortality in Death and Immortality 'certainly does not reflect the
opinions of the vast majority of believers'i'

Stephen T. Davis argues that 'The vast

majority of ordinary theists would insist that the religious form of life includes certain
beliefs or statements taken as factually true about, for example, the existence of God, the
origin of the world, and survival after death'." And Richard Swinburne describes Phillips'
argument in The Concept

of Prayer as 'a

totally false account of the meaning of the prayers

of most of those who have prayed in the Christian and other theistic traditions oyer

)n biblical sources, see for example Phillips' discussions of Job in The COflCept of Prover. rp 98-100, and 111 If"ittgmstrtn
tlf/d Religiofl, pp. 153-169. Kicrkcgaard is discussed in Death and Immortalit)'. pr 4- -49, ':nd T()l_~t()y 111 Death and
IlIImof1ali(>" p. 51. The mvsrics .uc referred to in Tbe Concept o] Praver, p -0, the saints 10 The Concept ql p/wr. P: 13 l.tnL!
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many centuries, including the present century'j' and accuses his account of religious
language of being
in essence plainly false as an account of what the vast majority of normal users
of religious language during the last two millenniums have meant bv the words
and sentences which they have uttered. The vast majority of thos~ who have
prayed petitionary prayers have hoped that their prayer would make a difference
to the way things happen ... The vast majority of those who have expressed in
the Nicene Creed their belief in "the resurrection of the dead, and the Life of
the World to come" have believed in survival after death ... the vast majority of
those who have used religious language have certainly treated the affirmation
that God created the world as the confident propounding of a hypothesis
explaining its existence.v
While Swinburne may be correct, he is unfortunately guilty of the same failure to
produce evidence for his claims as Phillips - he supports his appeals to 'the vast majority'
with the argument that 'if anyone still doubts this, perhaps only an extensive sociological
and literary survey of what the utterers of theological sentences suppose to be implied by
what they say will convince them'."

Swinburne hopes that 'a brief reflection on the

points which I have made will render this unnecessary'{ This really will not do as an
argument, particularly since Swinburne himself appears to intend to imply (correctly) that
a sufficiently 'extensive sociological and literary survey of what the utterers of theological
sentences' - most of them, of course, now dead; most of their utterances, of course,
unrecorded; most of their suppositions, of course, inaccessible - 'suppose to be implied
by what they say' would be literally impossible to conduct. John Hick, while arguing
along similar lines, does recognise that the reason Phillips argues as he does is that he
believes that such literalistic understandings of religious statements are philosophically
untenable. Nevertheless, of what he characterises as Phillips' rejection of the idea that
religion tells us about the actual structure of reality, revealing a larger context of existence
than our present earthly life, Hick comments that 'if it is a mistake, it is one that virtually
all the great religious founders and teachers seem to have made!'9
In a highly critical discussion of Winch's paper 'Understanding a Primitive
Society', Robin Horton argues that Winch is wrong to claim there that Zande mystical
thinking expresses an attitude similar to the Judeo-Christian 'conception of "If it be Thy
\\'ill,', as developed in the story of Job', which \\'inch describes in terms vcrx similar to

Phillips' approach in The Concept ofPrayer.

~ Richard Swinburne, Faitb .m.! &aso" (Ox ford: ( h ford University Press. 1981). P[' t 40-141 n
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Because this conception is central to Christian prayers of supplication, thev mav
be regarded from one point of view as freeing the believer from dependence on
what he is supplicating for. Prayers cannot play this role if they are regarded as
a means of influencing the outcome for in that case the one who prays is still
dependent on the outcome. He frees himself from this by acknowledging his
complete dependence on God; and this is totally unlike any dependence on the
outcome precisely because God is eternal and the outcome contingent.'?
According to Horton, the understanding of religion presented here, which features 'God,
not as a being who might help one control the vicissitudes of evervdav
- - life , but rather as
a being through whom one learns to transcend any care about such vicissitudes', I I and
expounded by 'such figures as K.ierkegaard, Simone Weil, Bonhoeffer, \\'ittgenstein, D.Z.
Phillips and Winch himself .. , is a kind of thinking by no means confined to theologians
and philosophers. Indeed, one might say that it is central to the life of many modern
Western Protestants.

I for one imbibed it, if not with my mother's m.ilk, at least all

through school and university chapel'r'" Horton argues that this conception of religion is
the one which was brought to Africa in the early twentieth century by Christian, and
especially Protestant, missionaries - and that it was in large part rejected bv the new
African converts to Christianity, who took 'the new message of an active, morallvconcerned supreme being, but [used] it as the basis of a comprehensive scheme for the
explanation, prediction and control of events in the space-time world', whose resulting
new 'spiritual' churches are today, unlike the missionary foundations, 'a growing-point in
African religious life,.13 However, if Horton is right in his striking claim that 'what has
happened here is simply that African peoples have been offered a Winchian conception
of religion, and have rejected it'," then what this amounts to is an acknowledgement that
the Winchian, or Phillipsian, conception of religion is the one which Western Christian
missionaries held themselves and attempted to spread in Africa - in other words, that
Winch's and Phillips' position has been much more dominant, and much more
influential, in post-Reformation Western Europe than many of their critics are prepared
to acknowledge.
Horton's wider argument is that Winch's understanding of religion, which rejects
attempts to make it into a scientific or causal explanation for the way things arc, aiming
to 'make us feel the unworthiness of the struggle for explanation, prediction and control,

\\lI1ch, I j/JIIS and Action, P: 39, quoted in Robin I lorton, 'Professor Winch on Safari', in :ancy K~ l-r.mkcnbcrrv .llld
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and the nobility of the struggle to achieve a resigned contemplation of life's
contingencies',15 is a result of a distinction, non-existent until relativelv- recently- , between
religious and scientific activity.

As science simultaneously dispensed with theistic

paradigms and gained increasingly impressive and unchallengeable results 'in the sphere
of explanation, prediction and control', so theologians 'began to emphasize that the ends
of religion were quite different from the ends of science, and to deny that they were in
any sort of competition with the scientists'." Like Swinburne, Ward, Davis and Hick,
Horton appeals to the majority in support of his argument:
For whilst it is true that there have always been traces of the Jobian attitude to
God in the Western Christian heritage, it is equally true that, up to four hundred
years ago, a majority of Western Christians would have found this attitude as
alien as most African Christians find it today. For them too, beliefs about God
were first and foremost the constituents of a theory in terms of which they
explained, predicted and attempted to control the events of the world around
them.!?

This could, if correct, be counted as a senous problem with Winch's and Phillips'
conception of religion if their advocacy of that conception turned on a claim that it is or
has been the way in which a majority of Christians have understood their religion - but it
does not.

Phillips' Defence
Phillips' strategy for dealing with attacks like these can be found in his rcsponse
to the criticisms of Terrence Tilley who, in an analysis of Phillips' problematic use of the
concept of 'superstition', complains that Phillips chooses a tiny, highly unrepresentative
group of Christians as examples of non-superstitious believers: 'My thesis is that Phillips
has been holding up his glass to the forest of religion and has seen in it only a
eccentric and exceptional trees,.18

fe\\'

Tilley's complaint is that Phillips' exemplars -

K.ierkegaard, Weil and characters from the stories of Flannery O'Connor - represent 'the
"odd ducks" of religious communities': 19
\\11ilc no one would deny their signiftcance and deep interest, they are clearly
not anywhere near the 'standard' of religious practitioners, They are pos~

Reformation Christians who stand in opposition to many of the evcrvdav beliefs
and practices held by members of their traditions. They also not only rl'!Cct
Enlightenment Christianity but also appeal to other 'intellectual' individuals who
reject Christianity while living in an Enli?ht,e~ment culture. But, most
importantly, these exemplars are rugged individualists 111 their religions,
I lorton, 'Professor \'(inch on ~afari', P: -to-,
I lorton, 'Pf()fL'~~llr \X'inch on Saf,ln', P: -t05,
17 l lorton, 'Professor \X'inch on ~~lfJn·. Pl': -to-t--tllS
1M TillC\', 'The Philosophy of Religion and the Concept tlt: Religion:. p. 3~6.
19 Tillcv, The Philosophy of Religion and the Concept ot Religion , P: )) 1.
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appealing ftgures who go against the grain of the everyday in order to plumb the
depths of their traditions, ftgures seductive to modem intellectuals who seek to
forge new paths that go against the grain of the received tradition in their own
fields. 20

There is clearly some truth in this accusation, but Phillips can respond that his intention
in studying religion is not sociological but philosophical; in other words, that the issue is
not the beliefs of the majority, but what makes sense and what does not within the
context of the religious beliefs they hold. Phillips says that 'In many contexts, mistakes

may predominate; in religion, imperfections always do'." Where Tilley accuses Phillips of
'making the unusual normative for his distinguishing religion from superstirion'rf
Phillips' point is that imperfections - superstitions - should not be taken as normatite
simply because they are normal. For example, although acts of 'imperfect' contrition, in
which contrition is 'motivated by a fear of hell as punishment for one's sins', have a
formally recognised place within Roman Catholicism." nevertheless 'calling them
"imperfect", in this confessionalpractice, shows that they are logically dependent on the sense
of the rarer "perfect contrition'Y'" - and it is not surprising that the latter are rare and the
former are commori.f
Phillips' fullest statement of his attitude to the criticism of philosophers who
think that 'if believers reject the accounts of their belief I offer, their rejection is the last
word on the matter'f" can by found in his paper 'Religion in Wittgenstein's Mirror',
collected in Wittgenstein and Religion. Here Phillips argues that it does not actually matter
very much what a believer thinks her beliefs entail in any case - the true implications of
her beliefs will be shown by their relation to other beliefs, and in particular to the
believer's practice. He asks 'If some things we do are confused, how is this to be pointed
out except by reference to other things we do?,27 and suggests that there is something
absurd in suggesting that the believer should have final authority on the question of what
religious belief is about:
According to the impatient philosophers, we must accept the believers' gloss.
The suggestion is baffling. These philosophers would not dream of advocating
this procedure elsewhere in philosophy. I can be told any day of the week 111
my local pub that thinking is a state of consciousness. Does that settle the
matter? I can also be told that thinking is a brain-state. Does that settle It too?
No philosopher is going to accept these procedures. \\11)' advocate them, then,
The Philosophy of Religion and the Concept of Rdig~(~n', p. 352., . .
.
Phillips, 'Practices, Practice and Superstition: .\ Response to I crrcncc \X, I illcv , P Y:'8,
22 Tilley, 'The Philosophy of Religion and the Concept "' Rdl!-,>1on> p 3),2~
2\ Tillcv, The Philosophy () f Religion and the Concept of Reltglon , PI': 34 -348,
2~ Phillips, 'Practices. Practice and Superstition'. p, 358,
2~ Phillips. 'Practices, Practice and Superstition', P 361.
2~ Phillips. lI"i'tlgtllslrifl and Rtfigtott, p. 243.
21 Phillips, I/"illgmslrifl lind Rrfigiofl. p. 24::'
20 Tillcv,
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in the philosophy of religion? On this view, no philosopher could capture
deformities of thought in his philosophical mirror since, if e\·ery gloss is to be
accepted, there are no deformities to mirror.P
The drinkers at Phillips' local pub clearly possess an unusually high degree of
philosophical sophistication, but even so, none of their claims should be thought to
resolve once and for all highly controversial and difficult philosophical questions. ~\s
Phillips says, 'you cannot philosophise by Gallup poll'." In the same \vay, believers are
not necessarily authorities on the nature and content of beliefs. Phillips gives one of his
favourite examples:
it is superstitious to think that there is some kind of queer causal connection
between sin and worldly punishment. Being distanced from God is not a causal
consequence of sin. Sin, pride and envy, for example, create the distance in
simply being what they are. Praying to avoid God's anger is thus not a praying
to avoid consequences, but a praying to avoid becoming a certain kind of
person.t"
The believer can think what she likes, but the question of 'whether a religious belief is
superstitious is not up to the individual concerned to decide'."

If she believes in

punishment as a causal consequence of sin, she is just wrong, because this explanation
does not make sense of the nature of sin. Praying to avoid God's anger just cannot be a
prayer to continue to feel pride and envy but for God not to mind; it
simply not to be proud and envious if it is not to be confused.

IJ/IIJ/

be a prayer

And even if everv

Christian prayed in such a superstitious way, they would still all be wrong - and Phillips'
analysis would still stand.
So Phillips is, so far as he understands his own position, in no way committed to
the belief that many or most Christians avoid what he sees as 'superstitious' forms of
Christian belief - on the contrary, since the non-'superstitious' form is so difficult,

\\'C

should not expect to find many who achieve it. While Phillips may be right about this, I
want to argue in this chapter that his lack of interest in historical support for his
philosophical claims does a disservice to his arguments. It is not only in Christianity that
we can find evidence for asceticism as an important part of religious life, both ideally the \·ery word 'Islam', for instance, means 'submission' or 'surrender'Y - and in practice.
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This has perhaps been noted by anthropologists more than by theologians: Clifford
Geertz observes that 'With the possible exception of Christian Science, there are few if
any religious traditions, "great" or "little", in which the proposition that life hurts is not
strenuously affirmed, and in some it is virtually glorified';33 Emile Durkheim thought of
asceticism as a religious universal:
asceticism is not, as we would have thought, a rare, exceptional, and almost
abnormal product of religious life; on the contrary, it is one of its essential
elements. Every religion contains an ascetic kernel, for there is none without a
system of prohibitions.>'

From philosophy of religion Hick, too, argues for the widespread presence both within
and outside Christianity of arguments and prayers for selflessness in religious belief:
long before K.ant religious thinkers were teaching that we should love God for
God's sake and not for any hope of reward. Both the Muslim Rabia and the
Christian St Francis Xavier have been credited with the prayer: '0 God, if I
worship thee for fear of hell, burn me in hell; and if I worship thee in hope of
heaven, exclude me from paradise; but if I love thee for thine own sake,
withhold not thine everlasting beauty.' And, earlier still, it was Plotinus who
said, 'If a man desires the good life except for itself, it is not the good life that
he desires.'35
Given this, we can expect to find plenty of evidence that self-renunciation, asceticism
and self-sacrifice are not only contained, as Phillips claims, within Christianity as its core
doctrines are traditionally expressed, but can frequently be found in Christian writings
and practices, from the beginnings of Christianity onwards. My presentation of some of
this evidence will be somewhat less ambitious than the kind of extensive sociological and
literary survey Swinburne might demand: I am not attempting to argue that all those who
have described themselves as Christians have possessed a self-renouncing faith (I am
sure that this is not the case) nor indeed that most Christians have done so (I do not
believe that it would be possible to make a confident quantitative assessment of the
mostly unrecorded beliefs of two thousand years' worth of mostly unknown Christian
believers), but simply that very many Christians have done so and, importantly, that
many of those who have done so have been singled out within Christianity as exemplary
believers, If I am correct, then Phillips' failure to present much evidence docs not implv

that his thesis lacks evidence. This is not, then, an exhaustive survey, but a partial tracing
of a way of thinking which has, as Phillips rightly claims, been important to Chrisrianitv
throughout its history.
Cli fford Gccrtz, The Interpretation ~r CIt/tum: 5eleded EJJq)'s ('\ c\\' York: H:sic Ho.ob. 1973). P 103 .
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Rejecting Self-Interest in the New Testament and the Early Church
The ministry of Jesus is announced by John the Baptist, an ascetic figure who
'wore a garment of camel's hair, and a leather girdle around his waist; and his food was
locusts and wild honey' (Matt 3.4), and preceded by Jesus' temptation in the wilderness,
during which time 'he fasted forty days and forty nights, and afterward he was hungry'
(Matt 4.2) - a feat echoing that of Moses (Ex 24.18), and subsequendy commemorated,
by the late fourth century, by the forty-day Lenten fast which led up to Easter when most
baptisms were celebrated, recalling Paul's fasting before his own baptism (.-\cts 9.9).36
Although Jesus' disciples are described, unlike the disciples of John and of the Pharisees,
as not fasting, this is explained as a response to the presence of 'the bridegroom' (Mark

2.18-19) - in future, Jesus suggests, the bridegroom will be 'taken away from them, and
then they will fast in that day' (Mark 2.20); according to John Suggit, 'this verse was
probably a creation of the evangelist to justify the church's custom of fasting on Good

Friday'i"

Fasting seems to have been widespread in the earliest days of Christianity,

partly as a way of marking a distinction between the Christians and their contemporaries:
Not only at some important occasions and not only by leaders, but frequently
and in all branches of the early Christian society people engaged themselves in
fasting. Regulating measures of the Church were lacking: the intensity of the
fast was completely left to the piety of the faithful themselves. Jesus had only
given the principles for fasting and left the Church to make rules for carrying
them out. Initially the necessity of these rules was lacking because of the deep
faith of the Early Christians.V
Fasting is probably the single most widespread form of Christian ascetic practice from
the birth of Christianity onwards, not to mention its prevalence in pre- and non-Christian
religions. Caroline Walker Bynum lists some of the enormous variety of meanings given
to it in early Christian texts:
Fasting (e.g. the fast before baptism) could be religious preparation; it could be
purification or exorcism of evil spirits; it could express mourning for the
departure of the bridegroom (as, e.g., in the fast of two or three days before
Easter). It was also a meritorious work for God and neighbour. Moreover,
fasting could be penitential. As it had been for the ancient Hebrews, food
abstention was an expression of grief and repentance, a plea for deliverance
from some test or chastisement, a sign of confidence in God's mercy, an
intercession and a preparation for meeting God..As such, fasting was intensely
corporate, a companion for prayer and almsgiving. a recapitulation of as well as
a preparation for the eucharistic sacrifice. By fasting, the Christian joined with
Christ, who. in the garden and on the cross, kept the rule that Adam had
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vio~ated. in

paradise and became himself sacrificial food, propitiating God and

savmg sinners.>?
Furthermore, evidence for belief by early Christians in a strong connection between
fasting and effective prayer may be seen in the addition by copyists of 'and fasting' to
Jesus' words after casting out a particularly resilient unclean spirit, 'This kind cannot be
driven out by anything but prayer' (Mark 9.29 and margin)."
Jesus teaches his disciples to disregard worldly concerns. He tells them,

'~-\

man's

life does not consist in the abundance of his possessions' (Luke 12.15), that they should
'not be anxious about your life, what you shall eat or what you shall drink, nor about
your body, what you shall put on. Is not life more than food, and the body more than
clothing?' (Matt 6.25). They are commanded to 'Sell your possessions, and give alms;
provide yourselves with purses that do not grow old, with a treasure in the heavens that
does not fail, where no thief approaches and no moth destroys' (Luke 12.33). Again and
again conventional values are turned upside down: 'Whoever seeks to gain his life will
lose it, but whoever loses his life will preserve it' (Luke 17.33); 'everv one who exalts
himself will be humbled, but he who humbles himself will be exalted' (Luke 18.1-1-). In
the Sermon on the Mount Jesus describes as 'blessed' those who are poor, who hunger,
who weep, who are hated (Luke 6.20-23). Jesus tells a rich young man to 'go, sell what
you possess and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven' (Matt 19.21),
commenting to his disciples that 'it will be hard for a rich man to enter the kingdom of
heaven. Again I tell you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than
for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God' (Matt 19.23-2-1-). In a phrase which, as we
shall see, became enormously influential for later Christians, Jesus tells the disciples 'If
any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily and
follow me. For whoever would save his life will lose it; and whoever loses his life for my
sake, he will save it. For what does it profit a man if he gains the whole world and loses
or forfeits himself?' (Luke 9.23-25). The cost of discipleship, then, is high: 'If anyone
comes to me and does not hate his own father and mother and wife and children and
brothers and sisters, yes, and even his own life, he cannot be my disciple' (Luke 1-1-.2(l).
Indeed, 'whoever of you does not renounce all that he has cannot be my disciple' Luke
!.

1-1-.?l3).

In the .vcts of the .\postles the early Christians are described as renouncing

private property and holding everything in common (.i\cts
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Sapphira are punished for keeping back some of the proceeds of the property they have
.
sold by dropping dead on the spot (Acts 5.1-11). As Elizabeth Clark says, 'Despite
dilemmas of definition, scholars of early Christianity largely agree that ascetic
renunciation was one of the important characteristics of the early Christian movement':"
'"

'I

this is not to say, however, that the early Christians were unique in this respect.

In

contextualising 1 Cor 7, a set of instructions on marriage which is arguably the most
clearly ascetic passage in Paul's letters (it opens with the bald statement 'It is well for a
man not to touch a woman' (vi) and the rest of the chapter might be seen as an
elucidation of the subsequent 'But'), Vincent Wimbush argues that it should not be seen
as diverging markedly from contemporary non-Christian practice, since

'~\lmost

universally (panhellenistically) "salvation" entailed some form of ascetic behaviour,
namely, some form of renunciation of the world, or part thereof,42 E.R. Dodds agrees
that asceticism, albeit in a milder form than that of the Christians and Gnostics, can be
widely found in 'pagans of purely Hellenic education', and that 'Contempt for the human
condition and the body was a disease endemic in the entire culture of the period'."

Persecution and Martyrdom
Many of the New Testament passages quoted above proved useful resources for
Christians in the context of intermittent persecutions by the Romans prior to the
conversion of Constantine in 313. The introduction of severe penalties for failing to
honour Roman gods presented Christians with a perfect opportunity to demonstrate
their willingness to pay the high cost of discipleship, to save their lives by losing them.
Narratives of martyrdom 'provide us with a kind of rudimentary theology of martyrdom.
It is a theology of the imitation of Christ and of the glory of the cross, which are Pauline
and Johannine themes,.44 Martyrs were imitators of Christ through their suffering and
death, and the parallels are made explicit in contemporary accounts such as The .\lar!pdolJl
~l Po!Jcarp, written in 155, in which Polycarp's burning body is explicitly connected with

the bread of the Eucharist and thus with Christ himself:
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The fire took the shape of a vault, like a ship's sail bellying in the wind, and it
made a wall round the martyr's body; and there was the bodv. in the midst, like a
loaf being baked or like gold and silver being tried in the furnace."
An emerging theology of martyrdom gave martyrs particularly high status:
the martyr was a privileged individual indeed, for he bore witness to Christ bv
the most complete conformation to his suffering and death. In fact th~
restriction of the term 'martyr' (meaning 'witness') to those who died for Christ.
or who were about to do so, indicates that they were considered to be his
witnesses in an unqualified manner, par excellence. As such they merited a
veneration, both in life and in death, which was unique to them."
In such a context, it is perhaps unsurprising that some Christians deliberately sought
martyrdom by ostentatiously refusing to offer sacrifices to Roman gods or in some other
way breaking the law, or, as in the case of Ignatius of Antioch, martyred in Rome before
117, warning influential Roman Christians not to try to obtain his release.

47

This had to

be discouraged, as in the following passage by Clement of Alexandria:
And if he who kills a man of God sins against God, he also who presents
himself before the judgement-seat becomes guilty of his death. And such is also
the case with him who does not avoid persecution, but out of daring presents
himself for capture. Such a one, as far as in him lies, becomes an accomplice in
the crime of the persecutor. And if he also uses provocation, he is wholly
guilty, challenging the wild beast."
With the adoption of Christianity as the official religion of the Roman Empire,
persecution of Christians ceased, but martyrdom continued to be important. Shrines and
altars set up at places where martyrs had died became places of pilgrimage for Christians,
and many new saints' days commemorating martyrs were incorporated into the Christian
calendar.

This served, amongst other things, to continue to focus attention on

martyrdom as ideal Christian behaviour, and while literal martyrdom was of course now
largely impossible, the desire on the part of many Christians to imitate Christ, to take up
their crosses daily, to lose their lives in order to save them, remained, and had

to

be

channelled in different directions. As a result, therefore, 'monasticism may be seen as
the successor of martyrdom. The monastic life was a daily martyrdom of asceticism, a
heroic substitute for the heroism of the martvr'."
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The Desert Fathers
St Antony retreated to the desert around 270, and although he

1S

commonlv

regarded as the first of the desert fathers, in his Vita Athanasius describes various
ascetics and solitaries, 'superior to him in zeal and ascetic practice'," who had preceded
Antony and inspired him to copy them. Clark argues that both Christian asceticism and
Christian monasticism began well before the fourth century, and that ascetic teachings
are present in various early Christian writings including Paul's letters, the Apocryphal
Acts of the Apostles, the second century writings of Justin Martyr and Athenagoras, and
Tertullian's third century advocacy of sexual abstinence and criticisms of second
marnage.

She also points out that criticisms of asceticism in early Christian writings,

from the Pastoral Epistles to the accusations of Manicheanism aimed at Jerome and
Augustine, indicate the presence of significant ascetic currents which some Christians
saw the need to argue against. 51 Nevertheless, it was during the fourth and fifth centuries
that the deserts of Egypt, Syria and Palestine became filled with significant numbers of
monks seeking to follow Antony's example:
By the 3208 and 330s, the Erst inhabitants of rigorous ascetic groups at Nitria,
Scetis, and 'the Cells' are in place. Pachomius' organization of communal
monasticism is usually dated to the 320s, and Palladius reports that by the end
of the century the Pachomian monasteries boasted about seven thousand
inhabitants. 52

Athanasius' claim that 'the desert was populated with monks who left their own people
and registered themselves for citizenship in Heaven,s3 suggests that certain commonly
expected aspects of the ascetic lifestyle, such as solitude and peace, might have been
relatively difficult to achieve - as Peter Brown says, 'To flee "the world" was to leave a
precise social structure for an equally precise and .. , an equally social alternative?" - but
this testifies to the popularity of the ascetic lifestyle during this period.
The desert fathers are recorded as performing extraordinary feats of renunciation,
accompanying extreme fasts with 'sexual abstinence, sleep deprivation, self-flagellation,
burning oneself and other forms of self-torture. By these rigorous practices the "sinful"
flesh was weakened while the "perfect" soul was strengthened and more ennobled. In
this manner the way was smoothed for a virtuous life and Christian perfect.ion, aimed at
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restoring the image of God,.55 Clark describes reports in Syria from the fifth century
onwards of 'wandering, homelessness, living in common with the animals, wearing iron
chains around the body, standing for years on pillars'.56 Simeon Stylites famously spent
between twenty and thirty years in the mid-fifth century living at the top of a sixty-foot
pillar on a platform six feet square in Telneshe (now in Turkey),57 inspiring several
imitators, including one, Daniel, who after visiting Simeon lived for thirty-three years on
a pillar near Constantinople, until his death at the age of eighty-four." Many of the
desert fathers are said to have taken fasting to remarkable levels: Antony himself, who
lived for twenty years on bread, salt and water; the hermit Hero, who ate only every three
months; Macarius of Alexandria, who progressively increased his deprivations on hearing
of others who were surpassing him, restricting himself at first to only as much as he
could pull out of a narrow-necked jar, and later to just a few cabbage leaves on Sundays.
Jerome records a monk who survived for thirty years on bannock and water; another got
by on five figs a day; Battheus of Edessa 'fasted so long that maggots began to crawl
from his teeth,.59 Anthony's Vita describes his daily practice as follows:
He fasted continually, his clothing was hair on the inside while the outside was
skin, and this he kept to his dying day. He never bathed his body in water to
remove filth, nor did he as much as wash his feet or even allow himself to put
them in water without necessity. Noone ever saw him undressed, nor did
anyone ever look upon his bare body till he died and was buried.s?
However strange such behaviour might look, it is important to recognise that so far as
the desert fathers themselves were concerned, they were doing no more than was
required of them by their Christian faith:
To some extent, the desert monks were simply responding to certain gospel
texts in that peculiarly literal fashion which had marked the Christian ascetical
tradition from its earliest moments; it was necessary to clear away the bonds to
the world that prevented one from following the Gospel with total devotion.
The monks also recognized that there was more to renunciation than this
physical and social dislocation; learning to be free from the. ties that bou~d one
was a painful, lifelong process. Therefor~ ~ey gave considerable a.ttentlon to
cultivating the spirit of detachment. This included not only le~g to free
themselves from dependence on certain habits of living but also rooting out the
inner sources of all kinds of false dependence. The ultimate goal of this process
of detachment was freedom. And the monks thought and spoke of this
freedom in terms directly dependent on the Gospels: they sought to realize in
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their own lives that elusive 'freedom from care' which Jesus spoke of in the
Sermon on the Mount.v'
Jesus had, after all, told his followers, 'If any man would come after me, let him deny
himself and take up his cross and follow me' (Matt 16.24); early Christian ascetic practice
merely took such injunctions seriously, and literally. As Douglas Burton-Christie argues,
'There are indications that certain key gospel texts (for example, ~It 19:21) played an
important role in shaping the ideal of renunciation'i'f And the desert fathers were seen
by many of their contemporaries, who may have been unwilling or unable to imitate
them, as being worthy of respect and admiration, and as possessing special powers.
Many were visited by pilgrims; the sand from the footsteps of Abba Copres was gathered
by local farmers to scatter on their fields for a richer harvcst.t' This testifies to the fact
that fleeing the world seems to have been a way, intentionally or otherwise, of gaining
power and influence in the world:
such men used the power accorded them to issue blessings and curses, to
mediate disputes, to predict future events, to smooth human relations within
their communities in an era when legal and other governmental structures were
proving inadequate. So with Simeon [Stylites]: atop a pillar in alleged isolation,
he performed cures, rendered sterile women fertile, foretold droughts, famines,
and plagues, issued verdicts in legal and personal disputes, and exhorted eager
mobs twice a day during festivals ... all this, as his foot rotted under him.v"
In this period, therefore, practices of extreme asceticism were widespread and were
respected as Christian even by many of those who did not perform them themselves.
The desert fathers were visited and venerated; their sayings were written down;
numerous vitae were written to inspire and edify. There are serious question marks over
the accuracy of many of these hagiographies, but these are not important for my
purposes here. Bynum notes that Palladius' Historia Lausiaca, which contains the story of
Macarius of Alexandria mentioned above, is 'more a historical novel than a factual
account but for exactly that reason an excellent reflection of what non-ascetics admired
in their ascetic heroes and heroines'." If some desert fathers did not take their asceticism
as far as their hagiographers claimed, then the fact that accounts of their asccticism were
exaggerated or invented only goes to confirm suggestions that such behaviour was
considered praiseworthy. If alterations were made to make their theology appear more
orthodox to later audiences (as appears to have been the case with Athanasius' lite of
c.1 Douglas Burton-Christie,
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Antony)," then the fact that their asceticism was still emphasised implies that tbis aspect
of their lives was not theologically embarrassing. If there is in man:· of the practices of
the desert fathers 'a strong element of competitive display' /,- then this only goes to
strengthen the impression that their asceticism had to be extreme in order to become
noteworthy in their contemporary context. The point is that at this stage of Christian
history asceticism and self-renunciation were regarded by many Christians as proper,
indeed ideal, Christian behaviour.

Extreme Asceticism in Early Medieval Christianity
So far as extreme ascetic practices are concerned, the feats of the Desert Fathers
are often taken to represent a high point. But there are several examples of extreme
asceticism performed outside the deserts by European Christians by the mid- to latefourth century, in Italy, Gaul and Spain." and in the early stages of Irish monasticism. 69
Jane Tibbetts Schulenburg writes that 'pious self-mortification through fasting and the
cultivation of illness ... proved to be extremely important in the making of female saints
from approximately 500 to 1100,.70 She cites the vitae of numerous fasting saints from
the period before noting that:
In considering the effects of these ascetic programmes of self-starvation, it is
necessary to re-emphasize the fact that these regimes were carried out in
conjunction with the already sorely deficient diets of the period. Moreover, the
physical problems associated with excessive fasting were no doubt further
compounded by other practices, such as bloodletting. Like fasting, this custom
appears to have been utilized for purposes of health, as well as to 'control the
flesh' and rid the body of its lustful tendencies."

In addition to fasting, holy women frequently deprived themselves of sleep, 'another
culturally approved type of self-mortification','2 endured serious afflictions - one of the
most spectacular being that of St Ita (d. ca. 570), abbess of Killeedy in Ireland, who
endured 'a stag-beetle as big as a lap-dog a-sucking her [which] destroyed the whole of
one of her sides'?:' - and tortured their own bodies. The hagiography of the Frankish
queen-saint Radegund (ca. 520/525-587) gives a particularly extreme and unpleasant
example of the deliberate self-infliction of pain:
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One time she had brought to her three [circles] or bracelets of iron which she
wore during Lent around her neck and anus; she also took three chains which
she had pulled tightly, so that her delicate skin came up and covered the hard
metal, and after Lent she was no longer able to remove this belt since her skin
enveloped it. In order to disengage the iron chain, it was necessary to make an
incision all around in the back and chest; there was a heavy loss of blood and
her weakened body seemed to be at death's door. Another time, she had a
brass plate made into the monogram of Christ, then enclosing herself in her cell,
she made it red-hot in the fire and pressed it so deeply to two places on her
body that the skin was destroyed. But like a clever torturer, she contemplated
going still further: during one Lent she had brought to her a brass pot filled with
glowing coals; when all the sisters had retired, subduing the trembling of fear
which raced through her limbs, she summoned up her courage to confront the
suffering, and since the time of persecution had passed, she made ready to make
a martyr of herself. Then ... wishing that her body was also overtaken by this
fire, she brought it into contact with the incandescent pot: her burning flesh
crackled, her burnt-up skin disappeared and left large gaping wounds, as far as
the effect of the fire had penetrated. The saint was silent, trying to conceal her
wounds; but the spent blood betrayed by its odour that which she forced herself
not to say.?"
Many saints, like Radegund, isolated themselves from those around them by staying in
the privacy of their cells, since 'the adoption of the solitary life and permanent
confinement within a very small space provided yet another component of selfmortification, and it was viewed as a means to move one closer in the quest for
holiness,.75 Some went further by choosing to have themselves permanently enclosed
within their cells, a practice which seems to have been widely approved of since bishops
are recorded as officiating at sealing ceremonies for St Liutberga of Wendhausen (late
ninth century) and St Wiborada (d. ca. 926).76

Schulenburg emphasises that such

austerities, like those of the desert fathers, were motivated by what their practitioners
believed to be their redemptive value:
Thus in attempting to pursue the vita perfecta, one was expected to imitate Christ
by adopting a life of self-abnegation, mortification, persecution, and suffering.
In this context, as strong preoccupation, or in some cases an obsession, with the
agonies of Christ and his crucifixion can be found among a number of these
early women saints."?
These examples of extreme ascetiCIsm, as we have already seen, took place aga1l1st a
background in which admittedly less memorable forms of self-denial were considered
proper forms of Christian behaviour.
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Medieval European Monasticism
As Christianity spread, so Christians throughout Europe were inspired to imitate
the behaviour of the desert fathers. In the sixth century, the theological basis of such
ascetic movements was augmented with 'the first treatises ... which offered a coherent
plan for a monastic community'." The most significant of these was the Rule of ~t
Benedict, which formed the basis of the Benedictine order.

The Rule 'was one of

simplicity and self-discipline, not of penitential austerity and self-inflicted mortification'."
but following it still required the loss of self-will:
And in all things let all follow the Rule as their guide: and let no one diverge
from it without good reason. Let no one in the monastery follow his own
inclinations, and let no one boldly presume to dispute with his abbot, whether
within or without the monastery. If anyone so presume, let him be subject to
the discipline of the Rule. The abbot, for his part, should do everything in the
fear of the Lord and in observance of the Rule; knowing that he will surely have
to give account to God for all his decisions, as to a most impartial judge.H(l
The monastery was seen as a place set apart from the world in which worldly concerns
were therefore no longer important; new monks symbolically abandoned all connection
with the world, submitting themselves to God, to the abbot, and to the Rule:
Self-negation was the ideal which made obedience practicable, and as a social
ideal it was nearer to realization in the transcendent atmosphere of monastic life
than in society itself. W'hen he entered the abbey the new monk had to take off
his secular clothes as a symbol of renunciation of his former personality, an act
which referred to St Paul's metaphorical language "that you have put off the old
nature with its practices and have put on the new nature" (Col 3.9-10; Eph -+.2224). Henceforward the hierarchic structure of the monastery would take care of
his whole being. He becomes the child whose problems are solved and whose
needs are fulfilled by his "father", the abbot. Obedience is what the monk gives
in return.s!
Ludo Mills describes Benedictine monasticism as offering 'an adequate answer to
personal sanctification by self-denial, probably the best and the most balanced solution
ever worked out within the borders of our cultural area,.82

Yet with the economic

expansion of western Europe, the extent of the self-denial required of Benedictine
monks, and the affluence of Benedictine monasteries, became increasinglv out () f line
with the spirit of the Rule, leading to the founding of new monastic orders, mo-t notably
the Cistercians, which aimed to return to the Rule's ideals of simplicity and pover! \.
Founded in 1098, the order grew rapidly under the influence of Bernard of Clairvaux: by
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his death in 1153 there were three hundred and forty-three Cistercian abbeys across
Europe, and by 1500 seven hundred and thirty-eight men's abbeys and
fifty-four for womcn/"

SL"{

hundred and

As with the Benedictines, this expansion went alongside a

gradual departure from the principles on which the order had been founded in the first
place, 'as the early self-denying ordinances proved to be incompatible with the process of
expansion'<" However, this should not be taken as evidence that the importance of selfrenunciation as a component of Christian piety diminished. On the contrary, as C.H.
Lawrence writes:
The response of ascetics to the economic expansion of w'estern Europe and the
growing affluence of the twelfth century was to idealise voluntary poverty,
which now began to assume a critical role in the monastic tradition.v
The various institutional failures to live up to Christian ideals led to the creation of new
movements which reacted by requiring even greater asceticism of their members.
These movements included the Waldensians, or Poor Men of Lyons, founded by
Valdes, a wealthy cloth merchant from Lyons who renounced all his property and vowed
in 1181 'never in his life to possess gold or silver, or to take any thought for the needs of
the morrow - he would accept nothing except food and clothing for the day' .86 Valdes
was not considered a heretic, and no theological objections were made to his emphasis
on voluntary poverty, although he clashed with the church authorities over the issue of
the right of lay people to preach. 87 Another ascetic movement was the Humiliati of
northern Italy, some of whom were approved by Pope Innocent III in 1201.

K8

But

perhaps the most influential new development was the creation of the orders of
mendicant friars which emerged in the early thirteenth century. Francis of Assisi (ca.
1181-1226) marked his break with his wealthy family 'by stripping naked in the main
square of Assisi, casting off clothes given to him by his father and receiving a simple
cloak from the bishop'i'"

After living for a while as a hermit in caves and derelict

churches, Francis gathered together a group of disciples with whom he intended to
imitate the earthly life of Christ aiming, in a claim to direct biblical authority 'to observe
the holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, living in obedience, without personal
possessions, and in chastity'." The first draft of the Rule he presented for approval to
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Pope Innocent III in 1209 was said to consist of 'nothing but a catena of texts from the
four Gospels'." A later version of the Rille, approved by Pope Honorius III in 1223,
shows the radical extent of the Franciscans' version of voluntary poverty:
The brothers shall possess nothing, neither a house, nor a place, nor anything.
But, as pilgrims and strangers in this world, serving God in poyerty and
humility, they shall confidently seek alms, and not be ashamed, for the Lord
made Himself poor in this world for us. This is the highest degree of that
sublime poverty, which has made you, my dearly beloved brethren, heirs and
kings in the Kingdom of Heaven; which has made you poor in goods but
exalted in virtues.vSuch austerity proved remarkably popular: in 1209 Francis had visited Rome with eleven
followers; by 1217 he had around 5000; in the century following his death there were
around 28,000 active Franciscans throughout and beyond the Christian world."
Lawrence notes that they recruited mainly from the more affluent sectors of society:
'Voluntary poverty was not an ideal that easily appealed to those who were born poor'.94
In addition to the Franciscans, at least nine orders of begging friars were founded in the
thirteenth century, the most important being the Dominicans, set up as a preaching
order, who embraced poverty for tactical reasons, aiming 'to adopt a lifestyle as austere
as that of the Cathar perfects in order to gain credibility with the heretics'
sympa thizers.' 95

Women's Monasticism
By the fifteenth century nuns outnumbered monks for the first time in some
parts of Europe." This seems in part to have been a result of demographic shifts including, of course, rising male monastic celibacy - which increased the numbers of
unmarried women who had few economically viable and socially acceptable alternatives
to a religious life. 97 The growth in the number of convents also reflects the fact that
while many women were attracted by the preaching of the new religious movements,
which 'expressed many of the basic themes found in women's religiosity in its orthodox
forms: a concern for affective religious response, an extreme form of penitenri.u
asceticism, an emphasis both on Christ's humanity and on the inspiration of the spirit,
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and a bypassing of clerical authority';" the male monastic reformers themselves 'regarded
contact with women as a hazard to their souls to be avoided at all costs and '" were
therefore reluctant to assume the responsibility of directing nuns,.99 The second order of
St Francis, for example, founded by St Clare of Assisi (1194-1253) and later known as the
Poor Clares, differed from the male order in that a life of itinerant preaching was
considered unacceptable for women. Clare formed a cloistered community of nuns in
Assisi and composed a rule which, while it did not include the Franciscan ideal of
preaching, still incorporated personal and corporate poverty within a cloistered setting. u»
In addition to these cloistered religious women's orders, various less formal movements
sprang up, notably the beguines in northern Europe, the tertiaries in southern Europe
and the beatas in Spain.

These movements included women living alone and in

community, with no single leader or organisational structure, but a shared commitment
to 'set themselves apart from the world by living austere, poor, chaste lives in which
manual labour and charitable service were joined to worship (which was not, however,
rigidly prescribed as it was in convents'i" Most of their recruits were women whose
social status, as a result of the general economic growth of Europe, was rising, and who
may have felt uncomfortable with their new wealth: their aim 'was not simply austerity
but, rather, renunciation of comfort and wealth,.102

The vocation was astonishingly

popular:
The thousand women living in beguine communities in Cologne in 1320
accounted for about 15 percent of the adult female population (and this
excludes beguines living alone). In Strasbourg and Basel, other centres of the
movement, beguines accounted for about 2.5 percent of the total population in
the same period.t'"
Like the friars, most beguines were based in towns, and like the friars they were, as
Lawrence somewhat patronisingly puts it, 'inspired by a new kind of vision formed in the
uncomplicated minds of lay Christians - the vision of the evangelical life, or literal
imitation of the life of Christ'. 104 Many nuns and beguines contributed to the gro\ving
corpus of devotional and mystical Christian literature, which gi\res us important insights
into the way they understood their lives and their faith.
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Ascetics as Exemplary Christians
Self-denial continued to occupy a central place in Christian behaviour, manifested
ill

but not confined to the various forms of monasticism described above.

It is

sometimes claimed that 'A second flourishing time of extreme fasting' - and other forms
of religiously motivated self-mortification - 'only emerged in the late Middle .A.ges'.lIiS
While this is a somewhat misleading judgement which fails to do justice to the prevalence
of such practices in previous centuries, it does reflect the fact that there is a particular
abundance of evidence for them from around the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. As
Maureen Flynn says, 'Perhaps no other major world religion endows pain with greater
spiritual significance than Christianity, and among Christians none spoke so directly to
the issue of suffering as the mystics of late medieval and early modern Europe'.106 The
period produced an enormous quantity of saints' writings and other literature from the
hagiographical tradition which surrounded the saints. Of course, saints are by definition
abnormal individuals - this is part of the reason why they are admired, why they qualify
as saints in the first place:
Those holy women of whom we have records, especially those who were
canonical or widely revered, were chosen by their contemporaries as heroines,
mirrors and lessons... It is therefore not unwarranted to take the stories most
commonly told about saintly women - however atypical or abnormal they may
appear to medieval or modern common sense - as important evidence about
the assumptions of the people who admired the saints.!??

Within that abnormal, but widely admired, group, certain extreme forms of asceticism
became the norm:
By the high Middle ages, fasting and eucharistic devotion were expected of
saints, especially hermit saints and women. Those, such as Richard Rolle, who
were not able to maintain fasts were criticised for their failure; and a writer like
Tauler who did not have the gift of food asceticism felt it necessary to apologize
for the lack.l'"

Walter Vandereycken and Ron van Deth argue that the prolonged fasting which became
part of the piety of many people, particularly women, in this period, was in part a
reaction against the tendency of many theologians to 'spiritualise' commandments
recommending abstinence into injunctions to refrain from sins rather than from food.
This reaction could take the form of severe self-inflicted bodily punishments. In their
desire to share in Christ's suffering on the cross, '"'\s well as severe fasting several saints
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exposed themselves to other extreme ascetic practices like flagellation for hours, wearing
shoes with pointed nails, piercing their tongues, cheeks or other parts of the body with
iron pins, and sleeping on a bed of thorns or iron points,.109
Behaviour like this appears to be no bar to the saints who display it being
considered worthy of veneration by Christians, even today.

Numerous Christian

devotional volumes, many of them aimed at a popular audience, continue to describe
ascetic saints whose lives are intended to inspire their readers.
James Bentley's well-illustrated A Calendar of Saints: The Lives

On the back cover of

of the Principal Saints of tbe

Christian Year its publisher claims that 'On almost every page inspirational sayings
illustrate the courage, humour and wisdom of those who put their commitment to God
before everything else,.110 The book contains brief lives of many of the saints already
mentioned in this chapter, including Polycarp, Ignatius of Antioch, .A.ntony, Simeon and
Daniel Stylites, and Francis and Clare of Assisi. Bendey also records nU1l1erOUS saints,
who are described as having led lives characterised by the patient bearing of suffering or
by extreme ascetic behaviour. St Humility (b. 1226), lived for twelve years bricked into a
cell against the wall of her church in Faenza, Italy, eating only bread and water and
occasionally a few herbs, before becoming abbess of the first Vallombrosan nunnerv.'!'
St Margaret of Hungary, daughter of the King and Queen of Hungary, was placed in a
nunnery as a girl, 'starved herself to keep her spirit humble', refused to marry the I<.ing of
Bohemia and died aged twenty-eight in 1270; her servant Agnes 'rightly observed that
this daughter of a monarch showed far more humility than any of the monastery's

maids,.112 St Catherine dei Ricci, a Dominican from Tuscany, in Lent 1542 'meditated so
heartrendingly on the crucifixion of Jesus that she became seriously ill, until a vision of
the Risen Jesus talking with Mary Magdalene restored her to health on Holy Saturday.
lor twelve years she went into a kind of trance each Thursday. Then her body would reenact the sufferings of Jesus from the time of his arrest in the Garden of Gethsemane,
through his scourging, his trial, his painful journey to Golgotha and his crucifixion'.113
.\nother Tuscan nun, St Agnes of Montepuciano, 'lived on bread and water for fifrccn
years [and] slept on the floor with a stone for a pillOW'.114 StJoan de Lestonnac (155(,-

1640) founded a monastic order in Bordeaux, France, and was dismissed as mother
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superior after rumours were spread about her by a 'vicious sister named Blanche Herve' ,
at which point 'her great meekness triumphed. She was beaten and humiliated, but she
bore all so patiently that even Blanche Herve was moved to confess her own
maliciousness'v'I" St Mary di Rosa 'quite simply wore out her frail body serving those in
need in her native Brescia from the age of seventeen until she died in 1855 aged only
forty-two'c'" St Charbel Makhlouf, a Lebanese Maronite, lived as a hermit for twenrv-

three years, modelling his life on that of the desert fathers: 'For all these years Charbel
had not tasted meat.

He had spoken to another monk only when it was absolutely

necessary. He had drunk no wine, save a drop at the Eucharist. He had eaten no fruit.
Instead of a bed [he] had used a duvet filled with dead leaves, on top of which he used a
goatskin for cover. His pillow was a piece of wood' .117 He died in 1898.
One of the most striking examples of a saint who combines contlnumg
contemporary popularity with extreme asceticism is the Peruvian saint Rose of Lima
(1586-1617), who is recorded by F.W. Faber (whom Sara Maitland accuses of taking 'a
strangely voyeuristic pleasure in her sufferings"!") in his The Saints and Seriants of God as
having performed some appalling self-inflicted penances:
It was no less astonishing that she should find room on her emaciated body to
engrave in it, by her discipline, the wounds of the son of God '" she gave
herself such blows that her blood sprinkled the walls ... and as she practised
this penance daily every night she reopened her bleeding wounds by making
new ones ... Her confessor having ordered her to use an ordinary discipline
and leave off her iron chain, she made it knot three rows and wore it round her
body ... This chain soon took the skin off and entered so deeply into her flesh
that it was no longer visible ... She bound her arms from the shoulder to the
elbow with thick cords ... she rubbed herself with nettles ... [in her full length
hair shirt] she appeared more glorious in the eyes of God for her having armed
it underneath with a great quantity of points of needles to increase her suffering
by this ingenious cruelty .,. She exposed the soles of her feet at the mouth of
the oven ... she drank gall and rubbed her eyes therewith ... in her ardent
desire for suffering she made herself a silver circlet in which she fixed three
rows of sharp points in honour of the thirty-three years that the Son of God
lived upon earth ... she wore it underneath her veil to make it the more painful
as these points being unequally long did not all pierce at the same time ... so
that with the least agitation these iron thorns tore her flesh in ninety-nine places
. . . To keep herself from sleep she suspended herself ingeniously upon a large
cross which hung in her room ... and should this fail she attached her hal! [the
one lock she had not shaved offj to the nail in the feet of her Christ so that the
least relaxation would inflict terrible suffering on her.!'?
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?vlaidand notes that Rose's behaviour elicited great contemporary admiration: her funeral
had to be postponed for fear of riots, 'An archbishop presided at her requiem and her
bier was carried through the city by leading members of the civic authorities'.':" Even
today she remains a popular saint, as principal patron of South America and the
Philippines: representations of her are widely circulated on holy cards and until recently
she appeared frequently in hagiographical volumes 'designed for the edification of small
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Mariana Paredes y Flores, another South American saint noted for extreme

penitential practices, died in 1645 but was canonised as late as 1950;122 in 1970 Teresa of
Avila and Catherine of Siena became the only women saints to have been honoured by
the Roman Catholic Church with the tide of Doctor.l" a testament to the continuing
respect with which they are held, and the continuing relevance they are thought to have
for contemporary Roman Catholics, particularly Catholic women. Catherine of Siena (ca.
1347-1380) was able during her short life to exert great influence within her society,

becoming well known 'as a mystic and an extreme ascetic, a prophet and a healer, an
ambassador for the pope and a tireless worker for church reform and for the return of
the papacy from Avignon to Rome';124 she became an important public figure in 1368
when she experienced an ecstatic 'mystical death' in which 'she experienced Christ's
passion and his love for all humans,.125 Catherine had begun having mystical visions of
Christ at the age of six, after which, 'Wanting to imitate the Desert Fathers, she sought
126
She cut off her hair to make
out hidden places where she could scourge herself.
herself less attractive, and practised sleep deprivation as well as self-starvation which
became increasingly severe - she ate only bread, water and raw vegetables from about the
age of sixteen, and gave up bread aged about twenty-three after which she consumed
only the eucharist, cold water, and other bits of food which she sucked and spat out or
swallowed and vomited up. More than once she drank pus or put her mouth into the
putrefying breast of a dying woman, telling Raymond, her hagiographer, 'Never in my life
have I tasted any food and drink sweeter or more exquisite'.127 She was thirty-three when
she died. In 1999 Pope John Paul II named Catherine co-patroness of Europe, along
with Bridget of Sweden and Teresa Benedicta of the Cross, saying of her that 'she was
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blessed from her early childhood with exceptional graces which enabled her to progress
rapidly along the spiritual path traced by Saint Dominic on a journey of perfection which
combined prayer, self-denial and works of charity' .128

Phillips on Christian Self-Renunciation: Empirical Support
Even if Phillips' claim that self-renunciation is a mark of authentic religious - and
especially Christian -

belief and practice is primarily philosophical rather than

sociological, nevertheless a consideration of evidence that it has been a far more
widespread characteristic of Christian religiosity than his critics have tended to assume
may add to its plausibility, as well as highlighting its relevance. It seems that renunciation
- of world, of power, of pleasure, of sex, of food - was widespread from the beginnings
of Christianity through the medieval period and beyond.

It was practised by large

numbers of people and, in accounts of their holy lives, was given and continues to be
g1Ven as a model of Christian behaviour to even greater numbers.

But there are

important ways in which such renunciation can be seen as highly problematic - and
problematic not merely in the sense that, on an individual physical level, prolonged
fasting and bodily mortification tend not to be healthy, a consideration whose relevance,
as we saw, Phillips explicitly denies. Phillips and the Wittgensteinians place particular
emphasis on the complex interrelationships between ways of life - culture and language
- and the moral expectations and norms which follow from them, and which cannot
easily be challenged or escaped.

Given this, we should be aware of the fact that

historically, different kinds of self-renunciatory behaviour have been open to different
social groups, and different kinds of self-renunciatory behaviour have been advocated for
and performed by these different groups. Perhaps the most obvious example of this
difference is in gender, in the meanings of self-renunciation for men and for women.
Bynum documents in great detail both the literal fasting and the use of fasting and food
metaphors by medieval women in particular:
It is a threefold pattern: women fast, women feed others, and women eat (but
never ordinary food). \Vomen fast - and hunger becomes an image for
excruciating, never-satiated love of God. \\'omen feed - and their bodies
become an image of suffering poured out for others. \\Tomcn eat -. and
whether they devour the filth of sick bodies or the blood and flesh ot the
eucharist, the foods are Christ's suffering and Christ's humanity, with which one
must join before approaching triumph, glory, or divinity. 12()
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According to Bynum, medieval women's religious svmbols
characteristically. derived
.
'from such ordinary biological and social experiences as giving birth, lactating, suffering,
and preparing and distributing food '" which contrasts sharply with the enthusiasm
contemporary males felt for symbols of reversal (especially the renunciation of wealth
and power)'.130 Of course, although fasting seems to have been most common amongst
women, it was not restricted to them; nobody seems to have been exempt. Alan of Lille,
after a catalogue of history's great fasters, tells his readers, 'if you are not moved by
ancient examples, be moved at least by the tale of St. Nicholas the baby, who took only
one breast on the Wednesday and Friday fasts,.131 Nevertheless, the extreme rarity of
accounts of male, as opposed to female, miraculous abstinence between the fourth and
fifteenth centuries is striking,132 and there is a remarkable discrepancy in the fact that
while 'women account for only 17.5 percent of those canonised in the later Middle ,\ges
. .. they account for 53.2 percent of those saints in whose lives patient bearing of
infirmity was the central factor in reputation for sanctity'.133 This suggests both that
those in the medieval period who displayed the kind of religious behaviour I have been
discussing were disproportionately female, and that the religious behaviour of medieval
women which was considered noteworthy and admirable, indeed as evidence of sanctity,
was overwhelmingly self-sacrificial. Some of this can no doubt be accounted for by the
fact that certain avenues by which a holy reputation could be acquired, such as the
priesthood, great scholarship, or the godly exercise of political power, were largely
inaccessible to women. But Jantzen observes that the gendering of particular forms of
holiness has serious consequences:
[Women's] holiness was bought at a price which no man would ever be
expected to pay: acceptance of gender stereotypes which made the identification
of women with food, the flesh and suffering service seem natural. Once again,
the question of who could count as a mystic was answered in a way which,
though it did not exclude women, made sure that the women who were
included conformed to the needs of men for nurture and for service. 134

The fact that religious women denied themselves in particular ways which were rarely
seen in men, and that they were admired - and in some cases are still admired - as a
result, raises questions about the extent to which exhortations to self-renunciation have
been perceived as requiring different things of men and women in the cultural
surroundings they inhabit, and the extent to which such exhortations and the gendered
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nature of their fulfilment have contributed to the subordination of women in western
society. It is to these questions that I now turn.
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6
Problematising Christian Self-Renunciation
Misogyny, Virginity and Feminist Criticism
It has become a commonplace in feminist criticism to identify much Christian discourse
as rrusogyrusuc.

This sometimes functions as a justification for

a wholesale

condemnation of Christianity or of a particular Christian church, or as an indictment of
certain influential theologians, their work and the work of those influenced by them as
irredeemably sexist. 1 Paul's argument that 'the head of e\Tery man is Christ, the head of a
woman is her husband, and the head of Christ is God .. , For man was not made from
woman, but woman from man. Neither was man created for woman , but woman for
man' (1 Cor 11.3, 8-9); Tertullian's notorious description of woman as 'the Devil's
gateway';2 Jerome's complaint that 'Women with child present a revolting spectacle';'
Bernard of Clairvaux's justification of single-sex monastic communities on the grounds
that 'To be always with a woman and not to have sexual relations with her is more
difficult than to raise the dead';" Karl Barth's ordering of man as .\ and woman as B, 'and
therefore behind and subordinate to man,:5 the list of offensivclv sexist theological
statements goes on, endlessly expandable, endlessly embarrassing and irritating to
sympathetic scholars of the theologians in question. Using sexism as a stick with which
to beat Christian theology in particular seems somewhat unfair, given that Christianity
has hardly had a monopoly on misogyny over the last two millennia - although of course
this does not constitute a particularly effective defence. R. Howard Bloch writes that:
So persistent is the discourse of misogyny - from the earliest church fathers to
Chaucer - that the uniformity of its terms furnishes an important link between
the Middle Ages and the present and renders the topic compelling because such
terms still govern (consciously or not) the ways in which the question of woman
is conceived by women as well as by men. Misogyny is not so much a historical
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subject as one whose very lack of history is so bound in its effects that amattempt merely to trace the history of woman-hating is hopelessly doomed,
despite all moral imperative, to naturalize that which it would denounce.s
It is in this context, of a continuity of misogynistic discourses from the early church
through the middle ages to the present, that Christian exhortations to asceticism,
particularly to chastity and sexual asceticism, should be seen - and should be seen as
problematic.
Rosemary Radford Ruether shows how a misogynistic attitude informed the way
many of the Fathers looked on marriage, sexuality and virginity, with woman as symbolic
of sin and carnality, and sexual intercourse allowable only for the purpose of procreation,
not for sensual pleasure - viewing woman, in effect, as a 'baby-making machinc'i Male
virginal asceticism seems to have been informed by a great deal of distaste for female
sexuality (some of it rather luridly and, as for example in the case of Jerome,
voluminously expressed), and the same can be found even in Christian discussions of the
proper expression of sexuality within marriage.

Augustine could claim that 'A good

Christian is found in one and the same woman to love the creature of God whom he
desires to be transformed and renewed, but to hate in her the corruptible and mortal
conjugal connection, sexual intercourse and all that pertains to her as a wife','! and could
draw a parallel between the relationship of husband and wife and the Christian
commandment to 'love our enemies'." In this context, virginity for a woman, while it
offers her the opportunity to avoid sinful carnal pleasure, is also understood as the only
way for her to rise 'to spirituality, personhood and equality with the male '" at the
expense of crushing out of her being all vestiges of her bodily and her female "nature",.\(l
Leander of Seville describes the virgin thus: 'forgetful of her natural feminine weakness,
she lives in manly vigor and has used virtue to give strength to her weak sex, nor has she
become a slave to her body, which, by natural law, should have been subservient to a
,11

m an.

Virginity here is described as a form of liberation from subordination, and

indeed it may well have been such to many who chose the vocation. Ne'"ertheless, there
arc three serious reservations which have to be voiced about this liberatory aspect of
nrgllllty. First, it is liberation from a form of subordination (,slavery", even) which gocs
entirely unchallenged, and which indeed is understood by virginitv's .idvoca res as the
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proper nature of Christian marriage. Second, the liberation takes the form of a spiritual
marriage with Christ whose power dynamics are understood in a precisely analogous way,
as Cyprian's words make clear: 'You do not fear the sorrows of woman or their groans.
You have no fear of the birth of children. Nor is your husband your master, but your
Master and Head is Christ, in the likeness and in the place of man'.12 And, third, a point
admittedly slighdy inconsistent with the previous one, the virgin is understood to be, in
an important sense, not a woman at all (unlike male ascetics, who did not cease to be
seen as men, and whose vitae emphasise their - albeit nonsexual- virility); 'it was normal
to speak of the virgin who lived the "angelic life" as having transcended her female
nature and having become "male" (vir)',13 and this went along with an expectation that
the bodies of female virgins should be unadorned, obscured by unshapely dress and
veiled.i"

So virginity liberates at the price of simultaneously reinforcing sexual

stereotypes and desexing, as well as desexualising, the virgin.
These intellectual currents continued through medieval theology.

For Thomas

Aquinas, following Aristotle, 'the male is ordered to the more noble activity, intellectual
knowledge, whereas the female, although possessing a rational soul, was created solely
with respect to her sexuality, her body, as an aid in reproduction for the preservation of
. , 15 He writes 'of a "friendship" between husband and wife, but it must
th e specles.
necessarily be that of inferior to a superior, a hierarchical love comparable to the love of
the soul for God,.16 We can, of course, switch this around - the love of the soul for God
is a hierarchical love comparable to that between husband and wife - and the
implications of this way of framing the relationships involved will become apparent
below: suffice it to say for now that it implies that any erotic imagery employed in
religious expression must necessarily have much more strongly hierarchical connotations
than we might initially expect, and that this becomes problematic when assessing much
mystical literature, as we shall see.

A thirteenth-century tract argues that 'God has

commanded that the woman be always in submission; as a young girl, she obeys her
parents and masters, later her husband, or if she becomes a religious, the rule and her
superior'.17 Again, as with the earlier Christian period discussed above, female and male
monastic virginity were understood in different ways, so that while the monk, by
remaining chaste, fulfilled his proper end as a rational man: the nun. also preserving her
12 Cyprian,
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virginity, was denying her femaleness - an admirable course of action for her to take , but
one whose meaning was fundamentally different from, rather than equivalent to, male
monasticism: only the woman 'must deny what the society defined as her nature in order
to follow the religious life,.18 This difference in understanding does, of course, allow the
possibility that 'sexual virginity in women was at least one sign of defiance of what
seemed to be the "natural" order of things'," a possibility which could not exist for men.
And of course monasticism for women provided a socially acceptable means to avoid the
only other socially acceptable way of life available to them, namely marriage and
childbearing, as well as giving them the opportunity to gain education and influence.
Nevertheless, this only goes to remind us how tightly circumscribed options for women
were in medieval Europe.
My first serious concern with the Christian emphasis on ascetic self-renunciation,
then, is that a significant part of the Christian ascetic impulse in the early and medieval
church seems to involve the renunciation of sexuality motivated not merely by distaste
for pleasure, or by distaste for sin, but by distaste for women.

So far as men are

concerned, this is distaste for sexual (or, in some cases, all) contact with women,
identified primarily in their femininity as sexual temptresses.

So far as women are

concerned, it is distaste for the state of being a woman, to the extent that femaleness
(and not maleness) can be transcended through asceticism. As Loades puts it:
Sexual asceticism could be a life-transforming option, free from a measure of
male domination, though it could produce stony asexuality and bizarre
behaviour, and could be associated with the abasement of a woman's visual
image so that she would never appear as a woman in the eyes of a man.
Seclusion, and sexless or male attire were possible defences against misogyny as
well as forms of acceptance of it. Women could be and were sometimes
denigrated and devalued because they were not male, and they could only
approximate to godlikeness in this life insofar as they approximated to
masculinity, became viragos - when masculinity was associated with spirit and
virtue and the quest for moral and spiritual perfection.P

f\Iv second concern, which derives heavily from the elements which are defined as
problematic in the first, but is distinct from them, is about the way in which visions and
images of the relationship between Christ and the soul, particularly visions and Images of
identification with Christ's suffering, use metaphors which are both highly gendered and
highly sexualised. For example, Catherine Innes-Parker describes the complex network
of metaphors in a set of thirteenth-century Fnglish texts known as the Katherine Group,

HI \
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written for an audience of anchoresses, female religious who were enclosed in cells
attached to churches. Their sufferings are linked with the sufferings of Christ on the
cross through images of bleeding, sexual love and marriage, the pain of birth, the
sacrifices of child-rearing and mother-love. Passion meditations can take the form of
love poems, as in The Wooing of Our Lord, in which Christ plays the role of the knight
fighting in order to redeem his lover's soul:
The price which Christ has paid for the anchoress's love is his own body and
blood; and she can hardly accept such love without committing herself 'to an
equal cost, imaged in terms of sharing the suffering which has purchased her
love through mystical union with Christ on the cross.s'

While Innes-Parker says that many of the metaphors used here are 'not entirelv
negative',22 since they involve the transfiguration of sinful flesh and the redemption of
the world, nevertheless
the gendering of the concept of Christ in such vividly feminine terms implies
that it is precisely female flesh which is in such urgent need of redemption.
Further, the wqy in which feminine redemption is figured implies that it can only
be achieved through excessive and extreme suffering. Thus, although women
can participate in the process of redemption in a uniquely feminine way, their
participation is more heavily associated with guilt and penance than is masculine
redemption, and therefore more closely linked to that most feminine of images
in the Middle Ages, suffering love. 23

Where above I wanted to call attention to the profound nusogyny wrapped up in
asceticism, now I want to discuss the nonetheless sexual nature of much medieval
Christian mystical discourse about submission to God, and the gender assumptions
which are betrayed and reinforced by such discourse.

Eroticism in Mystical Writings
The content of mystical accounts of the relationship between the soul and God is
important if we want to understand what a self-renunciatory Christian belief consisted of,
and was thought to consist of, for those who held it.

Many commentators have

observed that there is a significant erotic or sexual content to many medieval mystical
visions - especially, but it must be said not exclusively, to those written by women; this
particularly striking erotic image comes from a man, Rupert of Dcutz:

~I Catherine Innes-Parker. '.\I; bodi hwge wilh tbi bodi neiled 0 rode: The gcndenng of the Pauline concept (If crucitixion
\\llh Christ in medieval devotional prose for women', SllIdiu in Rtligio!1 28 (1999), P 54
22 Inne-s- Parker, ',\Ii bodi hmgt u'ilh tbi bod: flfl/Nt 0 rodc, P S6
2\ lnncs-I'arkcr, ',\/i bodi ht1lgt Ulilh tbi bodi naled 0 radc, P: 56.
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I took hold of him whom my soul loved. I held him. I embraced him, I kissed
him for a long time ... in the midst of the kiss he opened his mouth so that I
could kiss more deeply.24
Another, by Marguerite of Oignt, uses the image of Christ the bridegroom:
And in the evening when I go to bed, I in spirit put him in my bed and I kiss his
tender hands and his feet so cruelly pierced for my sins. And I lean over that
glorious side pierced for me. 25
Here, the most important theological role erotic lffiagery seems to be playing is in
emphasising the love of Christ, as well as his humanity, and it is relatively easy to portray
it in a positive light. Elizabeth Petroff describes the erotic stage of visionary activity as
helping the mystics to present 'a highly significant validation of the feminine';" Karma
Lochrie makes a similar point, arguing that 'The mystic who insists on that which has
been excluded in medieval Christianity, namely, the feminine, the pervious flesh, and
defilement, takes abjection for the sublime'i" This reference to abjection should alert us
to the fact that there is more to mystical eroticism than just visions of kissing Christ or of
lying in bed embracing him. Lochrie quotes Julia Kristeva's claim that:
The mystic's familiarity with abjection is a fount of infinite jouissance. One
may stress the masochistic economy of the jouissance only if one points out at
once that the Christian mystic, far from using it to the benefit of a symbolic or
institutional power, displaces it indefinitely ... within a discourse where the
subject is resorbed ... into communication with the Other and with others.P'
This may sound acceptable - if somewhat opaque - until we consider the extent to
which mystical visions of abjection, including sexual abjection, actually have served to
displace any symbolic or institutional power; that is to say, whether such symbolic or
institutional powers still exist and whether this kind of religious expression reinforces or
undermines them. Julie Miller's serious objections to affirmations like these are based on
the violent nature of the sexual content of many medieval mystics' visions. She argues
that the uncritical stance of many scholars, including feminist scholars, to such literature
results from a perfectly laudable concern, in the context of an awareness of the historical
silencing of women, for 'validating and celebrating the words and actions of historical

~I Quoted in J. Giles Milhavcn, '.\ :\kdicYaI Lesson on Bodily Knowing: \\'omcn's Experience and \kn's Thought',
[ouma! of tbe .Amencan Academy of ReligjolT 5~ (1989), P: 344. Rupert seems to have been fond of this image: elsewhere he
'writes (;f :\Iary, 'Hurrv to m~'l't'lyour Creator], that you may be kissed with the kiss of the mouth of C;od and be dr.iwn
into l lis most blessed' l·mhr.1Cl< (quoted in :\ lc Laughlin. "':quality of Souls, lncquulirv of ~l'XC< I' ~·H\
~'~uoted in \lillU\'l'n. '.\ :\kdic\'al Lesson on Hodily Knowing', p. 347.
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women',29 as well as from 'the often unspoken assumption that the "nature" of the erotic
is inherently positive'r" Incidentally, some criticism of this aspect of mysticism stems
from an opposite view of the erotic and of bodiliness, as J. Giles Milhaven argues: 'It is
the degree of physicality of the women's experience that make [sic] it unintelligible and
often repugnant to mystical theologians of the tradition, even modern ones'."

The

conceptual division, and hierarchy, between 'spirit' and 'body', which some criticisms of
women's mysticism - see for example William James' assessment of the 'Revelations' of
St Gertrude as displaying 'theopathic saintliness', consisting of 'Assurances of [Christ's]
love, intimacies and caresses and compliments of the most absurd and puerile sort'" seem to reflect is itself higWy gendered, and implicated in the subordination of women;
in light of this, the work of feminist and other scholars to affirm it and take it seriously is
welcome and important.
However, Miller's own reading of the literature itself presents content and
assumptions which may be seen as higWy problematic from the point of view of feminist
scholarship.

She identifies what she calls 'five major motifs found within mystical

literature: (1) God's active assault upon and (2) piercing penetration of the soul; (3) the
soul's vehement desire for God; (4) the consequent combat between God and the soul;
and (5) the necessity of the soul's final annihilation,.33 The problem is not that some
visions are sexually explicit; it is in the nature of the sex they describe. Some examples
will serve to illustrate this point. Here is Mechthild of Magdeburg mingling imagery of
Christ's crucifixion with imagery of sex in her description of the violence and pain,
experienced as pleasure, with which God acts on the soul:
She is captured in the first experience
When God kisses her in sweet union.
She is assailed with many a holy thought
That she not waver when she mortifies her flesh.
She is bound by the power of the Holy Spirit,
And her bliss is indeed manifold.
She is slapped with the great powerlessness
Of not being able to enjoy without interruption eternal light
She is
\\11cn
She is
\\11<.'n

2')

buffeted and beaten with severe blows
she must return to the body
stripped of all things
God clothes her with the silk of fair love
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With the hammer of the chase of love she is nailed so fast to the cross
That all creatures are not able to call her back again... 34
There is pleasurable violence, too, in Hadewijch of Antwerp's description of Love:
That is mighty Love's mode of action:
If she wholly lures someone to her hand,
Although she forces him with violence,
She contents him and sweetens his chains.
For this reason
She is highly renowned
And greatly praised in all lands.v
Hadewijch's union with Christ is described as what looks to the modern reader like a
sexual encounter:
After that he came himself to me, took me entirely in his arms, and pressed me
to him; and all my members felt his in full felicity, in accordance with the
desires of my heart and my humanity. So I was outwardly satisfied and fully
transported. Also then, for a short while, I had the strength to bear this; but
soon, after a short time, I lost that manly beauty outwardly in the sight of his
form. I saw him completely come to nought and so fade and all at once
dissolve that I could no longer perceive him outside me, and I could no longer
distinguish him within me. Then it was to me as if we were one without
difference ... After that I remained in a passing away in my Beloved, so that I
wholly melted away in him and nothing any longer remained to me of myself;
and I was changed and taken up in the spirit.w
Note here Hadewijch's 'melting' and 'passing away' so that 'nothing any longer remained
to me of myself; I will return to the theme of the annihilation of the soul later. The
penetration of the body, again experienced simultaneously as pain and pleasure, by such
various means as a ray of light, an arrow, a dart, is a recurring theme in women's mystical
visions. This particular arrow, which advances and retires 'for some time', is described
by St Gertrude:
After I had received the Sacrament of life, and had retired to the place where I
pray, it seemed to me that I saw a ray of light like an arrow coming forth from
the wound of the right side of the crucifix, which was in an elevated place, and
it continued, as it were, to advance and retire for some time, sweetly attracting
my cold affections.37
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Another penetrating ray of love is described in Purgation and PurgafoT]', attributed to
Catherine of Genoa and probably reflecting her own ideas although it is unlikely that she
wrote it herself"
God sent her a ray of his love so burning and deep that it was an agony to
sustain. Issuing from the fountain of Christ that love, wounding the soul,
stripped it of all other loves, appetites, delights, and selfishness. The soul cried
?ut, sighed deeply, and in its transformation was taken out of itself. God deeply
impressed upon her the fountains of Christ with their fiery bloody drops of love
for man.'?
Both here and in the next extract, also from Catherine, the penetration is burning and
painful, but pleasurable at the same time:
The action of God in penetrating the soul is so fierce
that it seems to set the body on fire
and to keep it burning until death.
The overwhelming love of God
gives it a joy beyond words.
Yet this joy does not do away with one bit of pain
in the suffering of the souls in purgatory.
As the soul grows in its perfection,
so does it suffer more
because of what impedes the final consummation,
the end for which God made it;
so that in purgatory great joy and great suffering
do not exclude one another.f''
Miller observes that for Catherine, 'the imagery and rhetoric of pain and love, rape and
eros become intricately intertwined, so much so that they appear to become constitutive
of each other'." The most famous mystical vision of penetration is this one by Teresa of

Avila:
It seemed the angel plunged the dart several times into my heart and that it
reached deep inside within me. \Xlhen he drew it out, I thought he was carrying
off with him the deepest part of me; and he left me all on fire with great love of
God. The pain was so great that it made me moan, and the sweetness this
greatest pain caused me was so superabundant that there is no desire capable of
taking it away, nor is the soul content with less than God. 42

Bernini's well-known statue in Rome of this particular vision has been seen as one of the
greatest artistic depictions of female orgasm, as for example by Jaques Lacan: 'it is the
same as for Saint Theresa - you only have to go and look at Bernini's statue in Rome to
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understand immediately that she's coming, there's no doubt about it'." Jantzen points
out, quite righdy, that the statue should not be taken as the sole evidence of whether or
not Teresa's vision is actually orgasmic, and that reading her books might be more
helpful," but it nevertheless seems that sexual imagery is at least part of what is going on
here. Maitland writes that Teresa,
a sturdy, humorous woman in her daily dealings, changes completely when
speaking of her mystical experience and describes her relationship with God in
terms of 'Love's dart that wounds but never kills', of the passion that sets the
lover apart from the world and from all other beings; of the 'struggle of love' in
which it is necessary to be defeated; of the 'stolen heart', 'the ravished
understanding' and the 'rape of love'."
The metaphor of God as the lover of the soul seems to contain within itself the
provision that sometimes he has to take her against her will, or at the very least without
her explicit consent. There are, especially in the writings of the Beguines, exceptions to
this gendering of God as masculine and the soul as feminine; especially when the God
role is occupied by 'Love';" however, this does not appear to affect the submissive role
the soul plays in relation to the God/Christ/Love/Angel/Queen figure, as in this
example from Mechthild:

o lady love, cast me beneath your feet!
I delight when victorious you vanquish me
And through you my life is destroyed

Jaques Lacan, Feminine Sexuality: Jaques Lacan and the Ecole Freudienne, ed. Juliet Mitchell and Jacqueline Rose
(Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1982), P: 147, quoted in Jantzen, Becoming Divine, p. 53.
H Jantzen, Becoming Divine, p. 53. See also Susan McCaslin's poem, 'I Have a Few Words to Say to the Freudians':
I have a few words to say to the Freudians
about the event in my story
referred to as the 'Transverbation,'
the 'flaming heart' Crashaw in his poem
misunderstood over 200 years afterward.
I mean, that angelic piercing,
those darts of core-driven light,
all that fusion of pleasure and pain.
You might as well know,
there are some ecstasies
having little to do with sex,
though we steal whatever analogies we can,
and sex is sometimes a whisper
of what I'm talking about.
Erotics within erotics,
bodies in bodies, sheaths in sheaths,
touches of union everywhere so delicate
they imprint the soul with longing.
Yes, there are submissions, Freud,
having nothing to do with repression,
as the open mouth and the half-closed eyes
of the Bernini in Rome only half suggest.
But you have to try them to know them.
.,
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For in that, 0 lady, lies my true safery.'?
Regardless of the gendering of the involved parties, this forced submission is understood
as natural and necessary and experienced as pleasure:
Medieval mystics readily tum to the discourse of violence and torture to frame
their experience. They speak of being repeatedly scourged, scolded, slapped,
assailed, buffeted, beaten, wounded, and tormented. Love appears to be a cruel
suitor indeed. Yet, all the while, they intertwine this discourse with that of
erotic love and delight, insisting that such violence does not extinguish but
rather inflames the soul's ardor for the divine. In the end, they eagerly await the
sweet and blissful blow of Love's fiery, violent kiss."
It is possible, of course, that this - pain and violence accompanied by intense erotic love
and delight - is an accurate reflection of at least some sexual experience. Mary Pel1auer
identifies a number of problems in giving any account of orgasms: their ephemeral
nature, the difficulty of remembering them and describing them in words, the fact that
they are not all alike and the fact that different people experience them in different
She argues that 'Celebrating women's sexuality is key to good sexual ethics,

ways."

feminist or not ... [and] requires a many-meaninged, many-valued, many-voiced
complexity that can rejoice in the fact that we are many and not one'. 50 Given this, and
given, for example, Marcella Althaus-Reid's use of diverse categories of sexuality and
sexual practice to challenge mainstream 'heterosexually-based theology'S! and develop a
feminist liberation theology, we should not be too quick to dismiss such accounts of
pleasurable pain as straightforwardly illegitimate or dangerous. Nevertheless, we should
pay attention to the relationship for many of the mystics between pain I pleasure and the
annihilation of self.

Annihilation
The result, for many mystics, of the violent action of God on the soul is the
annihilation of self, the absorption of the soul into God so that, in Catherine of Genoa's
words , it 'rests in God, with no characteristics of its own, since its purification is the

47 Mechthild of Magdeburg, The Flowing Ught of the Godhead, 5:30, tr. Oliver Davies, in Fiona Bowie (cd.), ~eglline
Spintllaliry: An Anthology (London: SPCK, 1989), p. 76. The idea of a '~u.een' Of 'Lady' ftgure. pb~'lng a dominant.
'masculine' role should be familiar from the contemporary courtly love tradition, and 1S Itself not tree tf~)m probk~anc
gender assumptions or indeed from downright obfuscation of the reality of male-female powef relations It IS likely
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stripping away of the lower self. Our being is then God'.52 This constitutes a complete
loss of personal autonomy in which The soul, for its part, no longer has a choice of its
own. It can seek only what God wills, nor would it want otherwise'." The equation of
perfect obedience with perfect freedom is a commonplace in Christian, especially
medieval Christian, theology, however alien to each other the two concepts might appear
to modem eyes: for Anselm, for example, 'freedom is the power of not being free to sin.
It is therefore indistinguishable from obedience'r" The understanding of due service to
God involved in much medieval theology, including this aspect of the writings of the
mystics I am discussing here, however, is the product of a deeply hierarchical feudalistic
understanding of the nature of the world, and by extension of the relationship of the
world to God. As R.W. Southern says, Anselm's work 'bears the marks of this rigorous
and - if the word can be used without blame - repressive regirne';55 whatever else we
may want to say about them, we can say much the same thing about the writings of the
mystics.

But the annihilation some mystics describe seems to go rather further than

Anselm's perfect obedience: Marguerite Porete says that annihilated souls become 'folk
with feet but no path, hands but no work, mouth but no words, eyes but no vision, ears
but no hearing, reason but no reasoning, body but no life, and a heart but no intellect, as
long as they are [annihilated]'." Beatrice of Nazareth says of the soul:
Love's beauty has consumed it.
Love's strength has eaten it up.
Love's sweetness has immersed it.
Love's greatness has absorbed it.
So conquered is it by love that it can barely sustain itself,
And loses its power over its members and senses.f
For John of the Cross, the ultimate goal is 'to be annihilated and not to realise that one
has been annihilated,:58
The spiritual and sensual appetites are put to sleep and ~ortified, so that they
can desire nothing, either divine or human; the affections of the soul ~e
oppressed and constrained so that they can neither move nor find su~port in
anything; the imagination is bound and can make no useful reflection; the
Catherine of Genoa, Purgation andPurgatory, P: 80, quoted in Miller, 'Eroticized Violence', p. 38.
53 Catherine of Genoa, Purgation andPurgatory, P: 82.
.
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memory is gone; the understanding is in darkness, and the will likewise is arid
and constrained, and all the faculties are void and useless.>?
Catherine of Siena writes to a friend describing what such a feeling of annihilation would
be like: 'I long to see you set afire, swallowed up and consumed in his blazing charity, for
we know that those who are set afire and consumed in that true charity lose all selfconsciousness. That is what I want you to do,.60
The state of self-loss desired and achieved here is accompanied by, and indeed
created by, various forms of self-abasement and self-punishment which are sought and
welcomed as a means to the desired end. For Catherine of Siena, this state is so desirable
that 'we don't care what sort of abuse or injury or pain we might have to endure,(,l to get
there. Angela of Foligno describes her desire for a form of imitatio Christi, but one which
explicitly requires a greater abjection than that suffered by Christ or the saints:
then I would beg him to grant me this grace, namely, that since Christ had been
crucified on the wood of the cross, that I be crucified in a gully, or in some ycry
vile place, and by a very vile instrument. Moreover, since I did not desire to die
as the saints had died, that he make me die a slower and even more vile death
than theirs. I could not imagine a death vile enough to match my desire.vAngela's meditation on the fragments of Christ's tortured body enables her to identify
with his suffering, leading to her joyful ecstasy." Maureen Flynn describes the bodily
tortures inflicted on herself by Teresa of Avila in an effort to

fL'{

herself exclusively on

the object of her desires:
St Teresa marvelled that during the height of rapture, spiritual longing became
so great that she could raise neither hands nor feet, nor feel herself breathing.
To sustain such longing and keep her mind on Christ, she sought reminders of
her sentient nature, picking up a scourge and flagellating her flesh ever more
violently. Her hope was that this distraction would help her endure longer the
spiritual tenure of desire.v?
When , therefore , Teresa tells us that 'This love of God becomes so intense that I know
of no bodily torture which can drown it',65 we should take her seriously - she is in a
position to know. Flynn argues that the deliberate self-infliction of ever-increasing pain
by the mystics was part of a strategy of self-annihilation which facilitated the entry of the
divine:
59]ohn of the Cross, l\:ocbe oscura, II, 9, quoted in Flynn, 'The Spiritual Uses of Pain', p T2
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This is why we see the mystics conscientiously intensifying pain, on the surface
of their bodies through vigorous scourging and within their bodies through
concentration on the Crucifixion, until finally the contents of the world were
cancelled out in their minds. Pain destroyed for them pretensions to extend
control over the environment. It shattered for them any illusions of human
potency by paralyzing the faculties of the outer soul and leaving the inner soul
vulnerable, humble, and absolutely empty, the conditions required for entrv of
.
an unworldly, divine presence.w
Mortification functions 'as a focal point of imagination and thought',67 the goal of which
is complete powerlessness, submission and absorption into God.
The love of God as described by the mystics is at once sexual and violent, joyful
and agonising; its goal is the annihilation of the soul and its assimilation into God,
achieved through imagined and performed self-abasement, through self-torture, visions
of torture, pain and submission, including submission to sexual violence; it is experienced
as simultaneously excruciatingly painful and intensely pleasurable; indeed, as pleasurable

because it is painful, because the pain is understood as the physically experienced
guarantee of the reality of the experience of the presence of God, into whose being the
mystic is subsumed and, through being subsumed, annihilated. Rather than continuing
to stand apart as opposites, or losing their meanings altogether, concepts of 'pain' and
'pleasure' shift, assimilating each other's meanings and incorporating themselves into
each other, creating new categories and new understandings of what each consists of.
Miller argues that
medieval women mystics consistently use binary concepts such as pain and
pleasure to describe their experience, but the concepts now incorporate rather
than exclude their 'opposites'. They have taken on a whole new meaning. Pain
is that which is also delightful; pleasure is that which results from excruciating
pain. While this ambiguity and conflation of terms may certainly 'disrupt' the
boundaries of dualistic categories, this disruption is not necessarily subversive.
Instead, it may open up an avenue for the creation of new and even more
insidious ideological constructs - such as the notion that the female/ feminine
desires and even requires violence and pain to achieve its ultimate pleasure constructs which ultimately serve the same patriarchal purpose.P
The intermingling of pleasure and pain is not a theme on which medieval mystics have a
monopoly, as the categories Miller uses here, which are familiar from feminist criticism
of contelnporary culture, should make clear.

Miller wants to argue that the implicit

legitimisation of sexual violence, indeed, the apparent divine sanction gin:n to such
sexual violence, in the kind of mystical discourse she presents is an important cau-.il
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strand in the eroticisation of dominance and submission - making violence sexv'" _
which radical feminists identify as central to the construction of gender. 70 As :\laitland
puts it:
What the hell is going on here? What can possibly lead women to believe that
they are more 'conformable', more lovable to the God of creation, 100"e and
mercy, bleeding, battered and self-mutilated, than they would be joyful, lovelv
and delighted? What is going on is an open expression of something that exists
less consciously and concretely in a great many Christian women: a sadomasochistic relationship with God ... [which] gives a subliminal justification to
every wife-batterer, every rapist, every pornographer and every man who wishes
to claim 'rights', the rights to abuse, over women."
Maitland's anger seems well-directed. It does not seem unreasonable to see the mystical
literature referred to here as something which deserves to be challenged, and as part of a
matrix of cultural, literary and linguistic misogyny which has undoubtedly had farreaching and damaging effects.

Rape as Sex, Spiritual Union as Rape
Looking at the different meanings which can be held by certain words, and the way in
which some meanings come to replace others, can tell us much about the way in which
different (to us) concepts can interrelate in a different historical or cultural context, and
therefore alert us to conceptual associations which we might not be inclined to make
ourselves - both when discussing the culture in question and, especially where there are
historical, linguistic and cultural links between that culture and ours, when discussing our
own. One good example of this is in Kathryn Gravdal's examination of medieval French
literature and law to chart the shifting meaning of the French verb ravir.
When it first appears, ravissement means the action of carrying off a woman, but
by the fourteenth century it comes to have a spiritual or religious sense: the
action of carrying a soul to heaven. From this religious meaning develops a
more secular, affective one: the state of a soul transported by enthusiasm, joy,
or extreme happiness. Ravissement now, in the fourteenth century, refers to the
state of being 'carried away' emotionally, a state of exaltation, From this
psychological troping comes a sexual trope: the state of sexual pleasure or
rapture. Ravir is to bring someone to a state of sexual joy,72
The other side of the same linguistic coin is that fame esforcer, the most common French
medieval locution for rape, is cognate with the adjective esjorable - 'valiant. f( .rrnidablc,
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powerful' - and 'esforcement, denoting effort, power, military force, bravura and rape'." As
with ravir, the sexual meaning of esforcer drops away over time so that by the sixteenth
century only 's'eJforcer

a:

to strive mightily to do something, or to do violence to oneself

(in a flgurative or moral way)'74 remains. Gravdal notes the linguistic inversion bv which
the word 'ravishing' is even today a compliment in English for a beautiful woman (the
modern French ravissement is an exact parallel), implicitly transferring the responsibility
for any unwanted sexual attention from the male admirer to the object of his interest, so
that 'The moving force behind rape becomes the beautiful woman'." Mackinnon argues
that sexual objectification, by which she means 'having a social meaning imposed upon
your being that defines you as to be sexually used, according to your desired uses, and
then using you that way',76 makes it difficult for women credibly to withhold consent to
sex:
The appearance of choice or consent, with their attribution to inherent nature,
is crucial in concealing the reality of force. Love of violation, variously termed
female masochism and consent, comes to define female sexuality, legitimating
this political system by concealing the force on which it is based."?
A modern example can serve to illustrate the way in which rape can be disguised so
effectively that it is invisible to the rapist himself; this comes from .:\lex Comfort's bestselling sex manual The Jf!)!

of Sex:

Gagging and being gagged turns most men on - most women profess to hate it
in prospect, but the expression of erotic astonishment on the face of a wel1gagged woman when she finds she can only mew is irresistible to most men's
rape instincts."
This seems almost too convenient to be true as evidence for the feminist claim that
certain sexual expectations can be institutionalised to the extent that the word 'No' loses
its illocutionary force as a withholding of consent to sex, so that men can rape without
even knowing ie 9

-

and note that Comfort, while he would presumably deny that he

intends to defend rape, actually appeals to 'men's rape instincts', which he does not appear
to see as problematic, as the explanation of what it is that makes this particular act
attractive.
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Rape is important to this discussion partly because, as we have seen, various
mystics' accounts of their union with the divine include images of what looks like violent
forced sex, and also because the motif of attempted rape of female saints is a common
one in medieval hagiography, and this frequency, along with the manner of the portrayal
of attempted rape, are significant. As I argued above, the fact that accounts of medieval
and pre-medieval saints' lives cannot be regarded as strictly historically accurate means
that their value lies not in their literal truth but in what they tell us about what were
regarded as marks of sanctity in the cultural surroundings the saints inhabited. Gravdal
describes the importance of sexual violence, and the successful resistance by female
saints of sexual assault, which 'runs through hagiography like a shining thread in a
tapestry, highly valued and useful'." She argues that part of the attraction of such stories
lay in the voyeuristic opportunity they provided to writers and audiences, rather as the
spiritualization of the Song of Songs to refer to the marriage of Christ and the soul
allowed the Fathers and their readers, as Ruether puts it, 'to dwell in the most pictorial
detail upon the sensations of the sexual act while fantasizing this as a spiritual
relationship'i" -

calling to mind Mary Daly's contention that hagiography and

pornography amount to the same thing.

82

The vitae authors do not hesitate to indulge in descriptions of the nubile
attractiveness of thirteen-year-old virgins; their smooth, tender flesh as they are
stripped bare in public before a crowd; the debauched but beautiful prostitutes
who seek to tease young maidens into licentious acts; or the sight of snow-white
female breasts being twisted and pulled by heathen torturers. Hagiography
affords a sanctioned space in which eroticism can flourish and in which male
voyeurism becomes licit, if not advocated."

The sexual content which makes such stories popular does not undermine their
theological usefulness; sexual episodes are not tacked on to otherwise wholesome and
improving Christian stories to pull audiences in, although this is an obvious apologetic
benefit: they

are

the wholesome and improving Christian stories. The hagiographer is

able simultaneously to write sex and glorify virginity, as well as affirming God's justice:
'In hagiography, no rape is ever completed. Even if the saint dies, she dies sexually pure.
The wicked seducers are always thwarted and punished, the faithful protected and
rewarded,.H4 t\Ieanwhile, as she is resisting her seducer, 'the female saint may indulge in
sensual 10'T language, expressing her desire to be held in Christ's arms or her vcarning to
sn Gravd.il. Ralilshing Maidens, P: 22 See also Inncs- Parker. 'Sexual Violence and the Female Reader: Svm bohr" Rape"
in the S.Ullts' Lin's of the Katherine Croup', W'ofllm's Slllffiu 24 (1995), pp. 2U5-217.
,~I Ruethn, '\lis()~tllS111 .ltld Virginal Fcrmnism', P: 167.
i\: I Ji/~lbcth StU.lrt. Spilting ill Dragof/.l. p. 2-+
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receive his kisses',85 at the same time as she is in the process of being beaten by a violent
assailant. Of course, in many of the mystics' own accounts of their visions, they really do
receive Christ's kisses - and they get beaten by Christ at the same time.
Female saints were therefore portrayed as sexual beings by their hagiographers
even as their chastity was being affirmed. The alternative to physical sexual violation in
such accounts is spiritual union with Christ described by hagiographers in explicitly
sexual terms - explicitly sexual terms which are paralleled in many of the mystics' own
accounts of their union with the divine. Most female saints were , of course , celibate '
often through their membership of religious orders - a way in which they could avoid
physical sex, but in which they were regarded as 'brides of Christ'.

Looking at the

theology behind this description indicates that it would be a mistake to regard it as purely
metaphorical: Christ is seen as master in the same way as a husband is seen as a master,
and the love in both cases is understood as hierarchical. Rose of Lima's hagiographer
describes Rose's guilt at desiring a 'mystical marriage' for which she is unworthy: 'And
this humility, which made her judge herself unworthy of it, was the precious portion
which captivated the heart of the Son of God'.86 In this light, and in the light of the
discussion of virginity, above, it is perhaps unsurprising that the sexual images we find in
mystical literature are hierarchical ones in which power and control are emphasised, and
in which sexual and spiritual union, however welcome it may be, is violent, painful,
perceived as a violation of boundaries, accompanied by real and imagined torture,
including crucifixion, and resulting in the annihilation of the self, the dissolution of
personal identity and absorption into the divine. Is this a good description of sex? Is it
good theology?

We cannot simply conclude from the fact that such visions look

unpleasant to us that the correct answer to either or both of these questions, so far as the
mystics are concerned, is 'No'.
For example, Althaus-Reid,

ill

the course of developing her own feminist

liberation theology, seeks to engage positively with fetishistic and sadomasochistic sexual
categories, and notes that while these might be seen as shocking and indecent by
mainstream Christianity, they have a precedent in accounts of pain, violence and torture
experienced by the saints and by Christ himself. She argues that in the context of 19~Us
Latin America, in which 'Sado/masochistic practices in the terrorism of the
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alliance with the church became torture and infinite forms of human pain inflicted on the
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people'," a recognition of the violence contained the lives of the saints could be a helpful
theological resource: 'The narrative of the punishment of the bodies of the saints was a
divine pedagogy to understand reality'."

Their willing submission, and the willing

submission of participants in 'indecent' sexual practices, can serve as a model for
salvation: 'A consensual salvation is always risque, unsafe, unsettled but meaningful
because it recognises the body as the space of salvation. Eroticism and hunger are sites
of pain and liberation'.89 For Althaus-Reid, rejecting such possibilities 'ignores the
historical links between spirituality and sexual options, or between bondage and
Christianity, or fetishism and the doctrine of salvatiori'i'"

Even if we have difficulty

seeing the willing submission of the saints to torture, violence and pain as theologically
positive, even if we want to problematise the results the exaltation of such behaviour has
had, we have to accept that problematising it reflects our own concerns more than they
do the concerns of the saints themselves, or of their contemporaries. In her discussion
of Rose of Lima, Maitland points out that any negative reaction we might have to Rose's
extraordinary self-inflicted penances are our reactions, and should not be transformed
into an automatic assumption that she herself was unhappy or oppressed:
Quite simply, there is no evidence that this young woman had a problem as we
would define it. She was not miserable; she certainly was not coerced into her
life style (quite the contrary, her family made considerable effort to dissuade
her, and even the Church authorities of the time were not encouraging); she was
not psychopathic, in the sense that she did not inflict sufferings on other
people; she was the recipient of quite remarkable consolations, including the
highest of all delights, the conviction of the 'mystical marriage', in which Christ
takes the soul directly as his spouse, and a loving one at that ... Moreover she
had the real comfort of knowing that her community appreciated what she was
doing.?'
We could say similar things about many of the other mystics discussed here. Yet both in
terms of theology and in terms of our understanding of sexual pleasure, what are we to
make of the fact that 'many medieval women mystics were apparently convinced that the
only path to passionate union with the beloved was a path of violence and pain, abuse
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Weil and the Wittgensteinians
Questions like this bring us back to our investigation of the Wittgensteinians, and
in particular to Phillips' heavy reliance on the work of Simone \X'eil as exemplifying those
elements within Christianity which he identifies as authentic and as lacking in
superstition, false consolation and wishful thinking. Before moving on to discuss those
aspects of Weil's life and thought which have been identified as problematic by some of
her critics, I want to review briefly what it is about her which makes her so important to
the Wittgensteinians. In the first place, her value is simply in the fact that she exists, and
challenges certain dominant strands of thought in the philosophy of religion. TIllS is
evidence for the Wittgensteinian contention that within the same cultural context there is
a possibility of a variety of approaches, some of which may challenge dominant strands
of thought:
varieties of inner life are not simply found by comparing cultures, but also by
comparisons within our culture. Simone Wei! wrote within that culture and
takes herself to be throwing light on possibilities of religious sense which she
did not create. That this is so does not show that the perspective she talks of is
right and that [Bernard] Williams' is wrong. What it does show, however, is that
his confident use of the 'plural' in relation to what we can believe today is, at
best, premature."
What, then, does Weil represent which challenges dominant strains of thought? This can
perhaps be stated most briefly as: a refusal to place the self at the centre of moral and
religious concerns. We can see this in her attitude to power, justice, immortality, prayer
and consolation.

In all of these, Weil's attitude can be summed up as rejecting any

possible interpretation which might benefit the self, and this coincides nicely with what I
have already described as the most important element of the Wittgensteinian approach to
moral philosophy and the philosophy of religion. Phillips relies heavily on Weil, as we
saw, in his understanding of immortality:
Belief in immortality is harmful because it is not in our power to conceive of the
soul as really incorporeal. So this belief is in fact a belief in the prolongation of
life and it robs death of its purpose.?"
\X'hateyer immortality means, what it cannot mean is a continuation of life after death.
Such a belief tricks us into thinking that we are important - that immortality is essentially
about us, not about God. \X'eil rejects the idea that God's creation is an act of power:
It is an abdication. Through this act a kingdom was established other than the
kingdom of God. The reality of this world is consti~tcd by the me.chanism of
matter and the autonomy of rational creatures. It IS a kingdom trom which
God has withdrawn. God, having renounced being its kll1~. can enter it only as
Phillips. Rt'/igiol1 and lilt' Hermeneutics ~rCol1lffnp/alion (Cambridg.c Cambridge l'l1I.\·n";lty Press. 21101). p.
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a beggar. As for the cause of this abdication, Plato expressed it thus: 'He was
good'.95
This means that God's power is not expressed by favouring one party oyer another, or
by bringing one course of events into being rather than another, but through love - and
participation in that love on the part of human beings takes the form of compassion, of
renouncing human power and realising that life itself is a grace. 96 This, as we saw above,
is closely linked to Phillips' interpretation of prayer: prayer cannot be a demand for one
thing rather than another, but an expression of the believer's submission of her own will
to God, her renunciation of her own autonomy and acknowledgement of her total
dependence on God. The alternative to this understanding of the relationship between
the believer and God is, for Weil and Phillips, an idolatrous conception of God as 'a
policeman in the sky'97 who watches over us and whose watching over us affects the way
we behave because we want to avoid being seen to behave in ways of which he would
disapprove - because we are afraid of him, afraid of his power. This is related to \\'eil's
distinction between supernatural and natural justice," which Phillips often illustrates with
reference to Weil's discussion of the Melian Dialogue, from Thucydides' The Peloponne.rj(/J/

War. The Athenians justify their attempt to bully the Melians into joining an anti-Spartan
alliance with an appeal to the fact that 'As touching the Gods we have the belief, and as
touching men the certainty, that always by a necessity of nature, each one commands
when he has the power'.99 Weil says of this:
The first proof that they were in the wrong lies in the fact that, contrary to their
assertion, it happens, although extremely rarely, that a man will forbear out of
pure generosity to command where he has the power to do so. That which is
possible for man is also possible for God. j{)()
Forbearance, then, is what Weil sees as the appropriate response to the exercise of power
by others, including the unjust and illegitimate exercise of power.

Forbearance is

difficult, but it is possible and therefore not to be ruled out simply because it is too
demanding. Weil's writing places great emphasis on the imitation of God, of setting hIgh
standards for oneself - the extraordinary demands Weil places on herself, and the results
of such demands in her own life, are not seen by Phillips as reasons to be suspicious of
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the coherence of her thought.

Phillips draws a further connection between \Yeirs

natural/ supernatural distinction and her discussions of God's existence and 'purifying
atheism':
Simone Weil says that anything that exists 1S unworthy of absolute.
unconditional love. In saying this she believes religion is rescued from
anthropomorphism and idolatry; a god who is no more than man writ large, a
natural god. She says that we need a purifying atheism. In loving God, she
concludes, we love something that does not exist. God is more important than
anything that exists.l''!
This rejection of any conception of God which could be seen to affirm the self in any
way - by being able to act on behalf of the self, for example, or even by being something
with which the self can interact - is related to Weirs rejection of all forms of false
consolation; the absence of God, like the absence of the dead, is something which has to
be faced and not masked with illusion:
To lose somebody: we suffer at the thought that the dead one, the absent one
should have become something imaginary, something false. But the longing we
have for him is not imaginary. We must go down into ourselves. where the
desire which is not imaginary resides '" The loss of contact with reality - there
lies evil, there lies sorrow. There are certain situations which bring about such a
loss: deprivation, suffering. The remedy is to use the loss itself as an
intermediary for attaining reality. The presence of the dead one is imaginary,
but his absence is very real; it is henceforth his manner of appearing."?
This willingness to face the reality of the void left by the absence of those

\VC

love - as

Winch puts it, 'what is real in my situation ... is to be found in my very loss, my longing,
in the void created by the beloved's absence,l03 - is contrasted by Phillips with attempts
to fill the void with supernatural (and false) alternatives to absence: belief in heaven,
perhaps, or belief that the beloved continues to watch over and protect us. Weil insists
on facing the reality of her own powerlessness, and on refusing to use God to diminish
that powerlessness.

Yet it is precisely the qualities which make Weil so useful to

\\'lttgel1steinian philosophy of religion - powerlessness, forbearance, self-denial, selfrenunciation - which create what many other commentators regard as an imperative to
treat her with considerable caution.

Susan Sontag: Weil's 'Exemplary' Life
\\'hen \Veil is used, as she is by the \\'ittgensteinian~, as .immurunon ;lg;l1l1~t
more dominant current in philosophy of religion, there is no ncccssarv rcyUlrcmcnt
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the part of the user to agree with anything she says (this is distinct from seeing her work
as powerful or challenging, or admiring its austerity, integrity and relentless commitment
to what Weil sees as the truth). Susan Sontag says of Weil that 'I cannot believe that
more than a handful of the tens of thousands of readers she has won since the
posthumous publication of her books and essays really share her ideas'.'?' There are
reasons for this. Weil (really) is a good example for the Wittgensteinians to use, but hers
(really) is not an exemplary life - and Sontag is surely right to describe \Veil's person as
'excruciatingly identical with her ideas'.lOs

She is worth quoting at length on the

relationship between the compelling nature of Weil's work and the often appalling nature
of her life:
Some lives are exemplary, others not; and of exemplary lives, there are those
which invite us to imitate them, and those which we regard from a distance with
a mixture of revulsion, pity, and reverence. It is, roughly, the difference
between the hero and the saint (if one may use the latter term in an aesthetic,
rather than a religious sense). Such a life, absurd in its exaggerations and degree
of self-mutilation - like Kleist's, like Kierkegaard's - was Simone \\'eil's. I am
thinking of the fanatical asceticism of Simone Weil's life, her contempt for
pleasure and for happiness, her noble and ridiculous political gestures, her
elaborate self-denials, her tireless courting of affliction; and I do not exclude her
homeliness, her physical clumsiness, her migraines, her tuberculosis. No one
who loves life would wish to imitate her dedication to martyrdom nor would
wish it for his children nor for anyone else whom he loves. Yet so far as we
love seriousness, as well as life, we are moved by it, nourished by it. In the
respect we pay to such lives, we acknowledge the presence of mystery in the
world - and mystery is just what the secure possession of the truth, an objective
truth, denies. In this sense, all truth is superficial; and some (but not all)
distortions of the truth, some (but not all) insanity, some (but not all)
unhealthiness, some (but not all) denials of life are truth-giving, sanityproducing, health-creating, and life-enhancing.l'"

Weil's life, indeed, might be one to which 'What do we want to say about this?' is a more
appropriate response than 'Go thou and do likewise', and perhaps this is wI1\"
Wittgensteinian

philosophers

of religion,

with

their

denial

of the

need

f( .r

universalisability and their willingness to take various forms of discourse on their own
terms, have found it easier than many other critics to make use of her work in a
convincing and constructive way.

Nevertheless, the fact that for the \\'ittgensteinians

\'\'eil is paradigmatic rather than exemplary, a case-study rather than a life-model, should
make us pause and look at what it is that makes her work difficult for other writers, who
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are philosophically less equipped, or perhaps morally less inclined, to make such
distinctions, to be quite so comfortable about using her.

'I Need God to Take Me by Force': Weil's Life and Death
Weil's profound sense of her own unworthiness before God, her humility, is part
of what gives her such an acute ability to articulate precisely what the Christian belief in
the love of God for his creation can and cannot mean, and what lessons believers can
and cannot draw from their suffering. It is also related to her reflections on power, both
divine and political, on its purposes and on the role of the individual as a medium and
focus of divine and political power. Biography, while an important part of the make-up
of any thinker, can sometimes get in the way, for better or worse, of our appreciation of
their work which, we are often encouraged to believe, should stand or fall on its own
merits. But for every reader of Weil there is, or should be, no escaping the fact that she
lived what she wrote - as her biographer David McLellan puts it, there is 'a deep
coherence, more than with most writers, between her work and her life'. 107 And there is, or
should be, no escaping the fact that for much of her writing life she was sick. There is
more to this than the simple fact that Weil suffered from various health problems
throughout her life, including violent headaches. 108 In Loades' words, 'A particular kind
of Christianity allied itself with her own problems of self-perception and the
constrictions that her own society seemed to place around her, and she reached the point
when she could not control her body, when her asceticism took her to the point from
which there could be no return,.109 Weil died in a sanatorium in Ashford, Kent, in 1943,
'of failure of the heart muscles following on starvation, tuberculosis and what the
coroner called the refusal to eat while the balance of her mind was disturbed'.llll Her
stated motivation for this self-starvation was that she restricted herself, despite her illhealth and the fact that she was encouraged to eat more, to eating no more than the
ration available to the people of Nazi-occupied France: 'she was unwilling to eat when, as
she thought, so many in France were starving. Even this was not an act of deliberate
. WIith F
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It is clear that, whatever her qualities and the value of her thought, \\'eil was not
an easy person to get close to. She had difficulties forming personal relationships and
'could only conceive of the possibility of physical love if it were devoid of desire'i!"
She was notoriously 'touchy' about any physical contact or expression of
affection, and her asceticism may well have been one way of trying to get
control of her formidable talents and personality in a society which would have
been more comfortable for her had she continued to work as a teacher, or at
any rate fulfilled some other socially acceptable role. Her determination to push
herself to the limits of her endurance was another disastrous trait in a person
who apparently took to asceticism so easily, eating all too little and smoking
incessantly - a necessary stimulant despite its being the Achilles heel of her
asceticism.lt>

Pushing herself to the limits of her endurance took the form, for \X'eil, of a wilful
disregard for the types of work to which she was physically and intellectually suited - she
was an extraordinarily high-achieving student, a gifted and inspiring (if somewhat
unconventional) teacher and a profound thinker and writer, but constantly sought
alternative ways to express her commitment to truth and justice. She spent a year as a
factory worker in 1935-6 in order to experience the reality of manual labour and to
understand the organisational processes behind factory work.

This was particularly

difficult for her as 'she was naturally clumsy, as she had abnormally slow reflexes, her
health was never good, and her headaches were getting worse'i" The experience gaye
her a 'direct contact with life' which gave her 'the feeling that I do not possess any right
whatever of any kind' and taught her 'the ability to be morally self-sufficient, to live in
this state of constant latent humiliation without feeling humiliated in my own eyes'.115 In

1936 she joined the anarchist militia fighting the Fascists in the Spanish Civil \\r ar .
Military life did not suit Weil; her short-sight and clumsiness militated against effective
marksmanship, and she was soon injured in an accident with a pot of boiling oil in which
her left leg was badly burned; she returned to France.

116

Following the fall of France in

1940 Weil joined the Resistance in Marseille and wrote plans for a front-line female
nursing squad whose courage would capture the public's imagination and which would
increase troop morale; later, when she joined the provisional French goyernment in
London , General de Gaulle read them and said she was mad.

11-

She continued to try to

get herself selected for sabotage missions behind enemy lines in France. and in a

letter to
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Maurice Schumann in 1943 'rehearsed her tactics for resisting torture and her readiness
to offer her life unconditionally for any servicc'i'" The refusal of the Free French to
employ Weil as a saboteur cannot be faulted from a military perspective, but it thwarted
her desire to achieve 'the attainment of truth through total sacrifice'!" and the depression
this caused almost certainly contributed to her ill-health; she died later that year.
Some of Weil's writings are profoundly disturbing and problematic.

Loades

quotes part of a 'truly appalling' prayer Weil wrote in 1943:
Father, in the name of Christ grant me this, That I may be unable to will am'
bodily movement, or even any attempt at movement, like a total paralytic. Th;t
I may be incapable of receiving any sensation, like someone who is completely
blind, deaf, and deprived of all the senses. That I may be unable to make the
slightest connection between two thoughts, even the simplest, like the total
idiots who not only cannot read or count but have never learned to speak. That
I may be insensible to every kind of grief and joy, and incapable of any love for
any being or thing, and not even for myself, like old people in the last stage of
decrepitude. Father, in the name of Christ, grant me all this in realiry.F''
Loades describes this as 'just one example of what are monstrous images by which to
conceive of the deity's dealings with human creatures, images which, for their violence,
are among the most perplexing features of her writing, and which were, in their
employment, disastrous for her personality'v'" This desire to be entirely helpless, to be
out of control, might be seen as the other side of the dependence on God expressed
elsewhere in her writings, of which the Wittgensteinians make so much use in their
philosophical account of a Christianity which avoids confusion. Weil writes, '1 need God
to take me by force, because if death, doing away with the shield of the flesh, were to put
me face to face with him, I should run away'.I22

How well does this sit with the

Wittgensteinian admiration for Weil's commitment to a self-renunciatory dependence on
God and denial of her own autonomy? Too well?
The repetition by certain Weil scholars of the disparaging nickname 'the Red
Virgin', which was used to describe Weil by the end of her student d ays l 23 suggests an
clement of sexist prurience, perhaps not entirely remarkable in the study of a woman
who remained single throughout her life. There is certainly a striking parallel between
some contemporary attitudes to Weil and the medieval attitude to female asceticism and
\'irginity discussed above in the fact that 'Many of her most ardent champions have
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bestowed upon her the ultimate accolade ("Donna Quixote", Brave .\[ell) of honorary
.
ma Ie status.' 124 Wh atever W eil' sown expenences

0

f sex, and whether or not they are

accurately reflected in her writings, it is difficult not to be disturbed by some of the links
she makes between sex and the relationship between God and the soul. Consider, for
example, 'Death and rape - two metaphors for describing the action of the Holy Spirit
on the soul.

Murder and rape are crimes owing to the fact that they constitute

illegitimate imitations of God's actions,.125 Weil expands on this later on in the .J.\TotebookJ,
saying, 'Slavery is a crime in just the same way as are murder and rape, because it sets up
a relationship between men which is only appropriate between God and man. God alone
has the right to kill, violate, reduce to slavery the souls of men. And it is a violence
which is to be desired above all possible forms of good'.126 It goes without saying that
this is a somewhat unconventional account of what it is about murder, rape and
enslavement that makes them morally problematic, and one which for most people
would be incompatible with their understanding of God's goodness. The same would
presumably go for Weil's claim that 'tearing a girl away from her mother's side, against
her will - the greatest and most painful form of violence that it is possible for men to
commit - is what serves for us as an image of grace'.127 Weil's writings contain plenty
more of these violent and sexual images for the relationship between God and the soul.
It is like the 'relation between a bridegroom and a still virgin bride on their wedding
night. Marriage is consented rape. And so is the soul's union with God. The soul feels
cold and is not aware of loving God. It does not know, of itself, that unless it loved it
would not consent'.128 And 'there is a resemblance between the lower and the higher.
Hence slavery is an image of obedience to God, humiliation an image of humility,
physical necessity an image of the irresistible presence of grace '" On this account, it is
necessary to seek out what is lowest as an image'.129 It is difficult to miss the similarity
between this kind of discourse and the mystical visions of union with God gi\'en by some
of the medieval mystics discussed above - with the important distinction that the mystics
arc describing experiences and visions they claim to have had, while in \\!eil there l~ a
simultaneous sense of desire for a similarly violent consummation of her love for God
and a fear that she may never be worthy of it.
I~~
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Joyce Carol Oates: Weil's 'Pernicious Kind of Madness'
In a higWy critical essay, Joyce Carol Oates wonders 'if both \\'eil and her
numerous admirers are not touched by a pernicious kind of madness: mad because \\Teil's
"ideas" are so clearly without substance, mere vaporous and platitudinous musings;
pernicious because, couched in an archetypal (or stereotypical) religious vocabulary, they
cannot fail to exert a powerful appeal, even to the skeptic'r':" Oates protests at \\'eil's
characterisation of herself as being 'more reprehensible than the greatest of criminals, for
reasons that are not altogether clear'!" and suggests a pathological origin for her
asceticism, arguing that her 'instinct to die clearly preceded theory'. 112 There is no getting
away from the central problem of the relationship between Weil's writings and her life,
and death:
the puzzled reader thinks, is Wei! speaking in parables? And is the body of her
multifarious prose pieces really a kind of poem or extended metaphor, not to be
taken literally? Wei! herself, however, took it literally, and fasted to death in
1943, at the age of thirty-four, for political and religious reasons.P'

It is this stark fact which, so far as Oates is concerned, justifies the polemical tone of her

essay, and which arouses her suspicions of Weil's admirers - Oates' anger at both \\/eil's
thought and at people who 'seem willing to accept her at her own estimation'v" Oates
protests at the results of Weil's examination of her own conscience, which causes her to
conclude 'that she, more than any criminal, has just cause to fear God's wrath; for that
[which] would be a trivial sin in another person is a mortal sin in Weil,.135 Despite the
Wittgensteinian consideration of 'the radical distinction in significance for a man of his
own acts as distinct from those of others'!36 the fact remains, for Oates, that not only is
Weil profoundly wrong in her own self-assessment - 'after rigorous self-examination, she
cannot discover any particular, serious faults in her behaviour,!37 - but it betrays a 'curious
self-inflation',':" an egoism which, in its desire to renounce the self, suggests a particular
concern for it: 'What more "saintly" project than to starve oneself to death in the
ostensible service of a religious ideal?,!3,) Weil's conviction of her own sinfulness may, !t
read suspiciously, as in this case, look less like humility than a perverted sense of her own
importance. Oates claims that Weil's asceticism and humility are, in effect,
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her pronouncements greater authority - by emptying herself to let God in, we might say,
her thoughts and words become God's; what looks like self-renunciation is in fact selfaffirmation. Oates quotes a 1942 letter of Weil's in which she says 'I would never dare
speak to you like this if all these thoughts were the product of my. own mind'!" - by,
claiming to withdraw, Weil imbues her own words with a significance they would not
otherwise possess. In chapter 6, we saw that early Christian ascetics such as the desert
fathers gained power and influence through their extraordinary and admirable behaviour:
Oates seems to be accusing Weil of trying to do something similar - she refers to
Nietzsche's speculation 'that the humble in spirit, the most adamantly "Christian" of
persons, secretly wish to be exalted above their fellows and that their public humility is
an inversion of their own thwarted will to power'141 - but Weil herself seems to have
been aware of the possibility of such a charge, and to have rejected it. As she wrote to
her friend Maurice Schumann, 'I don't want you to do me the injustice of imagining that
I affect saintliness. Above all I don't want at any price that you should think better of
me than the truth allows,.142 Weil set herself very high moral standards and, so far as she
was concerned, failed to live up to them; the fact that almost everyone else falls even
shorter was, so far as Weil was concerned, irrelevant. Charging Weil with an egoistic
self-concern misses the fact that the only person in whom Weil identified shortcomings
was the only person - Weil herself - of whom she felt absolutely entitled to be critical.
Much of Oates' essay functions as an attack on Weil's integrity as wcll as her
authority, and although from Oates' perspective this makes sense, there is an unhelpful
lack of critical nuance to much of her essay, with its allegations of

'unabashed

masochistic fantasy,143 and her theologically suspect claim that 'Now that much is known
of Weil's life and her obsession with the mortification of the flesh (primarily by way of
fasting) it is difficult to take her "visions" seriously'I" - as if we should disregard any
vision which could be shown to have taken place in an altered state of consciousness (or,
to put it another way, as if we could find a vision which could be shown nut to have
taken place in such a state). Oates, quite simply, does not appear to like \\'cil or her
Wrltl11gs verv much - 'Since \X'eil is no poet, and evidently possessed a fairly limited
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imagination, her mystical writings are curiously argumentatiye and flat'145 - and finds

It

difficult to account for her popularity except in terms of 'the spiritual vacuum of our
century: the hunger to believe in virtually anyone who makes a forthright claim to be
divinely guided'.l46 Oates shows in so much convincing detail why \\'eil's writings are
problematic that she finds it hard to account for her popularity: there is a danger that the
complex motives and reactions of Weil herself, and of those who have found her work
powerful, inspiring and compelling, are reduced to little more than a mixture of egoism,
self-loathing, misogyny and religious obsession.

But it is possible to bring greater

theological subtlety to bear on Weil's work while retaining the critical edge which we can
see in Oates - an edge whose vital importance is demonstrated by her urgent closing
question about Weil's admirers:
Do they so crave 'saintliness' (in others, if not in themselves) that they will
transform a sick, desperate, broken woman into a model of spiritual health; do
they so crave 'wisdom' that they will accept the speculations of a greatly
troubled mind as if these speculations were superior, in fact, to their own?14-

Ann Loades: Placing Weil in the lmitatio Christi Tradition
Ann Loades, in an essay subtitled 'Why certain forms of holiness arc bad for you'
engages with Oates' question without resorting to an attack on Weil, and with a plea that
we should recognise her work's importance 'for a critique of the egocentrism which
infects our culture, and which is at odds with some Christian doctrines of coinherencc,
and for

her unease with mere materialism and her hunger for

transcendence'Y"

elements of

Loades places Weil in the context of the imitatio Christi tradition in

Christian theology, a contextualisation which functions simultaneously to help us to
make sense of W eil' s life and work - by making links between it and more mainstream
theology - and to call that tradition into serious question, simply by placing \Veil, with all
that we know about her life, within it. It is worth noting that this process of concurrent
legitimisation

and

delegitimisation

has,

if

successful,

implications

for

the

\\;littgensteinians' use of Weil too, validating their use of her work as source material for
an account of what Christianity says about itself and, in the process, raising objccri. lib
which thcv do not raise themselves to a religion which can be expressed in work like
\\'eil's, .vlthough Loades' treatment of \\'eil is more sympathetic than Oates', she dLl\\s
attention to similar problematic areas of her work including some of the 'rape' passages
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quoted above. While acknowledging the horror we should feel at such images, Loades
describes them as examples of 'the metaphors she had learned from a strand of the
Christian tradition',149 metaphors which may enable the rationalisation of the kind of
behaviour which Oates dismisses - too complacently, perhaps - as purely pathological,
but which Loades points out 'enabled her to inflict on herself, by accident, the kind of
',1
5 0 Loades is referring to a
. h t h ave come to ill
. a concentration
camp.
d ea th sh e nug
development of the Christian tradition which she describes as 'a morbid oyeridentification with Christ as suffering victim,.151 I have given numerous examples in this
and the previous chapter of Christians, women in particular, who, like \\'eil, have drawn
on the resources of the Christian tradition to read the commands of Jesus, and to
understand the imitation of Christ, as requiring fasting, chastity, self-mortification,
humility - in short, as requiring self-renunciation - and who have been honoured within
the tradition as a result. Weil is not by any means alone in the Christian tradition in the
way she describes her relationship with God, even if the role she plays in \\"ittgensteinian
philosophy of religion, where the kind of Christianity she exemplifies is so often
presented without a theological or historical context, might sometimes imply that she is.
Loades writes, echoing Oates, that:
What seems astonishing is how the particular kind of Christianity that she
represents can still be commended, not least by men, partly because she, as with
other women, represents yet another idealization, this time of one who
apparently succeeds in the attempt to kill off the 'self that is supposed to stand
in the way of union with God, the death of the self so that true life may
begin.152
It is important to recognise that Weil really does represent a 'particular kind of

Christianity' which has been widely influential, and widely followed. It is one in which
pain and debasement are understood not as hardships to be avoided but, as in the lives
of many of the mystics described here, as ways of achieving union with Christ through
the death of the self. This union with Christ is frequently described in sexual terms in
which submission to Christ is understood in terms of violent penetration and sexual
submission to the bridegroom, resulting in the annihilation of the self.

l.oades

c< imments that 'Of the "imitation of Christ" tradition as it can sometimes be lived and

died , I would want to sav that it may be the last kind of Christianity that women arc likely
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Phillips on Mysticism
The Wittgensteinians, and Phillips in particular, seem largely oblivious to these
Issues.

I want to draw attention to a striking remark by Phillips, in Religion Ir'itbollt

Explanation, which highlights his lack of interest in some of the issues arising from
mystical visions which I have discussed in this chapter. He quotes the famous vision of
Teresa of Avila, quoted above, in which she is penetrated by a 'long golden spear' held by
an angel, causing her pain 'so sharp that it made me utter several sharp moans; and so
excessive was the sweetness caused me by this intense pain that one can never wish to
lose it'.154 Phillips describes this as 'but one instance, and a rather remarkable one, of
what religion can make of the sexual in a person's life,.155 He is certainly not ,vrong, but
his use of Teresa's vision in a discussion of how best 'to understand how religions han'
transformed the lives of men [SiC]'156 seems to ignore a great deal of what is going on in
the passage, not least some elements which might make us uneasy.

If Phillips sees

anything problematic in Teresa's vision, he does not say so. In this chapter I have been
arguing that there is more to be said about Christian mystical visions with explicitly
sexual content - particularly when that sexual content incorporates violence, coercion,
pain and submission - than simply that they are interesting or remarkable. They have to
be seen as problematic, both in the sense that they are symptomatic of frankly harmful
approaches to theology and sexuality on the parts both of those who have such visions
and of those who are happy to use them as devotional texts, and in the sense that the
widespread Christian acceptance of such visions as theologically sound, or indeed as
evidence of sanctity, is one part of a matrix of causal factors in perpetuating mainstream
acceptance of female submissiveness in various areas of life, including sexuality. The
Wittgensteinians do not so much oppose this contention as show no interest in

It

whatsoever. This may be an excusable omission so far as the mystics are concerned - I
have discussed already the fact that the Wittgensteinians show little interest in Christian
history, and argued that taking such an interest would give them valuable ammunition
against those of their critics who complain that their account of authentic Christian belief
bears little resemblance to Christianity in the real world. But similar issues are o t course
raised by the life and work of Simone \\'eil, a writer in whom Phillips can hardly he
accused of showing insufficient interest, gi"en that he uses her work to cxcrnplilv those
clements within Christianity which he identifies as authentic and as bck1l1g

I '4 Phillir~. Rfligiol/ Ifflbolll E."phmalion, r 53.
", Phillips, Rdigiol/ Ifflbolll E."phWiJliol/, P 53
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superstition, false consolation and wishful thinking.

The reason Phillips is not more

sensitive than he is to the effects on Weil of her own commitment to a self-renunciatorv
Christianity - and therefore, by implication, to the effects of the kind of religious belief
and practice his philosophy of religion presents as authentic - seems to be that evaluating
particular religious and moral commitments in terms of their effects is ruled out by the
Wittgensteinian method. Yet this refusal to consider such questions would be, to those
who consider the effects of religious beliefs on those who hold them to be important, a
significant weakness of the Wittgensteinian approach.

III
SAINTLINESS

7
Saints, Self-Renunciation and Ethics
Overview
I presented in part II some evidence in favour of taking Phillips' Wittgensteinian account
of the content of religious belief and practice more seriously than many philosophers of
religion have done, and also drew attention to some higWy problematic issues raised by
certain manifestations of self-renunciation within the Christian tradition - issues which
have been of particular interest to feminist commentators.

In this chapter I want to

discuss the impact this evidence might have on our evaluation of the \Vittgensteinian
approach. Phillips himself, given the limitations imposed by his own methodology on
the kinds of critical strategy which he himself deems legitimate, might well be able to
reject the premises of the criticisms of those feminists and others who might see the
manifest harms of some Christian renunciation of the self, discussed in chapters 5 and 6
in particular, as the basis for calling aspects of the Christian tradition into question. Yct
this ability to reject such criticisms can help to bring out some of the less instantly
apparent implications of Phillips' position, especially the relationship between the
absolute and thoroughgoing nature of the demands made by morality and religion, and
the absolute and thoroughgoing acceptance of those demands by many of those saints
discussed in chapters 5 and 6. There are a number of ways in which this interpretation
of the absolute demands of morality and religion might be called into question, and in
this chapter I consider three. Firstly, from a virtue ethics perspective, Susan \\Iolf asks
whether striving for sainthood is really desirable, in terms of the ability of the 'moral
saint' to develop what we might describe as a healthily well-rounded character. Secondly,
from a utilitarian perspective, the fact that personal self-renunciation can be harmful not
only to the self-renouncing individual but to those around her may have an impact on
the way we assess the behaviour of self-renouncing individuals.

Thirdly, Friedrich

Nietzsche gives an account, intended as a critique, of what he calls 'slave morality' and
presents as central to Christian morality; there are some connections between ~ietzsche's
'slave morality' and Phillips' account of authentic, self-renunciar. )1')', mornlirv

.i nd

religious belief and practice. \'\'here do these criticisms of self-renunciation leave the key
\\'ittgensteinian claim that morality and religion should have nothing to do with sci t
interest?

In order to discuss this question, I consider I. ygmunt Bauman's account of
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ethics in modernity, which links ethical theories based on self-interest with the removal
of individual moral responsibility. While Phillips' mistrust of self-interest leads him to an
emphasis on self-renunciation, Bauman's 'postmodem ethics' replaces self-interest with
other-directedness.

Bauman, like the Wittgensteinians, offers no detailed theoretical

account of what this other-directedness might consist of; instead, he is content

to

trust

the moral intuitions of 'ordinary people'. The work of Iris Murdoch, which shows a
similar rejection of self-interest in morality and a similar willingness to trust in moral
intuitions over ethical theory, has much in common with that of the \\'ittgensteinians,
and Murdoch's explicit approval of Moore helps to strengthen my characterisation of the
Wittgensteinian approach as having important connections with intuitionism.

A

Wittgensteinian willingness to trust in moral responses leads to a focus on the resources
which go into building such moral responses, and in particular on those resources which
might encourage a self-renunciatory approach to morality and religion.

Evaluating Forms of Life
According to Phillips, and to the Wittgensteinians, we should beware of any
assessment of any form of life or moral practice which seeks to impose external
evaluative criteria (whether we do this to attack or to defend) rather than letting that
form of life speak for itself. As Phillips says, 'the criteria of truth and falsity in religion
are to be found within a religious tradition'.' If certain questions which seem obvious to
us as outside observers are questions which do not make sense within the form of life
which we are evaluating, then asking them is illegitimate within that form of life - they
are evidence that what we are investigating does not fit into our evaluative categories.
This does not mean, as Mark Addis thinks, that Phillips 'wishes to claim that an atheist
could not find religious language cornprehensible'f (on the contrary, in Be/iej; Change and

Forms

of LzJe

Phillips explicitly rejects 'the thesis that religious belief can only be

understood by religious believers"); it does mean that an atheist's criticisms of religion, if
made in atheistic terms, will not be compelling for the religious believer, and nee versa.
The other side of this coin is that it is legitimate to make assessments of those who
participate in particular forms of life using the criteria which arc contained within those
forms of life _ even if these are criteria which we would not apply

to

our own lives or

to

the various forms of life in which we participate. Phillips therefore writes off certain

1 Phillips, Faith and Philosophilill Ellqllll1. p. 12
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religious beliefs and practices as superstitious not because they are false in absolute terms
(although they may be) but because they are not consistent with other beliefs held within
the form of life of which they purport to be a part.

There are two important

consequences of this approach in terms of the evaluation of religion, as we saw in the
discussion in chapter 5 of Phillips' paper 'Religion in Wittgenstein's Mirror', The fust
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that it enables Phillips to construct what he sees as a consistent account of what
authentic religious (in Phillips' work, specifically Christian) belief and practice consist of
which, he can argue, because it is a philosophical rather than a sociological account, still
stands irrespective of whether it reflects the belief and practice of most self-identified
Christians. The second is that this account is immune from criticism which comes from
outside Christianity - or rather, immune from criticism which is not conducted in
Christian terms, whether or not it is Christians who are making those criticisms. .\ny
attempt to attack Phillips' account of Christian belief in terms which do not playa part in
that account, for example by arguing that Christians do expect God to grant them what
they pray for, is of little interest to Phillips himself, and is not seen as a relevant or
compelling criticism. And any attempted philosophical or scientific investigations of key
Christian beliefs, such as the existence of God, the immortality of the soul or the
possibility of miracle, are also irrelevant, since they fail to pay attention to the role such
beliefs play in the Christian believer's life - a role which means that they are not treated
as facts susceptible to philosophical or scientific investigation.

As Phillips says

approvingly of Wittgenstein, 'Wittgenstein's interest is in "practice", in the grammatical
sense, not with how extensive practice (in the sociological sense of "what goes on") may
be'." Various philosophers of religion, as we have seen, have attempted this kind of

sociological or philosophical debunking of Phillips' position, prompting the response
that his position is not affected by their conclusions. Less common, however, have been
attempts to criticise Phillips' account of religion in moral terms, such as Brian Clack's
question, 'might not the ideal of dying to the self lead to a denial of all that is valuable
about our lives?'s Grace Jantzen gives a sketch, without any detailed discussion, of what
such an attempt might look like:
Phillips' appeal to the form of life of a communit): remains concerned ()l1l~_\\;th
how that form of life renders religious beliefs meamngful. for all that he otters a
different account of how meaning and truth should be construed, he is at one
with the rest of traditional philosophy of religion in its t1xati~n on beliefs. The
appeal to community is not in relation to a s~uggle tor ~bcr:ltlOn ,and
flourishing, but only in relation to the context 01 particular utterances of
~ Phillips, ·\\·ittgl'l1~tl'in. \\'ittgl'll:,tciniani:;ffi, and magic: a phi)oso~hical tragcl!Y?'. P: 196. , , . . . ) , . . ( (
II'
"Hnan (Lick, .-Ifl 1111,vd"dr"0l1 10 If'iltgrnsl,r"l1's Philosoplry ~rRthglo11 (l',dlllburgh: LdlJ1burgh ll1l\Lr:-lt) ) rcss, 19»), P: 1 -
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re~giou.s believers. Altho~~h Phillips' ~pproach offers him the opportunity to

think differently of the religious symbolic as related to forms of life, he does not
in fact do SO.6
The focus in this thesis on the importance of self-renunciation in Phillips' account as a
centrally constitutive and defining feature of authentic religious and moral belief and
behaviour is intended to draw attention to the moral questions it raises - moral questions
which are just as ruled out of consideration by Phillips as are the more common
objections to his work, but which must matter if what Jantzen means by 'liberation and
flourishing', or what Clack means by 'all that is valuable about our lives', are considered
important.
Phillips can rule out moral critiques of his position on the same grounds that he
rejects other critical strategies: while we, as outsiders, might see Christian selfrenunciation as morally problematic, it is part of a form of life which, if we are not
Christians (or even if we are self-identified Christians who disagree with Phillips'
interpretation of Christianity), we do not inhabit.

Christianity has its own internal

morality which judges the believer; it is misleading to say that the believer can make
moral judgements about her religion using external criteria while remaining within that
religion: 'the believers wish to claim that it isn't they who measure the pictures, since in a
sense, the pictures measure them; they are the measure in terms of which they judge
themselves. They do not judge the picture'.' Criticising Christianity as harmful is just as
irrelevant to Phillips as cnticismg Christianity on the basis that on the balance of
probabilities it is likely that God does not exist.

I noted in chapter :2 the four

counterexamples Phillips brings to Foot's claim that 'the proper use of his limbs is
something a man has reason to want if he wants arrything't'' physical harm is irrelevant to
the Christian who takes seriously her duty to submit to God, and to her, what Clack sees
as 'all that is valuable about our lives' is superficial, implying a concern for the self which
is incompatible with a proper regard for God. Within the context of Christianity it docs
not make sense, so far as Phillips is concerned, to appeal to methods of moral reasoning
which do not have a place in Christian discourse . .:\S Brian Clack puts it:
If someone feels, say, that the symbolism of religion portrays women in a
negative light, or that it is somehow morally unsound, ~hat pers~n is, according.
to the \Vittgensteinian, in the position of Job, chall~ng1ng the nghteollsncss ot
the Lord, and to whom the Lord responded: '\\00 is this that darkcneth
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counsel by words without knowledge? ... \Xbere wast thou when I laid the
foundations of the earth?'9
This means that it is illegitimate to criticise Christians who appear to embrace the kind of
self-renunciation Phillips describes as authentically Christian - most obviously, many of
the saints, along with Simone Weil - from perspectives which do not accept the terms
which those Christians would accept themselves.

A good example of the ability of

Christians to reject non-Christian criticism of saintly behaviour as failing to appreciate
the internal logic of the Christian position or the self-understandings of those who
subscribe to it can be found in a recent article by James Keating and David l\1cCarthy:
St Rose of Lima and Martin de Porres, for example, are not happy in an
Aristotelian sense, nor moral in Kantian or Utilitarian terms. The self-imposed
suffering of Rose would be considered immoral, and much of Martin's
concerns, for the health of vermin for example, would be considered wildly
misguided. More damning for moderns, both look to a personal power that is
not their own. to
For Keating and McCarthy to refer in a footnote at this point to Sara Maitland's essay
'Passionate Prayer: Masochistic Images in Women's Experience', which I discussed in
chapters 5 and 6, is, given their argument here, quite astonishing. Maitland presents an
angry indictment of the 'sado-masochism'!' of a religious understanding which sees
nothing wrong with, indeed glorifies, the behaviour of a young woman who abases and
tortures herself in order to be worthy of being God's spouse. To characterise this as
nothing more than a Kantian or utilitarian distaste for self-imposed suffering coupled
with a (rather archly dismissed) modern atheistic individualism is at best a glib
oversimplification and at worst a wilful refusal to take seriously feminist disquiet over the
nature of the lives of certain saints and the implications of taking them as role models.
Phillips' method similarly allows him to write off much of this kind of criticism as
missing the point. And, we might ask, if reacting with horror to an interpretation of
religion which appears to legitimise or even encourage self-abasement and self-torture is
missing the point, what is the point?

Phillips and Saintliness
A recurring argument in this thesis has been that there is vcrv little to sepaLltc
Phillips' moral philosophy from his philosophy of religion, either methodologically or

111

his conclusions. Phillips' method, despite an avowed commitn1ent t o lcavinj; cvcrvrlunj;
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as it is, does leave the reader in no doubt that, so far as he is concerned, some wavs of
thinking morally and religiously are preferable to others, in that they make more sense _
as opposed to being preferable because they are more comforting, say, or because they
make life easier.

Phillips' objection in philosophy of religion to 'false consolation'

(consisting, of course, of such illusions as a belief in the reality of reward or punishment
in heaven or hell after death), the belief that religious belief is a good bet, has its
counterpart in moral philosophy in his objection to the widely held belief that moral
behaviour is good for you, in the sense that the agent will benefit in the long run from
being good. Ways of thinking that make sense are those that do not place the agent's
benefit at the centre of the agent's concerns when thinking morally and religiously. The
true character of a religious outlook on life, or of a properly moral outlook on life, is selfrenunciatory - and 'moral' and 'religious' seem, on this point, to be more or less
interchangeable.

This comes out well in the following comment by Phillips on the

contemporary philosophical reception of the religious beliefs that we are all sinners, that
we are all in need of grace, that the final judgement on where we stand must be left up to
God:
We can see how difficult such an ethico-religious belief will seem to those who
analyse morality in terms of what is required for successful co-existence. On
this secular view, what is required of us is seen in terms of what is regarded as
an average decency. The extraordinary, that which is found in saints and
heroes, is thought of as superogatory [sic]. In the religious case, what we are
judged in terms of is a holiness that no one attains in its absolute purity. On
one view, the good is what we, collectively, are said to need for social civility.
On the other view, only God is called 'good'.12

The key point is that according to the outlook against which Phillips consistently sets
himself," it does make sense both to place limits on what can reasonably be expected of
human beings in both moral and religious endeavour and to think of that endeavour as
aiming at certain consequences. Morality and religion place no such limits and have no
such aims: they are not pragmatic; they have no thought for the morrow. It is notable
that Phillips cites 'saints and heroes' as possessing qualities which are thought of as
supererogatory on a secular view but as insufficient, however extraordinan thev may be,
within the erhico-religious approach to which he draws attention. This is an important
point, because it gets to the heart of the argument which I discussed at the bcginnll1~ of
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chapter 5 between Phillips and his critics such as Swinburne and Tilley. Their claim was
that Phillips' account of 'authentic' Christian belief and practice bears little relation to
Christianity as it is believed and practised in real life. ~Iy defence of Phillips' position
was, in essence, that even if it is true that the majority of Christians have not possessed
the kind of self-renouncing faith that Phillips describes, nevertheless those Christians
who have historically been, and continue to be, held up within institutional Christianity as
exemplary believers - not just Wei! and Kierkegaard and other 'odd ducks'!" but, not to
put too fine a point on it, the saints - do come close to embodying what Phillips argues
for. It seems reasonable to argue that those who are venerated as saints are understood
to be admirable and exemplary followers of the religion in which they are thus venerated,
even if their special status points to the fact that most believers do not reach their level
of devotion; we might say that the difference between saints and ordinary believers is, or
at least ought to be, one of degree, not of kind.
The reason the saints - a category which may include some who are honoured as
saints in religions other than Christianity, along with certain fictional characters and those
whom John Coleman describes as 'uncanonized saints" - are the aptest models of what
Phillips seems to be describing as what proper moral and religious belief and practice
amount to is that, for Phillips, there are no limits to the demands of morality and
religion.

One way of reading saintliness, I want to argue, is as a thoroughgoing

acceptance of, and attempt to conform to, the logic of those demands, regardless of the
consequences this may have both for the saint herself and for others. For Phillips, being
good is not about being 'good enough' because nothing and nobody can ever be good
enough to meet the standards we must set ourselves if we take morality seriously. This
seems consistent with what saintliness involves: a refusal to see as decisive any pragmatic
objection to doing one's moral and religious duty, coupled with a refusal to recognise
one's extraordinary performance of one's moral and religious duty as worthy of particular
praise. Self-satisfaction is not a mark of sanctity; if you think you deserve to be a saint,
then you don't. To the saint, the fact that the duties morality and religion impose on U~
are in principle limitless means that we cannot pass those duties on to others, either by
requiring others to act morally on our behalf or by making the duties we
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binding on ourselves into universal duties and therefore enabling us to see ourselves as
morally superior to those who fail to meet them.

Our own moral responsibility is

limitless, and it does not depend on the attitude of others.

The fact that we are

unavoidably responsible for the results of our actions means that the saint refuses to
recognise harm to the self, as opposed to harm caused to others, as real harm - one
potential criticism of sainthood is of its inconsistency, as in this observation about \Veil,
whose attitude to herself differs so strongly from her attitude to others that it might be
described as a form of hypocrisy, albeit not a remotely self-serving hypocrisy:
\Vhat she argues for in defense of 'man' she very rarely accords herself. She
takes great pains to deny herself the duties that we owe every living being, duties
that she actually catalogues in 'Draft for a Statement of Human ObligationsJ"
This inconsistency is not sanctioned by approaches to moral philosophy which rely on
universalisability, but it might be seen as a form of what Michael Slote calls 'self-other
asymmetry'v' Such asymmetry ordinarily consists of the belief that 'one may to a certain
extent permissibly favour one's own interests over those of other individuals'i'" but in the
case of saints it appears to work the other way: one can favour the interests of others
over oneself, but one must not work for one's own advantage.

And a refusal to pursue

ends other than the strict requirements of morality may have implications, in terms of
virtue ethics, for the life of the individual and for the way we perceive the individual's
character.

Self-Renunciation and Virtue Ethics: Moral Saints
The fact that a focus on individual personal rightness may not always make one a
full participant in the life of the wider community in which moral life is lived is part of
what leads Susan Wolf, in her article 'Moral Saints', to argue that 'moral perfection, in the
sense of moral saintliness, does not constitute a model of personal well-being towards
,

"

, 19

which it would be particularly rational or good or desuable for a human bemg to strive ,
Wolf describes a moral saint as one whose life is 'dominated by a commitment to
improving the welfare of others or of society as a whole'<" This could be something
which the saint enters into through genuine love of others (the 'Loving Saint'), or it could
be that 'this person sacrifices his

16 Ft:llll;ObC
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interests to the interests ()f others, and feels the
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sacrifice as such' (the 'Rational Saint').21

In both cases the moral virtues the samt

possesses 'are apt to crowd out the non-moral virtues, as well as many of the interests
and personal characteristics that we generally think contribute to a healthy. , well-rounded ,
richly developed character'<' And in both cases the failure to have or to respond to nonmoral desires has a negative impact on our assessment of the saint's character:
The Loving Saint one might suspect of missing a piece of perceptual machinery,
of being blind to some of what the world has to offer. The Rational Saint, who
sees it but forgoes it, one suspects of having a different problem - a
pathological fear of damnation, perhaps, or an extreme form of self-hatred that
interferes with his ability to enjoy the enjoyable in life. 23
Either way, we want to describe the saint as being deficient, as missing out on some of
the most important aspects of being human - Wolf quotes George Orwell, in his
'Reflections on Gandhi', as saying that 'Many people genuinely do not wish to be saints,
and it is probable that some who achieve or aspire to sainthood have never felt much
temptation to be human beings'.24 In other words, there are qualities which we think it is
good for human beings to have - a moral judgement, we might say - which are
nevertheless not consistent with concentrating on being morally good to the exclusion of
all other considerations. There is a parallel here with Sontag's distinction, mentioned in
chapter 6, between exemplary lives 'which invite us to imitate them, and those which we
regard from a distance with a mixture of revulsion, pity and reverence'" - Sontag places
the lives of saints firmly in the latter category. We do not have to disagree with Wolf
about the attractiveness of the moral saint's way of life to find something admirable
about many who might qualify as moral saints. Indeed, part of what makes the moral
saint's way of life admirable is its very unattractiveness - we can see that the moral saint
is good, and can nevertheless see that the way in which that goodness is manifested
necessarily rules out other goods, which might (or might not) make other ways of living
preferable.

A belief that Mother Teresa's life was admirable does not automatically

commit us to going to work in the slums of Calcutta, or mark us out as hypocrites if we
do not.

Likewise, a decision not to go and work in the slums of Calcutta does not

commit us to saying that there is something wrong with people who do.

Much rule-

based moral philosophy, though, can make it look as if there is an inconsistency here.

\\(llt. ':'IfOL\\ Saints', p. 420.
':'Iloral Saints', p. 421.
c\ \\'oIL ':'Iloral S.linb', p. 424.
:1 \\'oIL ':'Ilo!.ll S.llnts', P: 436 n. 4.
2" Son t.lg, ·SIIl100l.' WeiI'. P: 22
21

22 \'(olt.
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Wolf's argument is directed against Kantian and utilitarian conceptions of ethics,
which she claims both imply that we should aim to be moral saints of the type she
criticises rather than well-rounded individuals. She argues that the strict utilitarian would
be duty bound to do as much as possible to increase the general happiness through
helping others, and able to justify pursuing non-moral interests only for as it were tactical
reasons, insofar as those interests produced 'a more bearable public personality'" which
would make her efforts in increasing the general happiness more successful. The saintlv
utilitarian's description of her non-moral interests as "'a contribution to the general
happiness" ... is to be contrasted with the various ways in which these aspects of life
may be valued by non-utilitarians'<' - a contrast in which it is the non-utilitarians who
appear to understand what it really means to value these aspects of life.

Meanwhile,

Kantianism seems to mandate a similarly perfectionist approach which similarly fails to
do justice to the pursuit of non-moral qualities for motives other than duty:
Though the Kantian saint may differ from the utilitarian saint as to which actions
he is bound to perform and which he is bound to refrain from performing, I
suspect that the range of activities acceptable to the Kantian saint will remain
objectionably restrictive. Moreover, the manner in which the Kantian saint
must think about and justify the activities he pursues and the character traits he
develops will strike us, as it did with the utilitarian saint, as containing 'one
thought too many'.28
The result of this, for Wolf, is not necessarily a rejection of Kantianism or utilitarianism,
but an acknowledgement that 'we have reason to want people to live lives that are not
morally perfect' and that therefore 'any plausible moral theory must make use of the
concept of supererogation'vf I noted above that according to the religious view outlined
by Phillips - a view which is not presented as a moral theory - there is no act so good
that it can be described as supererogatory, Wolf also concludes that any moral theory is,
in itself, inadequate to give us complete and perfect guidance on our behaviour, and says
that her argument suggests
a commitment to what seems to me to be a healthy form of intuitionism. It is a
form of intuitionism which is not intended to take the place of more rigorolls,
systematically developed, moral theories - rather, it is intended to put these
more rigorous and systematic theories in their place.?"
There is a parallel here with the \,\'ittgensteinian approach: m chapter 1 I described
\,\'ittgensteinian moral philosophy as a form of intuitionism. The denial of the need for
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universalisability is an important Wittgensteinian theme. It is one thing to say 'This is
what I would do in this situation'. It is another, at least so far as the \X'ittgensteinians are
concerned, to say 'This is what anyone should do in this situation'. This, of course, is
what critics like O'Neill attack as missing the point of moral reasoning," and what we
saw in Winch's refusal to universalise moral judgements, arguing that he himself would
not have condemned Billy Budd to death but that nevertheless Vere was right to do

50.'2

This kind of strategy can be used, as it is by Winch, to make sense of different moral
responses made in different cultural surroundings - in this case, one in which the death
penalty is understood as a central means of maintaining military discipline, and one in
which it is seen as disproportionate. But the strategy is also used, by Phillips, to defend a
thoroughly selfless, self-renunciatory moral and religious outlook.

Indeed, Phillips

characterises such an outlook as possessing a proper understanding of the demands of
morality and religion, unlike most contemporary ethicists and philosophers of religion.
Phillips does not attempt to build a rigorous theoretical base for a moral philosophy
which effectively demands sainthood - his preferred language is of 'conception' and
'picture' and 'opinions';" in his response to O'Neill's criticisms, discussed in chapter 1,
he argues that 'the presumption of theory distorts and obscures the nuances and
complexities involved in moral considerations'i"

However, Wolf's intuitionism allows

her to reject some of what she sees as the excesses of approaches to morality which seem
to recommend forms of saintliness which ought not to be recommended. Phillips docs
not seem to have a problem with the fact that the outlooks he describes appear to see the
extraordinary as normative and the ordinary as inadequate.

Self-Renunciation and Utilitarianism: The Case of Non-Violence
There are various grounds for believing that the kind of saintly goodness
described by Phillips as being a requirement of any morally serious attitude may well be
called into question by its results - that the results of such an attitude might be harmful
to those around the saint, and not just to the saint herself who is, of course, uninterested
in personal prudential considerations. Coleman is surely right to observe that 'Despite
\\'illiam James' best efforts, saints do not quite pass any utilitarian test, Holiness is never
really justified by its results,.35 One way of exploring this is to return to
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discussed in chapter 1, that 'the supposition that injustice is more profitable than justice
is very dubious'. 36 This is not a utilitarian claim, because it does not define goodness in
terms of the results of actions, but it does imply that the kind of justice Foot is talking
about would indeed be capable of being given a successful utilitarian defence. Phillips'
and Mounce's response to Foot was to argue that injustice very often is, if measured in
terms of worldly success, more profitable than justice, but that this is not evidence that
we should be unjust/"

Much of the behaviour, if not the motivation, described in

approving terms by Phillips could be given a utilitarian defence. The idea that things
ought sometimes to be given up as a means to an end - that you can't always get what
you want, or that some things you want can only be got through self-sacrifice - is entirely
consistent with a utilitarian perspective which, as I argued in chapter 2, ultimately sees
self-interest as the justification for ethical behaviour. The utilitarian advocacy of selfdenial can be seen on a much larger scale, too, in arguments for the adoption of policies
of principled passivity in the face of aggression. The justification goes something like
this: non-violence will be a successful strategy for resisting aggression because the
aggressor will be shamed into ceasing to be aggressive, This relies on the exploitation of
the fact that the other party, despite pursuing an aggressive policy for, one presumes,
self-interested reasons, nevertheless possesses a conscience: there are certain things
which can still never be countenanced.

In some circumstances, such as international

relations, this 'conscience' may consist of public opinion within the 'aggressive' nation or
nations, as well as the real consciences of their political leaders. The classic historical
example of this is Gandhi's non-violent campaign against British rule in India, which
contributed to India achieving independence in 1947. There is a danger of historical
misrepresentation (including the danger of presenting a one-dimensional view of Gandhi
himself) in overstating the role of non-violence in India's independence struggle. It is
interesting to consider whose interests such misrepresentations serve. Salman Rushdie
claims that Richard Attenborough's 1982 film Gandhi 'satisfies certain longings in the
Western psyche', one of which is
the liberal-conservative political desire to hear_ it s~d that rc\"oluti~ns can, and
should, be made purely by submission, and self-sacrifice, and non-nole~ce alone.
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It is perhaps not unreasonable to suggest an element of British self-satisfaction arising
from being able to claim that the British Raj was the kind of benevolent regime which
was capable of being brought down by non-violent opposition - a regime with a
conscience, unlike some others one could mention. We can see this kind of national
pride in comments such as the following, from Niall Ferguson's history of the British
Empire: 'In the end, the British sacrificed her [sic] Empire to stop the Germans, Japanese
and Italians from keeping theirs. Did not that sacrifice alone expunge all the Empire's
other sinS?,39 There are plenty of situations in which passive resistance would be utterly
futile - the possibility of feeling self-satisfaction at responding positively to such
resistance exposes the general inadequacy of a strictly non-violent policy, an inadequacy
which Michael Walzer points out:
George Orwell ... wonders whether such a [non-violent] campaign would even
be possible in a totalitarian state. 'It is difficult to see how Gandhi's methods
could be applied in a country where opponents of the regime disappear in the
middle of the night and are never heard from again.' Nor would civilian
resistance work well against invaders who sent out squads of soldiers to kill
civilian leaders, who arrested and tortured suspects, established concentration
camps, and exiled large numbers of people from areas where resistance was
strong to distant and desolate parts of the country. Nonviolent defense is no
defense at all against tyrants or conquerors ready to adopt such measures.
Gandhi demonstrated this truth, I think by the perverse advice he gave to the
Jews of Germany: that they should commit suicide rather than fight back
against Nazi tyranny. Here non-violence, under extreme conditions, collapses
into violence directed against oneself rather than at one's murderers, though
why it should take that direction I cannot understand.t"
This points to the existence of serious question-marks over the utilitarian efficacy of
strategies of non-violence - and from a utilitarian point of view, which is the standpoint
from which the justification I am considering arose in the first place, if a policy results in
a net disutility, then it is immoral. Peter Singer argues, on the basis of research into the
Prisoners' Dilemma, that a policy of non-retaliation can lead to harmful results, and not
only for those who pursue such a policy:
Most of us think that turning the other cheek is a noble idea, even if too
idealistic for this world. Consequently, we admire those who are prepared to
act on it. If they are prepared to be struck on both cheeks, we ~k~ they are
the onlY ones who are likely to be worse off. Now we know th~t this 1S not so.
To turn the other cheek is to teach would-be cheats that cheating pays. There
is not much attraction in an ethic of turning the other cheek if the resulting
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hardship falls not only on those who allow themselves to be struck, but on
everyone else as a whole.f
So we can identify a group of related objections to self-denying behaviour, not all of
which would be recognised as objections from a Wittgensteinian perspective, but which
ought, taken collectively, to raise serious question-marks over the suggestion that
morality necessarily requires self-denial. First, self-denial will often lead not only to the
self-denying individual's own personal disadvantage, but to a wider net disutility. In the
political realm, the self-denial of certain individuals or groups may allow tyranny to
flourish.

Furthermore, where this is the case individual self-denial may constitute a

failure to participate in collective acts of resistance to tyranny whose success is therefore
jeopardised - personal self-denial may, in effect, be seen as a selfish act which enforces
collective self-denial against the will of the majority. Sometimes, non-violent passivity
may be the best strategy; on many other occasions it may not, and it may even work in
the interests of those responsible for injustice, as Michael Rogin suggests in a discussion
of the Black American civil rights movement:
Is it the case that by choosing to respond to injustice with New Testament
agape, African Americans take on the sins of white people, continuing to carry
the burden that Harriet Beecher Stowe placed on her Uncle Tom? (Negroes
should stop being therapists for white Americans, the SNCC activist Stokely
Carmichael insisted in the early days of Black Power.):"
The rhetorical force of this is not only in its exposure of the fact that it is not helpful to
Black people for them to refuse to resist injustice, because it fails to exert any pressure
on those who have the political power to change their situation, although of course this
is true; equally important is that it is bad for white people that they are not made to face
up to the injustices for which they are responsible. The description of passivity in the
face of oppression as 'New Testament agape', however, points to the existence of an
alternative strategy of justification to those outlined above, one suggested by ~illgcr's
contention that 'Most of us think that turning the other cheek is a noble ide:l'.43

Self-Renunciation and Genealogy: Nietzsche on 'Slave Morality'
This second justification for principled forbearance, passivity and self-deniaL
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which does not rely on a utilitarian cost-benefit analysis and which possesses some
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psychological plausibility, is simply that it allows you, whatever the cost may. be , to retain
the right to be described as good. This relies on the same moral response as that which
gave the utilitarian justification its initial appeal: even if it is ultimately untrue to argue
that aggressors will be shamed by non-violent opposition into changing their behaviour,
the potential existence of shame in the face of such opposition points to the fact that
aggression is widely perceived as bad, non-aggression as good. And it is possible to
portray forbearance as good irrespective of the response it meets. This possibility is
behind Nietzsche's attack on Christian morality which leads, he argues, to stultification
and stagnation, a decline in the will to power - because this is perceived as evil - which
results in decadence and self-satisfaction, and an emasculated deity:
When the prerequisites of ascending life, when everything strong, brave,
masterful, proud is eliminated from the concept of God; when he declines step
by step to the symbol of a staff for the weary, a sheet-anchor for all who are
drowning; when he becomes the poor people's God, the sinner's God, the God
of the sick par excellence, and the predicate 'saviour', 'redeemer' as it were
remains over as the predicate of divinity as such: of what does such a
transformation speak? such a reduction of the divine? To be sure: 'the kingdom
of God' has thereby grown larger.r'
Nietzsche's argument is bound up with his account of the origins of such a morality. He
asks which qualities are perceived by Christianity as good, and notes with interest that
many of them - humility, forgiveness, refusal to retaliate - are, conveniently enough,
qualities which the weakest in society are ideally placed to display:
And the impotent failure to retaliate is to be transformed into 'goodness';
craven fear into 'humility'; submission to those one hates into 'obedience'... the
inability to take revenge is called the refusal to take revenge, perhaps even
forgiveness ('for they know not what they do - we alone know what they do!,)45
There can be nothing virtuous, thinks Nietzsche, in a failure to do something which one
is in any case incapable of doing; what Christianity does is to repackage and market this
inability as noble forbearance, and thus virtue. If such qualities are good, it claims, then
their opposites must be eviL But in fact this does not follow. It is not surprising, says
Nietzsche , that the weak see themselves as good and the strong, those who oppress
them, as evil;" not surprising, but still wrong. Christianity is guilty of making a virtue out
of necessity.
Wittgensteinian approaches to morality and philosophy of religion arc not,
strictly speaking, genealogical, in that they do not contain historical investigation or
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speculation about the origins of contemporary moral and religious attitudes. They do,
however, implicitly accept the legitimacy of such investigations, albeit by historians and
anthropologists rather than by philosophers: they believe that our moral and religious
attitudes are the product of our culture and upbringing rather than a reflection of
universal, and therefore universalisable, truth. A frequent, but by no means universal,
feature of genealogical approaches to morality is that they function as a more or less
implicit critique of morality's present content.

By finding an answer to the question

'where does this moral belief come from?' in particular historico-cultural events and
trends, genealogies of morals expose, first, the contingency of moral attitudes and,
secondly, in many cases the moral questionability of some of the causes of such attitudes.
The latter is strictly, of course, philosophically suspect - it falls foul of the 'genetic
fallacy' of confusing the origin of a belief or practice with its present meaning, and it
might also be subject to a reflexive criticism from within the practice of genealogy itself:
the moral attitudes we possess, which cause us to find certain historical reasons for
contemporary

moral

attitudes

morally

questionable,

are

themselves

subject

to

genealogical analysis and, therefore, critique. Nevertheless, genealogical critiques such as
Nietzsche's can possess real rhetorical and moral force. Nietzsche can be accused, with
some justice, of committing the genetic fallacy, and it is true that his account of the
origins of Christian morality, for all its psychological appeal, is both historically
implausible and, strictly, ruled out by his own assumptions, historical development being
in his own terms untraceable since 'each new meaning or function effaces the last'." For
my current purposes, however, this historical account is less important than the striking
parallels between certain aspects of Nietzsche's and Phillips' analyses of religion and
morality.

Nietzsche argues that a recognition that Christian theism is intellectually

untenable - which so far as he is concerned is unavoidable, whether the consequences of
that recognition are welcome or not - is a consequence of Christianity itself:
You see what it was that really triumphed over the Christian god: Christian
morality itself, the concept of truthfulness that was underst?od ever .more
rigorously, the father confessor's refinement of th~ Christian conscience,
translated and sublimated into a scientific conscience, into intellectual
cleanliness at any price. Looking at nature as if it were proof ()f the goodness
and governance of a god; interpreting history in honour of some divine reason,
as a continual testimony of a moral world order and ultimate moral purposes;
interpreting one's own experiences as pious pe?ple have long enough
interpreted theirs, as if everything were providential, a hint, dC;If=,l1led and
ordained, for the sake of the salvation of the soul - that is ,i/! ooer now, that has
man's conscience againJ/'t, that is considered indecent and dishonest by C\Try
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more refined conscience -

mendaciousness,

feminism, weakness and

cowardice."

Nietzsche and Phillips both claim that looking at the world in terms of divine providence
is unsustainable, and that an awareness of its unsustainability comes as a direct result of
viewing the world according to Christian moral categories. For example, Phillips rejects
attempts to justify evil in terms of a divine plan which will be revealed to us at the end of
time on the grounds that, if we accept this explanation, then 'God is condemned, for we
believe that no consequences could justify torturing children to death'."

Similarlv,

Nietzsche says that 'we find that which has been reverenced as God not "godlike" but
pitiable, absurd, harmful, not merely an error but a cnme agaimt lij?

511

Yet where

Nietzsche sees this as evidence that belief in God is unsustainable, Phillips sees it only as
evidence that belief in various characteristics commonly ascribed to God is unsustainable
- as evidence for the need of religious believers to replace belief in a 'natural' god with
belief in a 'supernatural' god.
Phillips' understanding of authentic Christianity might fairly be characterised as
demanding 'intellectual cleanliness at any price' - Christianity is preserved, but at the
price that God does not act on our behalf in the world, will not answer our prayers, will
not vindicate our belief in him by granting us immortality. A particular kind of moral
behaviour is demanded by such a belief - and those characteristics Phillips identifies as
constitutive of 'true religion' are very similar to characteristics Nietzsche sees as
constitutive of 'slave morality'. Nietzsche has the oppressed say to themselves:
Let us be different from the evil, that is, good! And the good man is the one
who refrains from violation, who harms no one, who attacks no one, who fails
to retaliate, who leaves revenge to God, who lives as we do in seclusion, who
avoids all evil and above all asks little of life, as we do, the patient, the humble,
the just.>!
The morality which both Phillips and Nietzsche's 'slaves' are espousll1g could be
criticised as potentially highly damaging, both because of the likely results of behaving in
such a way and, in Nietzsche's terms at least, because forms of behaviour ruled out by
such a morality may be more valuable.

Nietzsche argues against Christianity on the

grounds that, as Simon ~Iay puts it, 'it engenders weakness, degradation and despair .md that its claim to foster love, light, and life is simply Iu/Je'.52 This docs not look like an
unreasonable characterisation of, for example. \\'eil's words, quoted by Phillips, that 'I
"Niet/~chl'. The GtryS,w/<r', tr. \\',lltcr Kaufmann (New York: Vintage Books, 1<)-~ ,35~. p. 30I" Phillips, Tbe Conapt of Prayer. P: 94.
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must love being nothing. How horrible it would be if I were something! I must love my
nothingness, love being a nothingness'i'" Of this, Brian Clack comments:
It just does not go without saying that such sentiments are not pathological.
From the necessity of denying our self-centredness, need we really go this far?
Does not this self-abasing, nothingness-seeking religion act as a confirmation of
Nietzsche's suspicion that Christianity served only to destroy everything noble,
everything vigorous and affirmative in human life, so that the Christian really
was the 'sick animal man'P>'
.
Nietzsche's criticism of the 'slave morality' which he identifies with Christianity as
engendering 'weakness, degradation and despair' is closely tied to another, more subtle
one, that, given that it consists of a series of refused responses to the actions of others, it
is necessarily reactive:
In order to exist at all, slave morality from the outset always needs an opposing,
outer world; in physiological terms, it needs external stimuli in order to act - its
action is fundamentally reaction.>'
One cannot forbear to act on someone else without haying the option to act on someone
else; one cannot forgive without having been offended against; one cannot submit
without having someone or something to submit to. In other words, a morality which
advocates passivity assumes that there will be agents who are not passive. This is of
course a reasonable assumption to make, given the nature of the world we live in. But it
implicitly concedes that the behaviour it demands is unattractive and incapable of
commending itself to everyone - particularly given that the existence of some people
who are prepared to forbear may make life easier for those who would prefer not to do
so, and would rather prey on those who do. It necessarily means that the agent who is
prepared to use force will always win (in her own terms, at least), it leaves the way open
to tyranny and oppression, and it offers no resources to those who are oppressed except
the knowledge that they are in the right.

Zygmunt Bauman and 'Ethics' in Modernity
These three approaches to the kind of moral outlook Phillips seems

to

be

advocating all call into serious question, and not merely for self-interested reasons, the
idea that a self-renunciatory life is a desirable one to pursue: \Volf sugges t s that the
'moral saint' is likely to miss out on aspects of life which

\\T

rightly see as important; a

utilitarian analysis suggests that the harm an individual's self-renuncution allows may wcl!
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be distributed more widely than seems morally acceptable; Nietzsche suggests that
describing forbearance as a virtue is a highly convenient way of making the weak feel
good about themselves. If the Wittgensteinian approach can yield at worst, an account
of morality and religion which looks like Nietzsche's stripped of any element of critique,
is there a way of rescuing its insights so that the rejection of self-interest can avoid
looking simultaneously (intellectually) self-serving and (materially) self-destructive? One
potentially successful way of doing this may be found in the recent work of Zygmunt
Bauman, who operates firmly in what might be described as a Nietzschean, or
Foucauldian, tradition, but whose key distinction between 'ethics' and 'morality' enables

him to insist on the need for morality to distinguish itself from self-interest without
thereby equating it with self-renunciation. The ethics/morality distinction is made as a
convenient way to distinguish between two distinct approaches to the question of what
we ought to do and how we ought to reason about it. The distinction is implicit, I think,
in Wittgensteinian moral philosophy, although they do not use the same terminology
(nor, of course, do many other philosophera" which means that it probably should not
be used outside the context of discussing Bauman's work).

'Ethics', according to

Bauman, 'is the concern of philosophers, educators and preachers'. 57 The instinctive
agreement to this which we might expect to be forthcoming from philosophers,
educators and preachers is likely to be tempered by the implication Bauman seeks to
draw from it: meanwhile, morality is the concern of everybody else - or at least it ought
to be, but this fact is obscured by the focus on ethics of philosophers, educators and
preachers. By 'ethics', Bauman means systems and codes designed to rationalise and
enforce certain standards of behaviour:
Properly ethical statements are such as do not depend for their truthfulness on
what people are actually doing or even on what they believe they ought to be
doing. If what ethical statements say and what people do or believe are at od~s
with each other, this is assumed to mean, without need of further proof, that it
is the people who are in the wrong. Only ethics can say what reallY ought t~ be
done so that the good be served. Ideally, ethics is a code of law that prescribes
good behaviour 'universally' - that is, for all people at all times; one that sets
apart good from evil once for all and everybody. 58

This is contrasted with 'morality' which, precisely because it operates independently of
such ethical codes, involves the use of conscience and the exercise of responsibility.
56 Paul Ricoeur employs a very different morality/ethics distinction, w.hich he uses to ,differentiate between wh.l!.he
sees as an Aristotelian teleological perspective and a Kantian deontological perspective: ,It Is •. therefore, by convc~non
that I reserve the term "ethics" for the aim of an accomplished life and the tcrm "morality" tor the articulatu In ot thiS
aim in norms characterized at once by the claim to universality and by an effort of constraint' (Ricocur, 01lmlj .ts
Anotber; tr. Kathleen Blarney (Chicago:' The University of Chicago Press, 1992). P: 1(0).
57 Bauman, Uft in Fragments (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995), P: 10.
ss Bauman, Uft i" Fragmlflts, P: 11.
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Bauman's account of the morality/ethics distinction relies on a genealogy of ethics in
which culture or society - the level, of course, at which the Wittgensteinians seem to see
moral normativity as residing - is equated with force and coercion (in Bauman's own
terms, with 'ethics' rather than with 'morality'). This genealogy is in part a critique of
attempted rational justifications of morality - attempts which Bauman, as much as the
Wittgensteinians, thinks are intellectually unsustainable but, importantly for his approach,
nevertheless potentially successful so far as winning assent is concerned.

There are

parallels here with the feminist critique, which I discussed in chapter 3, of the notion of
'absolute truth' as the epistemological basis of an unquestionable cultural system of male
dominance and the unchallengeable oppression of women, although Bauman himself
shows little interest in discussing feminism.
While Bauman's description of 'ordinary people who just go on doing things
while applying rules of thumb they cling to (often without as much as being able to tell
clearly what those rules are like)'59 is strongly reminiscent of the \\?ittgensteinian claim
that principles such as 'lying is wrong' are rarely found in normal discourse, even (or,
perhaps, especially) among people whose lives are characterised by truthfulness." the
Wittgensteinians tend to see the ethicists they criticise as being engaged in a pointless
exercise which is utterly divorced from real life and real moral choice. Bauman's ethicists
are much more important, and much more dangerous, than this.

Their authority is

'legislative and juridical at the same time,.61 One result of the fact that ethicists' appeal to
reason as the foundation of ethics is doomed to intellectual failure is that the ethics they
promulgate does not automatically commend itself to the rest of us. It is not, as they
claim, universally and straightforwardly attainable (of course, if it were then they would
be redundant - this might be a useful clue as to the viability of their project):
First to delegitimize or 'bracket away' moral impulses and emotions, and then to
try to reconstruct the edifice of ethics out of arguments carefully cleansed of
emotional undertones and set free from all bonds with unprocessed human
intimacy, is equivalent (to use the memorable metaphor of Harold Garfinkel) to
saying that if we could only get the walls out of the way we would better see
what supports the ceiling. 62
But intellectual failure is not political failure - and the ethicists' project of discovering a
rational basis for ethics has practical consequences.

The rational basis for ethics, in

Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and other theorists of the relation between the individual and

"') Bauman. l~ft in Fragtnmls. P: 11.
Phillips ami Mounce • .\[orill Pra.tias, I' ~
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the state (among more recent thinkers we could name Rawls as an influential example), is
in effect (whether or not it is made explicit) that ethical action coincides with selfinterest. But while this ought to be attainable by every reasonable person, the category
'every reasonable person' is actually rather a small group of people - it consists, in fact,
of philosophers, whose task it is to tell the rest of us what our interests/the good (the
same thing, of course) consist of; the content of morality must, since most people are not
capable of working it out for themselves, be couched in the form of law and enforced as
such. This makes us morally irresponsible, for two reasons. First, because the primacy
of self-interest means that we no longer have any absolute, as opposed to contingent,
responsibility towards others; second, because the responsibility for making moral
decisions has shifted from ourselves as individual humans to the state, which we ought
(for self-interested reasons - the state is conceived of as acting in the interests of all its
members) to obey, so that 'the individual was freed from all obligations towards other
human beings (except, that is, those spelled out and enforced by the sole power
competent to legislate "the law of the land")'.63 Bauman argues:
Despite the fact that reason is every person's property, the rules promulgated in
the name of reason are to be obeyed after the pattern of submission to an
overwhehning external force. They can be best thought of in the \vay we think
of laws legislated by authorities armed with coercive means to enforce their
instructions. Though the justification for being moral is ruggedly individualistic
and autonomous - it refers to self-love and self-interest - the actuality of moral
behaviour can only be secured by the heteronomous force of Law."
We could add, of course, that this becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy: obeying the law is,

in any state where the law is properly enforced, in the self-interest of the agent. Ethics is
equated with rationality in part by excluding difference, by denying that there may be
more than one possible answer to a given moral problem. One of the defming features
of 'ethics' identified by Bauman - and one which we saw the Wittgensteinians criticise
too - is its desire to be universalisable.

Morality, unlike ethics, simply cannot be

universalised in any meaningful way: 'reciprocity is the vital attribute morality does not
possess -

but should possess if one wished it to be universalizablc'i'"

The

univcrsalisability essential, in different ways, to the ethics of Kant, Hare and others
discussed above is problematic because even though it does not in itself contain the
means for its own enforceability it does implicitly demand them, and it does invoke
denying the legitimacy of non-universalisable moral strategies.
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Kant's question at the

beginning of the Groundwork

of the Metapbysic ofMorals,

'Do we not think it a matter of the

utmost necessity to work out for once a pure moral philosophy completely cleansed of
everything that can only be empirical and appropriate to anthropology?'66 would receive a
clear 'No' from both Bauman and the Wittgensteinians because of its effectivelv
totalitarian implications. Real, as opposed to theoretical, reciprocity gives a duty to the
other, and this is incompatible with morality. As Bauman says,
. "'I am ready. to die for
the Other" is a moral statement; "He should be ready to die for me" is, blatantly. nor'"
This is somewhat different from Winch's objection to universalisability, that while he was
prepared to argue that he ought to behave in a certain way in a certain situation he was
not prepared to extend this into a claim that anyone else, in a relevantly similar situation,
should do the same'" - Winch's discussion does not consider the duties of another to me
- but it clearly comes from the same stable.

It is claims for universalisability which

identify ethics with law and, in turn, with force - and which distinguish it from personal
responsibility, from true moral choice, and from morality itself. Universalisation 'may
take no other form than that of the substitution of heteronomous, enforced-fromoutside, ethical rules for the autonomous responsibility of the moral self (and that means
nothing less than the incapacitation, even destruction, of the moral self)'.69

The

Wittgensteinians seem less concerned than Bauman with the political implications of
supposedly universalisable, rational ethics, being content to dismiss them as intellectually
bankrupt. We might say that for the Wittgensteinians, the problem with ethicists is that
they do not achieve anything; for Bauman, the problem with ethicists is that they do.
What they achieve is to convince people that ethics and morality are the same thing, and
therefore remove from them the responsibility to think morally.

The result of their

success is what Bauman calls modernity.
Bauman's book Modernity and the Holocaust challenges conventional wisdom about
the nature of the Holocaust.

Bauman argues that far from being an aberration, the

systematic extermination of Europe's Jews is 'fully in keeping with everything we know
about our civilization, its guiding spirit, its priorities, its immanent vision of the world and of the proper ways to pursue human happiness together with a perfect society,.cll
The Holocaust, for Bauman, is a natural product of the modernist project, in which
individual moral decision-making is replaced with technical, task-oriented, problem-
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solving reasoning, and the moral responsibility can be passed by any given individual
within the bureaucratic structure either up, to those (relatively few) giYing the orders, or
down, to those (again, relatively few) murdering human beings, to the extent that

e'l'c):" UJ!c'

can with some plausibility deny that they have a full picture of what is going on, that they
are responsible for what is going on, or - importantly - that, given the size of the
bureaucratic structure in which they work, any act of resistance or non-cooperation on
their part could have even the remotest effect on the end result, apart from needlessly
damaging their own personal chances of survival." Bauman describes the way in which
even Jewish community leaders were co-opted into the process of their own
extermination, both making the process easier and, through their cooperation,
inadvertently giving legitimacy to the goals at which the process was directed." It is
important to Bauman's argument that the Holocaust is not a unique instance in
modernity of serious moral and political results arising out of the collapse of moral
responsibility. Would workers in arms factories feel any responsibility for the deaths of
babies killed by napalm in the Vietnam War?
Of course they wouldn't. And there is no bureaucratic reason why they should.
The splitting of the baby-burning process in minute functional tasks and then
separating the tasks from each other have made such awareness irrelevant - and
exceedingly difficult to achieve. Remember as well that it is chemical plants that
produce napalm, not any of their individual workers.P
The response of the factory workers is both plausible and correct - yet at the same time
morally irresponsible. This is not because they are irredeemably bad people but because
moral irresponsibility is a defining condition of modernity. We are conditioned to pass
on, up or down, the moral responsibility for taking the moral responsibility for our
actions - and the result is that we are prepared to contemplate actions which are morally
wrong but which are technically possible and will lead to politically useful ends. The
collapse of moral responsibility makes the pursuit of such otherwise unattainable political
ends possible, and the day-to-day reality of what we contemplate is masked from us by
the hierarchical bureaucratic structure we inhabit. Succumbing to moral irresponsibility
is, however, not inevitable, as the Holocaust again shows.

\X!e know that some -

relatively few - people did not participate in the Nazi bureaucracy of extermination, and

Sec for example Adolf Eichmann's statement to his interrogator: 'All my yfc I have been accustomed to obedience,
from c.irlv childhood to :-'LI\, 8 1945 - an obedience which in my yc.lr~ ot membership In the ~~ became blind and
uncondltl;mal. \\'hat would I have gJincd by disobedience? And whom would it have ~t'r\'cd? I never, at any rime.
pl.rvcd .111 l·~~l'ntial. decisive role in the events from 1933 to 1945. for that my rJll~ a,nd functions placed m~ III t.ir too
\0\;' .1 position'. .Iochcn von Lang and Claus Sibyll (cds.), 'The Transcripts ot Ltchounn Intcrrog;ltnl . If R.llph
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that acts of rescue did take place. Why? Bauman's answer is that 'the rescuers were
willing to rescue because this was their nature'. 74

In effect, despite ethics, morality

survives.
The substitution within ethics, and within the project of modernity in general, of
political - coercive - ascendancy for intellectual sustainability is part of what shows its
failure.

Modernity's attempt to bring everything into rational control, to describe and

evaluate everything in ways which cannot be rationally opposed - a project which,
because it is intellectually untenable, can only succeed through force and coercion - is
doomed.

'Postmodernity', then, for Bauman, is the state he considers us to have no

choice but to inhabit if we are intellectually honest: recognising the failure of the
modernist project to provide explanations which are, even in principle, universally
applicable and capable of winning universal assent. If this is unavoidable, then we must
see it as a great opportunity: 'Postmodernity, one might say, is modernity without iI/uJionJ
(the obverse of which is that modernity is postmodernity refusing to recognise its own
truth)'.75 Thinking for ourselves, moral responsibility, is the cost of liberation from those
who seek to do our thinking for us - or from impersonal structures which remove from
all of us the need to think. Bauman argues that 'the end of the "ethical era" ushers in the
"era of morality" -

and that postmodernity could be viewed as such an era,.76

Postmodernity is linked, in Bauman's thought, to autonomy - the ability to make moral
decisions for ourselves - on the grounds that one of the roles played by ethics, associated
of course with law, coercion and force, is to remove our moral responsibility:
Contrary to one of the most uncritically accepted philosophical axioms, there is
no contradiction between the rejection of (or scepticism towards) the ethics of
socially conventionalized and rationally 'founded' norms, and the insistence that
it does matter, and matter moralty, what we do and from what we desist. Far
from excluding each other, the two can be accepted or rejected only together.
If in doubt - consult your conscience.F

The ability and the responsibility to think for ourselves go hand in hand, and both are
militated against by modernity.

Self-Renunciation and Other-Directedness
The claim that self-interest has nothing to with morality is more radical than it
might first appear: so far as Bauman is concerned, morality does not, as universah-ing
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theories of ethics allege, redirect self-interest, but brackets it out of moral discussion
altogether. But Bauman takes this insight in a very different direction from that of the
Wittgensteinians. Bauman sees morality not as se!frenunciatory but as otber-directed:
Responsibility being the existential mode of the human subject, mora/if)' is the
primary structure of intersubjective relation in its most pristine form, unaffected by any
non-moral factors (like interest, calculation of benefit, rational search fo'r
optimal solutions, or surrender to coercion). The substance of morality being a
duty towards the other (as distinct from an obligation), and a duty which
precedes all interestedness - the roots of morality reach well beneath societal
arrangements, like structures of domination or culture."
This difference in focus, on what might well be seen as two sides of the same coin, has
important and far-reaching conclusions.

There are a number of serious-looking

problems with presenting self-renunciation as the ideal standard for, or the logical
conclusion of, proper moral and religious practice.

I noted, in the light of feminist

arguments, that it involves the encouragement of humility and submission, including for
those who are already, generally speaking, humble and submissive. Indeed, by virtue of
its failure to challenge or question certain forms of power, it seems to allow the
possibility of leaving space in which tyranny can enter and operate - self-renunciation
makes life easy for those who are not inclined to be self-renunciatiory. In a Christian
theological context, these problems are particularly apparent when self-renunciation is
expressed in sexual terms: when submission is understood as a feminine characteristic,
idealised as proper female behaviour in all areas of life and in sexual relations in
particular, and institutionalised as a dominant-submissive hierarchy in sex and elsewhere
which tends to reinforce female subordination - problems which the defenders of selfrenunciation find it difficult to criticise coherently, or even in many cases to recognise as
problems. Another area of critique, clear in Nietzsche's assault on 'slave morality' and
present in some commentary on Weil, the desert fathers and the mystics, is of the
narcissism of some ostensibly self-renunciatiory behaviour: the fact that a self-conscious
self-renunciation can actually be self-serving. Self-renunciation focuses, necessarily, on
the self - it is easy to forget that anyone else is involved in moral life and that anyone else
is affected by our moral decisions and actions. Without a consideration of the other,
self-renunciation can collapse all too easily into self-obsession - because there is nobody
else in the picture. Yet morality only matters at all because we have to live with others,

111

community - and modernity's focus on self-interest makes such communal living more
difficult, because self-interest's attitude to the Other must ncccssarilv be one ot
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suspicion. Self-interest, at worst, minimises the risk of our getting hurt at a potential cost
to those with whom we interact. When used as the basis of a universalising system of
ethics, it distorts our duties into universal duties and coerces others into performing
them. Self-renunciation, at worst, minimises the risk of our hurting others, of doing evil,
at a great potential cost to ourselves, a cost which is no longer thought to matter because
it is outweighed by the self's greater need to be able to claim, whatever else happens, to
be good.

Othcr-dircctcdness seems to me to avoid both of these pitfalls: e\'eryone

matters morally - importantly for self-interest, including you, and importantly for selfrenunciation, including me. Bauman describes the Other in modernity as 'he who, at
best, is the prey on which the self can feed to replenish its life-juices, and - at worst thwarts and sabotages the self's constitution'v" It seems to me that a Wittgensteinian
self-renunciatory approach accepts this basic analysis of the nature of the Other and
extends it to cover the self as well. It rejects modernity's solution of erecting barriers to
defend oneself against the Other, but fails to propose any alternative. In other words,
self-renunciation involves a rejection of the option of preying on the Other, and an
acceptance of the possibility of being thwarted and sabotaged. Diminishing the agency
of a self which is understood as predatory and threatening to others, as self-renunciation
seems to seek to do, might well look like a good thing. Even better, however, might be
to seek to change the self into something whose relationship with the rest of the world
falls somewhere in between self-renunciation and self-obsession. This requires trust - in
oneself, and in others.

Intuitionism, Necessity and Mysticism: Iris Murdoch
Bauman never offers a systematic theoretical account of what morality consists
of; indeed, he rejects the possibility of creating systematic theoretical accounts of
morality. In this sense, he could be fairly characterised as an intuitionist, along with \\'olf
and indeed, because of his similar rejection of systematic theoretical accounts of ethics,
Phillips himself. There do seem to be affinities between Bauman's embracing of otherdircctedness , Wolfs 'healthy. form of intuitionism'i'" in which common sense dictates
that certain extreme manifestations of moral behaviour which interfere with the
possibility of living a full and well-rounded life should be avoided, and the intuitiorusm
of Phillips' moral and religious outlooks. As I argued in chapter 1 Phillips' account is
intuitionist insofar as it does not rely on theoretical accoun ts, bur what
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looks very similar to the behaviour of Wolfs 'moral saints'. ~-\ feature of intuitionism
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that it sees the good as something to be discovered rather than to be decided upon (whether
this is construed as the discovery of something real or as the acknowledgement that
certain beliefs must follow from certain other beliefs whether the agent likes it or nor'.
and therefore assumes that the good cannot depend upon an individual agent's will. One
way of exploring the intuitionism of Phillips and the Wittgensteinians is to look at some
connections between their moral philosophy and that of Iris Murdoch. Like that of the
Wittgensteinians, Murdoch's moral philosophy is indebted to the writings of Simone
Weil, in both her moral realism, which involves a rejection of the ego, and her use of the
concept of 'attention', as she acknowledges in The Sovereignty

of Good. 8 !

This leads, as it

does for Phillips, to a concern for the effacement of the self. According to Byrne, in
Murdoch's work 'Moral experience becomes something involving loving attention to
realities outside one's own ego and entailing the daily fight against the ego's demands and
perceptions and for spiritual purification. Moral reality becomes something mediating a
transcendent, perfect and necessarily real object of attention'i'" As Murdoch says, 'In the
moral life the enemy is the fat relentless ego'.83

She describes moral philosophy as

'properly ... the discussion of this ego and of the techniques (if any) for its defeat. In
this respect moral philosophy has shared some aims with religion'." Much contemporary
moral philosophy, however, is egoistic and assumes or provides for individual autonomy.
This colours Murdoch's attitude to K.ant, just as it coloured the Wittgensteinians' attitude
to such thinkers as Hare and Foot:
We are still living in the age of the Kantian man, or Kantian man-god '"
Stripped of the exiguous metaphysical background which Kant was prepared to
allow him, this man is with us still, free, independent, lonely, powerful, rational,
responsible, brave, the hero of so many novels and books of moral philosophy.
The raison d'elre of this attractive but misleading creature is not far to seek. He is
the offspring of the age of science, confidently rational and yet increasingly
aware of his alienation from the material universe which his discoveries reveal;
and since he is not a Hegelian (Kant, not Hegel, has provided \Vestern ethics
with its dominating image) his alienation is without cure. He is the ideal citizen
of the liberal state, a warning held up to tyrants. He has the virtue which the
age requires and admires, courage. It is not such a very long step from Kant to
Nietzsche, and from Nietzsche to existentialism and the £\nglo-Saxon ethical
doctrines which in some ways closely resemble it. In fact Kant's man had
already received a glorious incarnation nearly a century earlier in the work of
I\1ilto~: his proper name is Lucifer.v
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The Kantian man (the fact that he is a man, which was part of the feminist critique of
such theories described in chapter 3, does not seem to interest Murdoch) makes his own
ethical decisions and is the master of his own destiny. His self-reliance leads, both in the
British empirical tradition and in existentialism, to an 'Unambitious optimism' in which
'Contempt for the ordinary human condition, together with a conviction of personal
salvation, saves the writer from real pessimism'."

We can make links, through

Murdoch's use of Weil, between this mistrust of optimism and similar features in
Wittgensteinian thought. The self-centredness of individualistic ethical systems helps the
ego to create and maintain fantasies which work against the possibility of properly moral
behaviour: 'The chief enemy of excellence in morality (and also in art) is personal fantasy:
the tissue of self-aggrandizing and consoling wishes and dreams which pre,'ents one
from seeing what is there outside one,.87 What Murdoch means by fantasy is similar to
what the Wittgensteinians describe as 'false consolation', and there are strong parallels
with Wittgensteinian concerns in her claim that 'In the case of morality, although there
are sometimes rewards, the idea of a reward is out of place'." Murdoch links fantasy
with the will and contrasts it with loving attention:
What I have called fantasy, the proliferation of blinding self-centred aims and
images, is itself a powerful system of energy, and most of what is often called
'will' or 'willing' belongs to this system. What counteracts the system is
attention to reality inspired by, consisting of, love."
This attention is self-denying precisely because the fantasy with which it is contrasted is
self-aggrandising, and because it is necessarily an attention to something other than the
self, over which the self can have no control. Given that the self cannot control reality,
or decide for itself what the Good consists of, 'The idea of a patient, loving regard,
directed upon a person, a thing, a situation, presents the will not as unimpeded
movement but as something very much more like "obedience",.9o Given that the true,
the real, the Good is something independent of the self, something to which it must be
obedient, the ability to perceive it is 'automatically at the same time a suppression ()f
self. 91
There is a close connection between morality and religion in Murdoch's thought.
This can be seen first in one important element of her critique of self-centred
individualistic ethical systems: that in their assertion of the primacy and .idcquacv of
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human will they 'have no adequate conception of original sin,.92 Murdoch claims that in
what she identifies as their basic optimism Sartre and Heidegger, along with twentiethcentury Oxford and Cambridge moral philosophy, 'contrast with the vanishing images of
Christian theology which represented goodness as almost impossibly difficult, and sin as
almost insuperable and certainly as a universal condition'." Murdoch is identifying her
position with religion and against humanistic moral philosophy. This might be seen as
somewhat problematic for her, however, since she also thinks that belief in God is no
longer tenable.

According to Byrne, 'Murdoch gives e\rery appearance of being

committed to a version of the secularisation thesis whereby belief in God and the gods is
now impossible for "us", that is modern, Western intcllectuals." She speaks of the
present age as one in which 'traditional supernatural religious beliefs fade, and seem to be

inevitablY superseded by scientific and technological conceptions of human cxistencc'r" It
is the scientific overthrow of traditional religious beliefs which makes the consolation
they offer false - and the objection to false consolation is also, as it is for Weil and the
Wittgensteinians, a moral objection. The problem is that 'Almost anything that consoles
us is a fake,96 - the 'almost' is important, but so is the basic mistrust of consolation. God
is not necessarily a false consolation, because 'we can all receive moral help by focusing
our attention upon things that are valuablc'j" but even so God is still a consolation, and 'l\S
soon as any idea is a consolation the tendency to falsify it becomes strong: hence the
traditional problem of preventing the idea of God from degenerating in the believer's
mind,.98 Murdoch's understanding of what counts as false consolation, and therefore of
what religious belief and practice may and may not consist of, is very similar to that of
Weil and the Wittgensteinians. For example, Murdoch argues that 'Prayer is properly not
petition, but simply an attention to God which is a form of love,.99 In the now inevitable
absence of God, the same sort of loving attention - this time to the Good - is still
necessary for the avoidance of the different kinds of false consolation provided by
overambitious accounts of scientific progress and by individualistic, self-aggLlndising
accounts of ethics.
For Murdoch, the contemplation of and attention to the Good is very similar to
the religious contemplation of and attention to God - at least to the proper religious
Murdoch, The Sovereigflty of Good, P: 47.
:'\Iurdoch, Tbe SOI!ereigfl(}1 qfGood, pp. 50-51.
94 Bvrnc. Tbe .vlora! Interpretation of Rt/igion, pp. 107 -108.
9~ :\iurdoch, ,\1d"ph)'.1/'.1 as a Guide /0 .\lom!x (London: Charto & \\'indll~. 199~\. P: 426.
96 :'\[urdoch, The SOI!mign()' qfGood, p. 59
97 \lurdoch, TbeSol't'rngntyoJGood, P: 56.
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contemplation of and attention to God as described by Weil and the \\'ittgensteinians.
The idea of God is nevertheless for Murdoch one which is capable of being productive
and useful - or rather, even if it is no longer able to be productive and useful for ber.
given her status as a modern, Western intellectual, one whose value she can recognise.
Indeed the idea, or something like it, should remain at the heart of moral philosophy:
God was (or is) a single perfect transcendent non-representable and necessarily real object of
attention; and ... moral philosophy should attempt to retain a central concept
which has all these characreristics.l'v
The Good, in effect, takes God's place.'?' Murdoch's approach might be described as a
kind of non-religious mysticism:
Morality has always been connected with religion and religion with mysticism.
The disappearance of the middle term leaves morality in a situation which is
certainly more difficult but essentially the same. The background to morals is
properly some sort of mysticism, if by this is meant a non-dogmatic essentially
unformulated faith in the reality of the Good, occasionally connected with
experience.t'P

While this may well cause problems for modern, Western intellectuals, Murdoch argues
that 'The virtuous peasant knows, and I believe he will go on knowing, in spite of the
removal or modification of the theological apparatus, although what he knows he might
be at a loss to say'.103 How will he do this? Murdoch's answer is that he will draw on
alternative resources which he will be able to understand: 'I do not think that the
virtuous

peasant will

superstitions'. 104

be without resources

There will

doubtless

be

new

The problem here is not just with Murdoch's category of 'virtuous

peasant', which it might be kindest to describe as dated, but with the general idea that for
a certain set of people, which does not include Murdoch, new superstitions will be
required to take religion's place in the (st:i.ll necessary) justification of morality. The best
way, for most people, to deal with the death of religion is to come up with new stories
(presumably equally intellectually untenable ones) to do the job religion used to do. If
f\lurdoch is committed to the position that religious belief is now impossible for modern,
\\'estern intellectuals, we might say that this is equally true of Phillips. \\'hat is important
to recognise about this, however, is that for Phillips it is not a statement of atheism so
much as a criticism of modern, \\l estern intellectuals, who are no longer capable of
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seeing religious belief in properly religious terms - and, insofar as Phillips is a modem,
Western intellectual, it might also be seen as a statement of regret. The problem with
intellectuals is that they intellectualise things - things which will break if they are pushed
too hard, but which are not designed to be pushed in the first place. IDS Given this, there
is perhaps a resemblance between Murdoch's championing of the 'virtuous peasant' and
a tendency in Phillips' work to reject certain criticisms of ordinary believers who fail to
apply rigorous critical techniques to their own beliefs and practices - techniques in which
Phillips and other philosophers have been trained and which it is impossible for them, in
good conscience, to refuse to apply.

We might say that intellectuals and ordinary

believers inhabit, in Wittgensteinian terms, different forms of life or moral practices, and
that it is impossible to be part of both of them at once.
Murdoch's contention, which she shares with Moore, that the Good must be
both real and 'indefinable and non-representable'<" depends on the claim that 'Good, not

will, is transcendent: l o7 that the self is inadequate as a source of moral value and that moral
value must therefore come from an external source which it is the job of the self to
attend to and contemplate. Moore's importance to Murdoch can be seen in a passage at
the beginning of The Sovereignty

of Good in

which she sums up what she sees as the key

features of Moore's position before stating her agreement with them:
A great deal has happened since he wrote, and when we read him again it is
startling to see how many of his beliefs are philosophically unstatable now.
Moore believed that the good was a supersensible reality, that it was a
mysterious quality, unrepresentable and indefinable, that it was an object of
knowledge and (implicitly) that to be able to see it was in some sense to have it.
He thought of the good upon the analogy of the beautiful; and he was, in spite
of himself, a 'naturalist' in that he took goodness to be a real constituent of the
world. We know how severelyand in what respects Moore was corrected by his
successors .. , on almost every point I agree with Moore and not with his
critics.lOB
This is not to say that there are not significant points of disagreement between Murdoch

.
and Moore, whom she sees as 'the frame of the picture' 109 of mo dem ethi cs, a picture
she
largely rejects.

I do not want to rehearse now the serious and justified criticisms the

105 See for example Phillips' criticism of William James' uns~ccessful attempts at scientific in~esti~tion of occult
phenomena, that 'James never thought of asking.whether th~ failure to fit the phenomena in questl,on into a theoretical
framework might be due to a misunderstandmg and nusrepresentanon of these phenomena (Rmlt'mng &1i!10NJ
Concepts, p.' 175), or his attack on Swinburne, Mackie and Roberts as the 'Friends of Cl~anth.es' who assume that the
word 'God' refers to an object, and that it makes sense to try to find out whether thiS. ?~Iect exists (.If not and 10
principle to come up with either a definitive answer or one ?~sed on a b~ance of probabilities - bU.~ I~ t.~~.t thl'\~ have
not 'looked hard enough at religious movements in determining the logical grammar of the word l,oJ . (&IOI't'nf(g
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intuitionists received, except to say that I would describe their main weakness as a lateVictorian, Imperial-era failure to realise that trusting ourselves and others to think
morally is not the same as assuming that everybody's reactions are, or ought to be, the
same. But Moore's intuitionism is something he shares with Murdoch and indeed with
Weil, Phillips and the Wittgensteinians, along with a number of other thinkers discussed
in this thesis including some virtue ethicists, feminists and postmodernists.

And a

feature of intuitionism is a deep scepticism about the worth, and suspicion of the results,
of certain forms of philosophical reflection. Brian Hutchinson complains about ;\Ioore's
tendency, which he has in common with Murdoch, as we have seen, as well as with
Wittgenstein ('don't think, but look!'l1~ and Phillips, to emphasise unmediated
knowledge over rigorous philosophical and empirical investigation and analysis:
His impatience with dialectical thinking, so odd in one who is himself a master
dialectician, suggests that the proper procedure for understanding the world is
not to investigate and analyze, but simply to wait for the insight that sets
everything right. This is to abandon the way of the philosopher for the war of
the mystic, or perhaps for the person who does not think very much. I I I

If Hutchinson is right that intuitionism, mysticism and simply not thinking yery much sit
closely together, then - assuming that simply not thinking is not a desirable trait in those
who make it their business to think - any attempt to negotiate the territory they inhabit
reqUltes great care.

The Power of Example
Murdoch's somewhat unfortunate claim that 'the virtuous peasant' will need 'new
superstitions' as resources to draw on in understanding the nature of the good has some
similarity to the Wittgensteinian claim that our moral and religious responses are a result
not of theory-driven reasoning but of our cultural surroundings, the way we learn
language and make connections between words and stories, real and imagined events in
the world and their moral and religious meanings. Bauman's mistrust of philosophers
who prescribe codes of law and remove the responsibility for thinking morally from
'ordinary people' who are in fact perfectly capable of moral behaviour also resembles this
sort of view. i\ major problem with the intuitionism of Moore, Prichard and Ross

\\;lS

their apparent assumption that our knowledge of the good was 'absolutely undcriv.uiv e
or in1111ediate',112 that we all know, really, what we ought to do in any giycn situation.
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This is a problem the Wittgensteinians avoid by their emphasis on language and culture
and their willingness to allow that different people may legitimately have different moral
responses, but it means that we should pay attention to the way in which such responses
develop, to the stories and concepts on which people draw in order to build a moral and
religious understanding of the world. What stories might ordinary believers draw on to
illustrate the proper nature of moral and religious belief and practice, as understood by
Phillips and the Wittgensteinians?

Such stories should reflect the self-renunciatorv

character of morality and religion.

Good moral stories should reject the idea that

properly moral behaviour produces good results or is in my interests, or that anything I
do could be 'good enough'. Helpful religious stories should point towards the need for
complete dependence on a God who is conceived of not as an all-powerful 'policeman in
the sky' who will answer my prayers, reward the good and punish the wicked but as a
standard of perfection against which I will always be found wanting and from whom
everything is an undeserved gift, the rejection of any idea that I am owed anything.
Where might such stories be found?
In fact, as I have been arguing, there are plenty of stories like this, and I have
presented some of them in chapters 5 and 6: Antony, fasting in his cave in the desert;
Benedict, composing and living by his Rule of renunciation of the world and obedience
to God and the Abbot; Francis of Assisi, renouncing his inherited wealth and founding
an order committed to living in poverty and chastity; John of the Cross, praying for
annihilation; Hadewijch of Antwerp, united with Christ in a mystical vision so that
'nothing any longer remained to me of myself';l13 Angela of Foligno, meditating on
Christ's broken and tortured body and expressing her desire for a viler death than that
suffered by Christ and his saints; Rose of Lima, punishing her flesh and humbling
herself, eventually becoming worthy of a 'mystical marriage' to Christ; Simone \X'eil,
praying for paralysis and insensibility, dying after refusing to eat more than her Nazioccupied compatriots.

These, and any number of comparable stories, are of course

inspired by Christ's own submission to suffering, torture, crucifixion and death, as well as
his commands to his followers to disregard worldly concerns, to renounce possessions,
to humble themselves, to take up their cross and follow him.

.\nd these, and any

number of comparable stories, have of course been enormously influential for Chri-rianwho have sought to understand what is required of them if they w.mr

1<)

live a proper

Christian life. It is worth comparing the accusation by philosophers of religion such
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Swinburne that Phillips' account of the content and implications of religious belief bears
little resemblance to Christianity as it is understood by Christians, with the complaint by
feminist theologians that Christianity has historically encouraged Christians, and women
in particular, to be self-sacrificing at the cost of their psychological and physical health.
The Wittgensteinian account of authentic religious belief and practice, which their critics
deny exists, looks very like the feminist account of the Christianity which feminists see as
widely influential and worthy of being challenged. The difference, of course, is that the
Wittgensteinians, unlike feminists, have no interest in challenging it, and indeed lack the
methodological resources to do so.
If we reject the Wittgensteinian refusal to condemn various forms of selfrenunciatory religious and moral belief and practice, does this entail a wholesale rejection
of Wittgensteinian methodology?

I want to argue that it does not, and that the

Wittgensteinian approach is able to give a convincing account of how we come to hold
certain beliefs, and in particular of the proper philosophical content of such beliefs.
Central to this account is the contention that in order to make sense moral belief must
reject self-interest and religious (or at least Christian) belief must have a core selfrenunciatory component. Nevertheless, this is the kind of insight which should cause
disquiet to philosophers and theologians who are less temperamentally inclined to see
their job as nothing more than descriptive, or indeed to those who are unable, for
reasons of personal commitment, to maintain a Wittgensteinian distance from the
religion they want to study and evaluate. In particular, it should raise questions for those
involved in pastoral care.

Certain responses to

the

kind of behaviour the

Wittgensteinians, and Phillips in particular, seem to see as properly moral or properly
Christian are, like morality or Christianity themselves on a Wittgensteinian account, not
theory-driven. Sontag's claim that 'No one who loves life would wish to imitate l\Veil's]
dedication to martyrdom nor would wish it for his children nor for anyone else whom he
10ves,114 is surely just true for most people, notwithstanding Phillips' resistance

to

an}·thing which could be interpreted as a prudential consideration; the same goes for
Coleman's observation of the scandalous nature of certain aspects of the lives of many of
the saints, including St Francis, that 'No one today raises children to be this kind of saint,
and perhaps parents never did,.1l5

If so, \\'ittgensteinian philosophy of religiOn's

suggestion that Christianity, followed properly, might well call for such behaviour pOlnts
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to its potential value as a critical resource for Christians and others who wish to draw
attention to some of the problematic implications of Christian theology.
Phillips sees religion in general, and Christianity in particular, as highly
demanding, as requiring standards of behaviour which may very well be impossible to
attain. Religious belief has an 'absolute character', which means that "'Be ye perfect even
as your heavenly Father is perfect" makes a deeply impressive and, perhaps, puzzling
demand on us. To water it down is like thinking that what God asks of us is to do our
bestl,116 It clearly goes without saying, for Phillips, that the idea that what God asks of us
is to do our best is, from a religious perspective, a ludicrous one - the demand for
perfection is just that, and to fail to reach perfection is to fail to fulfil the demands of
religious belief. The fact that human beings will necessarily fail to reach perfection is
beside the point. Yet might not a recognition of this fact lie behind, for example, Angela
of Foligno's inability to 'imagine a death vile enough to match my desire,?117 I drew
attention in chapter 3 to what some feminist theologians have identified as the dangers,
especially for women, associated with an understanding of sin as being primarily a matter
of pride and selfishness, contrasted with a selfless love which seeks only the good of the
other. And in chapter 6 I suggested that the normalisation within Christian theology of
certain kinds of 'saintly' visions and actions, notably by women, serves to mask the harm
which certain manifestations of religious belief, such as severe fasting, self-mutilation and
visions of violent sexual contact with the divine leading to the annihilation of self, can do
both to the saint herself and to those around her - indeed, that it extends the boundaries
of moral and religious normativity within the surrounding culture.

This, in turn, can

make certain forms of imitation of such actions look like a normal part of religious life and of course, if something looks like a normal part of religious life, then it probably is.
The danger of holding up Catherine of Siena, Angela of Foligno, Rose of Lima or
Simone Weil as praiseworthy is that people might imitate them; the danger of taking a
Wittgensteinian approach is, firstly, that it is prepared to accept that their behaviour may
be held up as praiseworthy and, secondly, that it refuses to recognise the consequences
of imitating them as harmful.

The problem with my argument here, from a

\\'ittgensteinian point of view, is that it uses terms which come from outside the religion
it seeks to criticise, and that it should therefore be irrelevant to the way in which
members of that religion assess their own beliefs and behaviour.

Phillips

lS

keen to

distance himself from any attempts to criticise relu-ion. or at least from attempts to
Ill.
117
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cnttcise religions and religious forms of life which are internally consistent and not

superstitious. As he says, 'I have nothing against theological reform, but it is different
from the philosophical reflection I am concerned with'.118 Yet we could argue that even
if Phillips does not see himself as the one to do it, his work suggests, much more than
the work of many of his critics in the philosophy of religion, a need for theological
reform which he and they do not see. After all, I have argued on historical as well as
philosophical grounds that much of the criticism Phillips has received for his claim that
in order to make sense religious (or at least Christian) belief must have a core selfrenunciatory component is misplaced.

The great strength of the \Vittgensteinian

approach is the account it gives of how we come to hold certain beliefs, and of the
character those beliefs have as constitutive of certain ways of thinking rather than as the
conclusions of certain rational thought processes. If Phillips is right about the nature of
the content of those beliefs - and I am inclined to think that his account does far more
justice to the role religious belief plays in the life of the religious believer than do the
accounts of many of his philosophical contemporaries - then his account constitutes a
serious challenge for Christian theology, even if he does not intend it as such,

118 Phillips.
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Conclusion
Part I
This thesis has identified and discussed a central feature of Wittgensteinian ethics and
philosophy of religion, displayed in particular in the work of D.Z. Phillips, namely the
importance placed on self-renunciation as constitutive of authentic moral conduct and
religious belief and practice. Part I of the thesis described the nature of \X'ittgensteinian
ethics, its key features and its place in contemporary moral philosophy. In chapter 1 I
traced the emergence of the Wittgensteinians as a distinctive group in moral philosophy.
The Wittgensteinians defined themselves against some key thinkers in post-\\rar British
ethics, notably R.M. Hare and Philippa Foot.

Against Hare, they argued for the

importance of the limits set by language and culture over moral decision-making,
rejecting the idea that the individual is free to set her own ethical maxims and make her
own moral decisions. Against Foot, they denied that properly moral behaviour was in
the prudential interest of the agent, and argued for a strict separation between morality
and advantage. I explained the Wittgensteinians' rejection of the fact-value distinction,
and made some connections between their position and intuitionism.

I discussed the

important criticisms made by Onora Q'Neill, that the Wittgensteinian position entails
moral relativism and moral conservatism, and the Wittgensteinian response that ethical
theory, construed as an aid to moral decision-making, fails to do justice to the reality of
moral dilemmas.
Having situated Wittgensteinian ethics in the context of the debates in which
Wittgensteinian philosophers chose to engage directly, in chapter 2 I examined the wider
context, considering a set of highly influential, related ethical theories which consider
ethics to depend, in one way or another, on the redirection of self-interest, and
emphasising the distinctiveness from this approach of Wittgensteinian ethics, which
rejects any consideration of self-interest as having anything to do with morality. This leo
to a discussion of another influential approach in contemporary moral philosophy, virtue
ethics, whose emphasis on the role of the virtues in self-development and building good
character looks to the \\'ittgensteinians to be dangerously prudential. I argued that virtue
ethics, especially as described in Alasdair Macintyre's

"!!ier

I 'irt.«, has Important

methodological similarities with the \\'ittgensteinian approach, and that thcrcf .rc a
ferninist critique of i\IacIntyre which drew attention to \\'ays in which particul.n cultur.tl
definitions of the virtues could be exclusionary, by construing 'the good life'
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which is not equally accessible to all members of the culture in question, could be applied
to the Wittgensteinians as well.
In chapter 3 I built on this by identifying some parallels between \\'ittgensteinian
and feminist assumptions about the role of culture and language in influencing our moral
responses, and made a key distinction: feminists use this as the basis of a critique of
culture and language, while the Wittgensteinians do not. I discussed the possibility of
making the kind of absolutist critique of culture and language which feminists want to
make from the relativist perspective which feminists' rejection of many of the values
embodied in the cultures and languages they criticise forces them to take. I went on to
examine some issues arising from Phillips' work, criticising him for showing a lack of
awareness of the ways in which moral responses rooted in language and culture can
oppress women in particular.

This led to a discussion of the way in which the

Wittgensteinian rejection of self-interest can be read as an exhortation to self-abnegation,
thus making feminist critiques of such self-abnegation relevant to any assessment of
Wittgensteinian moral philosophy.

I made a connection between this philosophical

discussion of self-abnegation and Valerie Saiving's identification of the widespread
Christian understanding of sin as characteristically selfish and love as characteristically
self-giving. The critique of this understanding by Saiving and other feminists, that the
theological emphasis on the goodness of humility has been profoundly harmful to
women in particular, led me to a more in-depth consideration of self-renunciation.

Part II
Chapter 4 began with a discussion of the role of the concept of self-renunciation
in Wittgensteinian philosophy of religion, focusing in particular on Phillips' work.

I

argued that the methodology used within Wittgensteinian ethics applied equally

to

Wittgensteinian philosophy of religion, and drew attention to some of the ways in which
Phillips' writings in the philosophy of religion displays the same concerns and
assumptions as his writings in ethics.

I examined Phillips' use of the concept of

'superstition', and its importance as a limiting category which helps to identify those
religious beliefs, practices and reactions which are not supcrsntious.

Phillips'

understanding of prayer and of immortality, and his reliance on the work of Simone
\\'eil , show the centralitv. of self-renunciation in his philosophy of rc!Jgl( )11,
his account of religion which has been criticised on the grounds that
picture of the beliefs of most Christian believers.
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is not a true

This critical strategy was discussed in more detail at the beginning of chapter .5,
where I argued that Phillips' self-consciously philosophical rather than sociological
response to his critics, and his claim that his account of authentic religion pays attention
to what makes sense, and not to what religious believers actually believe, gi,'es his critics
too much credit. In fact, as I showed, there is a great deal of empirical evidence that selfrenunciatory behaviour has been central to Christianity throughout its history, at least in
the lives and writings of those Christians who have been considered the most admirable
and worthy of imitation by their contemporaries and successors. I presented some of
that evidence, drawing on New Testament sources as well as on accounts of the lives of
the saints and the growth of monasticism. I also drew attention to the fact that Christian
self-renunciation has included certain forms of extreme ascetic and self-mortifying
behaviour, much of which can be seen as highly physically damaging and theologically
problematic.
Chapter 6 examined some serious problems with ways in which some Christian
self-renunciation has been expressed and performed. I pointed out that much Christian
asceticism, particularly the renunciation of sexuality, has been a manifestation of
theologically sanctioned misogyny. Christian mystical literature, particularly that written
by women, frequently contains erotic elements using sexual metaphors involving male
dominance and female submission, in which encounters with the divine look like violent
forced sex and in which union with God and the renunciation, indeed annihilation, of the
self are closely linked. The metaphors of 'bride of Christ' and 'mystical marriagc' appear
to rely on an understanding of marriage in which the power relationships involved arc
highly unequal. This led me to an extended discussion of Wei!, of her importance to
Phillips' account of authentic religion and of issues in her life and writings which suggest
strong parallels with the problematic elements previously identified in medieval women's
mysticism, in particular the way in which she was able to give theological justification to
her belief in her own insignificance, and the way in which her commitment to self
renunciation was implicated in her death. I considered some feminist responses to \\'eil's
life and work, and showed that Phillips seems largely oblivious to their concerns. .md

to

the problems posed by these issues in the Christian mystical tradition in general and in
\Veil's life in particular.
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Part III
In chapter 7 I argued that Phillips' methodological rejection of the possibility of
criticism of a form of life in terms which come from outside the discourse of that form
of life should not make that form of life immune from moral critique.

I discussed

various critical strategies which might still be possible if we take the \"ittgensteinian
approach to ethics and philosophy of religion seriously.

Given that, for Phillips, the

demands of morality and religion are both absolute and limitless, it seems that saintliness
is, in effect, what is demanded by his Wittgensteinian account of ethics and philosophy
of religion.

I considered three ways in which this counsel of perfection might be

criticised in terms which even a Wittgensteinian might find convincing. First, I examined
Susan Wolfs argument, from a virtue perspective, that the 'moral saint' is not an ideal to
which we ought to aspire. Next I showed that in utilitarian terms self-renunciation can
be criticised on the grounds that it harms not only the agent herself (who denies that this
is morally significant) but those around her as well. Finally I drew parallels between
Phillips' account of authentic Christianity and Nietzsche's account of the role of
Christianity in encouraging 'slave morality'. The possibility of making these criticisms
seems to arise from Phillips' assumption that a morality which is not self-interested must
be self-renunciatory; I attempted to call this assumption into question by comparing
Phillips' account of morality with that of Zygmunt Bauman.

Bauman's genealogy of

morality yields a critique of the focus on self-interest of much contemporary ethics as
removing moral responsibility from the individual and placing it in the hands of the state;
I explored his alternative to self-interest, which is not self-renunciation but otherdirectedness. I argued, developing a claim I made in chapter 1, that many of the thinkers
discussed in this chapter so far, including Bauman, Wolf and Phillips, can be
characterised as intuitionist in their rejection of certain kinds of moral reasoning, and
explored this claim by discussing the work of Iris Murdoch, another thinker sympathetic
to intuitionism and, like the Wittgensteinians, deeply influenced by Simone \\'eil.

In

Murdoch's ethics mysticism and intuitionism seem to go closely together, and the same
might be said of Phillips.
Phillips' account of self-renunciation can be supported not just by his
philosophical argument that it follows consistently from taking other moral and religious
beliefs and assumptions seriously, but also by the moral and religious stories which have
been used by Christians to exemplify proper Christian behaviour, many of which have
been presented in this thesis. But if we take those stories seriously, then there arc gooJ
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reasons to see Phillips' account as morally questionable, even if it is philosophically
correct. And if his account is philosophically correct, then we ought to be more uneasv
than Phillips is himself about the nature of authentic morality and religious belief.
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